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preface for the AAA-edition

Language Contact and Bilingualism was originally published in 1987 at Edward Arnold. This

is an unchanged reprint. Since 1985, the field has undergone a tremendous develop-

ment, leading to a host of new surveys and a few specialized journals, such as Internatio-

nal Journal of Bilingualism, Journal of Multilingual and Multicultural Development, and Bilingualism:

Language and Cognition. We refer those interested in later writings on this topic to the

comprehensive textbook by Donald Winford, An introduction to contact linguistics (Oxford,

Blackwell, 2003). Some of the more fundamental theoretical studies that have appeared

since the original publication of our book are:

• Sarah Grey Thomason and Terrence Kaufman, Language contact, creolization, and genetic

linguistics. Berkeley, Cal.: University of California Press, 1988.

• Janet L. Nicol, One mind, two languages. Blackwell, Malden, Mass. & Oxford, 2001.

• Michael Clyne, Dynamics of language contact. English and immigrant languages. Cambridge

approaches to language contact. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2003.

• Carol Myers-Scotton, Contact linguistics. Bilingual encounters and grammatical outcomes.

Oxford: Oxford University Press 2002.

Pieter Muysken and René Appel
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Preface

For a number ofyears we have been doing research and teaching courses on different
aspects of language contact. René Appel has worked on minortry languages and
particularlyon the educational problems of children of migrant workers in the
Netherlands. Pierer Muysken has focused on Quechua-Sparush language contact in
the Andes, relating this 10more genera! aspects ofcreo!ization and language mixture.

Particularly in planning our courses on language contact, bowever, we feit that the
problems and concepts bath of'us had been dealing with were closely interrelated. It
came to be a challenge to explore the relations between social, psychological and
(socio) linguistic aspects of Ianguage contact more explicitly in this book. We are not
eertam that our exploration has been successful everywhere, given that so many
disciplines with different research tradinons are involved.

We would like to thank all the students and fellow researchers at the Instirure of
General Linguistics ofthe University of Amsterdam who have commemed on earlier
versions of material contained in this book. To conclude, we would like to
acknowledge an indebtedness that wiJl be obvious ro all insiders: we have named our
book with the title of Uriel Weinreich's ploneering work, Languages in contact, in
rnind. We are quire aware rhat it remains difficult to go beyond tbe depth ofinsight
achieved in Weinreich's writings.

Amsterdam, September 1986





1 Introduction: Bilingualism and language
contact

Imagine the history of mankind, not as a history of peoples or nations, but of the
languages they speak. A history of 5000 languages, thrown together on this planet,
constantly interacting. Imagine [he treaty ofVersailles nor as an event ofinternational
diplomacy, but in terms of people putting on [heir best French to make themse1ves
understood end achieve the greatest advantage. Think of Cortes' conquest of Mexico
in 1532 not as an outrageous narrative ofbravery, cruetry end betrayal, but in terms of
the crurial role of his Indian ruistress Malinche, interpreter between Aztee and
Spanish. Think of the sugar plantations, where [he uprooted slaves were thrown
together, as meeting places for many African languages.

Imagining all this, twc things come to mind: first, how closely the history of
languages is tied up with and is a reileetion of the history of peoples and nations.
Second, how linie we know of languages in contact. Par more is known about the
economie consequences of Balkanization, the disinregration ofthe Austrian empire,
than of what happened to all rhe languages of the Kaiserliehe und Königliehe Reieh
when it feil apart in 1918. This book n-ies to provide the concepts needed to
understand what it means for two languages to come into contact. What happens in
communities where severa! languages are spoken? How can speakers handle these
Ianguages simultaneously? When and why will the dilTerent Ianguages actually be
used? Which consequences does language contact have for the languages involved?
These are the main issues we address here.

In this chapter we will give a bit of background to the discussion by sketching a few
ofthe coneeptual problems, listing some ofthe reasons why researchers have wanted
to look at language contact (hoping that these may be valid for the reader as well),
describing some of the major types oflanguage contact in the world, giving a brief
history of the field and presenting. finally, a sketch of the different contributing sub
disciplines and an outline ofthe book.

1.1 Bilingualism: concepts and definitions
Language contact inevitably leads to bilingualism. Generally, two types of bilin
gualism are distinguished: sociaal end individua! bilingualism. Roughly speaking,
societal bilingualisrn occurs when in a given society two or more languages are
spoken. In this sense, nearly all societies are bilingual, but they can differ with regard
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Figure 1.1 Schemalically represemed forros of soeterei biJingualism

to the degree or form of bilingualism. Theoretically, the following forms can be
disunguished (see Figure 1.1).

In situation I the two languages are spoken by two different groups and each group
is monolingual; a few bilingual individuals take care of the necessary inrergroup
communication. This form ofsocietal bilingualism often occurred in former coloniel
countries, where rhe colonizer spoke English, for instance, and the native people a
locallanguage. In societies oftype II all people are bilingual. Approximations to such
a form ofsocietal bilingualism can be found in African counrries and in India. Often
people have cornmand of more than rwo languages.

In the third form ofsocietal bilingualism one group is monoJingual, and the other
bilingual. In most cases this last group wil! form a minority, perhaps not in the
numerical or sraristical, but in the sociclogical sense: it is a non-dominant or
oppressed group. Siruations like IJl can be observed in Greenland, for example,
where the people who speak Greenlandic Inuit must become biJingual, i.e. learn
Danish, while the Danish-speaking group, which is sociologically dominant, can
remain monoJingual.

Ofcourse, forms I, II and III are only theoretical types which do not exist in a pure
form in the worJd we live in: different mixtures are much more common. The
linguistic siruation ofmost countries is far more complex, with more rhan twc groups
and more than two languages involved. It is useful, however, to keep the ideal
typology in rnind when we describe complex bilingual societies.

Ir is fairly clear what indioidual bilingualism is, but determining whether a given
person is bilingual or not is far from simpte. Many people in Britain have learned
some French in school and practice it on their annual holiday, but are they bilingual
in the same way as young Pueno Ricans in New York, who use both Spanisb and
English with equal ease> To what extern must a speaker have oommand over the two
languages in order to be labelled a biJingual? Must he or she have fluent oral and
writing skills in bath languages? Must a true bilingual be proficienr in productive
(speaking, writing) as weil as receptive tasks (listening, reading)? Which componenrs
ofthe language are the criteria: vocabulary, pronunciation, syntax, pragmatics?

In the history ofthe study ofbilingualism various definitions have been proposed.
We will give two extreme, but well-known variauts. BIoomfield made the highest
demands. According to him, a bilingual should possess 'native-Iike control oftwo or
more languages' (1933: 56). At the other extreme, Meenamara (1969) proposed rhar
somebody should be called bilingual ifhe has some second-language skills in ene of
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the four modalities (speaking, listening, writing, reading), in addition to his first
language skil1s.

The problem of a psychological definition, in terms of proficiency, seems to be
unsurmountable, not because of measurement prob!ems (which are complex enough
by themse1ves), but because ît is impossible to find a general norm or srandard for
proficiency. Therefore we prefer a sociological definition, in line with Weinreich
(1953: 5), who said that 'the practice of alternative1y using two languages wil1 be
called here bîlingualism, and the persons involved bilinguals'. Somebody who
regularty uses two or more languages in alternation is a bilingual. Within this
definition speakers may still differ wide1y in their actual Iinguistic skills, of course,
but we should be careful not to impose standerds for bilinguals that go much beyond
these for monolinguais. The very fact that bilinguals use various languages in
different circumsrances suggests rhat it is their overal! linguistic competence that
should be compared to that of monolinguale. All too often imposing Blcomfleld's
criteria on bilinguale has led to their stigmatization as being somehow deficiënt in
their language capacities.

With regard to the terminology used in this bock, two more things:
(I) The terms bl1ingual and èûingualism also apply to sirusuons where more than
two languages are involved. Only in obviously appropriate cases will we somerimes
use the terms multilingual and multilingualism. (2) In this book the terms
bilingual/ism refer to conventionally recognized languages and nor to dialects of
Ianguages (for instance, London Cockney and Received Pronunciation), although we
are quite aware ofthe fact rhat many research findings end concepts in the study of
bilingualism carry over to bidialectism.

Any de'finition of bilingualism has to come to grips with a centra! problem in the
seclal sciences: that of scale and of aggregation. Are we talking about individuals,
about families, neighbourhoods or whole socieues? What can 'Ianguage contact'
possibly mean, since 'language' is an abstraction? Speakers can be in contact, meta
phorically speaking two grammars might he said to be in contact in the brain of an
individual, but languages as whole entities? We do find bilingual societies where
many individual speakers are not bilingual, particularly societies organized along
caste lines, or with very streng social divisions. An example ofthe latter would be the
province of Quebec befere the Second World War, where an English-speaking urban
bourgeoisie coexisted with a French-speaking farming community (cf. form I in
Figure 1.1).

A second problem has to do with our definition of Ianguages as weil. Is it
meaningful to speek oflanguage contact given the fact that we do not know how to
distinguish between languages and dialects? Hindi and Urdu are two, religiously
differentiated, varieties of essentially the same language: Hindi is spoken by Hindus
and Urdu by Moslems. Is there a possibility oflanguege contact here, or just ofdialect
mixture? The same holds for Dutch and German along the easrern border of the
Netherlands. Where does it become meaningful to speak ofthe two languages being
in contact? How different do the two codes have to be?

A third set ofproblems has to do with the level ofgrammatica! analysis that we deal
wirh. If we accept the replacement of rhe central notion of 'language' by that of
'grammar', then we surely should speak of'grammars in contact'. Then again, ifwe
accept the notion common in generative grammar since the late 1970s rhat grammars
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consist of a number of independent components, (the phrase structure component,
the rransformational component, rhe lexicon, the phonological component), then tbe
question is wherher we should not be dealing with compcnents of grammars in
contact. This problem may seem very academie, but in chapters JO and 13 we wil!
argue that it is rrucial for understanding what is going on.

1.2 Reasons for studying language contact

Turning now to reasons for studying language contact, we can discern streng
impulses both from social concerns and from developments in language studies.
Countnes such as Belgium and Canada, both with language groups that are
sometimes opposed to each ether, have creared eentres for the study ofbilingualism,
stimulared research and produced outstanding scholars. It is hoped that a thorough
and dispassionate analysis ofbilinguallanguage behaviour wiU help us to gain insight
into rhe language problems of groups and individuals and thus support language
planning and educational policies. This type of research bas been recognized as
crueiel in countries such as India, which faces a combination oflanguages spoken of
daunting complexity, end has become one ofthe world's eentres for language-contact
research. Sometimes it is called 'rhe laboratory of mulrilingualisrn'.

In addition !O these countries, charucterized by (I long history of bilingualism, a
large number of countries, particularly in rhe industrialized West, have become
bilingual on a large scale in the last 20 years due re migration. The presence ofgroups
of migrante has had a great impact on these societies: suddenly a number of myths
about monolingual and monocultural national identity were shatrered. The poliucal
emancipation and educational needs of the migrant groups have stimulated in turn a
whole new series of language-contact studies, both in Europe and in the US and
Canada.

It is net only mincrities of migrants that have participated in these processes of
political and cultural emancipaticn, however, but also a number of traditional
minority groups. These groups have clamoured for politieel decentralization,
recognition oftheir own language end culture and bilingual education. This, in turn,
hes led to a number of studies on Ianguage-contact issues.

On the level of ideology, these developments have not remained without
repercussions. The process of decolonization has left the farmer colonlal powers, one
might say, with a lot to think about. A strong tradition of historical research has
emerged rhat focuses on rbe conditions, processes and consequences of colonialism,
both for rhe colonizing powers and for the Third World. This tradition has enriched
our perception of colonization itself considerably, and allows us te look at the propa
gation and expansion ofthe European languages in a wider perspecuve. Ir also allows
us to develop a vocabulary and conceptual model for talking about systems, incJuding
languages, influencing each ether

The culrural developments in the West of the 1960s led to a return te the srudy of
rhe vernacular languages, away from purism, incJuding the spoken languages of
minority groups. An earty manifestation of this was the emergence of Bleek and
Amerindian studies in rhe US in the early 19705, and certainly the study oflanguage
contact phenomena has proflted from this development. Here phenomena such as
creole languages were involved rhat clearfy did not fit into a purist concept ion.
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When we turn to linguistics itself, the study oflanguage contact has developed into a
paradigm for sociolinguistics as a whole. Sociolinguistics as a discipline has stressed
the diversity in language use. The study ofdiversity leads, ofcourse, 10a focus on the
clearest example of diversity: multilingualism. All the major issues in the sociolin
guistic study ofthe sa-calied monolingual speech communities reappear in enlarg ed
form in the study oflanguage contact: style shift, linguistic change, code selection end
speech repertoire, attitudes, end perhaps variarion. Both societal pressures, then, and
trends internal to our cultural perceptions and internalto linguistics have tostered the
study of language contact from a number of different perspectives. We will turn to
these shortly.

1.3 Situations oflanguage contact

In sectien 1.1 we presenred a schematic rypology of bilingualism. Here we wilt
attempt 10 describe what the dominant language contact situations in recent history
are. Such a survey can only be very provisional and tentative, particularly because
space and time play tricks on us. What seems like a stabie situatinn now may rapidly
change in the future, or be the interim result of an extremely drastic change that
escapes our view.

A first hlstorical situation of language contact is the linguistic archipelago: many
aften unrelated languages, each with few speakers, spoken in the same ecosphere.
Such situations are rare at this moment, bul must have been frequent in the
precolonial era. Examples now are the Amazon basin and the Australian desert,
where many aboriginal peopJes still live in tribal groups. Sociolinguistically these
areas are characterized by extensive bilingualism, linguistically by widespread
diffusion ofwords and elemenrs of grammar from language 10 language.

A second setting for language contact involves more or less stable borders between
Ianguage families. One such border runs between the Romance and Germanic
languages through Switzerland (where French and Romansch are spoken in the
South, and Swiss German in the North] and Belgium (where Dutch and German are
spoken in the North and French in the South). Another example is the border
between the Indo-Europeau and Dravidian languages running through India. It is
hard 10 generalize across these cases: for India extensive borrowing is reported, and
rhis does not seem 10 exist in Switzerland, and only marginally in Belgium. These
differences appear to be due 10 the very different power and status relationships
obtaining between the languages involved. In this baak we return 10such differences
repeatedly. If one thing can be learned from language-contact studies it is how
important the overall soera! context is. Sociolinguistics is nor like chemistry, and
when you put two languages together the same thing does not always happen.

The third type of situation in which language contact occurs is the result of
European colonial expansion. Colonialism has not only creeted a number ofsocieties
in which high-prestige European languages coextst with the native languages of the
conquered peoples. New vartenes of the colonlal languages were creared also,
resembling the original in rhe case ofEnglish, French, Portuguese and Sparush in the
New World and in Australia, but also in often unrecognizable form, as in the Creole
languages ofthe Caribbean, West Africa and the Pacific. Very roughly, the spread of
the coloniallanguages can be represented as shown in Map l.I.
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Map 1.1 Schematic represencetion of thc European colonial exp.nsion

A fourth situation reflects individual pockets ofspeakers ofminority languages, cut
offby the surrounding national languages. Examples indude Welsh and Gaelic in
Great Brnain, Frisian in the Netherlands, Basque in France and Spain. Often these
groups reflect traditional populations, already in exisrence when new peoples and
languages swept in.

The final situation is in some sense the result ofareverse migratory movement: the
influx of people from the post-colorrial Third World societies into the industrial
world. People from the Caribbean have migrated to North America and Europe,
people from Central America predominantly to the US, and peopie from the
Mediterranean predominanrly to Western Europe. Again, Map 1.2 gives some idea of
these movements.

The result of these migratory patrerns has been mentioned elready: newly and
uneasily multicultural and multilingual societies, faced with hitherto unknown
educational problems but also with cultural enrichmenr and new possibilities.

The history of peoples and languages is very rich. Of many develcpments and
languages all traces have disappeared. These types oflanguage-contact situanon are
cenainly not the only ones. Imagine all the sociolinguisric upheavals caused by the
conquests of the Romans or the Mongols. When we look at a region such as the
Balkans. which now is relatively stable, we realize how many linguistic changes
involving many different languages must have taken place there. Present stability is
rhe result ofmovement in the past.

1.4 The history of the field

The roots of the linguistic study of language contact go back at least 10 the
comparative and hlstorical tradition of the nineteenth century. William Dwight
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Map 1.2 Schemalic repre,emalion of (he P",(·colonial migralion (0 Europe and North America

Whitney (1881) explicitly discusses the role ofborrowing in language change, and we
wil! return to his views on the matter in chapter 14. Hugo Schuchardt doeurnenred a
number ofcomplex situations of language contact in publications from 1880 onward,
and was the founder of modern creole language studies. His most complex
contribution to this field, part of Kreoiische Studien IX (1890), has net been followed
up. In the wake of Schuchardt's WOlk a number of other creottsrs, inc1uding
Hesseling (e.g. 1899, 1905) and Turner (1949) have continued to develop the
linguistic study of language-contact phenomena. Their werk will be discuseed in
chapter 15, on pidgins and creotes.

Finally, work that can be viewed as presenting the first truly comprehensive view of
language contact dates from tbe early 1950s, inc1uding both Weinreich's semirial
Languages in Contact(1953) and Haugen's detailed srudy, The Nortoegian Language In

America (1953). These contributtons can be considered at the same time as laying the
foundation for what later came to be called the discipline of sociolinguistics. Quite
independent of these scholars, we should mention Marcel Cohen's work in France,
who srarted OUt as an Arabist and whose werk gradually came to include astrong
concern for language-contact phenomena, as shown e.g. in his Pour une sociologie du
langage (1956).

1.5 Contributing disciplines and structure of the
book

Bilingualism or language contact in itself is not a scientific discipline. ft is an issue, a
subject or a field ofstudy to which various disciplines can contribute. The disciplines
can interact or, on the other hand, function independently, because of difTering
viewpoints, methodelogies or terminologies.
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When in a given society languages are in contact this may he of interest for socio
Iogists or social anthropologists. Languages are social phenomena or social
institutions, and the division of a society into social groups is often reflected in
linguistic divisions. Linguistic behaviour and attitudes rowards languages in a
bilingual society often give furrher insight inro social norms and values. In most
cases, the sociological approach to bilingualism involves a language as a whole,
disregarding its different varieties, processes of internat change and structural
aspects. In the firsr part ofthis book we wil! deal with data, viewpoints end theories
from this 'sociology of bilingualism'.

More general topics sucb as the relation between language end (social) identity and
the functioning of two languages in a community wil1 be discuseed in addition to
more specific topics such as the position of minority languages in the school, the
effects ofbilingual education, and the problem oflanguage planning.

Earlier in this ebapier we made a distinction bet ween societal and individual
bilingualism. The bilingual individual can be profitably studred from the perspective
of psychology. The second part of this book, The bilingual speaker, discusses psycho
logica! aspects ofbilingualism, such as the different ways in which the two languages
may be stored in the bilingual brain, rhe way in which a secoud language is acquircd,
and the psychological consequences of being bilingual.

The third part of this book is called Language use in the bilingual communitv, Here
especially the contribution ofsociolinguistics per se, i.e. the study ofsoeially governed
linguistic behaviour, wiil be presenred. The cbapters in this part will contam
information on the languages people choose in interaction situations, or how they
avoid making a specific choice, on ways in which people with different language
backgrounds inreract, and on the seciel consequences ofspecific interaction partema.

The discipline of linguistics proper can contribute by discovering what happens to
the structure of Ianguages when they are in contact. This linguisric perspective is
presented in the last part ofthis book. Do languages change when they are in contact
with ether languages> Can they borrow rules of grammar, or just words? Can
languages mix, and how can new languages emerge out of language contact?

Distinguishing between sociologieal, psychologicel, sociolinguisnc end linguistic
contriburions to the study of bilingualism and language contact is in many ways
unsatisfactory and artificial, bccause they are so inrricarely inrerrelated. Ir is
impossible to smdy a psychological topic such as the cognitive consequences of
individual bilingualism without taking social factors into account such as the relative
status of the Ianguages involved. In the same way it is impossihJe to study the
phenomenon of transfer in second-language arquisition without making a detailed
comparison ofthe rwo linguistic systems involved. Therefore we will often refer to
chapters in other parts ofthe book.

The subject matter of this book is a complex one, with societat, psychological and
(socio)linguistic aspects that can only be separated on an abstract analytica I level.
This separation is reflected in the organization ofthis book because for us it was the
only way to present an overview of research results from different disciplines. We
hope it wil! net hinder the reader in developing a coherent view on rhe subject of
language contact. Whatever the reasen that there are sa roany languages spoken in the
world (and peopJe have been pondering this question since the Old Testament), the
facl is that there are; and anorher fact is thaI many people find themselves at the
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Frontier oftwo Ianguages. What we try to show in th is book is that there are many
ways of coping with this situation. The structurat cberactensucs of the languages
involved impose an outer limit on the possible linguistic outcomes of language
contact. Which strategy is chosen by any one speaker depends on many factors: the
relerion between the speaker and the languages, and the societal context in which the
speaker finds himself. We continue to be amazed at tbe versetuttv end resourcefulness
of speakers: multilingualism is not just a problem, it can be a triumph ofthe hurnan
spirit.

Further reading
People interested in modern studies of language contact should consult Mackey's
Bilinguitme el contact des langues (1976), an encyclopaedic survey with much relevant
material and Grosjeeo's Lije Wilh Two Languages (1982), a highly readable baak with
many accounts of personal bilingual experiences. Fasold's The Sociolinguistics of
Society (1984) documents the relations between the study of language contact and
sociolinguistics in general. Baetens Beardsmore's Bilingualism; Basic Principles
(1982) stresses psycholinguistic aspects, and the title of Skumabb-Kangas's
Bilingualism or xcr- The education of minornies (1983) is self-explanatory. In addition
there are a number ofcollections ofarticles, ofwhich we mention Fishman (1978) and
Mackey and Ornstein (1979), both focusing on socioicgical subjecte: demography,
language maintenance and language and education, and fioally McCormack and
Wurm (1979), which contains articles on a variety of subjecte, including code
switching and language planning.
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community

2 Language and identity

Sançak is an eight-year-old Turkish boy who has lived in the Netherlands for about
five years. Approximate1y halfofthe children ofthe school he attends are ofTurkish
or Moroccan nationality. Their fathers had come 10 the Netherlands as migrant
workers, and later on their families came over. The language of [he classroom is
Duteh, but rhe four Turkish chiJdren have one morning per week instructien in
Turkish by a Turkish teacher (in a separate classroom). Sançak is a very sociable
child, but most ofthe time he seeks the company of Mamouta, another Turkish boy.
Although Mamouta generally prefers to speak Dutch, Sançak always speaks Turkish
with him. Furthermore, he a150 counts in Turkish when he is doing arirhmeric. In his
view his family will 'soon' return to Turkey, Turkish is a more beautifullanguage
than Dutch, and he longs to live in Turkey. He is delighted when a Durch-speaking
person asks something about Turkish er rries to 1earn a few Turkish words from him.
Sançak is a lively, expressive child, but semenmes rather disobedient. When he goes
against the rules of the classroom, and the teacher reprimands him, or when
something is going on which he does not like at all, he can suddenly burst out in a
stream of Turkish (though he always speaks Durch with the Dutch teacher). When
children are singing Dutch songs with the teacher Sançak may jump up from his chair
and start singing (and dancing) a Turkish song.

Evidently, Turkish has a special meaning Ier Sançak. Ir is the language in which he
is most fluent, and when he uses it wirh Mamouta, he can have Mamouta (who is bis
best friend) all to himself because there are nc other Turkish boys in the classroom.
But perhaps more importantly, somerimes he does not use Turkish to convey a
message but only to mark his own identity as a Turkish boy who does not agree with
the course of events in the Dutch classroom. In singing a Turkish song Sançak
demonstratea a part of Turkish culture, ofwhich he seems te be rather proud.

Language is not only an instrument for rhe communication of messages. This
becomes especially clear in multilingual communities where various groups have
their own language: e.g. the F1emish in Belgium and the Gujeratis in India. With its
language a group distinguishes itself The cultural norms and values of a group are
transmitted by irs language. Group feelings are emphasized by using rhe group's own
language, and members of rhe outgroup are excluded from its inremal transaetions
(cf Giles el at., 1977).

Therefore it is a common assumption in sociolinguistics - an assumption which is
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validated by many personal observations and research data - that languages carry
socia! meanings or social connotations. In this chapter we wi11 deal with this
assumption from the perspective of the relation between language and identity in
bilingual communities. In the sociological and sociolinguistic literature a group's
identiry is often called its cultural or ethnic identiry, er its ethnicity. In sectien 2.1. we
wilt discuss the concept of ethnicity and its potenrial links with language. The rnain
question to be answered here is: is there always a caregorical and necessary relation
between language and erhnicity?

If a language has seciet meaning, people wil1 evaluate ir in relation to the social
status of its users. Their language attitudes wil1 be social attitudes. Section 2.2.
reports on studies of language attitudes.

2.1 Language and ethnicity

Everything that differentiates a group from another group consntures the group's
identity. Although there are no fixed criteria, a group is considered to be an ethnic
group with a specific ethnic identity when it is sufficiently distiriet from other groups.
For instance, sailors certainly constitute a group, but they would not qualify as an
erhnic group. The group of Spanish-speaking people living in the USA and coming
from Mexico (often called Chicanes] on the other hand, definitely constitute an ethnic
group. They have their own native language, and such a group is rherefore often
called an 'ethnolinguisnc group'. For quite some time it was assumed rhat the ethnic
groups we find in our modern societies were dying out, because they were expected to
integrate into mainstream society and give up their own life style, culture, Ianguage
and identity. But rhe perspective on ethnic groups end ethnic identity has changed.
Glazer and Moynihan (1975:4) argue rher ethnic groups were formerly seen as relics
from an earlier age, but thatthere is 'a growing sense that they may be forms of social
life rhar are capable ofrenewing and transforming themselves'. Glazer andMoynihan
also nore that a new word reflects this new social reality: ethnicuy.

Many scholars have tried 10 define the concept of ethnicity, i.e. they have tried te

esrablish which features are characteristic of an ethnic group. We will not try to
reproduce or summarize the aften heated debare on the deflninon of ethnicity, but
confine ourse1ves te the views oftwo scholars who are especially relevant here because
they discuss ethnicity in reletien to Ianguage.

According to Fishman (1977)we must take three dimensions into account when we
think ofethnicity. The most important dimeneion is termed paternity; ethnicity is 'in
pari, but at irs care, experienced as an inherited constellation acquired from one's
parerits as they acquired ir from theirs, end sa on back further and further, ad
infinitum' (Fishman, 1977: 17). In this way ethnicity is linked up with a feeling of
continuity. The second dimension is thar of patrimony, i.e. the legacy of
collectivity ~ defining behaviours and views: pedagogie patterns, music, clothes,
sexual behaviour, specialoccupations erc., which are somehow inherited from earlier
generations. Phenomenology is the third dimension, end it refers to the meaning
people attach te their paternity (their descent as members ofa collectivity) and to their
(ethnic) legacy. Phenomenology hes to do with the subjecrive attitudes of people
towards their membership of a potential ethnic group.

Another approach is represented by Ross (1979), who distinguishes rwo schools of
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thought with regard 10the definition ofethnicity. The first one is objeaioia, claiming
that the ethnicity of a group is defined by its concrete cultural institutions end
patterns: a distinctive language, distinctive folk tales, food, clothing, etc. In fact, this
view restricts itselfto Fishman's dimension ofpatrimony. The second school adheres
to a subjectioist approach. Ethnicity is supposed to reflect a shared us-feeling, while
the members of the group may differ considerably in clothing, religion or even
language. In such a group, the subjective factor - the us-feeling or the us-against
mem-feeling - overrides the importance ofother objective factors not shared. Lef'age
and Tabouret-Keller (1982) illustrute this point with the example of West Indiaris in
Great Britain. Initially, West Indien immigrant groups were characterized by island
labels and island identities but the attitudes ofthe majority ofwhite Britons led 10the
development of a sense of a common enemy on which a new, general West Indien
identity could he based. This subjective approach to the deflnition of idenriry cannot
be seen in rerms of Fishman's dimensions. Fishman stresses the origins of identity,
even in his dimension of phenomenology which regards the meaning people attach to

things they have inherited. Tbc subjective view ofethnicity claims that it can develop
as areaction 10actual oircumstances. For Fisliman (1977) language is the symbolpar
excellence of erhnicity: 'Language is rhe recorder of paternity, the expresset of
patrimony and the carrier of phenomenology. Any vehicle carrying such a precieus
fieight must come to he viewed as equally precious, as part ofthe freight, indeed as
precieus in and of irself" (Fishman, 1977:25). The importance of language is
amplified by the fact rhar it is used to cope with other ethnic experiences. People talk
about all kinds of cultural or ethnic activities and issues, and therefore language is
conneered with these. A kind of associative link is developed. Relevant cultural
items - types of clothing, aspects of wedding rituals, etc. - find their expression in
the language, and ir is often thought that they cannot be expreseed in another
language.

In various studies the relation between language and ethnicity had been demon
strated. Mercer er al. (1979) studled a group of bilingual Gujerati and English
speaking students in Leicester. The srudents were either rhemselves immigrunts or
rhe firsr-gener ation offsprmg of immigrants from the Indian subcontinent or East
Africa. With respect to identity, Mercer el al. could distinguish three groups: these
who identified themselves as Indian, those who identified themselves as Brhish, and
these with a 'mixed' British-Indian identity, favouring a synthesis of British and
Indian elemenrs. Members ofthe Indian identity group were most positively oriented
towards the use and maintenance of Guierari, thcy also emphasized most strongly the
tunetion ofGujerati for maintaining links with their Indien homeland end cultural
heritage. Those choosing a British idenritv showed the least posinve attitude towards
Gujerati, and the 'mixed' group also in this respect had an in-between attitude.

Guboglo (1979) reports on language and ethnic idemitv in the Udmurt
Autonomous Sovier Socialist Republic. According te him, language has an
integrating fimction with regard to ethnic idcntity. The relerion between language
and eertalo aspects ofUdmurt culture is shown in the following data: in Udmurtia, 33
per cent ofthe Udmurt-speaking people in the cities and 46.3 per cent ofthe villagers
have opted for the traditional Udmurt childbirth ritual, however, the respective
ûgures for the people with another mot her tongue are 13.4 and 21.2 per cent. Of
course, these data cannot be interpreted causally. Ir is impossible lO say whether
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speaking Udmurt 'causes' the choice for the traditional childbirth rirual, or the ether
way round. It can also be the case that rhere is another factor which causes both.

The use of creole by black (and white!) British adolescents was studied by Hewitt
(1982). A Jë-year-old black young man gave the following answer when Hewitt asked
ifhe enjoyed speaking creole, i.e. the London varicty ofJamaican creole: 'Yes. 'Cos I
feel ... sounds funny. I feel black and I am proud ofit, to speek like rhar. Thar's why,
when I talk it, 1 feel better rhan when I'm talking like now. You know whar I meen?
.. When I speek more dread 1 feel more Iively and more aware. In a way I feel I am

more happier (Hewitt, 1982:220). The word 'dread' is a key concept in black youth
culture, and, according to Hewin, close invoJvement with white society contradiets
the ideal deflnition of'dread'.

Lowley el al. (1983) interviewed representatives ofrhree American ethnolinguisric
groups: French, Spanish and Yiddish. They concluded thar all three groups wanred
to rnaintsin their specific ethnic identity alengeide their Ameneen identity, and that
rhey considered their ethnic mother tongue te be its most vital and visible expression.
The minority language or ethnic mother tongue turns out net to be an indispensable
aspect of ethnicity, however. Ross (1979) notes that in some cases, e.g. among
American Indians, a feeling ofethnicity is developed when individuals or groups give
up their own language in favour of a common lingua franca. In the view of Edwards
(1981), language, as one of the most noticeable manifestations of identity, is most
susceptible to shift and decay. Iust because language is so public people have often
wrongly assurned that it is the most important component ofidentity. Particularly
where minority groups want te integrate into mainstream society the regular, daily
function of the mother tongue decreases. The language can maimain a ritual
function, and other markers of identiry can be preserved as weil, if they have a
function in the private Iife of individuals. Edwards assumes that these remaining
aspects do not hinder participaticn in mainstream culture, and are not an obstacle te
getting ahead in society.

Apte (1979) shows that there is not always a one-to-one relenonship between
language and ethnic identity by describing rhe language siruauon of the Mararhi
speaking community of Tamil Nadu, a state in the southem part of India, where
Tamil is the officiallanguage ofthe state (see also the introduetion to chapter 5). The
community of Marathi speakers consists of approximarely 50,000 people. Marathi is
rhe officiallanguage of the state of Maharashtra on rhe west coast of India, where it is
spoken by 41 million people. The present-dey speakers of'Mararhi in Tamil Nadu are
nearly all descendams of Marathi speakers who immigrated apprcxirnately 200 years
ago. According ro Apte, three major caste groups can be disringuished in the Marathi
community in Tamil Nadu. Desbasta Brahmins; who were closely associared with the
Tanjore kings as administrators and priests; tailors, who appear te he later
immigranls; and Marathas who are Kshatriyas (warriors) and were the ruling caste of
the Tanjore kingdom.

The major distinction is between the Brahmins and the non-Brahmins. For
ideological reasons, the Marathi-speaking Brahmins are linked to their counterparts
in the dominant population, the Tamil Brahmins. The tailors stress their caste
idemity within the framewerk of the pan-Indien social struclure. They also show
association wilh their homeland in terms oftheir religious behaviour. Apte argues
that the two groups, with the same mother tongue, have different ethnic identities,
and that there is very linIe communication between them. This Indian example
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makes clear that rhere may be other factors than language, such as caste, social class
or political sffiliarion, which mark the dernarcanon line between ethnic
groups.

So farwe have discuseed the relation between language and identityon the basis ofthe
(false) assumpticn that languages are homogeneous. However, many varieties of a
language can be distinguished. Ethnic groups may develop an ethnic variety of a
language that originally belonged te anorher group, gradually dispense with their
own minority tongue, and consider the ethnic variety as one of the carriers of ethnic
identity. An example ofthis is the English spoken by Italian Americans, a group that
has more or less successfully integrated itself inro mainstream American society, and
has overwhelmingly switched to English. Nonetheless, particularly inside the Italian
community, Italo-Americans win sometime speek with a special intonation patrern,
pronounee certain vowels end consonante in a way remmiscent of the early
immigranrs, use certain culrural content words (e.g. mozzarella), and show certain
syntactic characteristics in their speech, for instanee the omission of pronominal
agent, as in (I)

(1) Go to a Scorsese movie (instead of: I go to ... )

Another example ofethnic marking concerns utterances like (2) and (3) in the speech
of jewish Amencans, and of jewish New Yorkers in particular:

(2) A cadillac he drives
(3) Some milk he wants

For most speakers ofEnglish these sentences are unacceptable, because a constituent
that is topicalized, i.e. moved to the front to receive emphasis, must be definite, as in
(4)

(4) This book he has read (but not thar one)

Although the pattem of (2) and (3), according to Feinsrein (1980) has also spread
to non-jewish New Yorkers, it may be assumed to mark ethnic identity. The
occurrence of topicalized indefinite noun phrases can probably be ascribed to rhe
influence of Yiddish in which topicalization is a much more generally applicable
process.

Rerurning to rhe main question of this section, we can state thar there exists na
categorical, necessary relation between language and ethnicity. As Lieberson (1970)
noted in his study of the language situation of ethnic groups in Canada, rhere are
many instences of ethnic groups with distinct languages, but also many insrences of
distinct ethnic groups with a common language. Erhnic differences do nor always find
paralleIs in linguistic differences, and vice versa. Furthmore, if we apply the
approach to erhnicity proposed by Fishman, it is cleer that language is not an
obligatory part ofpatrimony, although ifit is, it will generally be highly valued in the
dimension ofphenomenology. Following Ross's distinction, we can state that in the
objective view of ethnicity the relation bet ween language and ethnicity is accidental.
Language maybe or may not be included in rhe group's cultural bag. According to rhe
subjective view, group members more or less consciously choose ro associate
ethnicity with language. The relation is subjective, as in the case ofthe West Indian
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creole speakers studied by Hewitt. Various aspecrs of bilingualism can only be
understood rightly ifthe (potential} Ianguage-erhnicity relation is taken into account.
Therefore this issue wil! reappear in many ofthe following chapters, for example in
the next one.

2.2 Language attitudes

The fact rhat languages are not only objective, socially neutra! instruments for
conveying meaning, but are linked up with rhe identities of'social or ethnic groups has
consequences for the social evaluation of, and the attitudes rowards languages. Or
perhaps we should put it differeutly: ifrhere is astrong re1ation between language and
identity, this re1ation should find its expression in the attitudes ofindividuals towards
these languages and rheir users.

The underlying assumption is that in a society social (er ethnic} groups have
eerrein attitudes rowards each other, re1ating to their differing social positions.
These attitudes affect attitudes rowards cultural institutions or patterns charac
terizing these groups such as language, and carry over to and are reflected in
attitudes rowards individual members of the groups. This chain is represented in
Figure 2.1.

attitudes attitudes attitudes
towords a towardsthe tewcros
sociolor language individucl
ethnic of thot speakers of
qrocp group tnct langlloge

Figure 2.1 Schema representing the farm'lion ofallitudes

Generally, two theoretica! approaches are distinguished to the study of language
attitudes. The first one is the behaviourist view, according to which attitudes must be
studied by observing rhe responses to certain languages, i.e. to rheir use in acrual
interactioris. The mentalist view conaiders attitudes as an intemal, mental state,
which may give rise to certain forma of behaviour. It can be described as 'an
intervenlog variabie between a stimulus affecting a person and that persen's
response' (Fasold, 1984: 147).

Nearly all researchers in the fie1d oflanguage attitudes adhere to rhis latter view,
aIthough it poses serieus research probrems because internal, mental states cannot be
directly observed, but have to be inferred from behaviour or from self-reported data
which are aften of questionable validity.

In the mentalist approach, the following two methods are most commonly used for
invesngating language attitudes. The fitst one is called rhe matched-guise technique, Ir
was developed in Canada by Lambert and his associates in the late !950s and early
60s. In the basic set-up ofa matched guise (mg) experiment, tape-recordings are made
ofa number of perfeetry bilingual speakers reading the sarne passage of prose in both
of their languages. The order of the recorded fragments is randornized, i.e. first
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speaker A in English, then speaker B in French, speaker C in English, speaker A in
French, speaker D in French, etc.

Subiects whose language attitudes are being studied listen to these recordinga
under the impreesion that each speaker has been recorded once. The aubjects (or
judges) evaluate and rare the personality characteristics of the speakers, mostlyon so
called sementic differential scales (Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum, 1957). These
scales have opposite extremes of certain traits at eirher end, and a nurnber of blank
spaces in between: rhe points of the scale. Bxamples of frequently used traits
are: intelligent/dull; Friendly/unfriendly; successfullunsuccessful; kind/cruel;
aggressive/nmid; trustworthy/unreliable. The subjecte will nor recognize two
fragments as being read by the sarne speaker, and differences in reacuons to the two
fragments will reveal underlying language attitudes.

The secoud technique is that of tbe questionnaire, containing various types of
questions on language and language use. Questions may be open or closed.
Questionnaires with closed quesricns mayalso employ rhe semanttc differential, or
multiple-chcice items. Questions like the following could he asked (in a Ianguage
attitude study in Wales):

~ Rate Welsh on the following scales (e.g. beautifullugly; modern/old-fashinned;
logicallillogical).
- Rate English on the following scales (the same scales).
- Do you agree with rhe following statement: more Welsh-speaking TV-programmes
should be broedcast. (agree/do net agreelno opinion).
- Howard was bom and raised in Cardiff where he learned ro speek Welsh. Now he
uves in Manchester where he hardly ever speaks Welsh. Do you consider Howard to

be a Welshman? (yes/no/no opinion).

As we stared above, most research on language attitudes fellows the mentalist
perspecrive. A central problem in this field is thar mental states have to be interred
from a certain kind of behaviour. Language-anirude studies have become a central
part of sociolinguistics, but we wiJl not go further inro the many rheoretical and
methodological issues pertaining to research in this area (see Fasold, 1984 for an
excellent overview). Here we want to show what rhe resulrs of language-attitude
studies contribute to our undersranding of the relation between language and
identity.

In a first mg-study (Lambert et al., 1960) English-speaking Canadian (EC) university
students and French-speaking Canadian (FC) srudents rated the personaliries of a
series of speakers, the matched guises of fluent English/Canadian French bilinguals
(EC and FC guises). The EC were strongly biased against the FC and in favour ofthe
EC guises in rbeir judgements. The same speakers were rated as being better looking,
taller, more intelligent, more dependable, kinder, more ambitious, and as having
more character in their EC-guises than in rheir FC-guises. In this respect, the EC
iudges who spoke French as a second language did not differ from monolingual
iudges.

This result was nor very surprising, because it could be expected that ECs would
downgrade speakers of Canada's non-prestige language. But the reel surprises were
the evaluations by the French studenrs. They also rated the EC-guises more
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favourably on a whole series oftraits, except for kindness and religiousness, for which
they gave more posilive ratings to the FC-guises. A very striking result was rhat the
FC students rared the FC-guises much more negatively on many traits than rhe EC
students had. Lambert (1967:95) considers 'this pertem of results as a reflection of a
community-wide sterotype of FCs as being relatively second-rate people, a view
apparently fully shared by certain sub-groups of FCs'.

This mg-study was replicared in many ditTerent language contact situations. For
example, Lambert, Anisfeld and Yeni-Komshian (1965) investigated rhe attitudes of
Arab-Israeli and jewish-Israeli adolescents rowards Hebrew and Arabic. The judges
turned out to rate the representatives oftheir own group more favourably than the
representarives of the other group. For instanee. both the Arab end the jewish
listeners judged their own language group as more reliable, better looking, friendlier,
and the like. In an mg-experiment on the language attitudes of black South African
students towards English and Afrikaans (Vorster and Procror, 1976) highly signi
ficant differences were found between the English and the Afrikaans guises. The
English guises were expected to be much better looking, to have a higher-status job, to
be more likeable, more sociable and kinder. Vorster and Praetor assume that the
English stereotype is of a 'mee' persen, whereas there are some indications rhat the
Afrikaans stereotype is of a 'physically streng' person.

In studies ofthe language attitudes ofchildren, it was found that at the age of 10
they generally do not yet have rhe cultural stereotypes prevailing arnong adults, and
that above 10 they seem to acquire these stereotypes and begin la exhibit negative
evaluauons of speakers of a minority language (cf. Day, 1982).

The facr thar language is aften linked with specific activities or situations may cause a
problem in the interpreration of results in language-attitude research. Most studies
have used tape-recordings of the reading of formal prose or spontaneous speech
concemsng informal topics. However, eertam languages do not seem appropriate for
certain contexts, for example, the reading of a passage of a scientific artiele in a non
prestige minority language (cf. chapter 3). If this factor is not taken into account, ir
may influence the ratings ofthe speakers.

Carranza and Ryan (1975) did precisely this in their study ofthe language attitudes
of Chicane and Angfo adolescenrs in Chicago. The Chicano studente had learned
Spanish at home, and the Anglo students in highschool foreign-language classes.
Bath groups had to rate the perscnaliries of 16 speakers on a tape. Four speakers used
English in a home context, four Spanish in a home context, four English in a school
context, and four Spanish in a school context. The researchers did not use the
matched-guise rechnique. Each speaker was recorded in his mother tongue, which
made the passages as close te standard or' normal' as possible. In general, English was
rated higher than Spanish. But Sparush was more favcurably judged in the home
context than in the school context. Contrary to the expectetions of the researchers,
there were na ditTerences bet ween the twc groups of studente in this respect.
According to Carranza and Ryan these results show that listeners take rhe appropri
ateness of the language variety for a partienlar situation into account in their
judgements, but this conclusion seems only 10 be partrally supporred by the findings
ofthe study.

Until now we have only discussed the attitudes towards a language in general,
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although especially in contact situations languages cannot be viewed as homogeneous
wholes. Often in a bilingual communiry tour linguistic varietles can be disnnguished:
the standard variety of'Ianguage A and a non-standard contact variety ofA (influenced
by Ianguage B), and the srandard variety ofB and a non-standard contact variety ofB
(influenced by A). Most Mexican-Americans set a high value on standard Spanish and
depreeare their own Spanish, which is often considered to be just border slang. But it
is also noted that younger speakers, and especially the ones who identify themse1ves as
Chicanes, assign positive ratings to speakers of local Spanish variedes such as Tex
Mex (see for instanee Flores and Hopper, 1975). The attitudes towards loca! varieties
of English differ from these towards Mexican-American Spanish. In the case of
English, accented speech is associated wîth inferior status, and judges consistently
show a negative attitude towards it (cf. Ryan and Carranza, 1977).

Turning now to a completely different context, Bemahila (1983) studied the
attitudes among Arabic-French bilinguale in Morocco. Three language were
involved: Classica! Arabic, Moroccan-Arabic (the 'standerd' vernacular in Morocco)
and French (a compulsory subject in primary school, and used in many sciennflc,
commercial and technical contexts). From the answers ro a questionnaire Bentahila
concluded that Classical Arabic was judged as the richest and most beautiful of the
three languages, and French was considered the most modern and useful for studies.
Bentahila furthermore conducted a matched-guise experiment in which three
speakers participated: two of them spoke 'High Moroccan French' (which is very
close to that of a native French speaker) and one French with astrong Moroccan
accent in addition to Arabic. The first two were rated much higher than rhe third one
in their French guises (in companson with rheir Moroccan-Arabic guises) on traits
related to status or educaticn. French pronounced wirh a heavy Moroccan accent did
net rate significantly differently from Moroccan-Arabic, i.e. accented French was nor
strongly associated with prestige and sophistication.

The generalexplanation for the results of language-attirude studies rests on the
assumption that languages (or linguistic varieties) are objectively comparable, gram
matically and Jogically, bUI that the differenees in subjective evaluation of speech
fragments is caused by (he differences in soda! posirions of ethnclinguistic groups.
However, are languages comparable? This question was mainly studied in relation to
two varieties of one language (standard and non-standerd), but rhere is no reason nor
to extend the conclusions to languages.

Giles et al. (1979) report research on this issue, catried out in Canada and Wales.
Two hypotheses were comrasted: the inherent value hypothesis (one variety is better
or more beautifu! than the other) and the imposed norm hypothesis (one variery is
eonsidered to be better or more beautiful because it is spoken by the group with most
prestige or status). Giles and his colleagues found support for the second hypothesis: a
dialect which was judged negative1y by speakers from the community where it was
used, in the case French Canadian in Canada, did not recelve low ratings from non
users in Wales. According to Edwards (1982:21), 'we are on a fairly safe footing ifwe
consider that evaluations of language varieties - dialects and accents - do not reflect
eitber linguistic or aesthetic quality per se, but rather are expresslons of social
eonvention and preferenee which, in turn, reflect an awareness of the status and
prestige accorded to the speakers of these varieties.'

A1though speakers of non-prestige languages generally recetve lower ratings in
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attitude studies than speakers of prestige languages, a distinction must he made
between the ratings on different personality traits, especially when the rating is done
by members ofthe non-prestige social groups themsetves. For example, in the first
matched-guise experiment by Lambert and his associates (Lambert et al., 1960) the
French Canadien judges rated the French Canadian guises more favourably than the
English Canadian guises on the traits 'religiousness' and 'kindness'. In their
study on the evaluation of Spanish and English, Carranza and Ryan (1975)
distinguished status scales and solidarity scales. Status tralts were: educatedl
uneducated; intelligent/ignorant; successfubunsuccessful, wealthy/poor. Soliderny
traits included: friendly/unfriendly; good/bad; kind/cruel; trustworthy'untrust
worthy. As was noted above, speakers of English were in general assigned higher
ratings than speakers ofSpanish, but the difference was smaller for solidariry scales
than for status scales. A striking example of rhis differentiel attitude can be found in
work done on Quechua-Spanish bilinguale in Peru (Wölck, 1973), where it was
found that the ratings for Quechua (compared to Spanish) were higher on social or
affective criteria like ugly/pretty, weak/strong and kind/unkind, while Spanish
received higher ratings on traits like low class/high class and educated/uneducated.

Members of non-prestige social groups or linguistic mincrities seem acutely aware
ofthe facr thar certain languages, i.e. non-prestige languages or minority languages,
do nor have a function in gaining upward sociaf mohility. Spanish in America, French
in Canada, Moroccan-Arabic in Morocco, or Quechua in Peru therefore are nor
associated with academie schooling, economie success, etc. That speakers ofminority
languages exhibit a negative attitude towards their own language in many respects,
does not imply that they do not attach any importance to it. The language may be
highly valued for social, subjective and affective reasons, especially by speakers from
the younger generation in migration ccntexts or generally by people who feel a eertam
pride in mincrity culture. This farm of language !oyally refleers the close relatieris
between the language and the social identity of ethnolinguistic groups. Nevertheless
there is not a one-to-one relation between identity end language. A distiriet social,
cultural or ethnic identity does not always have a distinct language as counterpart,
while groups with distinct languages may have largely overlapping identities.
Furthermore, identities and languages are not rnonolithic wholes but are clearly
differentiated, heterogeneous and variable. This makes their relation in specific
situations even more intricate.

Further reading

The twc most informative colleenons of articles on language end ethnicity are H.
Giles (ed.) Language, ethnicity, and intergreup reiasions (1977) and H. Giles and B.
Saint-Jacques (eds.) Language and ethnic relenons (1979). J.J. Gumperz (ed). Language
and social identity (1982) comains articles on identity from the perspective of the
ethnographic study of interaction. One issue of the International Journa! of the
SociologyofLanguage (nr. 20, 1979) is devoted to the subject 'Language planning end
idemny planning'. Similarly the Journalof Multilingua! and Mul/lCU/lUral
Deoelopment (vol. 3, no. 3, 1982) bas a special issue on language and ethnicny in
bilingual communities.
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A well-known early souree on language attitude studies is RW. Shuy and R.W.
Fasold (eds.), Language attitudes: Current trends and prospeets (1973). For a recent
colleenon on language attitudes, we refer the reader to E.B. Ryan and H. Giles (eds.)
Auitudes unaards language vanallOn (1982).



3 The sociology oflanguage choke

In many communities, not one language is spoken, but several. In these communities
bilingualism is the norm, ralher than the exception. The functioning of the two
languages requires a particular set of norms for the speakers, and a functional
specialiaation ofthe languages involved. Nare that here, as e1sewhere, we are talking
about two languages, but in many situations more than twc languages are involved.
Ta get an idea of the compiexity of the problem, take a sirnation such as Mauritius
(Moorghen and Domingue, 1982). On an island with less than a million inhabitants,
over 10 languages have sizable groups of speakers. Most of these are associated with
particular ethruc groups, often descendants of migrants from South Asia, and in
addition there is the coloniallanguage, French (to some extent sharing this status with
English]. In between there is Creole, which on the one hand is rhe ethnic language ofa
particular group, termed General Popelation by Moorghen and Domingue, and on
the other hand functions as a lingua franca. Thus a businessman with a Bhojpuri
ethnic background may use English on the teiephone when dealing with a large
company, French when negotiating a building permit with a government official,
joke with his colleagues in Creole, and then go home to speak Hindi with bis wife and
both Hindi and Creole with his children: Creole when making jokes, Hindi when
telling them to do their homework.

We can approach the divisicn of labour ofthe two languages involved, and hence
the problem of choosing between the Ianguages, from a number of different
perspectives, which can be schematically presenred as in Table 3.1:

Tabl", 3.t: SociologicaJ models for language choice

DOMINANT CONCEPTPERSPECTIVE

---------

PRI1'<CIPAL

____________-'REFERENCE

society

language

speaker
imeraction

tunetion

domain

diglossia

decision tree
accomodation

functional
specialization

Fishman (1965;
1972)
Ferguson {l959}

Sankoff (1972)
Giles(1973)

Iakobson (1960);
Halliday el al. (1964)
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We will now go on to discuss these different perspectives in turn, illustraung each
of rhem with a characteristic example from a bilingual society. The first two
perspectives, formulated in terms ofthe concepts of domains and diglossia, could be
considered deterrninietic: the emphasis lies on a set of given societal norms rather
than on rhe ways speakers construct, interpret and actively transform social reality.
They will be dealt with in the first sectien. The second two perspeenvee {discussed in
section 3.2) take the individual as their point ofdeparture, and the fifth perspective,
finally, artempts a more general, integrative point of view, in terms ofthe functions
thar a given language has.

3.1 Deterministic perspectives
The domain takes social organization as its coneeptual basis. When speakers use two
languages, they will obviously not use both in all circumstances: in certain situarions
they wil1use one, in others, the other. This general perception hes been explored in a
number of articles by Fishman, who has been studying Puerto Ricans in New Vork,
work thar has resulted in such famous research reports as 'Bilingualism in the Berrie'
(Fishman et al.; 1968a). The point ofdeparture for Fishman (1965) was the question:
who speaks whar language to whom end when?

One type of answer involves lisring rhe various factors involved in language cboice,
such as group membership, situation and topic. Obviously, since language can be
used to express cne's identity, the identity imposed by one's group membership is a
crucial factor in language choice. A West Indian in London wi11 want to mark his or
her ethnic ortgin in some way in speech. Similarly, the situation in which the
interaction takes place has an important influence. Two Mexican Americans may
find themselves speaking English at work, but when they see each other in a bar later
on in the evening, Spanish is used. Finally, the topic of conversation may inf1uence
the choice oflanguage. In most bilingual soeteties topics like the state ofthe economy
and the rare of unemployment will tend to trigger a different languagc than kidding
around or loeal gossip.

We wil! leave it to the reader to think of yet other factors influencing language
choice; in the lirerature a number have been put forward. Language choice tums out
to be subject to rhe same factors as all kinds of language behaviour. This approach
runs the risk of fragmentarion: the many interacting factors lead to an enormous
number of possibilities, i.e. an enormous number of possibly differing interaction
situations, and no single coherent picture emerges. The fragmentation beoomes
evident when we look at specific cases, such as the situation of Moroecans in the
Netherlands. The general pattem of language choke (which could be given for
Moroccans in Belgium and France in the same fashion, with only minor
modifications) is given in Table 3.2.

Tables sueh as the one presented give only an incomplete picture: many siruations
are not mentioned, and in different siruations pcssible Interactauts are not lisred
(such as grandparents at home). A complete list is hard to imagine, since life itself
is infinite in lts pcssibilities, and trying to describe the Janguage choke for each
situation would be an enterprise fit for Hercules, and in any case theoretically
very unsatisfactory.

For this reason, Fishman conceived of the notion of domain as somerhing more
abstract, a clustering of characteristic situations or settings around a prototypieal
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Table 3.2 Situancns in which three different languages are used.
Mcrcccen vernacular ~ Moroecan Arabic or Berber, depending on rhe group, and for Berber-speakers,
even on the specilic siruanon

Home
husband/wife
parem/child
friend (adult)
friends (child)

Shopping
Moroecan store
Dutch store

Education
Dutch school
Koran school

Religion
Work
Official institutions
Migrant organizanons

Moroccan vernacu1ar

•

Outeh

•

•

•

Arabic

•

theme that structures the speakers' perceptions of these situations. Thus a visit to a
municipal housing office and an interview with a paediatrician share some features
that makes them both belong to the institutional domain that generally calls for a
particular language choke. Through the notion ofdomain, thought ofas more than a
convenient sociological abstraction, Fishman was able to avoid the excessive
fragmentation involved in listing yet snother situation rhat calls for a partienlar
language.

The sociolinguist investigaring bilingual communities needs to determine what the
relevant domains are. This can differ from community to community. In Carribbean
societies the street plays a very different role, for instance, than in urban Germany or
Britain: the division home/street is much less rigid in the Caribbean, and the choices
governing language behaviour at home hold for the streer as well.

The notion of diglossia takes the charactensucs of the languages involved as its point
of departure. It is not only possible to look at bilingual speech behaviour from the
point of view ofthe situation. It is also important to focus on rhe languages involved.
This was the approach taken by Ferguson in an early article, by now a classic, in
which the notion of 'diglossia' was developed (1959). In his definition, diglossia
involved two varieties of a linguistic system used in a speech community: a formal
variety, rermed H (high), and a vernacular or popular form, rermed L (low). Each
variety has its own functions in the speech community, ranging from political
speeches in H to informal conversenons with friends in the L variety. The forma!
type ofspeech has a much higher prestige as weil, often associated with its religieus
functions and wirh a lirerary end lustorical heritage. The H varlety is standardized,
often internationally, and relatively srable. It is not acquired by children as a first
language, but later on in life. Finally, Ferguson claims that the H variety tends to be
grammatically more complex than the L variety: it tends to have more obligatorily
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marked grammancal distincrions, a more complex morphophonemic system, less
symmetrical inflection and less regular case rnarking.

Consider the following sentences from Classica! Arabic (CA) and Moroccan Arabic
(MA) illustrating the linguistic contrusts Ferguson (1959) meant:

(I) CA qàla rabiçun li-tabi-hi: 'uridu xizànatan
MA qal rbiç 1-1;>1;>a -h : bgir wahed I-maryu

said Rabi to father-S want-I a cupboard

CA 'ahuttu fi-hà kutub-i wa-' adawàt-i"
MA bas ndir fi-h le-ktub dyal-i u-l-tadawa

for put-1 in-3 the books of-1 and the things
Rabi said to his father. I want a cupboard to put my bocks and things in.

In example (I) a number of conrrasts between Ihe varietles can be seen as
characteristic of digJossia. In CA there are case endings: rabiçun and xizZinatan, and
these are absent in MA. Furthermore in MA it is possible to put person markers only
on eertuin nouns, such as bba-h 'father-3', but not with most nouris. For exarnple, the
CA form kUlub-l'my books' is replaced by the MA periphrastic farm le-ktub dyal.i
'the books of-me'. Finally theCA synthetic purposivo inflnitive 'ahuttu is replaced by
a periphrastic farm in MA. It is elso striking to cbserve the basic grammancal
parallelism between the two varieties, coupled with lexical and morphclogical
differences.

The classical case of a diglossie system is the Arabic-speaking world, where in eech
country tbere are Ieee! vemacular forms of Arabic spoken alongside the traditional
and international Classical Arabic, which approaches Quranic Arabic. Here
Ferguson's concept applies rather weil in most countries: Morocco would be a goed
example. Classical Arabic and Moroccan Arabic are separate as regarde the functions
they fulfil. Classica] Arabic has a rich tradition of grammatical commentaries and
treatises, a great literature, high prestige as a religieus and a cultural language. Not all
Moroccans learn it, and these who learn Arabic leam it much later than their own
vemacular. (Berber-speaking Moroccans leam Classical Arabic always after they
have learned Moroccan Arabic.) Moroccan Arahic, on the ether hand, is barely
recognized as a separate language, it does nor have an officially recognized written
form, and has less complex verbal paradigms, as can be seen from the example given
above.

There are also lots ofcases, however, where the concept ofdiglossie is less adequate
in describing stabie bi!ingual situations. We wil! briefly mention a number of
divergences. In Paraguay, for example, tbere appears te be a classic division between
Spanish and the original Amerindian language Guarani in terms of Ferguscn's (1959)
Land H varieties:

TabEe 3.3 Differem characteriSliçs of Spanish and Guarnni

Gr~R~Slfl.)

privale life
low prestige "Indian'
mostI,. oralliteralure
acquired al home
linIe standardization

SI'AN1S[\{HI

public lil':
high prestige 'imernational'
rich Iilerar,. Iradition
acquired outside thc house hl' most spe.ker,
dear slandard norm
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Even though Guarani is dearly viewed as the indigenous language and Sparush as the
coloniallanguage, many Paraguayans, including non-Indians, are bilingual between
Spanish and Guarani (Rubin, 1968). As for the linguistic characteristics, however,
the situation is unlike rhe one sketched by Ferguson. Not only are the Land the H
forms unrelated, but using Ferguson's criteria Guarani is grammatical1y much more
complex than Spenish.

A second type ofsituarion where Ferguson's concept loses its usefulness lies in the
centre of the Arabic world: urban Egypt. Here the descripriori given above for
Morocco used 10 apply as weil, but now a whole range of varlenes intermediate
between vernacular Egyptian Arabic and international Arabic is emerging, leading to
a blurring of rhe distinctions between Hand L forms, and to a redefinitien of
Iinguistic norms (cf. e.g. Meise1es, 1980; Diern, 1974). In facr, the situation may be
changing now even in Morocco itsetf where it is becoming more and more clear that
there are Hand L varieties within Moroccan Arabic itself and the distinction
between Classical Arabic and Moroccan Arabic may become blutred as well.

In the third place, consider regionat minority languages in contemporary Western
Europe. An example is Provençal. In the Middle Ages, Provençal was a srandard
language with a flourishing literary tradition. but the formation of the French
national state caused the hegemony ofthe Langue d'oil (the French from the North)
over the Langue d'oc (Provençal). For many years this led ro a diglossie situation in
Provence, where French was the H variety and Provençal the L vanery, conforming
in every way to Ferguson's typology. As Provençal disappeared from the home,
however, due to a general decline in its use, a new situation arose: Provençal rematns
in some ways rhe L variety, but mostly in terrns of being a language of local
identification. It is not learned at home any more, but outside, perhaps as late as
adolescence, and is reacquiring some of its H functions, but only on the strictly
regional Ievel (Kremnitz, 1981). The situation of Prcvençal, in this respect, may wel!
be characreristic ofmore traditional minority languages in Western Europe rhat have
been losing ground.

Finally, the criterion of relatedness used by Ferguson is net unproblematic in
ancrher respect as weil. We have seen in the case of Paraguay two totally unrelated
languages, but consider a situation such as Haiti, cited by Ferguson. In Haiti, of
course, we find Haitian Creole spoken by the people in addition to French, spoken by
the urban elite. Sociologically French fimctions as a dassic example of an H variety,
and Haitian as a prototypical L variety, but scholars working on creole languages
agree that Haitian Creole and French are only related in the very superficial sense that
the voeabulary of Haitian is mostly derived from some form of French. Strucrurafly,
the two languages have very little in common. In chapter 15 we return ro the questicn
of what structures languages sueh as Haitian possess and how they are relared te the
European colonial languages.

Studies sueh as Rubin's arialysis of Paraguayan bilingualism and the careful
analysis of the situations in Egypt, Haiti and Western Europe have led,
in fact, to a gradual redefinitien of the term diglossia. it is now used ro refer to
bilingual eommunities in which a large portion of'the speakers commands both langu
ages, and in whieh the two languages are functionally distinguished in terms of H
end L.
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3.2 Person-oriented approaches

Both the analysis in terms of domains proposed by Fishman and the notion of
diglossia suggested by Ferguson require a very large perspective: overal! social
norms. How do individual speakers and listeners deal with these norms? Are they
strict, or fluctuering? We win now look at ways of dealing with language choice that
take a more microscopie perspective.

One more pereon-orienred way to approach the problem of language choice is
through the model of the decision tree. In this model the speaker is faced with a
hierarchical set ofbinary choices, which can be represented formally as a tree. Taking
again an adult Berber-speaking Moroccan in the Netherlands as an example, the tree
might be as in Figure 3.1.

SPEAKER

tntenocutor Interlocotor
non-Mereeeen Morocccn

//
tntertoeuso- rotenecutor
Berber non-Berber

/~ ~~'T' oor" 'T" iOT"
DUTCH BERBER BERBER ARABIC MDRDCCAN

ARABIC
(ARABIC ) (FRENCH)

Figure 3.1 The Decision Tree model for the language chokes of Moroccans in lhe Nelherlands

Factors such as the ethnicity of the interlocutor, the style, the topic of conversatien
determine whieh language is finally chosen. The great advantage ofthe decision tree
model is its descriptive c1arity, but it suffers from a certain rigidity. In many
situarions more than one language is possible, often speakers are observed to make
choices thar are not exactly predieted by the tree model, and the model seems to
exc1ude the use of rwo languages at the same time in one situanon (code switching).

For rhis reasen Sankoff (1972) hes proposed combining the deterministic tree
model with a more interpretive model, along the lines developed by Gumperz end
Hernändez-Chavez (1971). Suppose rhat the tree model only gives the ordinary,
expected or unmarked choice for each situarion. In many cases, however, there is the
option for the speaker of introducing a marked choiee, to indicate a special intention,
irony, a change ofstyle, or what have yOU. Sankoff(1972) at the same time shows
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scepticism rowards the categcrical use of the interpretive approach, however, on the
basis of her own research in New Guinee. She studied a communiry in which three
languages were spoken: Buang, the language of the tribe, Tok Pisin, the lingua
franca, and Yabem, a !anguage introduced by the missionaries. In many cases it was
simply not possible to determine the unmarked choice, for instanee in politica!
speeches, in which all three languages were used systematically. In chapter 10 we
return to the cases where more than one language al the same time seems to be called
fbr.

Within social psycho!ogy there has been an attempt, primarily by Howard Gi!es and
his colleagues, to develop a model oflanguage choice called the Interpersonal Speech
Accornodation Theory (cf. Giles, 1973; Giles er al., 1973). The main idea behind it is
that !anguage choice cannot be explained adequately by refening to situational factors
on!y. Aspects ofthe interpersenel relation have to be taken into account. The model,
which was initially developed to explain accent change within one language, stresses
the relation between the partleipants. The essence of Giles's theory is derived from
social psycho!ogica! research on similarity-attraction, which claims thar an
individua! can induce someone else to evaluate her or 'him more favourably by
reducing rhe number ofdissimi!arities between her or himse1fand the other. Speakers
will automarically adjust themselves ro each other, both in gestures and often
positioning of the body and in the type of speech. This may carry over to bilingual
settings, and one way of interpreting the choice of a partjeular language is in terms of
the other speaker's !anguage and identity.

The process of adjustment is called accommodation. In fact, accommodation may
work in two opposite ways. The first way is convergence: the speaker uses the
language rhat the hearer knows or likes best. A bilingua! inhabitunt of Brussels, for
instancc, addresses somebody from Flanders in Durch, even though the latter may
know some French in addition ro Dutch. The second farm of accommodation is
divergence: the speaker tries ro create disrance between himself and the hearer by
maximizing differences in language use.

Giles er al. (1973) illustrate the process of speech accommodarion with an example
provided by Dell Hymes. Consider a wesrerner speaking re a Tanzanian official.
When this Westerner starts using Swahili rhis form of accommodation does not
induce the approval the speaker expects, because rhe officia! wil! think that the
Westerner considers him nor profleient in Eng!ish, which is an insult.
Accommodation should proceed in the following sequence: the Westerner uses
English first, so that the Tanzanian can show his skills in this language, and after that
the Westerner switches to Swahili to express solidarity.

Roughly along the same lines, but from a different perspecuve, Gumperz and his
colleagues have worked on language choice in terms of the common understanding of
speaker and hearer. Language farms do not have a social meaning by themselves, but
only in so far as the partreipants in the interaction agree on this meaning. The latter is
crucial; the social meaning oflanguage does not depend on the speaker alone, net on
the hearer alone but on an agreement, the result of negotiation as it were, between
speaker and hearer. There is no fixing ofthe situation at one point oftime, but rather
the participants' on-gcing process of interpretation ofthe situation. Particularly in
multilingual comrnunities the conventions by which the social meaning ofthe forms
of !anguage used is interprered are not automatically shared by the participants in
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interactions, rather they need to be established and reinterpreted in the course ofeach
conversatien. Blom and Gumperz (1972), in research directed at language use in
Norway, distinguish three levels in the inrerpretive process. First, the setting is
determined: the locale for the interaction, the socially recognized chunk of the
environment. An examplc ofsuch a setting may be the down-town post office. Within
a given setting, different sociat sicuations are possible; which one is valid at a particular
moment is determined by rhe inreractants on the basis of the eenstellanen of
partienlar people, in a particular setting, at a particular moment of time. Within the
setting of the post office, different social situations are possible. One would he a
sramp-buying interaction, another one a chance encounter with an acquaintance.
Finally, given a specific social siruation, speaker and hearer need to corrie to terms
wirh the question in which social event they find themselves. Events have c1early
defined and socially recognized sequencings, centre around a limited range in topics,
etc. To continue with the post office example, the notion social event may refer to rhe
way the participanrs in the chance encounter choose to keep their distance, use the
encounter as a way of renewing old ties, etc. Each of these options requires aspecific
set of routine remarks and gestures, confronts the speaker with complex chokes, in
other words. The three notions setting, siruation and event are not given, once again,
but need to be interpreted and reereared by speaker and hearer in each interaction.

Working within rhis paradigm, Heller has written a number ofpapers on the choke
between English end French in present-dey Montreal, both in the workplace and in
public places. The follcwing is an example from a restaurant interaction (1984):

Je reviens dans une minute.
J'LL BE BACK !N A MINUTE.

(Pause. Secend look.)
Anglais ou français, English or French?
Ben, les deux. WELL, BaTH.

Non, mais, anglais ou françaisê NO, BUT,

It doesn't matter,
c'est comme vous voulez. . AS YOU LIKE

Waiter: (Sighs)
Okay, okay, I'll be back in a minute

Language choke, according te Heller's enthnographic observarion, is a very complex
process, not just the reflection of rhe changing sociolinguistic realities of Montreal
but part ofthat reality.

3.3 Function specialization
A model which hes the potentiel to integrate the various approaches given above is
one in terms offunctional specialization. Language use involves vartous functions of
the language system; following research by Jakobson and Halliday, Mühlhäusler
(1981) distinguishes six functions - six uses to which a language may be pur:

1 the referential function: by referring to extralinguistic reality informauon is
transferred. This function is often thought to be the only function of language, end
any knowledge of a language implies command ofthis function;
2 the directioe and imegratire funcnon: by using srandard greetings, conventional
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modes of address, irnperatives, exclamauons, and questions centacts are made with
ethers and enough of an interacrive structure is creared 10 ensure cooperation;
3 the expressine function: by making one's feelings known one can present oneselfto
others as a unique individua!. Many non-fluent speakers have great difficulty with
this function ;
4 the phatic function: in order to create a channel ofcommunication end to keep the
channel open speakers make use of conventionalized openings, c1osings, and ways to

signal turn taking, and if necessary, also oflanguage forms that identify rhe in-group
wirhin which interaction is taking place;
5 the mecalinguistic function: by using language the speaker's attitude rowards and
awareness of Ianguage use and linguistic norms are made known;
6 rhe poelie function: by means of jokes, puns and other word play, and conscious
style and register shifts Ianguage is played with, so that the use oflanguage becomes a
goal and souree of joy in itself

Now what do these different functions have to do with language choice and
bilingualism? Simply that different languages may fulfil different functions in the
lives ofbilingual speakers, and in bilingual conversations a choke for one particular
language may signa! the primary functions appealed to at that moment. The
functions listed bere encompass the approaches that we have briefly described above.

We all know how hard it is to make puns, let alone write poems, in a Foreign
language even ifwe fee! perfectly comfbrtabie making an air1ine reservenon in it. The
same holds for the metalinguistic function: many Engtish-speakers will remember the
time they were in a shop in Paris trying to aak, in French, how something they wanted
to buy is called in French.

Not only can (as the attentive reader will undoubtedly have noted) the different
functions of language be hierarchically arranged from 1 to 6 with respect to the
differing demands they make on our command ofa language, but they also differ in
the domain in which they are most frequently called upon. Something like rhe parallel
in Figure 3.2 is not entire1y far-fetched:

formol institutions referentiel

work direetivel integrotive

the streel excreeelve

culturollifë photic

friends metclinquisnc

intimate fomily poetie

Figure 3.2 An inlegration ofrhe domain and the functional perspective
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The parallel is not perfect because the functions are much more abstract than the
domains, but it may be safely said that the more one moves towards the lower end of
rhe domain column rhe more the functions at the lower end ofthe right-hand column
playa role.

The integrative potenrial of the functional model can be illustrated, perhaps, in
Figure 3.3:

seciel norrns imply
a eertuin Iunctioncl
secerenon

I
individuals have a
variely of codeswilh
different funclians
ottheir ctsposct

I
a eoetot event eens
Ier a speeifie code
with 0 eertem tenetica

\domeifls/diglassio)

linteructicn vcentred }

Figure 3.3 Ab'lran represenl31ion ofthe way in whieb 13ngu3ge cboices 3re m.de

The notion of function links the deterministic with the interaction-centred
approaches.

Before concluding this chapter we should note that not all cases ofbilîngualism can
be discuseed satisfactcrily in terms ofthe notion of functional specialiaation adopted
here. In chapter 11 on strategies of neutraliry, an alternative approach will he
explored: There may be situatieris in which two languages are used which do nOL have
clearly separate functions.

Further reading

Two volumes of articles give a good overview of the classical approaches to the
problem oflanguage cboice: J.A. Fishman (ed.) Readings in theSociology of Language
(1968) and J.J. Gumperz and D. Hymes (eds.), Direenons in Sociolinguinics (1972).
More recent studies focus on language choice in relation to other topics, and further
reading on these is provided in chapters 2, 4, 10 and 11.



4 Language maintenance and shift

When Dolly Pentreath died in December 1777, the last native speaker of Cornish
passed away. Comishwas formerly spoken by thousands ofpeopie in Cornwall, but
the community of Cornish speakers did not succeed in maintaining irs language
under the pressure of English, the prestigious majority language and national
language. Ta put it differently: rhe Cornish community shifted from Comish to
English (cf. Pool, 1982). Such a process seems to be going on in many bilingual
communities. More and more speakers use [he majcrity language in domains where
they formerly spoke [he minoriry tongue. They adopt rhe majority language as their
regular vehicle of communication, often mainly beceuse they expect that speaking
that ianguage gives better chances for upward seclal mobility and economie success.
As Dress1er and Wodak-Leodo1ter (1977:35) point out in an artiele on Ianguage
preservation and death in Brittany (France): 'it is necessary to present oneself as a
member of rhe nauonal majority to acquire positions (like jobs, official functions and
educational facilities}'. In such cases the minority Ianguage is in danger ofhecoming
obsolescent.

When a community stops speaking a minorhy language, of course this Ianguage
win not always he extinguished. For example, if the Gujerati-speaking peop1e in
England shifted to English cornplerely, Guierati wou1d not become a dead language.
There are millions of speakers of Gujerati in other parts of rhe world, especially in
India. For the (erstwhile) Gujerati community in England ir would he a dead
language.

Sometimes it seems that 'shift' can he equated with 'shift towards the majority or
prestigious Ianguage', hut in fact 'shift' is a neutral concept, and also shift towards the
extended use of the minority Ianguage can be observed For examp1e, in rhe last
decades French has strengthened its position in Quebec at the expense of English.
After a period of shift towards the majority language, there is often a tendency to
reverse the process, because some people come to realize that rhe minority language is
disappearing, and they try to promote its use. These defenders of the minority
language are often young, active members of cultural and politica1 organizations thar
stand up for the social, economie and cultural interests ofthe minority group.

Why does one language survive and anorher one disappear? In section 4.1. we will
give an overview of the factors rhat govem language maintenance and shift.
Know1edge of these factors does not guarantee insight into the process of language
shift, since people bring this about in their daily speech, and it is on this level that
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explanations for shift must be found. This approach will be outlined in sectien 4.2.
When a language is reduced in its function, which happens in the case of shift

towards the majortry Ianguage, generally speakers wil! become less proficienr in ir,
i.e. language 10H is taking place. Language shift linked up with loss will finally result
in language death. In section 4.3. we wil1 further discues these issues.

4.1 Factors influencing language maintenance
In various publications, for instanee Glazer (1978), Gaarder (1979) and Clyne (1982)
factors influencing language maintenance are discussed. Giles, Bourhis and Taylor
(1977) have constructed a model te systematize the many factors operating. They
propose a combination of rhree main factors (status, demographic and institutional
support) into ene factor which they cal! 'ethnohnguistic vitality'. According to Giles
el al. (1977:308), '[the] vitality ofan ethnolinguistic group is that which makes a
group likely to behave as a distinctive and active collective entity in intergreup situa
rions. From this, it is argued thar ethnolinguistic rninorities that have linie or no
group vitality would eventually cease to exisr as distinctive groups. Conversely, the
more vitality a linguistic group has, the more likely it wiil survive and thrive as a
coltective entity in an intergroup context.' With respect to the minority language, this
implies that high vitality willlead to maintenance (or even shift towards extended use)
and low vitaliry will result in shift towards the majority language, or, in some cases
towards another more prestigieus vemacular. In this section, we williargely follow
rhe model presenred in Giles et al. (1977), although Ir must be noted that the termi
nology in that model partly seems somewhar circular, and rherefore trivial: the more
vitalitya group has, the more likely it wiH surVlve.

The first main category of factors disringuished by Giles et al. concerns status.
Economie status is a prominent factor in nearly all studies on language maintenance

and shift. Where groupsofminority language speakers have a relatively low economie
status, rhere is astrong tendency to shift towards the majority language. For example,
most speakers of'Spanish in the USA find themselves in the low-income groups. They
associate speaking English with academie achievement end economie progress.
Spanish gers the stigma of the language ofpoor peop!e, and parents who themselves
sometimes have a poor command of English try to urge their children to speek
English, because tbey have internalized the soetetal attitudes towards Spanish. Immi
grant workers in Western Europe are also more or Iess forced ro believe that their low
economie status is mainly caused by the fact that they speak a minority language, for
example Turkish, Serbo-Croatian or Greek. Immigrants who want to get ahead in
society place a high value on speaking the majority language. This will negatively
affect the use of their own tanguage. According te Li (1982), Chinese Americans of
lower socioeconomie status tend to be more easily assimilated than are these ofhigher
status. The low-income Chinese Americans show the highest propensity for shift
away from the Chinese mother tongue.

Economie changes, i.e. modernization, industrialization and urbanization, are
important variables in the description of language maintenance and shift. Rindier
Schjerve (1981) in an artiele on Sardinian notes that this type ofeconomie change has
led to a trend to use more Italian, which is associated with 'modern life' and higher
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standards of living. In periods of mcdernization minortry languages often suffer a
double stigma: they are spoken by poor and traditional, old-fashfoned people who
cartnet fully cope with rhe reality of modern economie life. However, economie
changes might also affect language maintenance positively. Paulsen (1981) writes
about the Ferring language, a Germanic language spoken on the is1ands Föhr and
Amrun offthe North Sea coast ofGermany in rhe North Sea, and describes economie
developmenrs in the sixteenth century. After astrong rednetion ofthe income from
the fishing of herring, a school te teach young boys the eraf of navigation was
founded. The islands were thus able to offer the new Dutch overseascompanles many
well-trained sailors and offlcera, mainly for whaling in the Arctic and for the Far Eest
shipping. This resulted in near1y three centuries of economie independenee which
was a safeguard to the position of Perring.

Social status is very closely aligned to economie status, and it is probably equally
important with respect ro Ianguage maintenance. A group's social status, which here
refers to the group's self-esteem, depends largely upon its economie status. Speakers
ofQuechua in Peru, Ecuador and Bolivia wil! generally consider rhemselves to have
low social status, and tend to shift towards Spanish, which has the connotations of
higher social status.

Sociohistorical status is derived from the ethnolinguisric group's history. Many
groups can refer to periods in which they had to defend their ethnic identity or their
independenee. These historical instanoes cao be viewed as mobilizing symbols which
inspire individuals to struggte for their common interesta as membere of an ethno
linguistic group, as group members in the past did. The Flemish people, for example,
can draw inspiration from their struggle againsr French dominanon. The 'Gulden
sporenslag' (Battle of the Golden Spurs) in 1302 when Flemieh troops held their own
against French-speaking nobles, still bes mobilizing power. Tupac Amaru, the
eighteenth-century Peruvian rebel against the Spanish colonial regime, stressed
Quechua as a symbol of the glorieus Inca past, and gained a large following as a
messianic leader.

Language status can be an important variable in bilingual communities. For
Insrance, French, Russian, English and Spanish have a high status as 1anguagesof
international communication. Therefore it would be easier to preserve French in
Quebec than Ukrainian, Vietnamese or Dutch. However, it shou1d he noted that
status within a community should be distinguished from status outside the commu
nity. French has high status outside Canada, hut in Canada English has higher
credits. AIso, in the Arabic wor1d Arabic hes very high status, because it is rhe
language ofthe Koran, i.e. the language of God. In Belgium, France and the Nether
lands, however, Arabic is not held in high esreem by most people.

Langtrage and social status are closely related in the sense that the latter influences
the former. The self-ascribed language status will he low especially ifthe minority
group speaks a dialect ofthe Ianguage in question. Many speakers ofSpanish in the
Sourh-West ofthe USA have negative attitudes towards their variery of'Spanish, they
view it as 'only a dialect', or a kind of 'border slang', and not as a real language. This
feeling of linguistic inferiority is particular1y streng in cases of a minority Ianguage
which is not standardized and/or modernized(see chapter 5). For this reason, a creole
language like Haitian wiU have a low status in New York wbere there is a large
communîty of Haitian immigrante and refugees. Languages with low status are in
danger ofbecoming obsolescent. Whether this will happen also depende on the status
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ofthe 'competing tanguage", which wil! often be the majority language. Immigrants
in Denmark wi11 have a weaker tendency to shift towards Danish than immigrants in
England rowards English, because ofthe higher status ofEnglish compared to Danish
generally.

Demogmphic factors constitute the secend main category in the model of Giles et al.
(1977). They concern the number ofmemoers ofa linguistic minority group and their
geographical distribution. The absolute number of speakers of a certain language
becomes important when it decreases. Such a development implies decreasing useful
ness of the language in question, which in turn wil! give rise to language shift away
from the minority language. Clyne (1982) studied language rnaintenance among
immigrants in Australia, and he concludes that there is no general correspondence
between numerical srrength and language maintenance. For one group, the Maltese
community, however, such a correspondence could be found when comparing data
on language shift in various Australian states. The two states with relatively large
Maltese populations turned out to have the lowest rates ofshift towards English, and
those with very few Maltese immigranrs had very high rares ofshift (see Tabîe 4.1.).

Table 4.1 Maltese population ratio in four Ausualian States and 1.nguage shift tcwards Enghsh in first
generation immigrants, i.e. immigrants bom oUlside of Austral;a (mble adapted from Clyne, 1982)

Slate or terrilOry

Victoria
Ncw South W.les
Northern Terrüory
Tasmania

0/0 of Mahese bom la

toral population

0.81
0.52
0.06
0,02

language shift (0/0)
in firsl genemlion

29.29
28.31
66.67
67.95

The percentage of speakers maintaining a minority language can be strongly
influenced by tbe occurrence ofmixed or inter-etlinie marriages. In these marriages,
the most prestigieus language generally has the best chance ro survive as the language
ofthe home, and hence as the first language of the child. Pulte (1979) conducted a
househeld survey in several Oklahoma Cherokee communities in an atrempt to obtain
data on language maintenance and shift in Cherokee families. Although Pulte
concludes rbat Cherokee is still flourishing in a few communities, he also notes that in
every family where a Cherokee-speaker was married ra a non-Cherokee-speeker, the
children were found ra be monolingual speakers of English.

C\yne (1982) alsc provides data on the effects of marriage between native speakers
of English and speakers ofotber languages, so-called Anglo-ethnic marriages. Table
4.2. (compiled on the basis of two tables in C1yne's study) presents the rare of
language shift in the second-generation children of inrra-erhnic and Anglo-ethnic
marriages.

Table 4.2 shows that shift towards English is nearly complete for children from
Anglo-German, Anglo-Maltese and Anglo-Dutch marriages. With respect to ether
inrer-erhnic marriages [with no native English-speaking parent) Clyne stares that the
number ofchildren barn from these is toe smal! to generalize, but it appears that most
of them adopt English as their main language, except in cases where one of the
parents, particularly when ir is the father, is of Iralian or Greek crigin.
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Table 4.2 Ratc of language sbift in lhe second-generalion children of imra·elbnic and Anglo·elhnic
marriages in AUSlratia

Birthplace of bOlb
parerus or one parent

Germany
Greece
ltaly
Malta
Netherlands

'70 lnnguage shift of
2nd generalion cbildren of
intra-elbnic marriages

62.3
10.1
18.6
53.7
80.0

'1'0 language shift of
2nd generalion cbildren of
Anglo·etbnic marriages

96.2
68.4
78.5
94.6
99.1

The geographical distribution of minority group members generally affects
language maintenance and shift considerably. As long as they live concentrared in a
certain area, minority groups have better chances ofmaintaining their language. The
importance ofthis factor can be illustrated with examples from all over the world.
Especially in Quebec where many French-speaking Canadians are concenrrated,
French is a vital Ianguage, while in other parts of Canada, where the speakers of
French live more dispersed, there is a tendency to shift away from French (cf.
Lieberson, 1967). Li (1982), in his study on language shift of Chinese Americans,
found that third-generation Chinese-Americans residing in Chinatowns shifted sub
stantially less aften towards English than their agemates living outside Chinatowns.
For example, less than 30 per cent of the third-generation Chinatown residents aged
20-39 had adopted English as their mother tongue, while this was the case for 50 per
cent of the group living outside Chinatowns. In the same way the disrribution of
mincrity language speakers can change because of immigration and emigration
patterns. Jones (1981) shows that Welsh, which was in Wales unquestionably domi
nant at the end ofthe nineteenth century, has been forced back in areas where large
scale immigration ofworkers from outside Wales rook place in the first decades ofthis
century. Emigration during rhe depreesion in the 1930s from mining valleys where
Welsh was widely spoken has had the same result. With respect to the more recent
period, jones points to tourism and the in-migration of Bnglish-speaking retired
people and secend-home ownership. The consequences were (and are) that the con
centration of Welsh speakers is becoming lower, and mixed Welsh-English
communities arise with a shift towards English.

Urbau-rural differences are important in the analysis of panems of language shift
as wel!. Generally, rural groups tend to preserve a minortry language much longer
than urban groups. Hili end Hill (1977) studied language shift in Nahuatl-speaking
communities in Central Mexico (Nahuatl is also known as 'Mexicano' or 'Aetec').
They found that rhe settlemenr of rural people in cities and industrial suburbs
tostered shift towards Sparush. In an artiele on the survival of ethnolinguistic mine
rities in Canada, Andersen (1979) concludes that research in Seskarchewan has indi
cated rhat mernbers ofethnic groups (such as Ukrainians) living on farms have main
tained their language better than those living in smal! towns and villages. who in turn
have resisted shift towards English more strongly than those in large urban centres.

Probably, the geographical distribution in itselfis not rhe causal factor in language
maintenance and shift, but related communicanon patterns end the absence or
presence ofdaily seclal pressure to use the prestigieus language. When residing on a
farm, where perhaps the neighbours are members of the same linguistic minority
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group, there is not much need to use the majority Ianguage. The home is the most
important domain of language use, and this domain is reserved for the minortry
language. On the contrary, people living in urban eentres wil! be forced in various
situations to use the majority Ianguage daily, which wil! weaken the position ofthe
minority tongue.

The third main cluster of factors proposed by Giles el al. (1977) is thar of the insmu
nonat support factors, which refer to {he extent to which the language of a minority
group is represenred in the varleus institutions of a neucn, a region or a community.
Meintenance is supported when the minority language is used in vanous instirutions
ofthe government, church, cultural organizatinns, etc. In politically well-organized
minority groups (such as the Chicanes in the USA) minoriry laoguages are often a
vehicle of expression.

Mass media cao affeetlanguage shift considerably. In the above-mentioned study by
Hill end Hili (1977), it is argued that the shift from Nahuatl tcwards Spanish is also
brought about by the introduetion of elecrricuy and radios in the early 1940s. Now
adays, many ordinary dwellings in the area studied in Central Mexico have high
fidelity stereo consoles, relevision and radio whieh wil! further promore the use of
Spanish. Broedcasting in rninority Ianguages, on the other hand, can boost these
languages, just like rhe publishing of newspapers, books, etc. in minority languages.

When the minority Ianguage is also the language of the religion this wil! he an
imperus for its maintenance. For example, Gerrnan has held a rather strong position
in the U nited Stares for a long time, compared with immigrant languages like Dutch
and Swedish, because it was the language ofthe Lurheran ehurch. Religion can also
be a general divisive force, which among other things affects language maintenance.
Kloss (1966) srudied the länguage siruation ofthe Old Order Amish and Old Order
Meononites of German descent living in Pennsylvania, who speak Pennsylvania
Durch (from Deuuch = German) as their mother tongue. According re Kloss, the
point of departure for these Old Order groups is their religicn rather than nationality
or language. 'They maimain their language in order te more fully exdude worldly
inffuences and, perhaps, because change in itself is considered sinful. Neither
language nor nationality is valued for its own sake, (Kloss, 1966:206).

Providing gooemmental or administrative services in the mother tongue can stimu
late maintenance. In modern societies every individual has 10interact frequently with
representatives oflocal or national authorities. If the medium cf communication is
always the majcrity language, this wil! diminish the usefulness of the minority
language.

Eaucanon is very important with respect to language maintenance. If chifdren's
proficiency in thc minority language is tostered at school, and they leam 10 read end
write in ir, this will contribute to maintenance.

Government activiries concerning languages in multilingual communities will he
further dealt with in chapter 5, Language Planning. One of these activities mighr
concern education, for example establishing facilities for education in the minority
language in addirion to the majority language. lt wiJl be discussec in chapter, 6,
Bdingual Educanon,

Besides the main factors distinguishcd by Giles et al. (1977), we further ment ion
cultural (dis-)similarity as an important variable in the analysis of language main
tcnancefshift. On the basis ofdata on language shift ofimmigrants in Australia, Clyne
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(1982) concludes that when the cultures invoived are similar there is a greater
tendency for shift than when they are Iess similar. German and Dutch immigrants,
who have culturally much in common with the Engfish-speaking Australîan
community, show a greater shift towards English than Italian end Greek immigranrs,
who wil! experience a greater cultural disrance.

Before we turn to the next section, in which the process oflanguage shift itselfwill be
discussed, three things must be said about the factors presented thus faro

1 The various factors and sub-factors are presenteel separately, but rhey may
correlate strongly. For example, a group with a low economie status will ofren have a
low sociohistorical status as weU; it wiU not have control over mass media and it will
nor be able to fight for educational program mes in the minory language.
2 Since so many factors (probably interrelated} play a part, it is impossible to predict
language maintenance or shift for certain groups. Most research on rhis issue is purely
post-hoc and descriptive, and a fully-fledged theory of language rnaintenance is not
available.
3 The factors considered do net influence language maintenance and shift directly,
but only indirectly via intervening variables, as is represenred in Figure 4.1.

status loctors

~demogrophlC
loctors

mterverunq Ilonguoge main-"",,",,,,,, V venebres -\tenollce/shift

support factors

culturcl (dls-)
similority

Figure 4.1 Factors affecling language maimenance

The crucial question is of course: what are these intervening variables? How do rhe
large-scale sociological factors influence individual behaviour, end thereby lnnguage
maintenance/shift? To answer this question, a different type ofresearch is necessary.
To this we will turn in the next sectien.

4.2 The process oflanguage shift

To study language maintenance or shift a researcher can colleer data on the factors
discussed in the previous section and on the distribution and use of languages in a
multilingual community by asking people questions like: Which language do you
speek regularly in your home? Which language do you speak regularly at work? Then
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the researcber can try to relare information about social factors to the data on language
use. This type of research is usually large-scale, end the actuallanguage behaviour
and language attitudes ofthe members ofthe community are not studled. In another
approach rhe focus ofthe investigation is on the language behaviour and attitudes of
individuals, because it is assumed rhat only in this way can researchers gain real
insight inrc the process oflanguage shift. (Because multi-lingual situations are never
stable, there will always be some kind of shift, therefore, we will restriet ourselves in
rhis and the next section to this process; see also chapter 2.) Such studies have to be
conduored on a smaller scale, because the researcher must become aquainted with the
social life ofindividuals in the community. Participant observation, i.e. living in the
community to be studied and perticipating in its daily activiries like an anthropologist
in an African village, is the best method ofreaching this goal.

Susan Gal's study oflanguage shift in Oberwart (Austria) is a magnificent example
ofresearch along these linea (Gal, 1979). Oberwart (Felsöör in Hungarian) is a village
in Burgenland, a province in the east ofAustria, berdering Hungary. Oberwart was a
peasant village, and the peasants generally spoke Hungarian. German was only used
with outsiders and strengers. However, in the last 50 to 70 years, especially after the
Second Wor1d War, German has been replacing Hungarian in many instauces of
everyday interaction. In the 1920s children spoke only Hungarian with each ether,
while at the time of Gal's stay in Oberwart (she lived there for a year), the use of
Oerman between age-mates was quite common for children under IS. Young parents
address their children not in Hungarian - like their parents did - but in German, and
they switch to Hungarian only occasionally.

The Ianguage shift in Oberwart can be related to economie changes. The former
more or less 'pure' peesant economy ofOberwart does not exist any more. Since about
1950 industrialization has become important. Agricultural work came to be asso
ciared with the past and with a lack of social mobility end economie opportunities. If
an Oberwarter did not want to stay on the farm, a good proficiency in German was
indispensable. German began to intrude in domains, e.g. the local inn, which were
former1y near ly completely reserved for Hungarian. Gal notes thar language shift is
related, of course, to social-economic change. The real question, however, is '[by]
what intervening processes does industrializaticn, or any other social change, effect
changes in the uses to which speakers put their languages in everyday interaction?'
(Gal, 1979:3). In answering this question Gal takes two sociolinguistic phenomena
into account. The first one concerns tbe relation between language and identity (see
alsc chapter 2). In post-war Oberwart Hungarian has lost prestige, it has become the
language associated with traditional, eiderly people, while German has come to be
seen as the language ofeconomic progress and modern life. Generally, speakers want
to express their social status in their linguistic behaviour, and try to assert their
identity by choosing a certain language. Most of the younger people in Oberwart,
who had no knowledge of speakers of Hungarian outside the village, rherefore
adopted German. Hungarian was associated strongly with a stigmatized social group.

The second sociolinguisric phennmenon Gal considers is the irnportance of social
networks, i.e.'the networks of informal social interaction in which speakers are
enmeshed and through which, by pressure and inducements, partleipants impose
linguistic norms on each ether" (Gal, 1979:14). Ir is net only the frequency of sectal
contact which is important, but alsc the nature of the relationship between the
speakers, rhe social character ofthe centacts and the purpose of the interaction. In
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Oberwart one cannot simp1y say: that persen belengs IQ the social group ofpeasants,
therefore he or she speaks Hungarian, and rhat person belongs 10 rhe group of non
peasants, therefore he or she speaks German. Again, there is no direct relation
between social factors and language use, because the nerworks in which people parti
cipate have a strenger and more direct mûuence. For example, an industrial worker
with a largely peesant netwerk wil! use more Hungarian than ene with a non-peesant
network. Figure 4.2. indicates the proportion of German - (G + GH)/{G + GH + H)
- used by speakers in three age groups. In eecb generation the infbr mants are grouped
according to the proportion of peasants in their networks. The proportion ofGerman
used is computed on the basis of information provided by the speakers on domains in
which they spoke German (G), German and Hungarian (GH) and Hungarian (H).

100 D =In orman s wilh peasan ne works ;

D =informanls with non-peasanl networke.

(n =32) (from Gal,1979)

0.69 0.72
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14-34
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Age çroups
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56-76

Figurt= 4.2 Proportion of German uscd by inforrnants in Oberwart Wilh pea,ant and non·pea,ant
nerworks in lhree age groups

Figure 4.2. shows that speakers in the younger generation in general use more
German, irrespective ofnetwork, but the peop1e of the middle end the older genera
tion vary {heir language according to the netwerk they are participating in.

The prccesses described by Gal are net exclusive to mu1tilingua1societies. They can
also be observed in mono1ingual communities, where different linguistic varieties are
in use. The farm of linguistic change in Oberwart, where Hungarian is gradually
being replaced by Gerrnan, has a direct parallel in a monolingua1 communiry where
one linguisric variant takes the place of another. The social meaning of the vanants
considered, the status speakers want to daim in choosing certain varianrs, and the
socia1 nerworks these speakers are part of, are important factors in explaining
linguistic change in this situation as wel!.

Linguistic change takes place by the gradual spread ofthe 'new farm' in a oertuin
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domain. Leoguage A (or variant A) is never replaced suddenly by language B (or
variant B), but language use becomes variable, i.e. A end Bare both used in tbe same
social context. After this stage ofvariabie use, the use ofB wil! become categorical. In
Oberwarr, Gal has observed this variable use of German and Hungarian in social
contexts where formerly the use ofHungarian was categoncal, and she prediets care
gorical use ofGerman in the future. Linguistic change, within a language, or in the
form of Ianguage shift, as in Oberwart, has its souree in the synchronie hetercgeneity
in the speech ccmmuniry. Linguistic diversity is at the sarne time the reileetion ofand
the impetus for this change.

In many minority communities the ethnic language has had astrong position in
informal dcmains, parrieularly in family interaction. However, here, the majority
language often intrudes, with variabie lenguage use as its result. Lieberson and
MeCabe (1982) studied the relation between domains of Ianguage use and morher
tongue shift in Nairobi in the Gujerau-speaking population. They found rhar many
parents used borh Gujerati and English in addressing their children, and that much of
the shift from Gujerati towards English can be explained by this facto In interactioris
in the homes ofimmigrant workers' families in Western Europe the same pattem can
be observed, but there especially the children introduce the majority language.

Language shift is in fact the redistribution of varieties of language over eertuin
domains. Ifthe shift is towards the majority Ianguage, rhis language seems to conquer
domain afier domain via the interrnediate stage of bilingual language use. When the
minority language is spoken in fewer domains, its value decreases. This in turn wi11
lessen the rnotivation ofyounger people to learn and use it.

In addition to 'domain', an important notion in the analysis of language shift is
generation. Figure 4.2. already showed clear generational differences in Oberwart
related to different social perspectives ofthe younger group: they often want to claim
social status different from that of their porems' generanon. Therefore, younger
people choose anorher language as their regula- medium of communication. Rindier
Schjerve (1981), in an artiele on bilingualism and language shift in Sardinia, gives an
example of a househeld with family members belonging to four generunons. 'An
80-year-old grandmother was illiterate and monolingually Sardinian, the 50-year-old
mother, due to insufficient education, had a rather limited proficiency in Italian, the
30-year-old daughter having been to school for eight years spoke Italian well, though
not perfeetly, and used it when ralking to rheir children, while she used Sardinian
with her husband. Her reason for using Italian with her ehildren is to avoid their
being discriminared against in school; this, of course, resulted in tbe 12-year-old
schoolboy's having only a limited command ofSardinian and speaking a rather mono
stylist ie and Sardicized Iralian' (Rindier Schjerver, 1981;212).

Language shift may come about slowly end go on for several generations, but
especially in changing social situations ir may be a rather fast process. This is often
the case for immigrant groups. Tosi (1984) studied bilingualism and language shift
among Italian immigrante in Bedford (Great Britain). The first-generation immi
grants generally use alocal Italian dialect as the principal medium ofcommunication
within the family. Until school age, their children mostly speak this dialect, only
occasionally switehing to English, end when there are several ehildren in the
household they often speak English amcng themse1ves. But English real1y gains
influenee when the children go to school and beeome more profieient in it. English
wi11 then inevitably be brought into the househeld- initially for use mainly with other
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siblings, but later also in inreractions with rhe parents. A younger person will
gradually learn to understand thar the two languagcs are associéred with two different
value sysrems, and that these systems often coilide with each other. This resu1ts in
persona1 and emotiona1 conflicrs. Tosi points to the linguistic and cultural conflict
between generarions , The 'regular' conflict between two generations is accentuared
because of differences in values, outlook and aspirations. These differences are
symbo1ized in rhe language behaviour of tbe generations, i.e. the preferenee for
Iralian (dialect) vs English.

The general pattern for language shift in immigrant groups is as follows. The first
generation (bom in the country oforigin) is bilingual, but rhe minority language is
c1early dominant, the second generation is bilingual and either ofthe two languages
might be strongest, the third generation is bilingual with the maioriry language domi
nating, end the fourth generation on1yhas command ofthe majority language. This is
only a general pattem, and the picture for specific immigrant groups is different,
largely depending on the factors discussed in sectien 4.1.

To conc1ude this section, we want to emphasize one important issue: the lirerature
on language shift somcrimes suggests that a whole minority group is in the process of
shifting from one language to the other, and differences between individuals are not
notieed. Hcwever, minority groups are not undifferentiated, monolithic wholes, but
comprise different sub-gecups with different cultural attitudes and politica1 opinions.
These differences may come to surface as differences in language behaviour.
Language shift is not inevitable, and (groups of) individuals may promore the use of
the minority language in the home environment, aiming at bilingualism. Tosi (1984)
witneseed this attitude among a few young people of Iralian descent in Bedford.

4.3 Language loss
As a language loses territory in a given communiry, speakers will become less profl
cient in it. In linguistic minority groups children wil! often speek the language ofthe
group less wel! rhan rheir parents. In a study cfbilingualism among children ofItalian
background in South Ausrralia, Smolicz (1983) conc1udes that their command of
Italian and Ita1ian dialect is generally inferior to their command ofEnglish. The same
ho!ds for the language proficiency of Yugoslavian children in Germany, analysed by
Stölting (1980). The children, from Serbo-Croatian speaking families, were bom in
Yugoslavia, and had been living in Germany for at least two years. Stö1ting found that
the chi1dren had only a 1imited command of'Serbo-Croatian, especial1y the ones who
had come to Germany at an early age. Many chi1dren spoke German better than
Serbo-Croauen, particularly as far as vocabutary was concerned.

Many members from rninority groups seem to have word-fmding problems. Appel
(1983: 164) quotes a Moroccan boy of 14 years who had lived in the Netherlands for
four years. The boy admitted that with other Moroccan boys he generally used a mix
of Dutch and Moroccan-Arabic: 'You have forgotten a few words and then you just
say it in Dutch'. Kiers (1982) interviewed Moroccan young men who complained
abour rhe fact that the words in their mother tcngue seemed 'to fly away'.

The 105s of lexica! skilIs in the minority language goes hand in hand with anorher
phenomenon, i.e. the process ofre1exification: words from the dominant language are
replacing words in the minority language. In their analysis of !anguage shift in
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Nahuatl-speaking communities in Central Mexico, Hili and Hili (1977) identify
rnassive relexification from Spanish. This influences the attitudes of the people
towards Nahuatl negatively. They feel that it is no longer pure and this probably con
tributes ro its dec1ine in use. jones (1981) also points to the fact rhat the Englîsh
relexification of Welsh 'hes the effect of undermining attitudes towards the language
and encouraging a feeling of Welsh linguistic inadequacy' (p. 49). Furthermore,
jones sees the code.switching and code-mixing he has observed in Wales as a negative
phenomenon; it might be an inrermediate stage between the usage of Welsh only and
Engtish only (see also section 4.2.). However, ccde-swirching can also have other
connotations, as we will illustrate in chapters 10 and 11.

Another frequently observed aspect of language Ioss is the rednetion of the morpho
logical system by less proficient speakers. The morphology ofthe minortry language
is often simplified, and fluent speakers only apply general rules without knowing the
exceptions. Nancy Dorian invesrigared extensivety what she calls a 'dying Scortish
Gaelic dialect', East Surherland Gaelic (ESG) spoken by fewer than 150 people at the
time ofthe study (in the 1970s) (all ofthem also English-speaking) on the east coast of
the county ofSutherland, in the extreme north ofmainland Scotland. In addition to
other aspects ofbilingualism, Dorian analysed the application of morphological rules
in three groups of speakers: older fluent speakers of ESG, younger fluent speakers
and semi-speakers. The Gaelic of the semi-speakers is imperfect in many ways, in
terms of the older group. She asked inforrnanrs from the three groups to translate
sentences fröm English inro ESG, in order 10 derermine whether changes were
appearing in the complex morphology ofnoun plurals and noun gerunds ofESG.

Dorian (1978) disringuishes 11morphological devices in the formation ofthe noun
plural, simple suffixation being the most simple one; examples of other,
more complex devices are changes in vowellength plus suffixatien and vowel alter
nation plus suffixatien. She also disringuishes 11 morphological devices in the for
marion of rhe gerund, again simple suffixation being the simplest one in addition
to more complex devices comparable 10 the pluralization devices. Table 4.3.
presents part of Dorian's results with respect ro realizaticn of noun plurals and
gerunds.

Table 4.3 Realization ofnoun plurals and gerunds by tbree groups of'speekers of'East SUlherland Gaelic
(adapted from Dorian, 1978)

Speaker group

'l'o of plurals formed by
simple suffixatien
'l'o of zero plurals
% of gerunds formed by
simple suffixalion

old fluent
speakers
50

49

young fluent
speakers
44

0.5
46

semi
speakers
63.5

9
63.5

The table shows that the Iess profleient speakers use the device of simple suffixanon
(for forming plurals as well as gerunds) considerably more than the two other groups
who employ more complex devices. Strikingly, the data on plurals and gerunds
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almost match one another. Furthermore, zero plurals (i.e. no change in rhe root noun,
where it should be changed) are in fact only present in the language of the semi
speakers. In the title of her article, Dorian uses the expression 'tbe fate of morpho
logical complexiry': there is a clear tendency in less proficient speakers of ESG to
drop complex morphological devices, and to restriet themselves to simple rules.

Next to lexica! reduction and replacement, and morphological sirnplification,
monostylism is a third aspect of language loss. In general, languages are hetero
geneous: different var-iauts of one language can express the same meaning, and the
actual choice of a certain variant depends on characteristics of the speech sinration.
One could also say that a language consists of different styles (although it is
impossible clearly to divide a language into them) and that styles are related to situa
tions, i.e. a certain style is considered appropriate in a certain situation. However, in
cases of language shift, the language shifted away from wil! be used in fewer
siruations. This wil1entail a reduction ofthe number ofstylistic variants. As Dressler
and Wodak-Leodolter (1977) have noted with regard to Breton, the styles will merge
with one another, and monostylism is the result. "The young non-nationalistic
speakers of Breton especial1y cope with formal situations in French; Breton remains
restricted to informal events. If such monostylistic Bretons are forced by a nationalist
to speek Breton in other situations, they do not have command of a suitable style'
(p. 37). Monostylism wilI further contribute to the decay of a language because it res
tricts its use value.

Lefebvre (1979) addresses the issue of monostylism by analysing the relation
between function and form of a language. Many scholars have shown that in the
process of creolization, expansion in function ofa language is correlated with expan
sion of the linguistic structure (see also chapter 15, Pidgins anä Creoles). Lefebvre
demonstrates in her artiele on the spoken Quechua in the community ofCuzco(Peru)
that a loss offunction by a language may email a loss of aspecific linguistic distinc
tion. Although the speech community of Cuzco is quite hererogeneous, in general,
Quechua is considered as the intimate code, and Spanish the formal code, also for
fluent Quechua speakers. In the last decades Spanish has gained in importance over
Quechua, because Spanish is associared with formal education and social progress.
Lefebvre analysed the use ofthe first-person plural inc1usive in sentence like:

(I) maymanta wayql-y ka-n-Cis
where-from brorher-my be-Jst pers. pl.inc1.
Literally: 'where are we (incl.) from my brother?' - 'Where are you from,

brorher?'

The first-person plural inclusive is used to indicate respect towards the addressee, it
marks disrance between the inrerlocutors, but also tenderness or affection. The alter
nare ferm, the second persen singular, has no connotatinns. According to Lefebvre, it
is the neutral or unmarked form. In (la) the speaker does not express his or her
relation to the addressee.

(Ia) maymanra
where-from

wayqi-y
brother-rny

ka-nki
be-2nd pers. sg.

In the data Lefebvre recorded, the first-person plural inclusive used for addressing a
second-person singular only occurred in the speech ofthe older speakers, and not in
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the speech ofanybody under 30 years old, except for two radio announcers (who used
Quechua in their announcemenrs]. A corr elation could be observed between use of
the firsr-person plural inclusive and poor Spanish skilIs. Lefebvre argues thar
Quechua monolinguals or quasi-monclinguals use the first-person plural inclusive in
contexts where bilingual speakers would switch to Spanish. This means that the
expanding use of Spanish in formal domains enrails rhe loss of a morphological
marker in Quechua; the loss of a function for Quechua correlates with the loss of a
form. The fact that the radio announcers still use the 'old form' can even be
considered as furrher evidence supporting this conclusion. On the air, a formal code is
used.

Language shift and language loss go hand in hand. The two processes reinforce each
other with the ultimare result of language death, when no other community speaks
rhe language in question. But also ifthe language does not die, because it is still in use
somewhere else, for a certain community it may become a dead language. The
cornmunity loses a st rong symbol ofidentiry which wilJ influence the social-psycbolo
gical condinons and the social life considerably.

Language shift and loss are nor inevitable processes, however. Minority groups can
experience that shift towards the majority language does nor always imply better
chances for educational achievement end upward social mobi1ity. A group may 'give
away' its language without getting social-economic advanteges in return. Ir is na
longer discriminared against because of language, but because of colour, culture, etc.
On the basis of such experiences minority group members may develop strategies to
foster use of the minority language and to improve proflciency in the minortry
language, which is then revitalized. That such strategies may succeed is shown by the
fact that French has regained a rather strong position in Canada.

Further reading

Fishman's Language !oya/ty In the Unieed Statee (1966) is an early and classic study on
language maintenance and shift of linguistic minorities in the USA. It hes found a
more recent counterpart or fellow-up in Veltman's book Language shljt in thc Unired
States. (1983) Collections ofarticles on the subject oflanguage maintenance with case
studies from different parts ofthe world can be found in J.Fishman (ed.) Adoances in
the study of seciaat multilingualism (1978) end the Intemanonat Joumal of the SOCIO
logyof Language, no. 25 (1980). In Clyne's Multilingua! Australia (1982) rnuch infor
mation on an exrensive study of language mainrenance and use of Australian immi
grants is presented. Cooper has edited a baak with articles on the subject of'Ianguage
spread, i.e. the increasing use of certain languages: Language spread; Studies m
dIjfusion and sociat change (1982). Finally, we want to mention again Susan Gat's
excellent study Language shift; Socia/ determinants of Iinguistic change in bilingua!
Austria (1979) which contains a discussion of various theoretical sociolinguistic
issues related to the subject of language shift.
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India is linguistically one ofthe most heterogeneous nations of'the world: the number
of languages spoken is at least 800. It would he much higher if many dialects are
considered not as varieties of the same Janguage, but as separate langueges. The
languages spoken in India belong to four language families: Indo-Aryan, Dravidian,
Austro-Asiatic, and Tibeto-Burman. Languages from the first two families have by
far the most mother-tongue speakers (about 70 per cent and about 25 per cent ofthe
population, respectively).

After gaining independenee in 1947, the federal guvemment established the
following language policy. English should be replaced by Hindi as the official
language ofthe federation, ene ofrhe most widely used tangueges especially in North
India. Furthermore, regionallanguages should be used as the officiallanguages ofthe
states of India; in fact, the states were more or Iess reorganized along linguistic lines.
In order to stimulate the spread of Hindi, books were translated into ir, dictionaries
and encyclopaedias in Hindi were compiled, keyboards for typewriters and
teleprinters were standardized, etc. Also many states paid considerable attention to
the furrher development of rheir respective major languages: for instance, special
committees devised new technical, legal and administrative vocabuteries. The dual
language policy of India failed partly because of tbe politically, religiously and
practically motivated cpposition againsr Hindi. As a result, in 1967 English was again
adopted as the secend official langusge. Tbe educational consequence is that many
children have to Iearn two languages (English end Hindi) nexr ro their mother tongue
in school. Orher children, speaking a non-official minority language, are taught three
languages: English, Hindi and rhe officiallanguage ofthe state they live in.

This example provides a first illustration of what governmenrs eau or must do in
multilingual countries, particularly in Third World or recently independent
countries. They often have to choose a natienat language, they have te further
develop or cultivate it to make ir more useful fbr various communicative needs, they
have to foster irs spread, they have to make decisions with regard to the position ofthe
minority languages, etc. This chapter discusses various aspects of such language
planning processes.

Government institutions often get or take on the task of language planning, but
individuals can be active in it as weU, for insrance by creating and consistently using a
new word. In sectien 5.1 we wiH deal with national vs individuallanguage planning,
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and language planning as part of language policy reflecting general governmenr
policy. There we will also discuss two conf1îcting theories oflanguage planning; this
discuesion is focused on the following question: are there linguistic, objective norrus
for clarity, economy and redundancy which must be used in language planning?
Section 5.2 comains a description ofthe activfnes and stages in language planning. In
the final section of this chapter we will go further into the question of which factors
influence the language planning process although some socio-political factors already
appear in 5.2, because of rhe impossibiliry of considering language planning as a
process taking place in a socio-politieel vacuum.

5.1 Types and theories oflanguage planning

Language planning is in fact a part of, or the factual realization of, language poticy: a
government adopts a certain policy wirh regard to the language(s) spoken in the
nation, and will try te carry ir out in a form of language planning. Any case of
language planning is based on a certain language policy, and this will often retlect a
more genera} government policy. For instance, in Spain, when it was ruled by the
dictator Franco, rhe use ofCatalan in schools, and the printing ofCaralan books or
newspapers was forbidden, because rhe Catalen language was considered to be an
important symbol ofthe Catalen Movement. This movement was seen as a threat to
the unity ofSpain with irs hegemony ofCastilians. Therefore the govemment tried te
suppress the use ofCatalan; it planned ro extinguish the language as part of a poliey
directed at the strengthening of the unified state. In rhis chapter we will employ the
term language planning in a relatively wide, general sense, i.e. inc1uding the under
Iying language poliey.

Two examples have already been given in which governments were active in
language planning. However, this activiry is not reserved for governments or
gcvernment institutions only. Individuals or groups of individuals can also be
involved in it. They can try to unite people on the language question in multilingual
settings, particularly in cases where a minority language is in danger of becoming
obsolete. They can publish books in rhe language rhey want to revive or maintain,
organize cultural events in the language concerned, edit a newspaper, organize
language courses, etc. A unique example ofsuch an individuallanguage planner was
Eliezer Ben-Yehuda (1852-1922), who Iived in Palestine and, wirh a handful of
followers, tried [0 restore Hebrew as a spoken language. For a period ofnearly 1700
yeara, Hebrew had not been used orally in daily life, but only as a lirurgicallanguage,
i.e. for saying prayers, and reading and studying secred texts. Ben-Yehuda tried to set
an example for others by establishing the first Hebrew-speaking household in
Palestine. Perhaps one een imagine the potential communicaticn problems in the
family, considering that at that time Hebrew vocabulary lacked such everyday words
as rhe equivalents ofkitchen or stamp (Morag, 1959). Ofthe many language planning
activities Ben-Yehuda was engaged in, we further mention the publishing of a
modern Hebrew newspaper and the compiling ofa dictionary of modern and ancient
Hebrew (FelIman, 1974). The Norwegian teacher Ivar Aasen is another famous
'individual Ianguage planner'. He was rhe initiator ofand the stimulus behind the
group thar finally devised one of the two Norwegian languages, Landsmal. on the
basis of an extenstve study of Norwegian dialects (see p. 52 for information on
Norwegian language planning).
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Official or government language planning takes place via Language Agencies,
Academies or Departments. The task of such a Department might be to devise an
orthography for an unwritten language, to revise a spelling system, to coin new
words, etc. Although governments may be powerful, it is still difficult for rhem to
force people to speak a certain way. Often the (unconscious) chokes ofindividuals,
exhibited in their daily speech, will conflict with the official, deliberate language
planning as -put down in proposals by a Language Academy. Frequently,
language - in any case spoken language - goes its own way (i.e. the way speakers
want Ir to go). For example, the Spanish Academies in Latin-American courm-iesand
Spain have made frequent proposals to replace English loanwords by new Spanish
words, but the speakers generally persist in using the loanwords {Guitarte and
Quintero, 1974). The French government even went so far in 1975 as to pass a law
stating that people can he fined for using a loanword where a French equivalent exists
(e.g. ticket instead of billet). In most cases language planning has more success with
regard to written language than spoken language. In this way a literary standard may
be created which ditTers considerably from the vemacular.

Depending on the situation in a country or in a speech community language planning
may take ditTerent forms. In developing nations, often the first task is to determine
which language (or languages) should fulfil the role of national language. Many
countries which have recently become independent went through this process of
selecting a national tongue. For example, Indonesia adopted Bahasa Indonesia as its
narional language, and Mozambique chose Portuguese. This type of language
planning we wil! call language selection.

In all countries minority languages are in use next to rhe national one(s). Language
planning is concerned wirh the posirion of these minority languages: are they to be
tolerated, stimulated or oppressed, are they to he used in education and in admini
stration? Even if a government does not not have a puhlicly stared policy with regard
te minority languages, it might have a covert one, because, for instance, not
supporting minority languages might resul t in language decay or even loss, which
could be the ultimate, hidden goal of the government. Language planning dealing
with the position of minority languages we wil! call minority language treatment.

Language planning can alsc be directed at rhe {further] developrnent oflanguages,
both national ones and minortry ones. This further development can affect any aspect
ofthe spoken and writren Ianguage, like the revision of'rhe spelling system, rhe choice
ofa partienlar variety of the newly selected nationallanguage as [he standard variety,
etc. Where the language only exists in a spoken ferm an orthography can be devised.
This type ofplanning we will callianguage developmem, not to be confused with onto
genetic language development, i.e. the acquisition ofits native language by a child.
Language development as a type oflanguage planning occurs in all kinds of countries
and speech communities, in developing as weil as developed countries, although in
differing degrees: in industrialized, developed countries with a long tradition of one
or more national languages, language development generally is a re1atively marginal
enterprise, but in developing nations many language development activities must be
carried out. In the next section we will deal more extensively with these activities.

An important question is: how can the direction of language planning best be
determined? Ifone claims that any case ofplanning (from the planning ofhousehold
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activities to economie planning) airris at improving the situation, the problem lies in
the definition of'improvement' (apart of course from the problem ofhow to attain
this improved situation). Translated ro language planning the question can be
formulated as: is there an 'optimal language', a partienlar code to be se1ected and
developed further so as to serve the communicative needs of rhe speech community
oprimally? In the literature on language planning two answers to this question can be
found, answers based on different theoretica! views of rhe social nature of language
and the scope of linguistics.

The first is often caUed rhe theory of insmcmensalism (cf. Haugen, 1971). It is nor
very popular among (socio-)Iinguists, but it probably has many lay adherents. Tauli
(1968) is one of its most forceful advocates. He sees language as a taal or an
instrument, which implies that it can be evaluated, changed, regulated and improved,
and even that new languages can be created. According to Tauli, it is possible to
evaluate !anguages with regard te their efficiency, since linguists are quite able to
make value [udgements, to point to iUogical construcrions or unclear structures.
Tauli also notes, however, that we do not need primarily the eva!uation oflanguages
as wholes 'but evaluation of concrete linguistic features from the point of economy,
clarity, e1asticity, etc. It is essenrial to stress that such an evaluation is possible end is
objective!y veriflable, in many cases quantitatively measurable. Thus we can say that
a eertam linguistic feature or language is better than another from a certain point of
view' (Tauli, 1968:11). From one ofthe first examples Tauli discusses, it is clear thar
his approach runs into serious problems. The 'certain point of view' he mentions is
often a quite limited one which conflicts with other perspectives. Tauli stares that
languages differ with regard to economy and redundancy in grammancal structure.
He gives the example of'rhe German expression du kommst ('you come'), in which the
meaning 'second person singular' is expressed twice: by du and the suffix -st, In the
corresponding English utteranceyou come this meaning is only expressed once, so in
this respect English is more economical. However, how must this conclusion be
weighed if the same expression is evaluated from another perspective, e.g. the
meaning of you in English which in many Ianguages is expressec by two or more
pronouns? German has du (second person, singular, informal) and Sie (second person,
singular, format; and second person, plural, forma! and informa!). A fuller
comparison of rhe English and the German pronoun system will yie1d more
differences, but rhis limitedcomparison shows thar in German it is possib!e to express
a distinction (forma! vs informa!, singular pronouns) which can not be marked in
English by pronoun choice. Therefore, from the point ofview oflinguistic economy
in estab!ishing and confirming social relations in verbal interaction, German is more
economical than English. In addition, we should nore that redundancy in languages is
funcuonal. If ene meaning cue is not understood or noticed by the listener, he will
hear a second one which makes it easier to arrive at the proper interpretanen.

In the example above we have illustrated the technical problems in comparing two
languages or structures from two languages with the aim of deflning 'the best
structure'. The second theory oflanguage planning claims rhat such an undertaking
is theoretically impossib!e. This theory, which is often called the sociolinguistic rheory
of language planning, is based on two princip!es:

(a) all known languages are symbolic systems of equa! native value;
(b) language planning should net only deal with the technical aspects of language,
but a!so with its social aspects.
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Principle (a) is in agreement with a generally accepted assumption in modern lingui
stics, supported by research on many !anguages. The normative, prescriptîve lingui
stics from before the nineteenth century has evolved into a science with descriptive
and theoretical aims in which value statements with regard to the superiortry of
languages or linguistic srructures have no place. Haugen, who adheres to this
position, further states that 'when judged by strictly logica! standerds, natura!
languages are bath redundant and ambiguous. Familiarity with more than one
language makes one painfully aware of the inadequacies of each. This is indeed the
reason for the development oflogic and mathematics: these allow one to escape from
the logical imperfections of natural languages. But who should wish to replace
language with mathernaties in our sociallife? The rich diversiry ofhuman languages
and dialects is part of rhe human condition. To iron them out so that alllanguages
would either be uniformly logicalor identical in reference is nor only a labour of
Sisyphus, but a monstrous goal unworthy ofa humanist' (Heugen, 1971:288). In this
view, 'primitive languages' do nor exist either. Of course, some languages lack a
vocabulary necessary for talking about certain aspects of modern Iife in indus
trialized societies, but thar does net make them primitive. In fact, they often
have very complex grammars. Furthermore, vocabularies turn out to be easily
expandable.

In the secend principle ofthe sociolinguistic theory oflanguage planning, already
touched upon in the quotatien from Haugen, rhe social nature oflanguage is stressed.
Languages are produced by people in their daily, social interacrions. They have
different social values, and peoples' identities are strongly linked to the language they
speak(cf. chapter 2). Therefore, languages can not simply be considered as rools Iike a
hammer or a saw. Language planning must be regarded as a form of social planning,
in which an account of the social status of a language, its use in varying social
conrexcs, irs re1ation to the identity of varrous groups of speakers, etc. must play a
primary rele. This view does not deny the feasibility of planned language
development, but it claims that the possibilities are limired and subject to social
conditioris.

Generally, linguists of the present generation have nor paid much attention to
language planning. There are two reasens for this apparent lack of interest. (l) Most
linguists hold the view that language is an 'autonomous systern' that can not be
deliberate1y changed by variables outside the system (cf Rubin and jernudd, 1971a).
(2) In most cases language planning is concerned with the written language, and
speech is considered secondary. As Haugen (1966b: 53) says, for linguists this 'mms
things upside down. It conaiders as primary what linguists regard as secondary
and assigns value te sernething which the linguist conaiders only a shadow of
reality. '

5.2 Stages and activities in language planning

Initial [act-jinding is the flrst stage in language planning processes. An overview ofthe
language sinration must be obtained before any further steps can be taken. In such a
background srudy information must be gathered on, for example, rhe number of
morher-tongue and second-Ianguage speakers ofeach Ianguage, its social distribuuon,
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its sociolinguistic status, the existence of written forms, the elabcrateness of the
vocabulary, etc.

Which facts are studled will depend on the actual sociolinguistic situation in the
speech communiry. For insrance. in developing countries more facts will be
unknown, espeóally when thelanguage situation is very complex, as in many African
nations. In such cases even the number of speakers ofthe national language must be
escertained by a survey, as weil as rhe number of Ianguages actually spoken. An
example is rhe linguistic survey ofEthiopia, which was a four-year project done by a
number of scholars. Sevemy languages were involved from four different language
families. The number of speakers ranged from 7,800,400 for Amharic, an Ethio
Semitic language, ra 250 for Kwega, a Nilo-Saharan language (cf. Bender et al.,
1976). However, it must also be nored thar recently in many Western countries
muitilingualism has increased because of immigration from former colonies and the
settlement of immigrant workers. This was ene of the reasons for establishing the
Linguistic Minorities Project in Great Britain (see Linguistic Minorities Project,
1985). One of irs goals was to conduct a survey ofthe number of languages spoken,
and the number of speakers ofeach language. It was found, for inatance, that in the
London Borough of Haringey, school children spoke 87 languages, Greek and
Turkish having the most mother-tongue speakers.

In the second stage, the actual planning takes place. Procedures, constituting a
programme ofaction, will be devised in which the specific objectives ofthe language
planning process are determined. Because they can be considered as the hearr of rhe
process, we wiJldeal more extensively with these procedures than with other stages in
language planning, illustrating them with acrual planning activities carried out in
different countries.

The first twc were already mentioned in the first section ofthis chapter, Ianguage
selection and minority language treatment. Language selection implies the choke ofa
(new) national language. As stared before, many developing counrries faced this
problem after gaining independenee. Often rhe national language in use was too
strongly aesociated with the former colcnial power. Therefore, for instance, Tanzania
opted for Swahili instead of English. However, in many cases social, politicalor
linguistic factors made rhe choke of a native language undesirable (see also the next
section) with tbe outcome that the fermer coloniallanguage mainrained its position,
as for instanee English in Kenya.

Minority language treatment refers to the decisions on rhe (planned) use of
minority languages in education, administrarion and public life. For example, 10

some South American counmes minority Ianguages are used to some extent 10

primary education: Guarani in Paraguay end Quechua in Ecuador. In Friesland, in
the northern part ofthe Netherlands, Frisian is permitted alongside Dutch in admini
srration. Such farms ofminority language trearment are often devised for the sake of
minority language maintenance.

The rhird procedure is that of codificacien, which is an explicit statement ofthe code
via dictionaries, grammars, spellers, puncmation and pronunciation guides, etc.
Codification is a prerequisite for the uandardieation of a language. If a speech
community does not have a standard language, or wants to adopt a new standard
language, this semenmes does not exist in a srandardized form. The central problem
in codification is, of course, that of heterogeneiry. For example, codification of the
grammar of a language is net simply writing down the grammatical rules of the
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Ianguage, but generally means that one of twc or more rules from different dialects
win have to be chosen as the 'standard' one. Codiflcation implies then that a standard
variety is estabhshed, and generally rhis will be based on one of the varieues or
dialecrs of the language in question. In Tanzania, for instance, many dialects of
Swahili were spoken. The dialect to be codified had already been selected before
independence. In 1930, the Inter-Temtortel Language (Swahili) Committee, later
called the East African Swahili Committee, was established to select the ferm of
Swahili to be used in education in Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika (now Tanzania).
They choose Kiungaja, the dialect spoken in Zanzibar Town, to form the base for the
standerd language. Therefore, Kiungaja grammar and vocabulary were codified (cf.
Whiteley, 1969).

Norway faced inreresting long-term planning problems. In 1814 it gained
independenee from Denmark. Due to the centuries-long hegemony of Denmark,
Danish had astrong inf1uence on language use. The var-ieties spoken in Norway
ranged from more or less pure Danish to local Norwegian diateers without any
Danish influence. In rhe middle of the nineteenrh century two codification efforts
were made in the direction ofa Norwegian srandard language. The first effort, lead by
the language reformer Knud Knudsen, was directed at a gradual revision of written
Danish in the direction of the so-called Colloquial Standard, which can be
characrerized as a var iety ofDanish with streng Norwegian influence. The outcome
of this effort was called Riksm~l('state language'] and later Bokm~l ('book language').
A competing standard was devised by a group led and inspired by Ivar Aasen.
However, they did not take one variety as a base for codification, but tried to
reconstruet Norweglau from all the Norwegian elialects in order to find the 'real' or
the 'pure' Norwegian language. The language they proposed was called Landsm~l
('national language'), end rhe name was later changed into Nynorsk ('new
Norwegian'). Since then Norwegian hes had two codified nationallanguages which
the government is trying to bring closer regether or to converge linguistically via new
codification effcrts (cf Haugen, 1966a).

Codification is not only necessary when a (new) nationallanguage is adopted, but
can also be part of minority language treatment. Particularly, when minority
languages acquire an educational or administrative status, the need arises for a
codified form. For instance, since 1957 vernacular teaching hes been possible in the
Philippine public school system. However, instructional mater-ials were hardly
available or not at all, and most vernaculars did nor exist in a codified form. Since
then, many linguists have been engaged in srudying and scientifically describing
dozens of Philippine languages. Such a descripriori necessarily comes down to
codification. In rhis sense also dialectologists aiming to describe a dialect are werking
on its codificanon.

Where languages do nor exist in a wrinen form, codification wil! imply
graphization: the reduction of spoken language to writing, or the devising of graphic
symbols to represem the spoken form. The first deelsion in rhe process of
graphization, of course, concerns the choice of alphabet or script. Subsequently the
important question wil I be: what is the relation between phonemes and graphemes, or
how should words be spelled> We wil! illustrate the technica! problems involved in
orthography development with an example trom the debate about the spelling of
Quechua, an Arnerindian !anguage, in countries such as Ecuador. Like many ether
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languages, Quechua has velar stops and labial glides. A linguistic spelling convention
would lead to such words as:

kasa ('frost') and kiru ('tooth')
wasi ('house') and mira ('fat')

In fact, both national and foreign linguists have suggested an official spelling along
these lines. The problem is, however, that both the k and ware feit as English, by the
majority of (literate) Ecuadorians, and carry the connotatien of American
imperialism, extended in this case ro 'innocent' Indian peasants. The alternative of
Spanish conventions is not so attractive, either:

casa and quiru
huasi/guasi and hu/ra

This spelling raises two difficulties. On [he technical side, Spanish conventions give a
result for velar stops that maps one phoneme inro two graphemes, depending on the
fol1owing vowel, and for labial glides the oprion of either gu or hu, which may lead to
confusion and inconsistency. On the ideological side, using the Spanish conventions
stresses the dependence ofQuechua on Spanish, and ofthe Indians on the Mestizos.

Where languages already exisr in a codified fbrm, re-codification may be anempred.
For example, in the USSR after the Revolution many languages in the Central Asian
area were given a Larin alphabet instead of their Arabic script or ether, rather less
known or idiosyncratic scripts. After abcut 1935, the policy of the central
government changed in the direction of introducing the Cyril1ic script, in which
Russian is wr itten. By 1940 Cyrillic had spread to most Republics (Lewis, 1972).

Norway, again, offers a typical example of're-codification. In 1934, the Norwegten
parhament appointed a commiesion for spelling reform which aimed at a rappro
chement ofthe twc nauonal languages (which are pbonologically and syntactically
very much alike}. The government hoped (or expected} that new forms, promored
officially through sanctioned spelling lists, would be adopted by users of rbe two,
languages, finally bridging the gap between Bokmal and Nynorsk.

The last planning procedure is the modemieation of language (also often called
cultivation or elaboration). Codification and modernization together make up the
activity oflanguage development (see sectien 5.1). According ro Ferguson (1968:32),
'[the] modemiaation of a language may be thought of as the process ofits becoming
the equal ofother developed languages as a medium ofcommunication; it is in a sense
rhe process of joining the world community of increasingty intertranslatable
languages as appropriate vehicles of modern forms of discourse' . Two processes are
involved: (a) the expansion ofthe lexicon, and (b) the development ofnew styles and
forms ofdiscourse. Till now, rhe second aspect has received far Iess altention rhan the
first one. Nevertheless, when a language has always functioneel only in informal
contexts, people win lack the skills of using it appropriately if it is selected as a
nationallanguge or as a medium of instructien in the schools. In such cases language
planning could include the development of style manuals, writing books, etc.

Lexica! expansion is one ofthe issues in language planning most discuseed. Newly
promoted national languages and officially recognized minority languages often lack
the vocabulary to talk about many aspects of rhe modern, scientific and industrialized
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world. Hebrew offers a striking example. During the revival ofHebrew (section 5.1),
words had to be 'invented' for many aspects of daily life: for parts of the car, for
milirary conceprs, for many rooïs, etc. Generally, three main processes in the creation
ofa {new)technical vocabulary can be distinguished: compounding ofexisting words,
forming ofnew words by native-language derivational processes, and the adoption of
words from a foreign language. We will illustrare these processes with a few examples
from Pilipino, the nationallanguage ofthe Philippines which is based on Tagalog.
After 1964, the Lupon sa Agham (Science Cornmittee} in the Philippines prepared an
integrated vocabulary of basic scientific and techrucal words and expresslons
adequate for modern living but consistent with the morphology of T agalog.
Examples ofproposed new words are given in Table 5.1.

Tablo,:S.l

Compounding

Derivation

Compounding and
d2rivarion
combin2d

buumbilang •
'integer'
bahagimbllang _

'[raction'

pamahlga
'denominator'
sabansain ----
'nationalize'

balikhaan •
'regeneration'
da/ubwikaan ----
'linguisucs'

buo plus bi/ang
'whole' 'number'
bahagi plus bi/ang
'pan' 'number'

-------
pang· plus bahagi
instrument prefix 'part'
sa· plus bansa plus -in
action prefix 'nation' action sufTix

balik plus likha plus -an
'return' 'create' process suffix
da/ub plus wika plus -an
'expert' 'language' prccess suffix

Borrowing of foreign words in a phonologically adapted form is also proposed by
the Lupon, e.g. eruplano ('airplane'), Merkuryo ('Mercury') and ampir ('ampere').
Other processes applied in addinon to these three are the expansion of meaning ofan
existing word(in Pilipino mikrnik, in Tagalog meaning 'very smalI' for 'microscope'),
and the use ofwords from dialects: 'earth' as a synonym for 'soil' is lupa in Tagalog, so
the Science Commirtee took the equivalent for lupa from the Visayan dialect, which is
duw, to denote 'Earth' as a planet (cf. for more examples Del Rosario, 1968).

Comparable to lexical expansion is the procedure ofdeliberately proposed lexica!
change. This language planning procedure is carried out when it is felt that too many
foreign words have intruded in the language. Particularly, the influence ofAmerican
rechnology and entertainment is reflected in the languages ofmany countries. Mainly
for that reason, the Congress of rhe Spanish Academies of the Latin-American
counmes and Spain in Bogotá (1960) approved a resoluticn in which it was
recommended that each Academy should create a oommission on technica!
vocabulary. The commissiori ofthe Colombian Academy has proposed many Spanish
rerms to replace English loens which has been approved by the ether Academies
(Guitarte and Quintero, 1974).

It must be emphasized that all the procedures in a language planning programme are
also (unconsciously) applied by individual speakers of a language. For example,
modemiaation of languages bas always occurred and will always occur, because
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people adapt their Ianguege to their comrnunicarive needs. As Ferguson points out,
the process of modernization is not really new or 'modern': 'ir is esseniially the same
process tbat English went through in rhe fifteenth century or Hungarian in the
ninereenrh when the language was extended te cover topics and to appear in a range of
forms ofdiscourse for which it was not previously used, including non-literary prose
and orat cornmunicanon such as lectures and professional consultations' (Ferguson,
1968:32).

The similarity between planried end unplanned language change can also be
illustrated with rhe example ofthe 'spontaneous' formation of new words. O'Grady
(1960) gives examples of the various ways in which new Western concepts are
expressed in Nyanumada, an Australian Aboriginal language. In derivational
processes, they use the suffix -pinti for example, 'complement of, denoting an
element ofthe material culture which is associated wirh a partjeular object or action,
as in l)ar;kapinti(trazor ', from l)ar;ka, 'beard' plus -pinti), er wal)a/pinti ('e1ectric fan',
from wat]al, 'wind' plus -pimi). Or exisring words were given a new meaning:
kitakita, 'head-rest' got also the meaning 'pillow', and mapan, 'clever man', carne to
stand for 'European doctor'.

Implementauon is the third stage of the language planning process. Language
Commirtees or Academies can have far-reaching plans for a language, but these mean
nothing if they do not affect ordinary language use. Common implemenration
techniques are the publication of word lists and grammars, the firnding of language
mainrenance efforts (in the case of rninority languages), the pubheation of text books
for schools, the vocational training of teachers in a (new) language, the publication of
governmental decisions in a eertuin language, the passing of laws conceming
language use, etc.

The fourth and last stage ofthe language planning process is that ofeoal-iation: are the
goals attained? Many evaluation studies show that language planning can be
successful. For example, Swahili bas become a real, multi-purpose nationalIanguage
in Tanzania; it is even used in secondary education where ir has to compete wirh
English, which occupies astrong position. The two Norwegjan standerd languages
seem to be merging gradually (in their written forms) as aresult ofthe planning efforts
ofthe government. The introduetion ofnew orthographies in the USSR has been
successfiil.

On the other hand, language planning can also fail, because rhe individual speakers
do nor change rheir language habits, or they change them in a direction different from
the one planried. This becomes particularly clear for expansion or innovation ofthe
lexicon. Language Committees nearly always try to reduce the number ofborrowed
words, bul the purist forms they propose are often not adopted by the speech
community. Speakers are obstinate, and language goes its own way. Furthermore, in
many cases language planning only affects rhe written form ofthe language, but the
spoken varieties remain unchanged, even when change ofthe orallanguage was airried
at. In fact, Ianguage planning is a circular process, because evalusnon implies
discovering end interprering facrs about languages and Ianguage use, which is the first
stage in a new process of language planning.
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5.3 Factors influencing language planning

As we noted earlier, language planning does not take place in a social vacuum.
Instead, it is affected by many factors. In this secrion, we will deal with social
demographic, Iinguistic, social-psychological, polîtical and religieus factors. They
wil! be discussed separately, since on the abstract level they een be srudied in
isolation. Ir will be dear that in social reality they have strong mutual intereenons.

SociaI-demographicfactors indude the number oflanguages spoken, the numbers of
their speakers, and their geographical distribution. An example is East Africa,
particularly the contrast Tanzania-Kenya. Tanzania has many languages (about a
hundred) with comparable numbers of speakers. The fact that these ethnolinguistic
units were numerieally small c1early favoured the selection of Swahili as a national
language (cf. White1ey, 1971). In contrast to Tanzania, Kenya has a re1atively small
number oflanguages. They were able to compete wîth Swahili, and therefore English
could strengthen its posîtion.

Social and demographic factors can also indirectly influence language planning.
For instance, Indonesia and Malaysia consist of thousands of islands. There has
always been the need for a lingua franea, a common language. The facr that Malay
became this lingua franca was determined in good measure by the fact that native
speakers ofMalay lîved on both sides ofthe Straits ofMalaeea, the most important sea
route in this area. Being a eommonly used lingua franca, Malay was selecred as a
national language in Malaysia and as rhe base for the national language Bahase
Indonesia in Indonesia, although it was culturally end quantitatively (with regard to
numbers of morher-rongue speakers) not the most important language ofthe Malay
Polynesian group (cf. Alisjahbana, 1974).

Linguistic factors mainly have to do with the status and the character of a language,
and the {dis-jsimilarities between languages. With the concept 'status of a language'
we refer to the degree of(modernized) development as weil as literary tradition. Many
native languages in developing African nations could never be considered as
candidates for a national language because of their low degree of rnodernized
deve1opment, especîally where fully developed colonial languages were in use. In
South India most people would have welcomed the continuatien of English as the
officiallanguage. According to Apte (1976), it was claimed that Hindi was not as well
developed as some other Indian languages, particularly Tamil and Bengali, which
have long literary histories.

Similarities and dissimilarities between languages can be very important in
language planning. For example, the strong position of Swahili in Tanzania was
fostered by the facr that Swahili is a Bantu language, and that more than 90 per cent of
the population speak Banru languages; Swahili is closely re1ated to several of these
languages and therefore not difficult to learn. The 'character ofa language' is a notion
used by Alisjahbana (1974). He states that because of irs character Malay, in
comparison with [avanese, is relatively easy to learn. Malay does not have seciel
dia1ects as javenese has, where different words are used to express the same idea
deponding on the age, rank and social position of the addressee. In the view of
Alisjahbana, this is one of the reasons why javanese, numerically and perhaps also
cutlturaUy rhe most important language, did not become the national language of
Indonesia. It would not have been impossible, of course, to develop a Iavanese with
simplified registers as found in rhe [avanese speech eommunity in Surinam.
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However, this was not done. AIso, we stressed before that in fact a language must
develop stylistic vanants in order to function as a national standard.

Social-psychologica! factors, in their broedest sense, concern the attitudes of people
towards a language. These attitudes are related to the social distribution oflanguages
in the speech community, and rhe social meanings attached 10 the various languages
(see also chapter 2). Many languages in developing African counrries are closely
identified with a single ethnic group. Other ethnic groups might develop negative
attitudes towards them, especially if one sueh language were to become the national
one. The national hegemony of one (ethnic) language seems to imply domination by
the origina! speakers of that language, i.e. by one specific ethnolinguistie group.

Politica! factors are of considerable importanee in language planning. Here the
direct relarion between genera! policy and language policy becomes visibie. In sectien
5.2 we gave the example ofrhe introduetion of rhe Cyril1ic script for Centra! Asian
languages in the USSR as part of a policy of russification. In 1984 and !985 Bu!garia
made efforts to 'bulgarize' the ethnic Turks, living in Belgaria. They were foteed to
choose between either adopting a new Bu!garian name instead oftheir Turkish one,
or returning to Turkey. The changing of names is a typical example of language
policy.

The strong relation between genera! politica! aims and language planning can also
be demonstrared with the case of Irish. Somewhere between 1750 and 1850 the
majority ofthe Irish people seem to have shifted from Irish to English. Irish gradually
beeame rhe language of an impoverished and disinherited peasantry. In 1893, rhe
Gaelic League was founded, which tried to foster the revival of Irish. 1t became
ciosely conneered to the independenee movement. Strangely enough, the success of
rhat movement, culminating in the establishment of the Irish Pree State in 1922,
weakened the League, and with it, the language movement (cf. Macnamara, 1971).
However, the many efforts ofthe Irish government, trying to spread the use ofIrish,
reflect rhe genera! policy ofestablishing an Irish identny; language is considered to be
an important part ofthat identity.

The general policy ofthe former colonial power5 was also expressed in !anguage
planning. For example, Belgium and Great Britaio promoted the use and standar
dization oflccal languages in their African territenes. This form of planning , which
had a 'parernalistic flavour' (Spencer, 1974:168), derived from a colonial policy
which emphasized 'separate development' for the different races in contact in Africa.
By contrast, the Portuguese authorities pursued a policy of restticred assimilarion,
and discouraged the use oflocallanguages; nothing was allowed to appear in print in
an African language without concurrent translation in Portuguese (Spencer, 1974).

The streng influence of politica! factors on language planning can also be
il1ustrated with cases of bilingual education or minority language education. This
subject is taken up in chapter 6.

Religious factors are the last we wil! discuss here. They concern the relation between
language and religion, and, more specifical1y, the use oflocal languages in the spread
ofreligion. With regard to the former, an example can be given from Sudan. This
country inherited English as an officiallanguage, although it was only used by a very
smalI, but important èlire (cf. Whiteley, 1974). English has been replaced by Arabic,
however, which was already a first language for more t han halfofthe population. T'he
gevemmerit has successfully promoted the use of Arabic in conneetion with the
Is!amization ofthe country.
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The work of Christian rnissionaries has strongly favoured the use end stendar
dization oflocal or vernacular languages instead of national or colonial ones. Because
of their evangelical interests, these missienanes studied local languages, wrote
grammars, orthographies, school books and religieus books, and translated the Bible
in many of these languages. It was their contention that evangelization would be most
successful if it was undertaken by means of the mother tongues ofthe people. Tbe
Summer Institute of'Linguistics still offers faciliues for this type ofwork, for example
in Papua New Guinea (cf. We1mers, 1974).

Further reading

The book Language planning processes, edited by joan Rubin and others (1977)
contains mainly case studies of language planning and some more theoretically
oriented contributions. The same goes for two other collections of articles: W.M.
O'Barr end J.F. O'Barr (eds.), Language and polities (1976), which gives much
information on Tanzania and Papua New Guinee, and J. Cobarrubias and lA.
Fishman (eds.), Progress in language planning (1983). Carol Eastman's Language
planning (1983) is the only introductory textbook available on rhis subject.
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ft would seem only natura! that children in bilingual communities should have the
opportunîty te be educated in two languages: the language of the home and the
ianguage of ether groups in the community. But the reality is different. In most
bilingual communities the two (or more) languages do oot have equal status. Side by
side with majority languages, which have prestige and positive social-economic
connotations, there are the minority languages, often associated with low social
economie status and lack of educarional achievement. They are more or less
stigmatized, and not considered as suitable vehicles for communication in school or
subjecte to be taught. Therefore, all over the world examples cao be found ofchildren
who are confronted with a language in school that they do not speek as weil as native
speakers of their age, or not at all: Sarnarni-Hindi speaking children in Surinam
where Dutch is the language of the classroom, Mozambican children who speek
Shona at home while only Portuguese is used in school, Finrush chîldren in
completely Swedish-medium classes, Sardinian children in Italian-speaking
classrooms, etc., etc.

In all these cases there is what is often called a home-school Ianguage mismatch or
switch, and rhis mismatch can have several negative consequences, for example, poor
educational achieeement. There is in fact a vicieus circle, because the minority
language is seen as a main cause for this failure, and its negative connotations are rein
forced once again. Many wnters have argued that this situation can only be changed if
the minority language is introduced into the school, and facilities for minority
language teaching provided. In sectien 6.1 the arguments will be analysed that have
been thrown back and forth, borh for and against schooling in the minority language.

Ifminority languages are inrroduced into the school, this can be done in different
ways, depending, among other things, on the sociolinguisnc and the political
situation in the community concemed. In section 6.2 we describe different types of
bilingual education. There we wiJl also discuss an educational model for majority
children (or children speaking a prestige language) that stimulates them to learn the
minority language: the so-called immersion model.

Sectien 6.3 presents results ofresearch on bilîngual education: does it or does it not
promote the educational success ofminority children, and whar are the consequences
for proficiency in the minoriry and the majority language?

This chapter should be read in conjunction with chaprers 4 and 5. In chapter 4 we
dealt with the issue of language maintenance and shift. Institutional support factors
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were discussed as important variabies influencing the maintenance and shift of
minority ianguages. Institutional support is partly, or in some cases iarge1y,
determined by the government, via its ianguage policy (chapter 5). The school is a
centrai institution in modern societies, and government decisions on the status of
minority ianguages in schools can have considerabie effects.

6.1 Minority languages in the school

Traditionally, minority Ianguages on the whoie have had only a marginai place in the
education sysrem, but there are various exceptions. For example, in the nineteenth
century and in rhe first decades ofthe twentieth century, many immigrant groups in
the Unired States organized mother-tongue education. In rhe Soviet Union
educational innovations were introduced immediate1y after rhe Revolution to
promote the use ofvarious national languages besides Russian in the schools. After
gaining independenee the faderal government of India undermined the strong
position of English in the Indian education system. According to the new official
policy, children should receive primary education in their mother tongue, which in
most cases was not English or Hindi, the newiy ohosen nationallanguage.

Since about 1950 the education of children from minority groups has been
discussed more widely than before, and an interest in minority languages has
increased. 1951 is an important year in rhis context, because in that year rhe
UNESCO meeting ofspecialiste on the use ofvernacular languages in education was
held. The meeting's main concern was ianguage education in the Third World, but it
also had an impact on discussions about the educationai status of minority languages
in other countries. A fameus, often cited statement in the report ofthe meeting is 'It is
axiomatic that the best medium for teaching a child is his mother tongue' (UNESCO,
1953:11).

In the U nired States the educational rehabilitation of minority ianguages started in
the ear1y 1960s. In 1963 the Dade County public schools in Florida established the
Coral Way School with a Spanish-English programme to meet the needs of an
increasing number ofCuban chiidren. It is striking that provisions were made for use
of Spanish in schools by immigrant children and not by chiidren from Sparush
speaking families who had already lived in the USA for generations. In 1967 the
Bilingual Education Act (Title VII ofthe Elememary and Secondary Education Act)
was passed, which allocated funds for bilingual programmes, in principle for all
children speaking a minority language.

In Western Europe sirnilar deveiopments took piace. The position of minority
languages in the education system irnproved in the 70s, which found expression aiso
in directives and resolutions ofthe EEC (1977) and the Councii ofEurope (1976). In
many African countries, for example Sudan and Nigeria, an attempt was made to
develop some form of minority language education. In i957 the Philippine
government decided that the iocal vernacuiar could be used as the medium of
instruction in the first two years of schooling.

In the 30 years since the UNESCO meeting in 1951 rhere has been a growing trend,
woridwide, to enhance the role ofminority ianguages in the schooi curriculum. In the
discussions on this issue rhe fol1owing, partially overlapping arguments were (and
still are) given in faveur of the minority language. The first five argurnents, (a)-(e),
concern the educational situation and the future of minority children.
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(a) The first language ofthe child must beused as the initia! medium of instruction ro
ensure that academie progress is nor hindered, whi!e the majority tanguage can be
learned as a subject. Educators agree that a child's first Ianguage is normally the best
instrument for learning, especially in the earty stages, and mat reading end writing in
the first language should preeede Ineracy in the second. Larsen et al. (1981) present a
clear description of the negative effects of the completely Spanish curriculum of
Amuesha-speaking children living in the Peruvian jungle. 'The Amuesha children
entered knowing linie or no Spanish and sometimes spent years in school befare
fmishing first grade because they first had to try ta understand what the teacher was
saying. As a result of the communication problem the situation seemed sa hopelees
that the Amuesha children in one such school were sent out to work rhe teacher's
garden most ofthe day, while the Spanish-speaking children had classes' (p. 39).

(b) The minority child's general cognitive development wil! be retarded ifhe or she
does not receive education in rhe mother tongue, and if the mother tongue is not
furrher developed in the school. Cummins bas developed the threshold hypothesis
(Cummins, 1978) to account for the results of studies on bilingual education.
According ro this hypothesis, minority children must attain a cenain level of
competence (the threshold level) in their first language (and in rheir second language
as weil) to avcid cognitive disadvantages. When the children's first language bas low
prestige, as is generally the case with minority languages, language development is
not stimulated ourside the school, so this is a rask for the education system.
Cummins's ideas will be further discussed in chapter 9.

(c) Minority language teaching is a requirement for a healthy development of the
child's personality and the development of a positive self-image. If schools do not
provide any minority language teaching, then the school becomes for minority
children 'a place where neither rheir language nor culture exists, possibly where they
are nor even accepted, a place where their social identity is questioned and
undermined' (Toukomaa and Skumabb-Kangaa, 1977:20). It is alsn stated rhat the
self-irnage of minority children wiJl be harmed if, in the school, literacy in the
minority Ianguage is not developed. When rrunonty children only leam to read and
write in the majority language, then the minortry language 'must almost inevitably be
considered a second-rate means of communication. It is not far from that conclusion
to the conclusion that those who speek the home language are second-rate people'
(Christian, 1976:28)

(d) As an extension of argument (c) it can be claimed that the use of the rninority
language as a medium of instructien will relleve rhe cultural shock which rninority
children can experience at the transition from the home ra the school. Ir is the
rninonty language that is the link between child and hisiher community. This
argument can also be relared to argument (c) concerning the development of the
child's self-image.

(e) Minarity language education is necessary to develop the child's first language and
this in its turn, is a necessary prerequisite for the successful ecquisition of the
majority language. Cummina (1978) has formulated rhe developrnental inter
dependenee hypothesis to explain this relation. We will return to this hypothesis in
sectien 9.1 where the linguistic effects of bilingualism are dtscussed.

The following rhree arguments «f)-(h»have ra do more with general airrisconcerning
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minority groups and societies as a whole than with individual minority children and
their academie careers. The division between the two types ofargument is only made
for reasons of clarity, given the close interrelation between social and individual
development.

(f) Minority language teaching wil! help to prevent the forced linguistic and cultural
assimilation ofminority groups. Cultural pluralism can be seen as an enrichment of
society as a whoie. Minority languages are often a fundamental part of a minority
group's cultural identity (cf chapter 2), and many minority groups derive their
strength from this identity, espedally when they are discriminared against in the
larger society. Furrhermore, a country can profit from the fact that many languages
are spoken in it, and that therefore it has many bilingua1 citizens within its borders.
An example of this is Switzerland, but the same would be true for Spanish in the
USA.

(g) Recognition of the language (and culture) of minority groups will improve the
social end cultural relations between these groups and the rest of society. The rein
forcement of the cultural identity of minority groups (through minority language
teaching) will help reduce the likelihond of po!arization and socio-politica! friction.

(h) Especially in Third Wor!d countries minority language teaching seems to be the
best way to reach isolated groups who do not participate in mainstream society.
Members of sucb groups can gain literacy both in their native language end the
majority language, and Ieern something about the country as a whole. On the
government side, this has rhe advantage that it wiUbe easier to inl1uence these groups
and to direct their social development. Of course, this same argument was used by
missionaries who educated indigenous tribes via their native tongue, in order ro
promote their development and to convert them to Christianity.

In the 1980s the tide seems to have rurned, which mighr partly have been brought
about by the world-wide economie recession. Minoruy language teaching is
considered a luxury. The sharpening ethnic conflicts in rnany (Western) countnes
cao also he held responsible. The following, partially overlapping, arguments against
minority language teaching have been articulated.

(a) The cultural identity ofa country wil1 be promoted when everybody is educated
in the same (majority) language. According to Edwards (1981) one cao question
whether cultural pluralism should be aimed at, and ethnic diverstry - especially as
this is manifested through language maintenance - should be encouraged. Edwards
argues for 'pluralistic integration' which implies only a marginal role for the minortry
language in the school.

(b) The politica! unity of a country wiU he fostered if everybody is educated in the
same national language. In the USA the slogan 'one nation, one flag, one language'
was used in this context. The minoriry lenguage is thought to have an important
cultural and political meaning for minority groups. The use of minority languages
will strengthen the politica] identity ofthese groups, and this could endanger political
unity, especially in the case ofregiona! or ethnic independenee movements (e.g. the
Basques in Spain).
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(c) The social unity ofa country win be promoted ifeveryone is educated in the same
language. When different groups are educated in different languages the social gulf
between groups wil1 become greater, leading to segregarion.

(d) To ensure a positive socio-economie future, minority children should receive
majority language education. This is the best way te guarantee good proficiency in
the majority language, which is needed to promote academie achievement and
academie success. According te various authors (e.g. Skutnabb-Kangas, 1983), the
fear that minority language teaching will lead to social fragmentation and separatist
movements lies behind this argument.

(e) The linguistic situation is too complex, and there are not enough resources,
financial and other, for organizing minority language teaching for a variety of
minority groups. This purely pragmatic and economie argument can often be heard
in countries where many languages are used that only exist in a spoken form. In such
cases no books are available, and the languages must be codified (cf. chapter 5). Some
countries, especial1y in the Third World, have opted for schooling in the national
language, preferring to spend their funds on agricultural and medical development,
the training of more teachers, etc.

(f} Many parents from minority groups are opposed to minority language teaching
because of their negative attitudes towards the minority language. In chapter 2 we
have already shown that negative social attitudes towards minoriry languages are
often adopted by the minority groups themselves. Thus, the parenrs mainly reinforce
the general prejudice against them: the minority language, being the language of a
stigmatized group, can not be the right medium ofinstruction in school or a valuable
school subject.

(g) Minority children often speak a variety of the minority language different from
the standard variety that is being used in school, for example, Moroccan children
speaking Moroccan Arabic at home while in school classical Arabic is used.

Skutnabb-Kangas (1978) points to a possible eighth argument. This argument is
never clearly expressed by rhe people er institutions (e.g. governments) who plead for
majority language education for minority children. The content of rhis 'hidden'
argument, which runs counter te argument (d), is:

(h) Majority language education keeps minority children in their disadvantaged or
oppressed position; this is favourable for certain societies and economie systems thar
are in need ofcheap labour forces. According to Skumabb-Kangas (1978) exclusive
'majority language education is not effective for minority childrèn. Competence in
both the minority and the majority language will oot fully develop: the result ofthis is
called semilingualism (for this concept, see also chapter 9). 'Because oftheir semilin
gualism minority children wi1l under-acbieve in school, and therefore they are more
or less predestined to get luw-status and low-income jobs, for instanee unskilled
labour' (p 119).

Here we will not go into the question of the desirability or necesaity of minority
language education any deeper, returning to this issue at the end of the
chapter.
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6.2 Types ofbilingual education

In 6.1 we used expresslons such as 'the introduetion of minority languages into the
school' and 'minority language education' without explaining what this may actually
involve. A system in which a minority language has a certain role alongside the
majotity language is generally called bilingual educauon. This type of education
generally only exists at the elementary school level. Using the following criteria, a
number of different types ofbilingual education can be distinguished.

I Are both languages used during the whole curriculum or only in eertuin stages?
2 Do both languages tunetion as media of communication in the classroom?
3 Is rhere a one-to-one relanon between subject (Iike arithmetic or geography) and

language, or are both languages used alternately as media ofinstruction for all
subjects except when rhe languages themselves are subjects?

4 Are both languages taught as subjecte, and is the aim of the bilingual
programme literacy in both languages?

5 Do only minority children participate in the bilingual programme, or majority
Ianguage speaking children as weIl?

With regard to quesrion (3) it must be noted that in most bilingual programmes the
'one Ianguage for one subject' approach is used. The Redwood City Project
{Califomia) is an exception 10this general trend (Cohen, 1975). Ir is difficult to give a
short overview of this Spanish/English experiment, since each year changes have
been introduced. However, in the third year ofthe project, the alternare-day approach
to bilingual schooling was initiated: a subject was taught in Spanish on Monday, in
English on Tuesday, in Spanish on Wednesday, and so forth. That year other
innovations were brought in as well, rhe so-called Preview-Review technique. This
teaching rechnique implies that the teacher previews the lessen in one language,
presents it in the ether, and then reviews it in rhe first. In this way, no student loses
out in concept acquisition asa result oflimited second-Ianguage proflciency, when his
or her second language is the language on a given day.

The Redwood City Project is also an example of a programme in which both
minoriry and meioriry srudents participated in the same classes. Mesteen Amencan
and Anglo children attended the bilingual programme. In most cases, however, such
programmes are only organized for minority chiJdren. Bilingual programmes do not
appear to have been devised to stimulate societal bilingualism in general. We wil!
return to a special form of bilingual schooling for majority children later in this
sectien.

With regard to criteria (I), (2) and (4) above, ir is possible to distinguish two general
moeels of bilingual educaticn, schematically reproduced in Figure 6. L In both
models, the amounts of time reserved for the two languages may differ. For example
in Model I a programme may not have faciliries for prolonged minority language
teaching as a subject after Grade 3. In another programme the maioriiy language may
be introduced as a medium of classroom interaction as early as the first grade. A
version of Model I often applied is the programme which offers minority language
only as a subject matter. In such cases rhe regular curriculum is followed in the
majority language, and for a few hours minority children study their own language.
In our opinion, such a programme can not be labelled bilingual.
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Figure 6.1 Models ofbilillgual education

Model I is mostly called the transitional or the assimilationist model. The mincrity
language is mainly used in the early grades, since its most important function is to

bridge the gap between the home and the schooi. In fact, the minority language is only
used in school to make it easier for the child to adjust to existing educational demands.
Using Macnamara's (1974) phrasing, rhe minority language is seen as a disease from
which the child must be cured. Such programmes do not affect tbe school as an
institution repreeenting a society which considers itselfmonnlingual Bilingua1ism is
not really encouraged, especially as in most cases facilities for prolonged minonty
language teaching as a subject are lacking. Cziko and Troike (1984:10) claim that
most transitional programmes accomplish assimilaticn through 'humane linguicide'
of minority languages. They can be contrasred with monolingual majority
programmes which lead to 'brutal assimilation' of minority children.

Model 11 is the pluralistic or maintenance model, promoting linguistic pluralism.
The minority language in itself is not ccnsidered a problem, but rather societal
attitudes towards rhe minority language, related to the oppressed socio-economie
position ofthe minority group. In this view, the rninority Ianguage has a value ofits
own and is as important as the majority lenguage. Therefore it is nor only used as an
initial medium of instructien for the minority group but also in later classes. The
minority language occupies a more important position in the curriculum than the
majority language, because the weekest language, which bas only Iow prestige outside
school, must be supported most strongty. Therefore, the model is sometimes also
called a 'tanguege shelter model'. It is expecred to contnbute considerably to
maintenance of the minority language by promoting more favourable attitudes
towards it, and higher oral and written proficiency.

Although most proponents ofbilingua1 education adhere to the rnaintenance view,
the transitional model is most frequent1y applied, at least in the Western world,
probably as a result ofthe streng assimilarive preesure ofrnainstreem society. In some
developing countries the sinration is different. For example, the general practice in
India is that children receive initial education through their native language, while
Hindi and English are studied in secondary education. However, when rheir native
tongue is not a regional language of wider use, then this regionallanguage also hes ro
be inrroduced in secondary education.
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The situation is even more complex when the native language does not exist in a
written form, because in such cases elementary ecucation will take place in [he
regional language which the child may know only slightly. Spanish-English
bilingualism and bilingual education in the U nited States or Finnish-Swedish
bilingualism in Sweden offer a much simpler field for research than does the situation
in India.

As we noted above, a special bilingual education model for speakers of the dominant
or the most prestigieus language exists as well: the immersion model, Initially,
immersion programmes were organized for Englisb-speaking studente in Montreal
(Lambert and Tucker, 1972). Later on, they were also set up in rhe Unired Stares, fbr
instance, the Spanish programme for English-speaking chiidren in Culver City
(California). Cohen (1976) gives a list of 17 characteristics of immersion education.
The most important ofwhich are:

- AH instrucnon is initially (i.e. in Kindergarren and Grade I) in the second
language (French in the Canadian immersion programmes).
In second, third or fourth classes first language skilis (reading, weiring and so on)
are introduced in the children's first language.
By rhe fifth year, content subjecte such as geography or history may be taught in
the children's first language.
The teachers are bilingual, although they only speak the second language in the
classroom (with exceptions for points two and three above].
In kindergarten, the children are permitred to use their mother tongue until they
are prefleient enough in the second language. The teacher shows thät he/she
undersrands the children's first language by reacting appropriately.
In first year and beyond, the teacher requests that only the second language be
spoken in class, except during classes in which the children's first language is the
subject.

- In the early years there are no structured classes for secend language learning such
as pattem drilIs or grammatica! instructien. Guided second language acquiaition
of the majority language (grammar, pronunciation) can be introduced in the later
grades.

- Students participare in the immersion programme volunrarity and only with the
consent of their parents.

These characteristics can be conaidered the basic ones, but immersion education may
also be organized in enerher way. Parncularly, the starring point of the full-time
classes in the second language may be later, and the extent to which the children are
allowed te use their first language may vary. Generaüy, early and late immersion
programmes are distinguished. Early immersion has the basic characteristics
described above, while in late immersion programmes the secend language is
introduced in a later stage ofelementary education. In addition to early vs late, also
total vs partlal immersion can be distinguished. The features listed above apply 10
tora! immersion. In partlal immersion programmes, the second language is not used
during rhe whole day or the whole week. The first and the seeond language function
alternarely as tbe medium of cornmunication in the classroom.

Immersion education bas been organized virtually only for children speaking a
prestigious language, such as English-speaking studenrs in Quebec. An English
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immersion programme for Frenoh-speaking children does not exist, and is even
forbidden by Quebec state laws, since it may strengthen the position ofEnglish at the
expense of French. The idea behind immersion education is that it should only be
organized when the child's mother rongue is already supporred subsrantially ourside
the school.

Immersion education should be dearly distinguished from submersion education,
i.e. the type ofeducation in which minority children are schooled completelythrough
rhe majority Ianguage, and where no 'immersion facilities' like a bilingual teacher are
pfovided. In submersion education the children's first language is neglected totally,
and the only provisions made consist ofextra second language courses in rhe majority
language.

6.3 Results of bilingual programmes

First we win give some examples of bilingual programmes both from the
industrialized West and from the Third World. After that we will present a more
genera! conclusion about rhe effecnveness of bilingual education, and comment on
the methodological problems in evaluation studies. At rhe end ofthe chapter we will
formulate our own views on the desirability of bilingual education, taking into
account rhe evidence available thus far.

On fu-st inspection, different programmes of bilingual education have produced
rather different results, as the following case-by-case account wil1 demonstrate.
Cohen (1975) reports on the Redwood City Project. Redwood City is located approxi
marely 30 miles south ofSan Francisco. The Project began in September 1969 with a
a pilot first-grade group. In the year 1970-71 a Follow Up I group offirst graders and
a Follow Up IJ kindergarten were added. Mexican-American and Anglo children
participated in the programme, which provided for teaching in Spanish and English,
both as subjecte and as media of instruction (see a1so sectien 6.2). The content ofthe
curriculum, i.e. the 'treatment' in methodological terms, varied from year to year and
from group level to group level. The longitudinal study on rhe effects of the
programme was conduored during the fall of 1970 and the spring of 1972. The
bilingually schonled Mexican children generally were as profleient in English as
comparable Mexican children from anotber school in Redwood City taught only in
English (the Comparison Group); the Mexican children from the bilingual school
lagged behind in English vocabulary development, however. The bilingually
schooled children were slightly better in Spanish than rhe students from the
Comparison Group, and the bilingual programme seemed to promote greater use of
Spanish. With respect ro non-language subjecte the students from the two groups
performed about the same. The Mexican American students who had been in the
Bilingual Project for three years were more positive rowards Mexican culture than
their Mexican age-mates from the monolingual school. Finally, the school artendenee
of the children from the Redwood City Project was much better than that of the
students in the Comparison Group.

While English had been the Ianguage of instructien in Philippine schools for many
years, the government decided in 1957 that Pilipino, the preveiling local vernacular,
derived from Tagalog, the general vernacular in the Philippines, or snother local
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language - shculd be used as the only medium ofinstruction in Grades land 2, with
English being used as the primary medium of instructien in Grade 3. In the Rizal
Experiments varying the introduetion of English was studied by comparing three
groups: one group received instruction, in English, from Grade 1 to 6 with Pilipino as
a subject, anorher group was initially taught in Pilipino and switched to English in
Grade 3, and a third group was taught in Pilipino in the first four grades and in
English after that.

The results of the Rizal Bxperiments, as reported by Davis (1967) and Revil el al.
(1968) were not very favourable for the vernacular language approach. Ey Grade 6,
the srudents educated in English from the beginning performed better on all tests,
even Pilipino reading tests, than these who were taught initially in Pilipino. The
second group (switch to English in tbe third year) outperformed the third group, who
only switched in the fifth year. In the secend year of High School the group raughr
monolinguaUy in English still had the best test results.

Appel (1984, 1987) reports on an educational experiment in Leyden (the
Netheriands), where Turkish and Moroccan immigrant workers' children followed a
transitional bilingual programme with a considerable amount of minority language
teaching: 75 per cent in the first year and 40 per cent in the secend year. After that
they went to regular schools with an average of 10 per cent minority language
teaching, the minority language being taught only as a subject. The children came
directly from Turkey or Morocco, so they did net speek any Dutch on entering the
school. A number of aspects of their linguistic, social, emotional, and educational
development was compared with that of a group of Turkish and Moroccan children
who went to regular schools with hardly any, or only a minimal amount of, minority
language teaching (a mean of 13.3 per cent over three years; the minority language
only as a subject).

At the end of the first school year the oral Dutch proficiency ofthe twc groups was
highly comparable. At the end of the second year the group from the bilingual
programme performed somewhar better than the dominantly monolingually schooled
children with respect to oral Dutch skills; the written proficiency of the two groups
was approximate1y rhe same. At the end ofthe thirdyear, the group from the bilingual
programme surpassed the other group in oral as well as wrinen Dutch proflciency.
Children from the Comparison Group exhlbited more problems of aggressive
behaviour, apathy, isolation, streng fear of failure or exaggerared nationalism than
children from rhe experimenral bilingual school. Also more children from the
Comparison Group seemed to develop a growing feeling of reststance rowards the
dominant (Dutch) school culture. With respect to arithmetic as weil, the children
from the experimental group outperformed the children from the dominant Dutch
schools.

In 1952 the Peruvian govemment rogether with rhe Summer Instirure ofLinguistics
created a bilingual education programme for ncn-Spanish speaking children in the
Peruvian jungle. In 1953 11 bilingual teachers were working in 11 communities, in
six language groups, teaching approximarely 270 cbildren (Larson and Davis, 1981).
In 1977 the programme had grown to 320 teachers in 2lO communities in 24
language groups, teaching approximately 12,000 children. The teachers in the
programme are bilingual Indiaris who speek the native language of the srudents
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fluently. The children are first taught in their native Ianguage, and later on Spanish is
introduced. It is the airn ofrhe programme to develcp literacy in Spanish as welt as in
the native language.

Hard empirical evidence is lacking, and the only evaluative papers available are
written by the organizers ofthe bilingual programme from the Summer Institute of
Linguistics. They state that it has many benefirs, for instance:

the children !earn more effectively in all areas (reading and writing, arithmetic);
the culture shock, dramatically experienced by children attending an all-Spanish
school, is reduced;
ethnic pride is promoted, particularly because of rhe fact that the comrnuniry sees
its language in written form being used for educational purposes (Larson and
Davis, 1981).

As in most fermer British colonies, English has been maintained in sub-Saharen
Africa as the ofTiciallanguage. It is used as rhe principal medium ofeducation end for
government functions. Nigeria is linguistically a very diverse country, but there are
large regtons in which one of the three 'big' African languages - Hausa, Igbo and
Yoruba - are widely spoken. In these regions it has become standard praenee ro use
the vernacular language as the medium of instrucnon in elementary education and ro
make a transition to English after the third grade. Cziko and Troike (1984)
summarize the results of an experimental project undertaken at Ile-Ife in the former
western state ofN igeria where Yoruba was the solemedium ofinstruction througbout
primary school,

The evaluation carried out at the end ofGrades 3 end 4 found that the pupiIs from
the experimental Yoruba programme generally performed as weil as or better than an
English-instructed comparison group in all of the subject areas tested. The students
from the experimental group also seemed to have fewer problems in school. Further,
the proportions of students entering secondary school after completing primary
school were the same in the experimental and comparison group.

Swain and Lapkin (1982) give an overview of research results with regard ro various
types ofFrench immersion programmes for English speaking children in Canada (for
a characterization of these programmes see the preceding section). In general, the
outcomes are positive. Here, we present only the most striking conclusions.

Despite a temporary lag in rhe first graden, at tbe end of all types of immersion
programmes students perform as well as or better than students from regular
English programmes in the area of English language skilIs relered to literacy.
Smdents from early total immersion programmes attain neer-native proficiency in
receptive French language skilIs. Their producrive skilIs remain non-native,
although they can express tbemselves adequately in rheir second language.

- Students from early immersion groups perform better in French than students
from late immersion programmes.
Immersion education has not had negative effects on the studems' general
imellectual development. Early French immersion even favours it.
Studenrs from early rotal immersion groups achieved as weil in mathematics,
science, and social studies as studems from regular schools where English was the
language of instruction. Early partial and late immersion studente lagged
somewbat behind.
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We have now looked at results ofsome bilingual education programmes in California,
the Philippines, the Netherlands, the Peruvian Amazon, Nigeria and Canada. I! is
difficult to give a definite answer to the question of the desirability or necessity of
bilingual education because ofconflicting findings and very different circumstances.
Before giving at least a tentatioe answer to this question, we must say sernething about
the problems in evaluating such programmes.

In the first place, the educational, social, linguistic, economie and political
situetions in different courtmes are not comparable at all. There are more differences
than similarities between secend-generation immigrant Italian children in Great
Brirain end Nahuatl-speakitig children in Mexico, or between Shona-speaking
children in Mozambique and Finnish children in Sweden. William Mackey, one of
the most important writers on the subject ofbilingua1 education, said therefore 'We
can only evaluate specific types ofbilingual schooling one at a time for a particular
group in an atrempt to answer such specific questions as: to what extent do the rnodifi
cations in the language behaviour ofthis school population in these classes enable this
group of Iearners to achieve this partienlar linguistic or educational objective?'
(Mackey, 1977:227).

Secondly, it is extremely difficult to carry out merhodologically flawless evaluation
studies in this area. Problems anse in finding acontrol group of monolingually
educated students who are in all respects sirnilar to the studente from tbe
exper-irnerttal bilingua! programme, especially where students (or their parents) have
volunteered for the programme. They may have an exceptionally positive attitude
towards the programme which may positive1y influence their achievement. The so
called Hawthome-effect also constitutes a methodological problem. According 10this
effect, the resutts of an evaluation study in which two groups are compared - ene
experimental and one standard group - cannot be attribured to the independent
variable, e.g. the amount of minority language teaching, but is due to the fact thar it is
an experiment. This makes it special, and makes the studente and rheir teachers think
they are special, which stimulares them to perferm better. Furthermore, rhe
educational material used in bilingual and monolmgual schools is often net
comparable.Tn manybilingual programmes new educational material in the minority
language must be developed end tcsted, while in regular monolingual programmes
teachers work with existing books and exercises. With respect to this issue, the
monolingual programmes are in an advantageous position.

Third, end bere the fitst two points come together, the effects of bilingual
programmes can only be understood in relation to rhe educational, social, linguistic,
economie and politica! context of the programme. To put this in methodologica!
terms: these factors are the causal variables. while the educational programme is only
a mediating varia bie. The factors mentioned above exen their influence via the
educational programme. However, in most evaluation studies of bilingual
experiments the educational programme is considered te be the causa! variabie We
can again refer to Mackey's statement: a certain programme in a certain context has a
certain outcome.

With these restrictions in mind we can try to give the tentative answer promised.
Although there are some exceptions, such as the experiment in the Philippines, the
general trend in the research lirerature is thar bi!ingual education for children from
linguistic minority groups has positive outcomes in all areas: first and second
language skilIs, other subjecte, and social and emotional aspects. It is especially
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striking that minority language teaching - the use ofthe firstlanguage as the medium
of instruction - does not seem to ham per or hinder secend language acquisition.
Some authors, for instanee Skumabb-Kangas (1983), hold that prolonged minority
language teaching in bilingual mainrenance programmes is necessary to attain
postnve results.

In sharp contrast to this ennelusion stand the resulrs of evaluation studies on
immersion education. These studies show that inirial and prolonged education in the
second language has positive outcomes. However, this type of education is organized
for children who speek a high-status language and who come from families with
relatively high social-economic status. They are not forced to learn the second
language as is the case with children from lew-starus minority groups. Summarizing,
children from disadvantaged or oppressed linguistic minority groups generally profit
from bilingual programmes in which their first language plays an important role,
while children from dominant social groups or higher social classes benefit from
bilingual programmes in which the second language is used most frequently. In this
chapter we will not present the theoretical explanations for this conclusion, since they
have to do with the effects ofbilingualism on individual speakers, and we willleave
these explanations for chapter 9.

To end this chapter we want to emphasize that research results indicate rhat
bilingual education for children from lew-status linguistic mincrities can be
profitable, but no predienons can be derived from these results, because of the many
varying sociat situanons. A point of constderabte interest is the social and political
attitude ofthe majority towards minority groups. Ifthis attitude is too negative and
too many segregarive trends exist in society, it may not be advisable to organize
separate bilingual education for children from linguistic minorities. Probably ir is
always a good idea to integrate bilingual programmes Into regular schools in order to
further the relations between minority and majority studenrs. Bilingual programmes
should not be organized to bring about a kind of 'splendid isolarion' for minority
groups, which will often turn out to be dangerous isolation as well, but should
guarantee thar students from minoriry groups gain better educarional and social
opportunities, while at the same time maintenance of the minority language is
tostered.

Further reading

J.Cummins and T. Skutnabb-Kangas (eds.), Education of linguistic minorityehildren,
2 vols. (1987) comains articles providing arguments for and against bilingual
edeeetton as well as descriptions of bilingual programmes. Various theoretica! and
more practical educational topics are discussed in the fol1owing two books: J.E. Alatis
(ed.), Georgetown University round table on languages and linguistics (Current Issues in
Bi!ingual Education), 1980, and B. Hartford, A. Valdman and CR. Fester (eds.),
Issues in international bi!ingual education, 1982. Bilingual programmes from all over
the world are described in B. Spolsky and R.L. Cooper (eds.), Case studies in bilingual
education, 1978. Vernacular language teaching in a Third World country, i.e. in
India, is dealt with in Pattanayak's book Multilingua!ism and mother-tongue education,
1981. M. Swain und S. Lapkin, Evaluating bilingual education (1982) present an
overview of results of immersion programmes in Canada.
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7 Psychological dimensions of
bilingualism

In this book we are mainly coneerried with individual or collecrive language beha
ViOUT in bilingual communities. However, language behaviour is possible because of
some sort of underlying competence. People possess implicit knowledge of the
language(s) they speak and/or understand, or 10 put fr differently: they have more or
less internalized the language. An interesting question, the focus of this chapter, is
how are the (WO languages ofbilingual individuals internalized? Do bilinguals difTer
from monolinguals in this respect? In the first section we win discuss the problem of
neural representation ofthe two languages. Are they localized in the same area or in
different areas ofthe brain? Sectien 7,2 deals with the mental representation oftwo
languages. In keeping with research in rhis field of study, we present information
about the mentallexicon, connected with each language. Here again, the question is,
wherher the two languages are menrally or psychologically discrete, with two discrete
lexicons, or whether the bilingual individual operates on the basis of one unified
mentallexicon. Generally, bilinguals keep their languages separate in language pro
cessing, i.e. in speaking and understanding. Does a special mental faculty develop
which enables them 10 do this adequately, 10 process the languages without mixing
them up? In sectien 7.3 we will pursue this problem.

There is still little information on the issues deal! with in this chapter. Grosjean
(1982: 267) says 'the bilingua! brain is still very rnuch terra incognira '. Researchers do
not have direct access 10 the brain or the bilingual mind. The question, for example,
whether there is one lexicon or two, cannot be answered directly. Possible answers
must be inferred from observable phenomena. Furthermore, research results aften
are not unambiguous, and there is much disagreement between different authors. Ir is
difficult therefore 10 give a coherent picture of the state of the art in this field of
research,

7.1 The bilingual brain

Ir is generally assumed t hat the!eft hemisphere ofthe brain is mainly responsible for
language processing. This dominanee of the left hemisphere is particularly streng in
right-handed males. The question now is whether this also holds for bi!inguals, and
whether the two languages are localized in the same area ofthe brain, and share the
same neural mechanisms. Answers to this question are mainly based on [WO sourees of
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information: reports on the linguistic effects ofbrain injuries, end psycholinguistic
experiments which measure the involvement ofthe leftand the right hemisphere.

Aphasia is the name for all types ofdisturbances of language and speech resulting
from brain damage. This damage can be caused by accidents, shot wounds, a stroke or
a brain tumour. Paradis (1977) gives an extensive overview ofcase studies ofbilingual
aphasic patients, analysed to gain information about the bilingual brein. In about half
ofthe cases reported, patients followed a synergistic pattem ofrecovery, i.e. a pattern
in which progress in one language is accompanied by progress in another. Paradis
further distinguishes a parallel and a differentlal perrem within the synergietic
pattern. It is parallel when the impairment ofthe languages involved is identical and
recovery proceeds at the same rate. The pattern is differential when the languages are
impaired to a different degree and are restored at rhe same or a different rate. Out of
67 synergietic cases surveyed by Paradis 56 were found to fol1ow a parallel synergietic
pattem of recovery.

Another frequent pattem is that ofselective recovery: in nearly 30 per cent ofthe
cases analysed the parient did not regain one or more of his languages. Paradis cites
some of the cases reported by Pitres (1895), one of the first articles on polyglot
aphasia. One patient ofPitres recovered French and Spanish, but lost the ability even
ro comprehend Italian. Another patient regained some of his proficency in French
but not in German, Basque, English, Spanish or Arabic, all of which he spoke
fluently before the injury. Other modes of recovery, for example the successive
pattem - one language begins to reappear after another has been restored - are even
more infrequent. The parallel synergistic pattem is obviously the mos! frequent one.
Nair and Virmani (1973; cited in Paradis, 1977) report that 90 per cent of 33
randomly selecred patients showed the parallel pattern. It should also be noted that
non-parallel patterns of recovery could be influenced by many factors, inc1uding, for
example, degree of proficiency and the affective value attached to each language.
Futhermore, authors of case studies tend to stress the exceptional cases. Therefore,
the regular parallel pattern probably occurs more frequently in reality than is
reported in the lirerature. A tentative conclusion based on studies ofpolyglot aphasia
is thar different languages are generally represemed in the same area of the brain.

The left hemisphere is generally dominant in language processing by monolinguals,
although the right hemisphere also seems to be involved to a certain extent. Ir had
long been thought that bilinguale use the right hemisphere more than monolinguais,
especially bilinguale who acquired a second language after childhood. However,
recent studies have made clear that this is probably not the case. For example, Soares
and Grosjean (1981) did a study on the left vs right hemisphere language processing
of English monolinguals and Portuguese-English bilinguale. They were asked to
read a set ofisolated English and Portuguese words presenred to the right or to the left
visual field by means ofa tachistoscope, a device used in psychological research which
presents visual stimuli for very short periods of time, in this case separately (and
randomly) to the right or the left eye. As Soares and Grosjean expecred, for mono
linguale the reaction time was shorter for words presenred in the right visual field,
because this is conneered to the left hemisphere, where the language centre is located.
The bilinguals turned out to behave exactly like the monolinguals, for both English
ànd Portuguese. Futhermore, in bath groups the number ofexceptions was identical:
two out aften subjecte in each group did not show left-hemisphere dominanee.

Even ifone concludes that languages are not located in completely different regioris
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of the bilinguai brain, one can differ with regard to the neural aspects of language
organization. Paradis (1981) disringuishes two views. In the first one, the 'extended
system hypothesis' , it is stared that two languages form one system, and the elements
ofthe two languages are supported by the same neural mechanisms. The proponems
of the second view, the 'dual system hypothesis', hold that the two languages are
located in the same area, but that different neural mechanisms support each language.
According te this view, the two languages are seperately represented in the human
brain. Paradis (1981) has proposed some kind of compromise hypothesis. the ïan
guages are stored in a single extended system, but the elements ofeach language form
separate subsystems within the larger system. This sub-set hypothesis can explain
parallel as wel! as non-parallel recovery pattems.

Since there is probably one extended system for rhe neural processing oftwo lan
guages, the bilingual brain does not suffer an extra neurological burden compared to
the monolingual brain. According to Segalowitz (1977) a brain can process two lan
guages as easily as one. However, these are still mere hypotheses, in need offurther
empirical support.

7.2 The mental representation of two languages

Every student of bilingualism probably knows at least one Russian word: knÎga
('book'). Weinreich used this word in his farnöus typolcgy of bilingualisrn, dis
tinguishing three types: coordinate, compound and subordinate bilinguallsm.
According to Weinreich (1953) for coordinate bilinguals equivalent words in the two
languages have (slightly) different meanings or refer to different concepts (A). For
compound bilinguals, the two forms - /buk/ and /'kn'iga/ - have an identical
meaning: 'book' 5'" 'kniga' (B).

'baak' 'knïge' 'bO

A
g"

(A) I (B)

!buk! I'kn'iga/ /buk/ I'kn'igaJ

In this example the concepts are expressed by means of words, but they could also be
represenred in a picture (in case (A) a typical English, respectively Russian baak, and
in case (B) a general book], or they could be described more elaborately, for instanee as
is done in dictionaries. In our example the words between inverted commas are in fact
abbreviations for the more elaborate concepts.

The coordinate bilingual fimctions as two monolinguais, and the compound bilin
gual merges the tWO languages at the conceptual level. In the subordinate type of
bilingualism (C) one language is dominant, and the words in the non-dominant lan
guage are interprered through the words in the dominant language. A subordinate
bilingual has learned a second language with the help of his or her first language or
dominant language.

~ 'baak' )
(C) l Ibuk!

I
/'kn'iga/
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Ervin and Osgood (1954) revised Weinreich's typology, by distinguishing only bet
ween coordinate and compound bilingualism, the latter also comprising Weinreich's
subordinate type. Furrhermore, they gave the coordinate-compound distinction a
theoretical basis in stimulus-response theory. We will not elaborate on rhis theory
here, because it has generally been rejected as a useful approach in psycholinguistic
research (see for instanee Cairns and Cairns, 1976). Ervin and Osgood suggested also
rhat coordinate and compound bilingualism will artse in different acquisition
settings. When people acquire languages in separate contexts, they become coordi
nate bilinguais. The compound system is developed when the two languages are
acquired and used in the same setting. Lambert et al. (1958) tried to test rhis idea
empirically. They ran three experiments with two English-French bilingual groups,
one group of coordinate bilinguale end one of compound bilinguale according to the
theoretical predienons. In. the first task the subjecte had 10 rate English words and
their French equivalente on a so-called semantic differential, a method of placing
stimulus words on a standard scale. For example, the subjecte had to rare the word
house along a seven-point scale as 'ugly - beautiful' or 'pleasant - unpleasant'.
Taking rhe scores on the semantic differentiel as an indication of tbe rneaning
asenbed IQ the stimulus words, Lambert and his colleagues conduded that the coordi
nate bilinguals showed a difference in meaning of rranslated equivalents significantly
greater rhan the compound bilinguale. When, however, a comparison was made
between coordinate bilinguale who acquired their languages in geographically
distiriet cultures and those who acquired them in separate settings within one
geographical region, it became clear that bicultural experience accounted for the over
all difference between the coordinate and compound groups. Cultural experience
seems to be more important, therefore, than acquisition context in establishing
bilingual meaning systems.

In the second task Lambert et al. made use of a technique called 'retroactive inhibi
tion design'. The basic procedure in this rechnique is that a subject learnslist A, then
list B, and then relearns list A. If the interpolation oflist B has no effect on the pre
viously memorized material, then the two can be considered functionally
independent. By presenting subjects with a list of20 English words and a list of rheir
exact translatlens in French, and asking them to reproduce the words ofthe first list,
the functional separation of the two languages was srudied. The coordinate group
turned out not to profit from the interpolated French list, while for the compound
group the French list supported the retention ofthe English list. According to the
researchers, the translated equivalents were semantically more sirnilar and func
tionally more dependent for this last group. A difference between the 'bicultural' and
the 'unicultural' coordinate group did net appear in this rask.

The rhird part of the experiment was a translation task. It was prediered that
compound bilinguale would show greater translation facility (measured by speed of
translation], because they would not have to 'translare' the conceprs, but could follow
a direct parh from word in language (A) through general concept to word in language
(B). However, the lWO groups did not differ in translation facility.

Although Lambert and his associates (1958:243) conduded that '[the] theory of
coordinate and compound language systems hes been given empirical support', many
questions about its usefulness remain, since the resulrs do nor support the distinction
unambiguously. In additicn, other studies failed to substantiate Ervin and Osgood's
disuncrion empirically. Kolers (1963) did a srudy on word associations by bilinguals.
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Compound bilinguals gave associative responses to stimulus words in English that
differed considerably from responses to the rranslated equivalente in their native
language. This cast serieus doubts on the essumption that for people who acquire rwo
Ianguages in fused settings, two equivalent words have the same meaning. Kolers
found that there was no relation between history of bilingual acquisition and
response.

The compound-coordinate distinction has also fallen into disuse, because various
methcdolcgical and rheoretical obieenons were raised against it. The way 'meaning'
was studied in experiments, was severely cnticized, for instanee (cf. Segalowitz,
1977). The semantic differential technique used by Lambert end his associates only
deals with the affective or emotive aspeets of meaning, and does not cover its most
important aspect, i.e. denotation. Another criticism is that rhe experiments deal only
with isolated words, while Weinreich's original distinction was direcred at the com
plete language system. Furthermore Macnamara (1970) has pointed out that many
words in two Ianguages do not have completely overlapping meanings or semantic
contents. He gives the example ofthe French word couper which has twc equivalents
in English: ro cut (with, for instance, hair as direct object) and to carve (the meal).
Inspeetion of any bilingual dictionary yields numerous examples of only partially
overlapping meanings, and, of course, these incongruous meanings always rrouble
translaters. The question is now: whar could be the one genera! meaning for com
pound bilinguals in such cases? What is, for insrance. the general concept for
English-Turkish compound bilinguals which underly the following words in thier
two Ianguages (see Table 7.1.)

Turkish

brother~k d
_ ~ore~

sister

finger=:::::=-
pormok

'00
d""k~

eet (soup)~ içmek

smcketciqcrettes I

_______________ soç ( 'ho ir of the heud')

hoir ~kll{'OneSinglehOir')

tûy (' hoir of the body', 0150 'fur')

Table 1.1 Words wilh partrally overl3pping me3nings in English 3nd Turki,h

Although many researchers have thrown the coordinate-cornpound distinction in rhe
scientific garbage can, some students ofbilingualism still see some value in it, adding
Weinreich's subordinate type ofbilingualism again (e.g. Skutnabb-Kangas, 1983). Ir
seems to describe adequately the type ofbi1ingualism that arises in the initial stages of
second-language learning through instrucnon in [he first. With regard to the com
pound-coordinate distinction also two revisions are made: (a) completely compound
end completely coordinate bilingualism are the end points ofa cominuum on which a
bilingual individual can be rated, and (b) the Ianguage system of a bilingual may be
partly more compound(e.g. the lexicon) and partly more coordinare (the grammer). lt
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must be emphasized that these are still ralher intuitive ideas which again need
empirical verifieerion.

After abandoning rhe compound-coordinate distinction, many researchers in the
field ofbilingualism directed their attent ion to another but not dissimilar issue: the
mental lexicon or the semantic memory of bilinguals, notlens which were often
incorrectly equated. The mentallexicon is a kind of internal dictionary containing
'entnes' for eech word that a speaker 'knows'. Each entry contains all the linguistic
information about the word: its semantic content, syntactic proper-ties, phonological
shape, etc. An exampJe would be:

DECEIVE - an English transitive verb
- pronounced Idisi:vl
- weak pasl tense
- relared to deceit, deceufut, etc.
- means: 'to mislead by concealing or distorring the truth'
- etc.

(We wil1not elaborate on technical details; see Clark and Clark (1977), especially for a
discussicn of the representation of the sementic content.)

The sementic memory is not strictly linguistic, conraining as it does the mental
representation ofthe individual's knowledge of rhe world. This knowledge is repre
senred in concepts and re1ations between these concepts (of Lindsay and Norman,
1977).

The question researchers have wanred to tackle was: do bilinguals store inform
ation centrally and do they have equal access toit with bath languages, or is informa
tion storage linked te separate languages, i.e. in two separate menlal lexicons. The
above-menttoned study by Kolers (1963) supported the two-store position. The low
degree of similarity between the associations given to equivalent stimulus words in
two languages suggested that the two languages involve two separate semanric
systems.

Other studies support the ene-store hypothesis. for example the bilingual version of
a technique known as rhe Stroop procedure (after Stroop, 1935). In the original Stroop
experiments words which named colours were wrinen in coloured ink that did nol
match the meaning of the word, for example the word green written in red ink. In
bilingual versions ofthis technique, subjecte had to reepond in language (A) while the
coloured word was from language (B). For instance, schwarz ('black') in yellow ink,
which had to be named in English (correct response: yellow). All studies employing
this procedure found a considerable amount of cross-Ienguage inrerference, i.e.
schwarz prinred in yellow ink slowed down the naming of the colour by
English-German bilinguals in the same way as black printed in yellow ink in the case
ofEnglish monolinguale (cf. Segalowirz, 1977).

Essemially the same technique was used by Ehri and Ryan (1980) in a picture-word
interference task. In their adapted procedure subjecte had to name pictures with and
without distracting narnes printed on the pictures. Bilingual subjects were asked to
reepond in one oftheir two languages, and the distracting words were in rhe response
language or in their other language. For example, they had to name a picture of a
house in English, and on the picture the word chureh or église was printed (in the case
of English-French bilinguale). Bilinguals turned out to suffer substantial inter
ference from printed words regardJess ofwhether the picture names and the distractor
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words came from the same or a different language. Ehri and Ryan (1980:299)
conc1ude that 'Iexical items from different languages are clcsely and automatically
connected in sementic memory and the bilingual cannot turn off his inactive
Janguage' .

Most studies undertaken give evidence in favour of rhe one-store hypothesis, but
empirica! support for the other position can not be negleered. Therefore, Paradis
(1980) formulated a compromise hypothesis. In his view, bilinguals 'possess ene and
only one set ofmental representations but organize them in different ways depending
on whether they verbalize a thought in L1 or in L2, and to that extent fimction cogni
tively differently when speaking or decoding in LI or in L2' (p. 421). Here, we can
again refer to the difference between the notions 'semantic memory' and 'mental
lexicon'. According to Paradis (1979) bilinguals have one semantic memory or con
ceptual system, and this is conneered to twc lexica! stores, which can be activated at
will. This view is further substannated in a study by Potter et al. (1984), who asked
bilingua1 subjecte to name pictures in, end to translate first-Ianguage words inro, rheir
second language. They predicted that in the case ofa separate, not language-specific
conceptual system to which pictures also have access, rhe subjects would perform
faster, i.e. in the naming task, because it requires only ene step: from concept to word.
The translation task would require two steps: from word via concept to word. The
results were consonant with the predictions.

One furrher thing must be noted. In studies ofthe mentallexicon and semantic
memory the compound-coordinate distinction was unfortunately not taken into
account. Therefore the language histories ofthe subjecte participating in the experi
ments wen: neglected, whereas these histories may be crucial to the way a bilingual
has rhe words of his or her language stored. This means that still much remains
unclear about the semantic and ccnceptual organization of the bilingual mind.

7.3 The use of two languages

An individual who is competent in two languages must keep them more or less
separate in language production and reception. How can this be achieved in such a
way that when on language is 'on' rhe ether is 'ofT'? Penfield and Roberts (1959)
proposed a theory which is known as the single-switch rheory te account for this pheno
meoon: it assumed one mental device, a 'switch', which operared in such a way that
when one language was 00, rhe ether was off. Apart from me problem ofthe neural
status ofsuch a device (the switch was still not more than a metaphor for an unknown
device in the brain), results of experimems using tbe bilingual version of the Stroop
procedure (see sectien 7.2) showed that this theory was toe simpie. Subjects had te
respond(i.e. name colour words) in one language, so ther system must be 'on', but rhe
printed words in the other language still distracted the subjecte, and therefore this
system was 'on' toa. These findings are in agreement with the common-sense
observation that bilinguals are quite capable ofspeaking one language while listerring
tO somebody else speaking snother language.

These facrs can be accounted for in a theory in which twc switches are hypo
thesized: an output switch and an input switch (cf. Macnamara, 1967). The speaker is
in control ofthe output switch, choosing a eertuin language deliberately. But as the
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results ofthe bilingua1 Stroop tests show, he cannot control the input switch in the
same way: subjecte were not able to filter out the language of rhe distracting word.
The input switch is therefore said to be 'data driven': the language signal from the
outside operates the switch, whether the bilingual individual wants it or not.

Ifthese input and output switches really exist, their operatien should require time,
like any other menral operation. Various studies were undertaken to see whether this
is so. For example, Kolers (1966) asked French-English bilinguale ro read aloud
monolingual and mixed French-English passages. The subjects answered com
prehension questions equally weil for monoJingual and bilingual texts, but rhe
reading aloud of mixed passages rook considerably more time; Kolers computed that
each switch rook them between 0.3 and 0.5 seconds. Reacting critically to this early
study, other researchers suggesred that Kolers had not differentiated between the
input and the output switch. Reading aloud requires both receptive and productive
1anguage processing. Macnamara et al. (1968) isolated the output switch in an experi
ment in which bilinguals had to write numerals, i.e. linguistically neutra! stimuli,
first in one language, then in another, and then alternaring between rhe two Jan
gunges. It was found that the task required more time in the last condition, when the
output switch was involved. Each switch rook about 0.2 secouds.

In a subsequent study, Macnamara and Kushnir (1971) looked at [he input switch
separately, in a relatively simple experiment. They asked bilinguals to read mono
lingual and bilingual passages silently. The subiects read the monolingual passages
faster than rhe bilingual passages, and eacb switch took about 0.17 seconds.

The two-switch model appeared ro find rather strong support in the various
studies. Even the computation times corresponded neatly. Kclers's 0.3 to 0.5 seconds
for input plus output switch was approximately the sarne as the 0.2 secouds for the
output switch and the 0.17 seconds for the input switch found by Meenamara and his
colleagues. The value of the zwo-switch model was later seriously questioned, how
ever, on the basis of observations of natural code-switching in bilinguals and new
research results.

Many bilinguale switch from one language te the other in their daily interactions.
This form ofcode-switching takes place between sentences as weil as within sentences
(see chapter 10 on bilingual code-switching). Code-switching is an extrernely natural
srraregy oflanguage production for bilinguals, while the experiments reported above
seem rather artificiaL The results in rhe laboratory only bear a weak relenon perhaps
ro the natural process of language cornprehension and production. The language
material in tbe experiments does not really oompare with natural speech. Many ofrhe
sentences used by Kolers and Meenamara and his associates turn out to be quire
unnatural for people who regularly switch between codes. Many of the switches
occurred at randomly selected places in the sentences in the experiments, while
analyses ofthe 'mixed' speech ofbilinguals has shown that code-switching tends to
take place at natural breaking points in the sentence, not just anywhere. There appear
to be a number of structural constraints on code-swirching. It is hard to switch bet
ween an artiele and a noun, for insrance.

Studies which rook the structural eenstramts on switching into account yielded
qutte different results. For insrance, Chan et al. (1983) asked Chinese-English bilin
guals to read a passage with spontaneous or natural switches, and compared the
reading speed with that ofa mono!ingua1 Chinese passage. They found no differences
between the reading speed for the two condinons. This result supported Paradis's
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contention that bilinguale do not use a special switching mechamsm different from
the mechanism monolinguals employ in 1anguage processing. According to Paradis
(1977: 114), there 'is na need to hypothesize any special anatomical structure or func
tion in rhe brain of the bilingual as differential from the monolingual. The same
general neural mechanism that makes a speaker select Ikl and not ftl in a given context
can account for the selection of Kàse insreed offromage.' With regard to input, bilin
guals have na problem with switches when they can anticipate them. If nor, it takes
some time to adjust to the 'new' code, but this is the same for the mcnclingual who
needs some extra time for processing asentence, if he is not expecting rhat he will be
addressed and suddenly somebody asks him a question. Everybody is familiar with
this experience.

One aspect of bilingual language usage mat we will touch upon only briefly is
translation abiliry. Contrary 10 expectation, it tums out that bilinguals who are very
profleient in both languages are not alweys good translarers. Lambert, Havelka and
Gardner (1959) asked English-French bilinguals to translate lists of English and
French words. Speed oftranslation did not correïate with the subjecte' degree ofbilin
gualism. Probably, bilinguals use their two languages in different domains of their
life (cf. chapter 3). They are connected to different cultural experiences. If a bilingual
speaker always uses language (A) in informal and language (B) in formal settings, it
will be difficult to translate a passage referring to experiences in informal settings
from language (A) into language (B). It might take same extra time to find 'tbe right
words", for these words generally do not come up in the situations in which (B) is
spoken.

Further reading

There are not many books available which can be recommended for further reading
on the subjecte discussed in this chapter. Alben end Obler's baak Ttic bilingual brain;
Neuropsychological and neurolinguistic aspeas of bihnguaIism (1970) gives much
detailed and teehuical information on the issues dealt wirh in the first section. The
Journalof Verbal Leaming and Verbal Behavior has devored a special issue 10 the
'mentallexicon', especially rhe bilingual's mentallexicon (Vol. 23, nr. 1, 1984). It
should be noted rhat this literature is mainly wntten for fellow researchers.
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In chapter 3 we pointed out that diglossie speech communities without (individual)
bilingualism virtually do not exist. This implies thar in bilingual communities many
people have to !earn two languages, particularly those speaking a minority language.
In addition to their vernacular they acquire a second language, often the rnajor ity
language or another language of wider communication: a Turkish immigrant worker
in Germany leams German, a speaker ofLotuho in Sudan tearus Arabic, a speaker of
one ofthe Aboriginallanguages in Australia learns English, ere. Members ofminority
groups must attain a certain degree ofbilingualism ifthey wam ro partleipare in main
stream society. Speakers ofa majority language are in a much more comfortable posi
tion. If they wish tbey can sray monolingual: Germans generally do net learn
Turkish, etc.

In Languages in contact Weinreich (1953) claims thar '[rhe] greater the differences
between the systems, i.e. the more numerous the mutually exclusive forms and
parrerns in eech [language], the grearer is the learning problem and the potential area
of interference' (p. I). Weinreich suggests that the first language influences the
acquisition of the second ene. With the term interfermee he refers ra the 'rearrange
ment of pattems that results from the introduetion offoreign elements into the more
highly srructured domains of language, such as the bulk of the phonemic system, a
large part ofthe morphology and syntax, and some areas ofvocabulary' (p. I).1t is a
common-sense notion that secend language learners use elements or structures of
their native language in speaking a second tongue: the stereotypie English-speaking
Frenchman says 'I seank' insteadof'l rhink', beceuse his French phonological system
keeps intruding, and the equally stereotypie French-speaking Englishman says:
'Parlay vuw anglay?'

The influence of one language on the other is extremely important in situations of
prolonged and systematic language contact. Here again a quoration from Weinreich is
appropriate. 'In speech, interference is like sand carried by a stream; in language it is
the sedimented sand deposited on the bottorn of a lake' (Weinreieh, 1953:11).
However, the interlanguage of second-Ianguage Ieamers, i.e. their version of the
target language, can also be characrerized by ether structural features in addition ra
interference, for instanee features due ra simplification oftarget-Ianguage srructures.
These features can also become habitualized and established, or - in Weinreich's
metaphor - become rhe sedimented sand deposited at the bottorn of a lake. A
language might change, or a new variety of a language might develop, because of
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widespread second-language acquisirion by individua! speakers. In chapter 13 we will
deal with language change in situations of contact. In the first section of this chapter,
features of the interlanguage of second-language leemers will be discussed.

Individuals can differ considerably with regard to rheir progress in second-language
acquisition: some leemers are very successful, ethers seem to acquire the language
very slowly, or they reach only a lew level ofproficiency. Many factors influence the
rate ofsecond-language development, e.g. intelligence, age and language aptitude. In
the context ofthis bock, the most important factors seem to be socio-psychological
factors which are ofien summarized as attitude and motivation. A frequently
expressed assumption is that the attitude ofa second-language learner from a minority
community towards the majority or second-language community affects second
language acquisition considerably, because it directs his or her motivation for
language !earning. In secnon 8.2 we will discuss this relation between socio-psyche
!ogiea! factors and second-language acquisition. People can learn a second language
when rhey have already rnaarered a first one to a certain extent, but children can also
Iearn two languages more or less at the same time. This 'simultaneous acquisition of
two !anguages' (as it was called in McLaughlin (1978)) will often occur in bi1ingual
families. In the last sectien ofthis chapter we will present information on this topic.
There we will pursue questions like: how does the simultaneous acquisition of two
languages proceed, how do the rwo !anguages influence each other via (murual) inter
ference, do these bilingua! children lag behind compared to monolingually raised
children, and how can pareuts influence the bilingua! acquisition process posirively?
Before dealing with these questions, we will briefly discuss tbe problem ofage: what
is the optimal age for Iearning a second language? We should stress that we do not
intend to give a more or less complete overview of findings and theories on second
language Iearning, but limit ourselves to discussing it in relation to language contact.
This also means thar we are on1y concerned with seccnd-language acquisition in
naturel contexts, and will nor deal with learning in classrooms.

8.1 Features ofinterlanguage

Interianguage, a concept introduced by Selinker (1972) refers to rhe version or rhe
variety of the target language which is part of the implicit linguistic knowledge or
competence of rhe second-Ianguage 1earner. He er she proceeds through a series of
interlanguages on the way to complete mastery ofthe target language. Ofcourse, most
second-language learners never reach this stage, getting stuck in one of the inter
mediate stages. Although the term seems to imply it, interlanguage is nor a kind of
language somewhere between the first and the second 1anguage with structural
features from both, but rather an intermediate system characterized by features
resulting from language-Iearning srretegies. In this sectien we will discuss the
following features: interference, simplification and generalization.

Since ebout 1970, "interference' or 'negarive transfer' has been an important issue
in research on second-language acquisition. Many studies were undertaken to find
out wherher the first language (or souree language) of second-!anguage learners
influenced their acquisition of a second (or target) !anguage. Many researchers have
tried to invalidate the common assumption that second-language learners experience
difficulties in !earning the second language main1ybeceuse of differences between the
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first and the secend language, or that the learning process is derermined by the degree
of(dis-)similarity between the first and the second language. This assumption, which
was develcped in foreign-Ianguage classrooms but also generalized to natural
language learning contexts, was called rhe Comranioe Analysis (CA) Hypothesis. The
CA hypothesis was not often tested empirical1y; anecdotal observations were
frequently used to support it.

In the lirerature on the CA hypothesis there is much misunderstanding and confu
sion about the nature ofinterference. Weinreich (1953), as wil! be clear from the first
quote in the introduetion to this chapter, implicitly distinguished two types of
influence: difficulues caused by the differences between the souree and the target
language, and interference, the use of elemems, structures and rules from the souree
language in the production ofthe target language, a phenomenon which is also often
called 'negative transfer'. This distinction was adopted by Lado in his famous book
on second-Ianguage learning, Linguistics aeross cultures (1957). Lado states that 'the
student who comes into contact wirh a foreign language wi11 find some features of it
quite easy and others extremely difficult. These elements that are similar to his native
language wil1be simp1e for him (positive transfer will take place, RA, PM), and those
elements that are different win be difficult' (p. 2). On the same page it is claimed that
'individuals tend te transfer the forms and meanings, and the distributions offorms
end meanings of their native language and culture te the foreign language and
culture' .

Perbaps because Weinreich and Lado were not very explicit about it, many other
nuthors blurred the distinction between difficulties and interference. The 'diffi
culties' from the CA hypothesis came to be more er less synonymous with 'errors
caused by inrerference". Another reasen for the equation of 'difficulty' and 'inter
ference error' probably lies in tbe fact that the CA hypothesis was developed in a kind
ofsymbiosis with behaviourist learning theory, in which 'transfer' is a central notion
(Ellis, 1965). Errors in second-language performance were believed te be mainly the
result of transfer offirst-Ianguage skills or habits. Or to put it another way: old habits
(the souree language) interfere with the learning ofnew habits (the target language).

Research on this issue was main!y conducted in foreign-language classrooms.
Duékova (1969), to name but one example, investigared the grammancal and lexical
errors in the written English of Czech adult second-Ianguage leemers. She found
many interference errors: tbe direct object was frequently placed behind an adverbial
modifier, as in Czech (* 'I met there some Germans"; Czech: Potkal jsem tam nejake
Nemce) and articles were often omitted (* 'I should like te lear n foreign Ianguage'),
according to Duékova because Czech bas no articles. She also notes thar many errors
seem te have linle, ifany, conneetion with the mother tongue ofthe students. Dalhor
(1959) writes about the problems Spanish speakers experience in hearing and
pronouncing the English phonemes I SIand I ëI which have no exact parallels in their
first language. Spanish-speaking learners of English may produce utterances like
'While shaving John cut his stnn',

Evidence for interference remained largely anecdotal in these studies. lts impact
and frequency were more or less taken for granted, and many scholars aimed at
writing parts of contrasttve analyses of two languages in order te serve the develop
ment of teaching material in foreign-language courses.

In research on language contact, i.e. when second languages are acquired in natural
settings, first-Ianguage influence hes never been systematically investigated.
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Weinreich (1953) even discusses interterenee from first to secoud end interference
from second to first language indiscriminately. In his examples he fails to Indicate
whether they are taken from native speakers (influenced by a second language) ar
from secand-Ianguage speakers. Weinreich only notes the influence from one
language to another, for instanee when he wntes that -en replaces-ê (no marking)for
the plural in a Swiss Italian dialect. Probably rhis is an example ofinfluence from the
secend (Swiss German) on the first language. In another example, Weinreich nctes
rhat ge- reptaces 0- (no marking) for the passive participle in Yiddish-affected English:
a clear instanee of interference from the first language.

In a few orher studies attention is specifically given to first-Ianguage influence. For
insrance, Muysken (1981) shows that Quechua hes influenced Spanish in Ecuador via
the process of second-language acquisition: strucrural features of Quechua have
entered the Spanish dialect used by bilingual speakers. This type of inrerference in
language contact situations wil1 be further dealt with in chapter 13.

In the 19705, the CA hypothesis was heavily attacked by proponente of mentalist
theories of Ianguage and ofthe mind. They particularly opposed the view that firsr
language skills influenced second-language acquisition strongly, and that this
influence should be visible in the copious occurrence oflnterference errors. An alter
native hypothesis was proposed: the identity hypothesis, also called tbe Ll = L2 hypo
thesis, the universalistic or creative construction hypothesis. In brief, the identity
hypothesis claims rhat seccnd-Iangcage Iearners actively organize the target language
speech rhey hear, and make generalizations about its structure in the same way as
children leaming a first Ianguage. The course ofthe acquisition process is determined
by the structural properties of the target language and of the learning system, not by
the differences or similarities between the souree and the target Ianguage. The errors
seccnd-language learners make are net due te sourceftarget differences but to char
acreristics of target Ianguage structures. According to the identity hypothesis, the
errors of second-language learners are largely identical [Q rhose made by children
learning that same language as their first language. In most cases errors are due to
(wrong) generalizations and simplificaticn, streregies {Q which we return below. It
was thought rhat 'interference/transfer was of no importance wbatscever' [Hatch,
1977: 17).

Two studies by Dulay and Burt were often cited {Q support rhe identityhypothesis.
In the flrst one (Dulay and Bun, 1974a), they analysed the spoken English ofchildren
who had Spanish as their native language. Three types oferrors were distinguished:

- imralingual or developmemal errors (comparable to the 'errors', i.e. deviations
from the adult norm, of first-Ianguage teerners) e.g. 'They hungry' instead of
"They are hungry';
interlingualor interference errors, e.g. 'They have hunger' ('Ellos tienen
hambre');
unique errors, e.g. "Them hunger'.

The resuhs indicered that first-Ianguage influence could account for only 4.7 per cent
of the children's errors, while 87.1 per cent of the errors were developmental.

In another study, Dulay and Bun (1974b) compared the proficiency in producing
correct English grammancal morphemes of Spanish- and Chinese-speaking children.
They srudied mcrphemes like plural os, third person singular -s, be-ingfor progressive
form, copular be, etc. Because Spanisb and Chinese differ considerably from each
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orher with respect to the notions associated with these morphemes, rhe CA
hypothesis would predict rhat rhe order in which the morphemes are acquired
would he different for the two language groups. After computing a proficiency
score for all children, and rank ordering the morphemes, Dulay and Burt found,
however, that tbe rank order for the two grcups was nearly the same: morphemes
easy for the Spanîsh group were also easy for the Chinese group, morphemes
difficult for the Spenish-speaking children were alsc difficutt for the children with
Chinese as their mother tongue. Dulay and Burt conc1uded rhat the children's
first language had na substantial influence, and thar the results supported [he
identity hypothesis.

Dulay and Burt's study is weil known, but it is also quire controversial, especially
because of the methodology employed. For instance, the cross-sectional data were
interpreted longitudinally. In Dulay and Burt (1974b) it is assumed that the profi
ciency order for a group ofchildren which is studied at a eertsin point in time can be
equared wîth the acquisition order for each individual child, which applies to a
certain period of time, and therefore, in fact, requires a longitudinal research design.
We wil! not go inro the methodological issues, but point to ene interesting aspect of
the results ofDulay and Burt which they themselves seem te ignore: the rank orders
of the Chinese and the Spanish group are approximate1y the same, but the Chinese
speaking children have lower proficiency scores for each morpheme than the Spanish
group, although they did nor have lesser opportunities for learning English. This
result may be brought about by the fact rhar Chinese difTersconsiderably more from
English than Spanish does. Perhaps English is more difficult for the Chinese
speaking children, as the CA hypothesis prediets.

The disrance between the two languages involved seems te affect the process of
second-languege acquisition, as Weinreich (1953) had already indicated. When
language (A) differs from language (B) with respect to structure (X), rhis structure will
be difficult to acquire for native speakers of{A) learning (B), and the greater the diffe
rence, the grearer the learning problem will be, without transfer taking place. We can
i11ustratethis ferm ofindirect first-Ianguage influence with the example ofTurkish and
Moroccan children acquiring Dutch preposinons. Dutch uses prepositions to intro
duce phrases, while some Iocative preposirions have a posrpositional 'alternative'
expressing a directional meaning.

(I) in het gebouw
in the building

(I al het gebouw in
the building into ('into the building')

Turkish does nor have prepositions. Case suffixes are used where Dutch has preposi
tions if the re1atÎon expressed is general and does not demand any further specifi
cation. For example, the dative suffix (y)e generally denores 'direction', and ean be
used with any verb expressing 'direction ', In Turkish separate postpositions are only
used in specific instances. These postpositions have a fixed form, and they govern one
or more cases, i.e. they are bound to a preceding suffix modifying the suffix's
meaning. For example ev ('house') with the dative suffix renders ec-e ('te the house').
Modification with a postposition gives ev-e kadar ('just to the house'). Differently
from Turkish, in Moroccan-Arabic and in Berber (the mother tongue ofmany ofthe
Morocean ehildren studied) only prepositions occur.
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Appel (1984) gives data on the Duren interlanguage of Turkish and Moroccan
children after about one, two end three years in the Netherlands. With respect to the
realization of the preposition, transfer did net occur: Turkish children hardly
produced any postpositions where Dutch requires prepositions. However, indirect
first-language influence seemed to play a major role: in all three years ofthe study, the
Turkish children delered Durch prepositions significantly more often than Moroccan
children did. Here, first-language influence seems to lead to simplification, which we
will furrher discuss later in rhis secnon.

Schachrer (1974) points to anorher form of indirect first language influence: the
avoidanee of structures in the secend language that diverge from structures in the
first. She compared the production of relative clauses in English by speakers of
Persian, Arabic, Chinese and japanese, end found that rhe written compositions of
the latter two groups contained significantly fewer relative clauses than these ofthe
Persian and Arabic speaking subjects. According te Schachter, one ofthe plausible
explanations for this finding is rhat Persian and Arabic are similar ro English with
regard ro the head noun-relative clause order, while Chinese and japanese have rela
tive clauses which preeede the head noun or the antecedent. Schachter assumed that
the Chinese and Japanese students rried 10 avoid relative clauses in English, and only
used rhem when they were relatively sure rhat they were correct. This interpretation
was supported by the fact that these Chinese and japanese students made relauvely
fewer errors than the studente speaking Persian or Arabic.

Hakuta (1976) reported a comparable result: a child with [apanese as her flrsr
language produced far fewer re1ative clauses in English than a Spanish-speaking girl.
Reeall rhar in Spanish relative clauses follow the head noun, as in English. It seems
that srructures in the target language differing from those in the first language are
learned relative1y late in the acquisition process, and they are avoided in the initial
stages when possible.

At the end of the 1970s and in the early 80s inrerference (or negative transfer) was
reccgnized again as a major component of second-language acquisitinn. This
reappraisal was mainly due to methodological improvements in the study of inter
language sysrems. The new approach ro transfer was manifest in many articles and
books. Wode (1981:52) wrote for instanee rhat 'LI transfer must be regarcled as an
integrated part of rnan's natural Iinguo-cognirive processing apparatus that allows
him to learn languages', and according to Meisel (1982:6), transfer 'must be inter
prered as a mental activity, simiiar to what must be involved in the often cited
"creative construction" process'. Transfer was given a place in the mentalist view of
language acquisition, in which the individual menrally organizes the target language
structures heard and develops hypotheses about these. One of the erroneous hypo
theses may be that the target language is similar to rhe first language with respect to a
certain structure, resulting in negative transfer.

Detailed, longitudinal studies of second-language acquisition have shown that
inrerference certainly does occur, but mainly in eertuin developmental stages.
Second-Ianguage learners use the strategy of transfer when they are 'ready' for it, i.e.
have amved at a level of complexity in their interlanguage thar resembles the
con-esponding structure in their fITSt language. This implies that a long-standing
assumption from the Contraslive Analysis Hypothesis does not hold any more:
'smaller differences lead to more transfer' must be substituted for 'greater differences
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lead to more transfer' (Zobi, 1980, 1982). Partial similarity between languages creates
the opportunity for transfer.

We will illustrate this view with an example from a study by Wade (1981) ofthe
acquisition of negation in English by German children. In the first stage the German
children used sentence-initial na:

(I) no finish ('Not finished')
(2) na drink some milk ('I don't want to drink any milk')
(3) no good stupid, o.k.? ('The truck is no goed. It is stupid. O.K.?')

In the second stage be was negared inside the clause:

(4) thar's no good
(5) h's not raining
(6) there it's net waterski ('There is na waterskiing/water-skier')

In the next stage, sentence-intemal negation was found in the interlanguage of the
children:

(7) me na close the window ('I am not going to close the window')
(8) ich have not home run ('I have not made a home run')
(9) you have a not fish ('You don't have a fish')

The transitional structures given sa far are elso reported in studies on the acquisition
of English as a first language, where na trace of influence from German can be
detected. In this third stage, however, when the negation element is brought into the
sentence, utterances aiso appear which are net found in the English ofyoung first
Ianguage Iearners:

(lO) Heiko like not the school
('Heiko doesn't like the school')

(11) You go not fishing
('You don't go fishing')

(12) 1 want not play
('I don't want to play')

Here the children seem to apply a rule from German: post-verbal placement of
negation exemplifled in the parallel structures to (lO)-(12).

(13) Heiko mag die Schule nicht
Heiko likes the school not

(14) Du gehst nicht fischen
You go not fish (inf.)

(15) Ich will nicht spielen
I want not play (inf.)

Wade, who gives a rnuch fuller account, to be sure, ofthe developmental sequences
the children go through, notes that utterances with sentence-inrernal be-negation
preeede sentence-internal negation in utrerances with main verbs, while the children
at the same time are experimenting with pre-verbal placement of negation, producing
the same type oftransitional structures as first-Ianguage learners.

Le Compagnon (1984) also shows when and how transfer occurs in the inter
language of second-language Iearners. She studied dative constructions produced by
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French learners of English. For some verbs of 'telling' English bas two alternative
structures, e.g. (16) and (17).

(16) He told me a story
(17) He told a story to me

Other verbs, however, only permit structures like (17):

(18) 1 can describe the house to you
(19) * I can describe you the house

Sentences like (19) often occurred in rhe interlanguage of the second-Ianguage
leemers studied by Le Compagnon. The explanation can be found in srrucrural
properties of Erench, where thc pronominalized indirect object always precedes the
direct object, as in (20).

(20) Il m'explique la regie

It is clear that direct transfer does not occur, because sentences like (21) are absent.

(21) * He me explained the rule

The first Ianguege's influence is more indirect, but that French affects the English
interlanguage is further corroborated by the observaticn that structures like (19) only
occurred when the indirect object was pronominahzed (when the indirect object is a
ncun, French bas the word order direct object - indirect object).

It is evident thar there must be some resemblance between the first language and (a
transitional structure in) the second language before transfer can take place. When
languages differ too much with respect to a eertaio strucrure, transfer even seems
improbable. Speakers of Chinese and japanese, for instance, will certainly not
produce utterances in English with reletive clauses preceding the head noun, as they
do in their firsr language. The structure ofEnglish doesn't give rise anywhere to the
idea that pre-noun relative dauses would be possible. The second-language learner
does not have data to build such a hypothesis on. Before turning to other features of
interlanguage, three issues regarding transfer will be dealt with briefly. The first one
concerns age differences. It is generally assumed that older learners show more
transfer in their interlanguage than younger Iearners. Children seem te take on the
task of leaming a second language more sponraneously than adults, which might
result in more structural similarity with first-language learners. Dinmar (1981) gives
various examples of transfer in the German of Turkish immigrant workers, for
example utterances with the verb at the end which parallel a dominant pattern in
Turkish, while Gerrnen main clauses have the rensed verb in second position:

(22) dann Kinder Frau alles hier kommt (then children wife all here come; 'then my
children and my wife, they all come here')

Pfaff(1984), however, in a study likewise carr icd out in Berlin, found this type of
structure only occasionally in the German ofTurkish children.

The second issue concerns transfer in the various components of tbe language.
Above, we mainly discussed syntactic transfer. Older learners especia11y aften show
extensive transfer in rheir pronunciation. This type of phonetic transfer probablv
occurs more aften than transfer on other levels, because it has neurological and
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physiological causes: it seems difficult to leam new pronunciation habits in addition
to the existing ones. On the lexical, semanric and pragmaric levels transfer generally
does nol oceur very frequently (lexical transfer concerns the use of a word from the
souree language while speaking the target language, end semanric transfer occurs
when the meaningeîe word from the souree Ianguage is extended to a eorresponding
word in the target language). Pfaff( 1984) gives a clear example ofsemantic transfer in
the German ofGreek ehildren. Some children use warum ('why') to mean both 'why'
end 'because', respectively warum and deshalb in German. In the German ofTurkish
children this double use of warum was not found. According to Pfaff, this can
plausibly be attributed to the fact rhat Greek has a single lexical item for both 'why'
and 'because', while Turkish distinguishes rhem.

Lexical transfer, i.e. transfer of the actual word, is net a widespread phenomenon,
unlike transfer from the second inro rhe first language in the form ofloanwords (see
chapter 14). Sometimes seccnd-Ianguage learners use words from rheir firsr language
when rhey do not know the word in the secend. Faerch and Kasper (1983) give the
following example of a Danish learner of'Bnglish: 'Sometimes I take er ... what's it
called ... er ... knallen' (knallert is Danish for 'moped'). The use ofa native word
in a second-Ianguage context is a type ofinterlanguage strategy which leamers follow
in order to convey meaning despite a re1ative lack of knowledge of the secoud
language. Schumann (1978) conruins various examples ofthe use of'Spanish words in
the English interlanguage of Alberto, a 33-year-01d Costa Rican living in the USA,
e.g. necesarto, interetante and arquitectura, It is striking rhat all these Spanish words
resembie their English equivalents.

Pragmanc transfer will be discussed in chapter 12.
Individual second-language learners can differ enormously in rhe extent to which

they transfer features of rheir firsr language into their interlanguage, which is the last
issue to be discuseed. It is not quite clear how these differences can be explained.
Possibly they can be related to differences in cognitive style. Meisel et al. (1981) hypo
rhesize rhat social-psychologica1 variables may explain rhe differential occurrence of
transfer, and suggest that learners who are strongly conneered with their first
language community (for instanee in the case of immigrant groups) and have no sub
starmal social and cultural ties with the target language community wil! show most
transfer in their interlanguage. It is an inreresting hypothesis, but it still lacks
empirical support.

Dulay and Burt (1974a, 1974b) claimed rhat second-Ianguage learners largely
followed the same strategies as first-Ianguage learners, end that the errors in their
interlanguage were mainly intralingualor developmental in nature, i.e. comparable
to errors in the speech ofchildren learnîng their first language. These errors or devia
tions from the target norm are large1y due to two learning strategies: simphfication
and generaheation. (We use the term 'srrategy' rat her loose1y, because there is no exact
information available on the conscious or unconscious processes in the mind of the
language leamer. In fact it is only a theorerical assumption thar the 1earner 'simplifies'
or 'generalizes', based on features of the imer1anguage.)

Simplification has been stressed in many studies of seeond-Ianguage acquisition:
rhe learner postulates a simpter structure in his or her interlanguage than rhe one
truly characterizing the target language. The English interlanguage ofSchumann's
(1978) subject Alberto was characterized by many simplifications. For instance, he
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used hardly any auxiliaries, except is as a copula, he did not mark the possessive, the
regular past-tense ending (-ed) was virtually absent, and only about 60 per cent ofthe
time he supplied the progressive morpheme -ing,

Veronique (1984) gives many examples of simplîfication errors in the French of
North African immigrant werkers:

(23) garage a fermé (Ie missing before garage)
('(the) eer-repair workshop is dosed')

(24) cherche un travail (je missing as subject pronoun)
('(I) look for a job')

The second-language learners also deleted the initial syllables sometimes whenever
this reduced the morpheme lead. Depover ('to put down'), for instance, became poser,
which is the same form asposer, 'to place'.

Second-languege learners, especially in the first stages of development, seem to
preserve the content words from the target language as much as possible while
de1eting many function words and morphemes: personal pronouns, arncles,
auxiliaries, prepositions end tense-indicating morphemes. Speaking a simplified
interlanguage made up large1y of content words still makes re1ative1y adequate
communication possible.

Generalization could be viewed as aspecific instanee of simphfication, because it
also implies the reduction ofrhe range ofpossible structures. In the above-memioned
study, Veronique points to many gener alizations in the French interlanguage of
North African immigrants: e.g. the tendency to use avoir also for verbs which are
conjugated with être (both 'have' in English); (b) the reduction ofthe number of allo
phones ofmany verbs, such as pouvoir ('to be able to'), which has seven allomorphs,
but is only used in one form, [p<1J], peut, peux by some learners.

Appel (1984) gives an exarnple of the generalîzatîon of word-order rules in the
Durch ofTurkish and Moroccan immigrant workers' children. In Durch, the reneed
verb occupies the second position in declarauve main clauses. Therefore, the
subiecr-verb order (as in (25» is inverted in sentences with a preposed adverbia!
phrase (26).

(25) Ik ga morgen naar Tilburg
I go tomorrow to Tilburg ('r go to Tilburg tomorrow')

(26) Morgen ga ik naar Tilburg
Tomorrow go I to Tilburg

Many Turkish and Moroccan chiJdren generalized the subject-verb order to
sentences beginning with an adverbial phrase, producing sentences like (27) and (28).

(27) En dan hij gaat weg
And then he goes away (correct target structure: En dan gaat hij weg)

(28) Gisteren ik heb gezien De Man van Atlantis
yesterdey I have seen The Man from Atlantis
(Yesterday I saw The Man from Atlantis'; correct target strucrure: Gisteren heb
ik De Man van Atlantis gezien)

The same type of error is often made by native speakers of French and English
learning Dutch.

The third strategy, the universal grammatical one, is probabiy based on general
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language-specific or cognitive properties of the human mimi (see also chapter 15 on
pidgins and crecles). This strategy for instanee explains the occurrenee ofnegation in
senrence-iniual position in the interlanguage ofbeginning second-Ianguage leamers.

The ideal for many second-language Ieamers is to achleve nanve-Iike proficiency in
the target language. However, many learnera, especiaüy older ones or those who
remain isolated from the target-language community, never reach rhis goal. As we
said in the introduction to this chapter, rhey get stuck in one of the inrermediate
stages. Fossilisation ofinterlanguage structures takes place, resulting in a more or less
stable interlanguage. All features of interlanguage can fossilize, independently of the
learning strategy they resu1t from. When the interlanguage ofmany learners foasilizes
at the same point for a certain structure, a new variety of the target language can
develop. Massive second-language learning tosters language change (cf. chapter 13).

8.2 Social-psychological factors and
second-language acquisition

Especially in bilingual communities where merribers of minonty groups are forced to
learn the majority language, the social, psychological and cultural position of the
seccnd-Ianguage leamer is crueiel. Research on this issue, and our perception of rhe
main problem involved, are mainly stimulated by the work of Wallace E. Lambert
and Robert C. Gardner. In their view, sccial-psycbological factors relare strongly to
achievement in second-language leaming (Gardner and Lambert, 1972). The
learner's attitudes towards the targer-Ianguage cornmunity are believed to affect his
success in learning considerably because the motivation to learn the secend tanguage
is determined by these attitudes (for attitudes, see also chapter 2). Learners with an
integrative motivation, i.e. the aim to become a member ofthe targer-Ianguage com
munity, willlearn the second language berter than those with an instrumental motiva
tion, i.e. leemers who only want to learn the new language because of (limited)
commercial, educational or other instrumental reasens.

Many studies have been conducted that support rhis view empirically. For
instance, Gardner et al. (1976) found positive correlarions between morivational
factors and the achievernent in French of English Canadians. Comparison between
the scores for inregrative and insu-urnental motivation showed that the firsr ones were
consistently better predietors of second-Ianguage proficency.

However, scme other studies yielded more or less contrary results Oller et al.
(1977) found that integrative motivation was not a good predietor of success in
second-language acquisition for another group oflearners. A factor defined as a desire
to remain in rhe United Stares permanently - on rhe part of Chinese-speaking
graduate students - was even negatively correjated with attained skills in English. In
surveying the results of other research Oller and his associates noted as well that
general1yonlya very weak relationship was found between social-psychological varia
bles and second-language proficiency. For Instanee. the srudy of Teitelbaum el al.
(1975) on the Spanish achievement of American students with English as their first
language indicates only very low correlations between eelt-reports of attitude and
motivation and performance on a test of second-languege proficiency.

Another point ofcriticism with regared to Gardner and Lambert's view is that only
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a (weak) relation between social and psychological factors on the one hand and
second-language acquisition on the other is established, but that th is relation is often
interpreled causally in the sense that the factors studled are expected to influence or
even determine success in learning a second language. This can only be an assump
tion, however, since researchers have not yet been able to c1arify rhe direct ion of the
causallink. One could state thar this direction is the ether way round than commonly
assumed: success in second-language learning fbsters a positive attitude towards the
targer-Ianguage community and a strong motivation te learn its language even better.
Gardner (1979) also notes that second-language achievement can affect motivational
factors, and that high proficiency improves possibiliries of contact with native
speakers of the target language, which may again courribure to higher achievement.

A third point of discussion we want to raise concerns the facr that in the views of
Gardner and Lambert (and many ethers) the integrative motivation is given so much
weight, and that it is suggested that this wi1lnecessarily lead to cultural assimilation.
According to this view, a learner can only become proficient in a second language ifhe
or she wants to adapt to the cultural values of the target-language communiry. For
instance, according to Gardner (1979:193-4), students while Iearning a second
language are acquiring symbolic elements of a different ethnolinguistic community;
the student has 'to make them part of his own language reservoir. This involves
imposing elements ofanother culture in one's own lifespace. As aresuIt the student's
harmony with his own cultural community and bis willingness or ability to identify
with other cultural communities become important considerations in rhe process of
second-Ianguage acquisition'. Statements like rhis one suggest that cultural assimila
tien, or at least rhe adoption ofthe main cultural values of rhe targer-language com
munity, is an important condition for successful second-Ianguage acquisition.
However, because of tbe rather low correlations between social and psychological
variables (inc1uding cultural attitudes) and second-language proficiency this idea
lacks strong supportive evidence. Furthermore, one can point to studies of societal
bilingualism. Bilinguals, especial1y those in an additive context (see chapter 9), do nor
seem to be torn between two cultures associated with rhe respective languages. Of
course, languages are related to cultures because of their habirual use in certain
cultural contexts, but this does not necessarily imply rhat speaking a certain language
also means adopting the culture and life style ofthe community in which the Ianguage
is the dominant medium of interaction. If this were the case, proficient bilinguals
should be more or less schizophrenic, forced to live with two possibly conflicting
systems of norms and valnes. The literature on bilingualism and personality develop
ment does nor warrant such a conc1usion (see chapter 9). What goes for bilinguals
should also apply to second-language leamers: they do not have to identify with the
culture of the target communiry to be able to acquire adequate competence in the
language ofthat community.

Taking a secter and political perspective, it should also be noted that minority
groups in many (Western) countries are pushed in the direction ofthe abandonment
oftheir own cultural vatues and cultural adaptation ra mainstream society. People
who advocate assimilation of these groups could use the theory ofthe causal re1ation
between cultural orientation and second-Ianguage achievement to support and Iegin
rnize their stand. Researchers should therefore be very caretul in formulating results
and conclusions with regard to this issue.

The fourrh point we want to raise concerns the fact that 'attitudes' and
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'motivations' are often considered to be individual variables, i.e. personal characteris
tics of second-Ianguage learners. From this, the conclusion can easily be drawn that
second-Ianguage learners must be blarned personally when they only reach a lew level
of proficiency. Hcwever, 'monvarion' as a variable in naturalistic second-language
acquisition (the situation in foreign-language ciassrooms is cornpletely different) is
not an individual but a socially determined variabie. Second-Ianguage learners can not
be held responsible for their failure because of a supposed lack of motivation. Atti
tudes and subsequemly motivation result from certain social-political conditions.
They are rhe result of interacrions between characteristics of the individual secend
language leamer and the social environment, especially the targer-Ianguage com
munity. Therefore, in accounting for the relation between social and psychological
variables and second-Ianguage learning it seems better to follow an approach pro
posed by john gchumann.

In many publications Schumann has stressed that the sociat and psychological
distance between the second-language learner and members of the target-language
community affects the learning process considerably (e.g. Schumann, 1978). When
the disrance is great, learning will nor be successful. Disrance is a neutral concept.
Both parties involved can try 10reduce it. This implies that lack ofsuccess in secend
language acquisition is not due to the supposedly insufficient learning motivation on
the part ofthe learner, caused by his or her negative attitudes towards the target com
munity. In the disrance approach, rhe negative attitudes ofthe members of the target
community, manifested in discrimination for instance, are as important and possibly
even more important. Perhaps Schumann's concept of social disrance can be
extended ro include cultural distance, to account for the effect of cultural differences.

To conclude, there is a eertsin relation between social and psychological variables
and second-Ianguage acquisition, but this relation should nol be over-stressed.
Furthermore, rhese variables must not be seen as expressing individual char
acreristics of rhe kamer, bUI as indicators of the soctat, psychological and cultural
disrance between rhe learner and the targer-language communiry.

8.3 Tbe problem of age and the simuitaneous
acquisition of two languages

According to popular belief (young) children are faster and better second-Ianguage
learners than adults. Children seem to acquire a second language more or less without
any effort and rhey generally attain high levels of proficiency. Ir is therefore often
recommended that children start learning a second language as soon as possible. As
they grow older they win gradually lose this unique capability. Research has shown,
however, that this is only a crude generalizarion which requires differentiation and
etaboration (cf Krashen et al. 1979). We win summarize research results and current
views on the problem of age in the following propositions.

(I) There is no conc1usive evidence for a crincal penod for second-language acquisi
tion, i.e. a pericd lasring until, for insrance. puberry in which learning must take
place, and after which a secend language can never be learned in (completely) rhe
same way. Such a critica! period was proposed by Lenneberg (1967) for firsr- and
second-language acquisition. The critical period was thought to be connected wirh
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the lereralization of the brain, i.e. the specialization of functions of different hemi
spheres ofthe brain. Lenneberg assumed that this lateralization is finished at about
puberty, however, more recent research has cast serieus doubts on this assumpnon: ir
bas become rather uncertain when lateralization takes place (cf. Krashen, 1973).
Perhaps only a scnsitive or optimal period for the acquisition of eertam secend
language skills, especially pronunciarion, can be established.
(2) A difference must be made between rau of acquisition and level of proficiency
attained. Adults seem to be faster second-language Iearners than ehildren (especially
in the initial stages), but children overtake them at a cenain point, and eenleve higher
levels of proficiency. Also cider ehildren (aged between 9 and 12) are faster learners
than younger ehildren (aged between 5 and 8).
(3) Many factors mediale the influence of age on second-Ianguage acquisition.
Following Lenneberg, attention used re be paid mainly to the biologica! factor: a
crincal pertod determined by brain lateralization. In more recent publications the
effects ofcognitive, affective and seciel factors are stressed. Due to differences in their
level of cognitive development, learners from different age groups mayalso employ
different learning strategies, which may have ccnsequences for rheir respecrive
second-language skilis. There mayalso be difTercnces in the relation between the
learner and the target-language community: the social and psychological disrance
between the Iearner and the target community may be smaller for younger learners.
Social factors, finally, refer to the different ways in which native speakers adjust
themselves to the learning needs of learners of different age groups. Native speakers
probably adjust the level of complexity of rheir speech more when interacting with
children than with adults, thereby providing a language input which is more stimu
lating for second-Ianguage acquisition (see also 12.1, Foreigner talk).

It must be noted rhat the conclusion under (2) with regard te the older children who
generally ourperform the younger children, only applies to children above the age of
five. Very young children did nol partleipare in the studies on tbis issue, mainly
because the language tests used to assess language proficiency could not he admin
istered with this age group. Furthermore, for the youngest children the social condi
tions are so different from those for the other age groups that a valid conclusion would
he impossible te draw. It remains pcssible to conclude from many anecdotal observa
tions of individual very young children acquiring a second language that they seem
very fast leemers.

Not only do very young children acquire a second language rapidly, they also seem to
be able to acquire two languages simulraneously without special difficulties. The
remainder of this chaprer will be devoted to this issue. Befare going on, first a ter
minologieal problem must be clarified: when are two languages simultaneously
acquired? Of course, if the child starts hts/her learning eareer with two Ianguages at
rhe same time, the siruation is dear. However, what do we say when a chitd is initially
raised in, say, French, and from about lus/her second birthday on (when helshe
already speaks some French) Sparush is added? In such a situation, acquisition seems
to be both successive andsimultaneous. The cur-off point, when acquisition must be
considered as primarily successive can only be derermined arbitrarüy: at three years
of age, four years of age, having reached a certain stage in the first language? We wil!
not try te give an answer to this question, mainly because the research in this area
almoer exc1usively bears upon children who acquire two languages from very early
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on. Furthermore, there is no theory on (second) Ianguage acquisition from which
arguments can be derived to determine rhe cut-off point. It is even questionable
whether such a theory is possible. Nonetheless in many immigrant communities
there are a large number ofchildren starring second-language acquisition around ages
3-4.

The first question people often ask when they want to raise their child with two
languages is: does it impede or disrurb the Ianguage learning process? From many
observations, surveyed in Taeschner (1983) it becomes evident that children gener
ally do not lag behind for either languages when compared to monolingual children.
The double linguistic processing load does not affect the proficiency in either
language.

Another frequently asked question concerns the formal separation of the rwo
languages, and especially the influence of both systems on eech other. In the first
stage ofbilingual development (about age 1-2) for the children the two languages con
stitute one 'hybrid system' (Leopold, 1939-49, Vol. III:179). In this stage, for each
referrent they generally have one word, and the use ofinterlingual equivalents does
not occur frequently. The reasen for this is, of course, rhat equivalents function as
synonyms, and the acquisition of synonyms at such an eerty stage would imply toa
much ofa burden for the child. Taeschner (1983) reports on rhe simultaneons acquisi
tion ofGerman and Italian by a girl named Lisa, and gives tbe example of apparent
equivalente which have nevertheless not quire overlapping meanings. Lisa uses bath
da (from German) end la (from Italian), bath meaning 'there', but la was very
probably used for things which were not present or visible when speaking, and da for
objects which were present. However, Leopold (1939-49) in his extensive, classica!
study on the bilingual English-German development of his daughter Hildegard,
gives examples of rhe avoidanee of equivalents as weil as of the use of them. For
instance, when she was 1 year and 8 rnonrhs old (1;8) Hildegard acquired (na] for the
German word nass ('wet'), but shortly after wel became active as well, (we], [we] and
[na] was no langer heard. At 1;11 Hildegard acquired (and used) a German and an
English form to refer to flower: [bu] (Blume) and [wau], more or less simultaneously.
When children have equivalents at rheir disposal they sometirnes use them togerher,
one after the other. Burling (1959) studied the language development of his son
Stephen who acquired English and Garo, a language spoken in the Gare Hills district
of Assam, India. Stephen knew bath the word milk and its Garo equivalent dut, and
sometimes he said 'milk dut' er 'dut milk'. Perhaps bilingual chi1dren do this la
guarantee as much as possible that their message comes through. Older bilingual
children, in later stages of development, have also been reported to fol1ow rhis
strategy.

Equivalents become much more frequent when the child starts separating the two
systems. This will happen, very much approximately, ene year after the child
produces his flrsr word. In general, this format separation will not cause a lot of
problems. Bilingual children will go through rhe same developmemal stages (see
section I ofthis chapter) as monolingual children. In acquiring the negation system,
for instance, English-Spanish bilingual children f0110w the same developmental path
in their English (i.e. use the same rransitional structures in the same order) as mono
lingual English-speaking children, and in their Spanish the same path as monolingual
Spanish children. This is only a very general picture, end interference from one
language to the orher occurs at different developmental stages and at different linguis-
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tic levels. Burling (1959) gives an example of interterenee on the phonetic level.
Stephen showed problems in the acquisition off and v in his Engllsh, presumably
beceuse Gare (his ether and strengest language) does not have phonemes near the
same position. Riike-Dravina (1965) reports a case of more direct first-Ianguage
influence. She studied the speech of rwo Swedish-Latvian bilingual children and
found that the Swedish uvular IRI, which was acquired earlier, replaced the Latvian
rol1ed, apicallrf in their Latvian.

Lexica! inrerference occurs frequently in the speech of bilingual children. Most
studies present numerous examples of this. For insrance, Burling's sen Stephen
inserted many English words in his Garo sentences. Burling gives the curious
example of the sentence 'Mami laitko tunonaha' ('Mommy turned on the light').
Stephen used English roots, but the word order, the morphology (-ka as direct object
marker, and -aha indicating past tense) and phonotcgy were Garo. However, these
lexica! transfers perhaps do net occur abundantly as regularly as anecdotal cbserve
tions sometimes suggest. Lindholm and PadiHa (1978) is one of rhe few more or less
experimenral studies in this area. They obtained speech samples of 18 bilingual
English-Spanish children between the ages of 2;0 and 6;4 years, from interactioris
between one child and two experimenters. One experimenter spoke only Spanish to
the child and the ether only English, and this suggesred to the child that he/she had to
act as a verbal go-between. Ofthe total 17,864 utterances produced by the children,
only 319, or 1.7 per cent, contained transferred lexical items. Examples are: 'Esre es
un fireman' ('This (one) is a fireman'), 'Y los kangaroos tienen plumas' ('And the
kangaroos have feathers'), and 'Te miras funny' ('You look funny').

Children mainly transfer lexical items when they do not know a word in the
language they are speaking, or when they cannot reeall it. Saunders (1982), who
studied the bilingual English-German development ofhis sans Frank and Thomas
gives the following examples of Thomas talking to his mother, with whom he
generally speaks English.

T (5;4) (showing his mother his sore tongue): What's on my tongue?
M: Show me. Is it a pimple?
T: Ir might be ageschwur(German for 'ulcer', he hesirared slightly befbre 'geschwur',

end gave a slightly embarrassed grin as he said it.]
M: Oh, you mean an ulcer, do you?
T: Yeah, that's the word.

According to [aroviskij (1979) lexica! transfer is also induced when the word in the
ene language is phonetically simplet than in the ether. Hungarian-Russian speaking
children will sometirnes choose the Russian word therefore when speaking
Hungarian. Consider the following cases:

Russian bulavka vs Hungarian bietosnotu ('safety pin')
Russian banka vs Hungarian konzervdoboz ('(tin) can'},

Syntactic transfer is reported very infrequeruly. Saunders (1982) gives a few
examples. His son Thomas persistently used English word order in German subordi
nate c1auses beginning with weil ('because'), e.g 'Du musst die Säcke Gold tragen,
weit sie sind zu schwer' ('You have to carry me bags of gold because they are toe
heavy'; in the original German uuerance the verb sina (~ 'are') should be in final
position).
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Saunders also reports some cases of semanric transfer, which he defines as the
transfer 'of the sense, but not the word form to a cognale (a word in one language
re1ated in origin and meaning to one in the other), partiai equmalem, or
(near}-homophone (a word sounding (nearly) the same in anorher language)' (p. 180;
see also rhe first sectien of this chapter). We will give one of Saunders's examples:

Frank (4;10) (telling his mother that he and his father have bought air tickets for the
summer holidays):
Mum, we gat the eerde.

Mother (nor understanding): What cards?
Frank: The eerde so we could go to Grandma's.
(Here the meaning of English 'card' has been extended to inc1ude 'ticket'; the

German word Kartc means 'card', 'ticket' or even 'map', depending on context.)

Citing remarkable instences of interference or transfer always suggests that it is a
dominant phenomenon in the simultaneons acquisition oftwo languages. However,
as we indicated above, this is not the case, at least net when borh languages are
developed equally wen. When one language becomes dominant it wiJl interfere more
frequently in the Iess-known language. This mayalso happen when the languages are
not distinct in their social distribution (see be1ow), although there is not much
evidence supporting this view.

The third question we will deal with here concerns the social and pedagogical aspects
ofraising bilingual children: what is best way ro fester sound bilingual development?
the answer is rather simp Ie: fellow a one persen - one language straregy as much as
possible, for insrance, one parent cousistentty speaks English with the child and the
other parent Welsh; in the presenceofthechild the pareuts use Welsh (or consistenrly
English) with each other. Both parents should be proficienr in bath languages (in
[heir second language at least receptively), in order not to frustrare family interactions
or become frustrated themselves. When rhis strategy is applied and the conditions of
language profidency are met, bilingual development of the children can be suc
cessful. They will probably have fewer problems in separating the two systems
formally, and they will team more easily which Ianguage is appropnate in which
sirnation. Parents should also try to provide equal learning opporrunities for both
langueges. This will be difficult in situations where one of the rwo languages is not
spoken outside the home, or where ir is a negatively valued minority languege.
Especially at a more advsneed age, children may develop a negative attitude towards
the non-dominant language which will certainly affect acquisition. Sendergaard
(1981) states tbat it turned out to be impossible to raise his ehild bilingually in Danish
and Finnish, because ofthe environmental pressure against Finnish. Saunders (1982)
argues rhat such prob1ems can be successfully evereome when the parents are persis
tent, and at the same time do net try to press toa hard, showing understanding for the
child's problems.

Children should separate their two languages not only formally, but also functionally.
Do they learn to select the right language in the right context, and to switch from one
lenguage to thc other? This is the fourth end last prob1em discussed here. From many
observations it is clear that with bilingua! children the formal and funcuonal separa
rion of languages goes hand in hand. When the formal separation of the two systems
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begins. the children also !earn that one system is more appropriate for use with a
certain persen, and the second systern with another persen. SaunJers (1982) gives a
good example of how a child een solve the problem when he wants to address two
parents associated with two different languages. Around his third birthday, his son
Thomas adopted the following interaction strategy: he addressed one ofthe parents
by name, established eye contact, and then began to talk in the language he regularly
used with that parent.

Bilingual children, following their parenrs or other caretakers as examples, gener
ally employ the one person ~ one language strategy, but they diverge from it now and
then. De Houwer (1983) reports on a study ofthe bilingual development in English
and Dutch of Kate, whose father always spoke Dutch with her, and her mother
English. Sometimes she addressed her father in English. She probably rook into
account, however, that her father was profleient in English (he used it with his wife),
because she never spoke English to her monolingual Dutch-speaking grandparents.

Knowing the rules for language selection implies knowing the rules for code
switching (see also chapters 3 and 10), as it relates to changes in rhe situation, because
there is artether inrerlocutor, another topic introduced, a change in setting, etc. In
addition to this form ofsituational ccde-switching, young bilingual children also are
capable of metaphcrical code-switching, in which some sort of special meaning is
added to the conversanon. Lindholm and Padilla(1978)give the fol1owing example of
a Spanish-English bilingual child trying to make fun of an experimenter who only
speaks English (as the child wrongly assumes).

C(hild): Know what's wrong with your teeth?
E(experimenter): What about my teeth?
C: Look at this one
E: What about it?
C: Es chueco (Tr's crooked'; giggling)
E: h's what?
C: Es chueco
E: What's that?
C: Chueco (giggles again)
E: What's the English for that? I don't understand what you are saying
C: Chueco (the child changes the subject).

Sometimes bilingual children also switch within sentences. Apart from farms of
lexical transfer (which may be seen as swirching at word level), these intra-sentential
switches mainly occur in the speech of fluent biiingual children (for a fuller dis
cuesion of intra-sentenrial code switching see chapter 10).

To conclude this section, we should mention that all statements with regard to the
simultaneous acquisition of two languages must be regarded as tenrarive. In every
conclusion above we could have used the word 'general(ly)', and we also could have
modified each claim with 'probably', 'possibly' or ' in some cases'. Research in this
area is mainly anecdotal, and aften only one or a few cases are reported. It is often
unclear wherher researchers are only reporting on the striking phenomena, perhaps
neg!eeting the tees striking but far more frequent ones. Most studies lack quantitative
data. Furthermore, most children observed are from middle-class, academie milieus,
in which the pareuts have sometimes chosen deliberate1y to raise {heir children
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bilingually. It is not cerrain whether the bilingual development of children growing
up in a different, and perhaps less favourable, environment will also have rhe same
posiuve features. However, one conclusion can be drawn: children have such
language-Iearning capacities thar they can acquire twc languages simultaneously
without experiencîng any real probl em.

Further reading

Overviews oftheories ofand research on second-Ianguage acquisition can be found in
the following two books. H. Dulay, M. Bun and S. Krashen, Language IwO (1982)
and R. Ellis, Understanding second language acquisitian (1985). R. Andersen (ed.),
Secend languages; A cross-Iinguisiic perspectine (1984) is a colleenon of studies on
various theoretica! issues, and provides data from many other interlanguages than
Eoglish. Saunders's book Bilingual children: guidance for rhe farnily (l982) is highly
readable. Especially the information 00 social and pedagogicai aspects of the sirnul
taneous acquisition of two languages is interesting. Taeschner's book The sun is
[eminine: A srudy on tanguage acquisition in bilingualchildren (1983) is more focused on
linguistic issues.
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'Subject 408/16 thinks that a person who is permanently in contact with (WO tongues
does not speek either ofthem correctly. This leads 10a feeling ofinsecurity and may
lead ra timidity or even ta an mferiority complex.' These are the feelings ofone ofthe
bilingual European informants, speaking a variety of languages end from different
groups end natinnalities, in a questionnaire study by Vildomec (1963:213). Another
subject reported rhat 'there is interference with concentrared and able use of one
language', she is 'always hindered by arrière-pensees or vividness of a partjeular word
in another tongue' (p. 213). The ideas of these two subjects, who undoubtedly will
have felt negative effeels from being bilingual, seem 10 reileet a widespread attitude
rowards bilingualism in the Western world. Many Western countries are viewed and
view themselves as essentially monolingual, although they may actually have many
speakers ofother languages within their borders. For instanee, French IS not the only
Ianguage spoken in France. There are a!so speakers of Breton, Basque, Dutch
(F!emish), German, Arabic and many other languages. Vet France is not a country
you think ofwhen you have a multilingual society in mind. Bilingualism is seen as an
old-fashioned residue from an earlier age or as a temporary phenornenon, the resulr of
immigration. If there is bilingualism, ir is expected 10 fade away, and develop into
monolingualism.

Many people are inclined to associate bilingualism with problems: speaking two
languages, and not one as 'normal people' do, will have derrimental effects on the
bilingual individual. In many non-Western counrries, e.g. in Africa and Asia, bilin
gualism is the norm, and people are surprised 10hear about the negative connotenons
ofbilingualism. They may see it as an expression of Western ethnocentrism.

Ir should be noted that in Vildomec's sample there were also subjects who reported
posirive efTects of bilingualism: e.g., widening of horizon, increase of mental alert
ness, and improved grasp ofthe relativity ofall things. Both the positive and the nega
tive view on the consequences of'bilingualism for the individual have been supported
by research, although most recent studies have produced evidence on the positive
side. In the following sectioris we wilt discuss these views further and the research
conneered with them.

In Seetion 9.11inguistic aspects, including the meesurement ofbilingualism, wil!
be dealt with. Because research is frequently focused on the academie achievement of
bilingual children, linguistic aspects wil! often be discussed in an educational
perspective. We will go into the cognitive effects ofbilingualism in section 9.2, while
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personality development is the subject of the third secnon. Before turning to these
sectioris we want to stress an important distinction between two socially defined types
of bilingualism, i.e. additiue and subtraai-oe bilingualism. In cases of additive bitin
gualism, an individual adds 'a second, socially relevant language to [his/her] repertory
ofskills' (Lambert, 1978:217), while the first language is not in danger ofbeing
replaced, because it is a prestigious language and its further devetopment is supported
in many ways, for instanee in the mass media. English-speaking Canadians acquiring
French or English-speaking Americans adding Spanish ro their verbal repertoire
become addirive bilinguals (see also chapter 6 on immersion education).

When second-language leaming is part of a process oflanguage shift away from the
first or the 'home' language, subtractive bilingualism results, as in the case ofTurkish
immigrante in West Germany or Italian immigrants in Great Britain who become
more or less profleient in German and English respectively, while losing skills in their
mother tongue. As Lambert (1980) observes, many ethnic minority groups are forced
IQ shift away from their ethnic language towards a national language, by netional
education policies and varrous social pressures. T'he minority language, as a non
prestigieus language, can not he maintained adequately, and it is 'subtracted' frorn
bilingual proficiency (cf. chapter 4).

As noted frequently before in this book, bilingualism must be aoalysed in its soest
context, and rhe effects ofbilingualism can only be srudied fruitfully and understood
properly as wel! ifsocial factors are taken imo account. The concepts ofadditive and
suhtractive bilingualism provide a useful way of accomplishing this in explaining (he
effects of bilingualism.

9.1 Linguistic and educational aspects

Befare dealing wirh the influence ofbilingualism on language skills we will briefly
describe the meesurement of bilingualism and rhe problems inherent in it.
Researchers or teachers rnay have twc aims in the assessment ofbilingualism: (a) they
want to compare the skilis of bilinguals with those of monolinguals, for both
languages; (b) they want to establish the 'strenger' and the 'weaker" language, or the
dominant and non-dominant language ofbilinguals.

For the first aim the fcllowing techniques cao be used:

- tests for different levels of language (vocabulary, syntax, etc.) are administered in
both languages;

- recordinga of sponraneous speech are analysed for different linguistic variables;
- recordings of spontaneous speech are rated by judges.

The fact that most bilinguals find themselves in a situation of diglossia (cf chapter 3)
implies a problem for these approaches. A vocabulary test wil! contain items from
different social and cognitive domains, but a bilingual may nor use one of his
languages in a certain domain, and therefore possibly not know the words conneered
with it. When spontaneous speech is used, it is extremely important that recordings
are made in 'fair' settings, i.e. in settings in which the language analysed is regularly
used. When the spoken Turkish of a Turkish migrant child in Western Germany is
recorded in a German school, where regularly only German is spoken, it is net
astonishing if the child only produces very impoverished Turkish. Similarly with
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other important factors influencing speech production: interlocutor and topic. Ela
boranng on the example above, it becomes clear that making comparisons is
extremely diffieult: sinee a Turkish child in Munich and a Turkish ehild in Ankara
live in quite different cultural situations, how can the factor 'topic (of interaction)',
for instance, be held constant?

When the researcher wants to establish which of the bilingual's two languages is
dominant one ofthe fo11owing teehnigues can be used:

- translation tests in two languages;
- giving instructions to thc bilingual in both languages and measuring the speed of

response (in a laboratory setting];
- word associations (the number ofassociations to translated stimulus words in both

languages), for instance, how many words in bath languages can a Spanish-English
bilingual come up with when presenred bath with cocina and kitehen;

- presenting statements in two languages and asking for true-false responses;
- presenting cognates in the twc languages and recording pronunciation(for example

in a mixed English-French word list words like element, prime and lingerie; the
language of pronunciation of these ambivalent items is considered to be the
dominant language);

- asking bilinguale to rate their proficiency in bath languages.

The last technique may nor be valid because the self-ratings are presumably partly
based on social prejudices regarding the two languages. The bilingual will perhaps be
inelined to state that he speaks the language with the highest social status best. The
other language is 'net important', sa why should he be competent in it.

The results of the other experimental techniques mentioned are influenced by the
domain distribution of the twc languages. A statement may be guite normal in one
language, while the translated version in the other language is not 'appropriate',
because it refers to a situation or domain in which the language is not regularly used.

The problems in the assessment ofbilingualism have not yet been solved satisfac
rorily, and it remains an open question whether they wi11 be in the future. Still,
researchers and educators want to knowand speak about bilingual proficiency.
Because really adequate measuring techniques are lacking, many statements on this
issue must be viewed as tentative, including these in the remainder of this sectien.
Also, in some sense bilingual proficiency encompasses both Ianguages togerher;
separating the two parrial proficiencies is artificial from the perspective of the true
bilingual.

In chapter 8 (section 8.3) we discussed the simultaneous acquisition oftwo languages.
Different case studies yielded evidence in support of the condusion thar children
raised bilingually were as profieient in bath of their languages as monolingual
children. However, rhe social situation of these ehildren was rather favourable,
especially when compared with the living conditions ofchildren from ethnic minority
groups. Most ofthe children in rhe case studies eame from academie home environ
ments, their parents were often interested in their bilingual development, and tried to
snmulare it, because they expected it to be an ennehing experience. Therefore, the
results of these case studies can probably not be generalized to all ehildren in a
bilingual environment, but they still show that growing up bilingually does not
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necessarily impede the developmenr of both languages, when compared 10 mono
lingual children.

In spite of the evidence from the case studies mentioned, the common opinion
among educators and researchers before the 1960s was thar child bilingualism had
detrimenral effects on linguistic skills. Research had pointed to a verbal deficit with
regard to passive and active vocabulary, sentence lengrh, end the use of complex and
compound sentences. Ir was also reported that bilingual children exhibited more
deviant farms in their speech, for instance, unusual word order and morphological
errors. Many of these conclusions were drawn from a srudy by Smith (1939) on (he
English proficiency of Chinese-English bitingual ehildren in Hawaii. However, it
should be noted that in the Chinese community in Hawaii a kind of pidgin English
(for pidgins, see chapter 15) was quite commonly used at that time. If rhe children
tested used this pidgin English, it is rather obvious that their English was considered
deficiënt eompared to the English of monolingual children.

Another study often cited is Carrow (1957) on Spanish-English children in Texas
primary schools who were compared with a group ofmonolingual English speaking
studente. Both groups were tesred in silent reading, oral reading accuracy and
comprehension, spelling, hearing, articularory skilIs, vocabulary, and arithmetic
reasoning. In a story-retelling task a sample ofthe children's speech was recorded end
subsequemly analysed for a number of variables. The monolingual children were
better than the bilinguale, bilt only on the tests of oral reading aceuracy and com
prehension and receprive vocabulary. On ether tests end variables the monolingual
group had higher mean scores, but the differences were not significant. Two points
must be ncted in conneetion with Carrow's study. The first is that - as in most of
these studies - comparisons were made only for one ofthe bilingual's rwc Ianguages,
i.e. English eonsidered the 'main language', the language ir is all about, making sccial
prejudices regarding minority languages quite transparent.

The second point is thar Carrow's resuits were not so negative as findings in many
other studies. The reason for this is twofold. In the first place, Carrow's hilingual
subjecte had acquired English and Spanish simultaneously, while in most ether
studies children had acquired English as a seeond language. lt simply takes time to
learn a language, and the bilingual subiects in rhe studies with negative results might
not have had enough time to learn the second language well. The second reasen lies
in the fact that Carrow's study was controlled better for confounding variables than
many other studies. The children in the two groups were matched for age, non-verbal
IQ, and socio-economie status. Many studies did not control for these variables,
especial1y ncn-verbal Ï'Qand socio-economie status, even though ir is known that they
affect scores on language and ether tests considerably.

The idea that bilingualism has a detnmenral effect on linguistic skills was
formulated as the bolanee hypothesis (Macnamara, 1966). The hypothesis claims that
human beings have a certain potential, or perhaps neural and physiolcgical capacity,
for language learning. Ifan individual learns more than one language, knowing one
language restnets the possibilities for learning other languages. More proficieocy in
ene language implies fewer skills in the other ones.

Inspired mainly by the positive resutts of research on bilingual end immersion
educarion (see chapter 6) and the views of Toukomaa and Skutnabb-Kangas (1977),
[ames Cummins developed interesting end important ideas on the linguistic (and
cognitive) coneequences of bilingualism which ran counter to the views expressed in
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the balance hypothesis. Cummins adopted Lambert-s distinction between additive
and subtracttve bilingualism, and noticed that the studies which pointcd ro negative
effects were all conducted in settings ofsubtractive bilingualism. He further observed
that 'a home-schaollanguage switch results in high levels offunctional bilingualism
and academie achievement in middle-class maioruy-language children, yet leads ro
inadequate command of'both first (Ll ) and second (L2) languages and poor academie
achievement in many minority-language children' (Cummins, 1979:222). Here
Cumruins refers to the positive results ofimrnersion education forchildren speaking a
high-status language in Canada and the USA, and the low achievernents ofminority
children in majority-language education. Anorher important empirical finding is that
bilingual education for minority children generally seems to have a posirive effect on
both Ll and L2 (cf. chapter 6).

These data can only be explained if proficiency in the secend language is partially a
function of first-language proficiency at the time when second-Ianguage acquisition
begins. The deve!opmental imerdependence hypothesis states rhat children can attain
high levels of competence in their second language if their first-language develop
ment, especially the usage ofeertaio functions oflanguage relevant to schoofing and
the developmeut ofvocabulary and conceprs, is strong1y promored by their environ
ment outside of school. The high level of proficiency in the first language makes
possible a similar level in the second language. On the other hand, when skills in the
first language are not weil developed, and education in rhe earlyyears is completely in
the second language, then the furrher development of the first language will be
delayed. In turn, this wil! exert a limiting effect on second-tanguage acquisition.
Children from majority groups have a high level of first-language proficiency,
especially in eertam aspects relevant to the classroom, and therefore they can follow a
complete second-Ianguage curriculum without negative effects. Their secend
language acquisition benefits from their first-Ianguage skilIs. According ro the hypo
thesis, me minority child's fu-st language must be further developed in school as a
basis for successful second-language acquisition.

In festering ûrst-language development ofminority children most attention should
be given to academically relered aspects of language proficiency. Here again,
Cummins follows the views of Skutnabb-Kangas and T oukomaa (1976), who intro
duced a distinction between twc forms oflanguage proficiency: surface fluency and
conceptual-linguistic knowledge. Immigrant children can often rommunicate
effectively in everyday situations (surface fluency), but they lack the conceptual
linguistic knowledge necessary for the development of academie language skilis,
especially these related to literacy.

Cummins (1980) used the terms Cognitive Academie Language Proficiency
(CALP) and BaSIC Interpersonal Communication Skills (BICS) for Skutnabb-Kangas
and Toukcmaa's two categories. BICS are rhe phonological, synractic and Iexical
skills necessary ro function in everyday interpersonal contexts, while CALP is
required in tasks where students have to manipulate or reflect upon surface features of
language outside immediate interpersonaf contexts, as in school tasks or in language
tests.

In a later elaboration ofhis framework, Cummins (1984) proposed to conceptualize
language proficiency along two continua. The first continuurn represems the amount
of contextual support for expressing or receiving meanings {see Figure 9.1). At the
one extreme end of rbe continuurn communication is completely conrexr-embedded:
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Figure 9.1 Cummins's concepluali;oation oflanguage proflciency schemancally represcnted

partleipants can refer to situational cues, they can give feed-back to guaranree under
standing of messages, and they can support Ianguage with all kinds of paralinguistic
cues. In context-reduced communication, the other end of the continuum, parti
cipants have to reiy primarily, or sometimes exdusiveiy, on purely linguistic cues. In
the classroom many actlvities are largely conrext-reduced.

The other dimertsion is that of cognitively demanding vs undemanding. Commu
nicative tasks are undemanding if rhey are largely auromatized end require linie
active cognitive involvement. Many verbal actlvities in the classroom are cognitively
demanding, because children do not master the rask, and they have to organize [heir
language production more or Iess consciously. Furthermore, many difficult concepts
may occur in such tasks.

CALP can be situared in quadrant A of Figure 9.1. Examples of' rasks requiring
CALP are writing an essay, giving words with opposire meanings, and explaining a
card game to somebodyover the telephone. Quadrant Deornains BICS. When a ehild
tells a story on the basis of'a drawing she has made, with the drawing present, BICS is
at work. People talking about the wearher rely on BICS. Cummins stresses rhat it is
net his aim to suggest a precise model oflanguage proficiency, but ro present some
distinctions relevant in relering linguistic skills to academie achievements of minc-ity
students. It is also important ro note that the model presenred in Figure 9.1 is perhaps
more a model oftasks requiring certain forms oflanguage proficiency than a model of
Janguage proflciency in itself

In addition to the concepts discuseed above Cummins proposed the CUP-model
(Common Underlying Proficiency) as opposed to the SUP-model in explaining the
linguistic effects of bilingual education. According ro Cummins, the SUP-model,
which claims rhat the underlying proficiencies ofthe rvo languages are separate, is
inadequate. In rhe CUP-model, it is assumed that there is a common cognitive
academie proficiency underlying both languages the bilingual speaks. Cumruins
(1984) argues rhat because ofthis ncn-language-specific, common underlying profl
ciency the literacy-related skills can be transferred from one language to rhe other. For
example, reading lessons in Italian for bilingual Italian-English children also con-
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tribute te the development oftheir English reading sküls, because they develop their
common underlyipg proficiency.

Drawing on Cummins's views, we can give the following answers to the main ques
tîon asked in this sectien. Bilingualism does not have detrimental effects on language
skills, provided that first-language proficiency is adequately supported. Children
from ethnic minority groups should receive instructien in their mother tcngue in
order to develop adequate cogninve language skills, befere full weight is given to
second-language acquisition in school. The skills developed in the mother tongue wil!
also support tbe acquisitîon of academie and literacy-related skills in the second
language. Then, and only then, wil! bilingualism be beneflcial for these children.
Children from majority groups, speaking a prestige language, wiJl also profit from
bilingualism ifthe second Ianguage is introduced at an early stage, because the first
language, including the aspects relevant for rhe acquisition of literacy, is already
developed ourside school.

Ir must be emphasized that Cummina's hypotheses are indeed merely hypotheses,
and have not yet found streng empirica! support. They are very attracrive, bccause
they can explain many different phenomena. However, sometimes other explanations
can be found as wel!, for instanee with respect to the results of studies on bilingual
educatîon. Ir is a weil known fact rhat social and psychological factors influence
second-Ianguage development (cf chaprer 8). People wil! only acquire a second
language successfully iftheir social-emotional state is not overly disturbed. Second
language Iearners have to feel more or less at ease, and if they experience seciel or
culturalconflicts second-language acquisition will be impeded. This may be precisely
the case in monolingual majority-language education for children from ethnic mino
rity groups. Here bilingualism wil! not flourish because the sccial and psychological
condinons affecting seccnd-language acquisition are net favourable, while rhe first
language is neglected.

Furthermore, we have to note rhat Curnrnins does net write about actuallinguistic
aspects of language proficiency. He does net provide an operationalization in
linguistic variables ofthe concepts CALP and BICS, for instanee he does net analyse
the language spoken by people in a CALP-requiring task. 'Literacy-related skills' is
merely a vague indicatîon ofthe linguistîc content ofCALP. In fact Cummins's views
apply to the relation between bilingualism and education, assuming that language
proficiency is an important mediating variabie without going deeper into the features
ofthis vanable.

Before turning to the cognitive consequences ofbilingualism, where Cummins wiJl
also figure prominently, we win briefly discuss the concept of semilingualism, which
frequently turns up in the descriptions of rhe linguistic effeets of bilingualism.
Somebody is semiJingual when he or she speaks two languages but both at a lower
level than monolingual native speakers.

The concept of semilingualism has often been misunderstood and misused. In the
first place the notion should be worded as 'double semilingualism', because it refers
to two languages: the semilingual child or adult knows two languages only partial!y,
and ifthe skills could be added up, which is a rather impossible task, the toral arnount
of linguistic knowledge would probably exceed that of a child speaking only one
language. A second, more profound misunderstanding concerns the ortgins of semi
lingualism. Some authors have stared that the notion of semilingualism is part of a
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deficit rheory, blaming the minority child for its low academie achievements (see, for
instance, Edelsky et al., 1983). As early as 1978, Skutnabb-Kangas made the case for
the social ortgins of semilingualism. She argued that semilingualism should not be
viewed as a characteristic of the minority children themselves, but as a reflection of
{he frustrating sirnation in which their home language is neglected in school while
they are forced to teem the second language. Forms of subtractive bilingualism will
be developed,resulting in relatively low levels of proficiency in both languages.

Another problem concerns the normativity of the concept. Why should rhe
language skilIs of bilinguals be compared with those of monolinguais? Probably
bilinguals use their languages in different dorriains or for different purpcses, there
fore comparisons with monolinguals do not seem justified. From a sociolinguistic
perspecrive the two languages of the bilingual can be viewed as one linguistic reper
toire which is probably adequate for all kinds ofsituarions. The debates on this issue
are of course similar to the discussions on the measurement of bilingualism.

Empirical support for rhe concept of semilingualism is largely derived from the
assessmenr oflanguage skilts by means oflanguage tests. From such tests it is con
cluded that semilingual children know less of each of their languages than mono
lingual children. Furthermore, analyses of spoken language have pointed out that
bilingual children are not able to use all the morphoJogical devices their monolingual
age-mates use. They have a tendency to simplify both Ianguages morphologically, for
instanee they only use the general rules and do not know the exceptions. Their voca
bulary is also limited compared to children speaking only one language (cf. Stölting
1980 on the language ofSerbo-Croatian children in West Germany). These data are
in agreement with the perceptions ofthe people concerned. For instanee, the parents
of minority children often complain about the command ofthe home language, while
many teachers argue that rhe ski11s in (he majoriry language are insufficient.

Ideas on semilingualism are often phrased in terms of1ess or more proficient, as we
have made c1ear above. However, because ofthis the nature ofbilingual competence
is neglected. The bilingual's verbal repertoire can also be viewed as different and not
deficient when the monolingual quantitative norm is not taken intc account. For ins
tance, bilinguals have unique code-swirching abilities which give them the oppor
tunity to convey messages in a very subtie or sophisticated way (cf. chaprer 10). Such
abilities are net highly valued in schools, and it is evident that the concept of semi
lingualism, with its implications of socially motivated deficiency, was developed in
relation to the educational problems of bilingual children from minority groups.

9.2 Cognitive effects
In a review on the Iiterarure on cognitive effects ofbilingualism, Natalie Darcy con
cluded in 1953 that 'bilinguists suffer from a language handicap when measured by
verbal tests of intelligence' (Darcy, 1953:50). Thirty years later, Rafael Diaz, again
reviewing the literature, found 'a positive influence of bilingualism on children's
cognitive and linguistic abilities' (Diaz, 1983:48). Darcy's conc1usion was based on a
number of studies in which large groups of monolingual and bilingual studenrs were
compared; for instance, Welsh-English bilinguals and English monolinguale by Saer
(1923) and Iones and Stewart (1951). In the last study rhe bilingual subjects scored
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lower not only on verbal tests ofintelligence, but also on non-verbal tests, aresult con
trary to the general trend in the research Iiterature, namely that rhe detrimental
effects on intelligence only surface in verbal tests.

Although a few ofthe 'older' studies pointed to positive intellecrual consequences
of bilingualism, an extensive srudy by Peal and Lambert (1962) heralded a major shift
in the academie consensus about rhe relauon between bilingualism and intelligence.
According to Peel end Lambert, the negative findings of many ofthe 'older" studies
can be explained from their methodological weaknesses. Important variables which
could explain the test results were often not or insufflciently controlled for: socio
economie status, sex, degree of bilingualism, age, and the actual tests used. It will be
evident, for example, that children who were tested via their second language, while
not speaking that language weU, performed poorly. Bilingual children from Iower
socio-economie classes scored lower on the tests than monolingual children from
higher socio-economie classes, not necessarily because of their bihngualism.

In their own study, Peal and Lambert controlled for these variables. They
compared the test performances of French-English bilingual and French mono
üngual Iü-year-old school children in Montreal. Only 'true bilinguals' were included
in the bilingual sample; i.e. the bilinguals were profleient in both their first and
second language. Contrary to the results of the rnajorny of the earlter studies, the
bilingual subiects of Peal and Lambert performed significantly better than their
monolingual peers on both nonverbal andverbal tests of intelligence. Unfortunately,
rhis finding also had to be considered 'tentative", because ofPeal end Lamben's setec
tion procedure for bilingual subjects. Although the se!ection of 'true bilinguals'
constituted a major methcdological improvement, the way it was conduored might
have introduced a bias in faveur of the bilingual sample (cf. Macnamara, 1966).
Children were only admitted to the bilingual sample if they scored above a certain
leve! on the English Peebody Vocabulary Test. This test, however, is also frequently
used to assess (verbal) intelligence in monolinguais. Funhermore, the French
Canadian children who had attained a high degree of bilingualism might have been
more intelligent from the start. What Peel and Lambert saw as the consequence of
bilingualism - higher inte!ligence - may have been the cause ofit.

Since 1962, many studies have been conducted which corroborate Peal and
Lambert's findings. For example, Hakuta and Diaz (1985) tried to determine rhe rela
tion between degree of bilingualism and cognitive ability, and te assess the direction
of causaliry between the linguistic and cognitive variables by fol!owing a group of
Spanish-English speaking children through time. Their results indicated a signi
ficant positive relationship between degree ofbilingualism and non-verbal cognitive
skills as measured by the Raven's Progressive Matrices Test. (In this test the
directions ofthe experimenter and the answers ofthe testee are non-verbal. The child
has to complete parrial geometrical panerns.) The longitudinal data support the view
that the direction ofcausaliry is from bilingualism !O cognition and not the other way
around.

In various other studies more specific aspects of cognitive functioning of bilinguals
were analysed. Ianco-Worrell (1972) investigated the metalingurstic a6ilily of
bilinguale on the basis of some observations by Leopold (1939-49) who analysed the
simultaneous acquisition ofEnglish and German by his daughter Hildegard (see also
sectien 8.3). Leopold noueed that Hildegard 'never clung to words, as monolingual
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children are often reported to do. She did not insist on the exact wording offairy tales.
She often reproduced even memorized rnatenals with substitution of ether words'
(p. 187; quotatien from the 1970 edition). Leopcld attrtbutes this attitude of derach
ment from words, or the lack ofnominalism as it is sometimes called, to bilingualism.
For Hildegard the link belween the phonetic form end its meaning seerned to be
looser than for monolingual age-rnates.

lanco-Worrell tried to find out wherher rhis observation could be generalized to
orher bilingual children, in her case, the study of Afrikaans and English-speaking
children, who had acqulred both languages simultaneously, in South Africa. In one
experiment she presenred bilingual subjects and comparable groups of monolingual
English and Afrikaans subjecte orally with eight sets ofmonosyllabic words. Each set
consisred ofrhree words. One word was the key word, the secend word was re1ated to
it phonetically, and the third word semanrically. For instance, one set was made up of
cap, can and hal. The subjecte were asked which is more like cap: can or hal? Ianco
Worrell found that the bilingual children chose significanrly more often along the
semanric dimension. More than halfofthe young bilingual children (4-6 years old)
consistently selected the semantically relered word, while in the young groups of
monolinguals only one Engfish-speaking child (out of25 subiects) did 50. In the two
monolingual samples and in the bilingual sample, rhe older children (7-9 years old)
showed more sernantic preferenee rhan the younger children (4-6 years old).
Therefore, Ir could be concluded that the bilingual children were in a more advanced
stage of metalinguistic decelopmenr than their monolingual peers.

In a secend experiment Ianco- WorreIl tried to test whether there are any differences
between bilingual and monolingual children with regard to their awareness of the
arbitrary or conventierial relation between an object and the name for that object. She
borrowed a technique used by Vygotsky (1962) who asked his subjects ebout the
relenon between names and objects. Ianco- Worrell's test had three parts. In part 1 she
asked the children for an explanation of six riames or labels, for instanee 'why is a
chair called "chair"?' The rwo groups of children did net ditTer in the types of
explanations effered. In the second part of the experiment, children were asked if
names could be interchanged: 'Could you call achair "table" and a table "chair">'
The bilingual subjecte, more often than rhe monolinguais, replied that in principle
this reversal was possible. Part 3 was a little bit more complicated. The expertmenter
proposed playing a game to the child and changing narnes for objects: 'Let us call a
book "water".' Subsequenrly, she asked questions about the object, for instance:
'Can you drink rhis water?' and 'Can you read this water?' The bilinguals and the
monolinguals did not perform ditTerently in rhis part ofthe experiment.

In a study of Hebrew-English children Ben-Zeev (1977) replicared this last part of
the experiment in a slighrly ditTerent version. She also played a game with her
subjects in which words werechanged, for example, a toy aeroplane was named turt]e.
Then she asked questions like 'Can the turtle fly?'. In five ofthe seven lest-items the
task was made more difficult, because an obligatory selection rule ofthe language was
violared. Ben-Zeev (1977: 1012) gives the following example. 'For rhis game rhe way
we say "I" is to say macaroni. So how do we say "I am warm?" , (Correct answer:
Macaroni arn warm). The bilinguals turned out to be significanrly superior in this
tàsk, and Ben-Zeev concludes that bilinguals free themse1ves from the magical idee
thar rhere is a fixed relationship between a word and irs referent at an earlier age than
monolinguais. The bilinguals' success on the second, difficult part of the task
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suggests that bilinguals are better able to manipulate the syntactic rules of a language,
probably because oftheir experience with two language systems.

Nexr to metalinguistic awareness, cognitiue jlexibility is anorher aspect of cognitive
functioning frequently appearing in research on the effects of bilingualism. To
evaluate results in this field, fust a distinction must be made between divergent and
convergent thinking. In a task assesaing the level of convergent thinking, a subject
must provide tbc one and only solution or answer on the basis ofa number ofpieces of
information. In divergent thinking tasks subjecte are required to generate a number of
solutions without being channelled into the direction of one correct response.
Divergent thinking is often equated with creative thinking. Many IQ tests require
convergent thinking. Cummins and Gulutsart (1974) tested children's divergent
thinking skills by presenting them with isolateet words (for instanee 'rake'), and
asking them to give as many uses for the objects named as possible. Bilingual children
outperformeel rheir monolingual peers in this test. In her study mentioned above Ben
Zeev also inc1uded some rasks requiring cognitive flexibility or divergent thinking,
and for those tasks that were directly relered to language proficiency her bilingual
subjecte were cognitive1y more advanced.

Kesaler and Quinn (1980) tried to investigate the cognitive consequences of bilin
gualism in a study on problem-solving abilities in science. English-Spanish bilingual
and monolingual pupils (sixth c1ass) followed an experimental educational
programme consisting of 12 science inquiry film sessions and six discussion sessions.
In each (short) film session a single physical science problern was presented, and the
pupils (12-year-olds) were asked to produce as rnany hypotheses as possible explain
ing what they had seen in the film. In the discussion sessions the Hypothesis Quality
Scale was used to show thern how they could evaluate their hypotheses and improve
thern. After this instruction, rhree additional science problems were presented in
films to elicit hypotheses that were scored for quality on the basis of the Hypothesis
Quality Scale. Kessler and Quinn found ther rhe bilinguals outperformed the mono
linguals in the quality of rhe hypotheses generated.

The bilinguals' superionty in rasks requiring cognitive flexibility is probably due
to the fact that they are confronted with two systems of linguistic rules. They wil!
probably develcp a more analytical view of language, and must therefore have a
greater awareness oflanguage than monolinguais. Hakuta and Diaz (1985) suggest
that this results in a greater flexibiliry in the manipulation of non-verbal as well as
verbal symbols. According te Peal and Lambert (1962) bilingual children may show
cognitive advantages because they are better able to dissociare concepts from the
words with which they are verbalized. This can make [he mind free, i.e., it wili fester
'inrellecrual emancipation' (Segalowitz, 1977:131) which will be close1y related re
cognitive flexibility. In this line ofreasoning rhe results with regard to metalinguistic
awareness and cognitive flexibility are accounted for by the same explanation.

Considering the evidence presenred above, is it reascnable or justified te conclude
that bilingualism wil! not impede cognitive development and that Ir wiU even affect
certain aspects of cognitive functioning positive1y? Probably such a conclusion is too
simplistic. As early as 1976 Curnmins (1976) suggested that the results of the 'older,
negative studies' can not be neglected complete1y, despite their methodological short
comings. Ir was noted that the children participating in these studies could be charac
rerized as subtractive bilinguais. In thetr community the mather tongue did nor have
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seciel prestige and it was in danger of being replaced by a prestigious majority
language. Contrary to this situation, the children involved in the more recent,
positive studies were developing into additive bilinguals. Even the Spanish-English
bilingual pupils in Kessler and Quinn's srudy whose Spanish language developmem
was supported in a bilingual programme, and who were literare in both Spanish end
English, could be characterized as additive bilinguals. In view of the differential
effects of addirive vs subtractive bilingualism, one can state that it is not bilingualism
in irselfwhich causes cognitive advanteges or disadvantages, but eertuin social factors
rhar influence the levels of proficiency the bilinguaJ arteins in both languages (cf
Lambert, 1977). These seciel factors include the social-economic position of the
bilingual (and hls or her community or grou p], the prestige ofthe rwo languages, and
the educational situation. Bilingual proficiency is therefore not a causa] variable, but
only an intervening variable, mediaring the effects ofthe eauset variables which are
soda! in nature, and which derermine the bilinguallearning situation.

Following Toukomaa and Skurnabb-Kangas (1977), Cummins (1979) has formu
lated the threshoid hypothesis which claims that bilingual children must achieve
threshold levels ofbilingual proficiency to avoid detrimental effects on cognition and
porenrially ra allow positive effects. In this hypothesis it is stated that bilinguals must
attain these rhresholds in borh of their languages. Cummins proposes two threshold
levels (see also Figure 9.2). Children below rhe lower threshold will show cognitive
difficulties. These children are double semilinguals, which will restriet their
cognitive leaming experiences. Children above the higher rhreshold level can benefit
cognitively from the fact that they are relatively profleient in rhe two languages. The
thresholds can net be defined in absolute rerms, since they vary according ro rhe
child's stage of cognitive development.

Together, the threshold hypothesis and the developrnental interdependence
hypothesis (see sectien 9.1 ofthis chaprer] can explain the generally positive results of
bilingual education programmes, as described in chapter 6. The developmental
interdependence hypothesis accounts for the successful second-Ianguage acquisition
by children instrucred in their firstlanguage for a considerable part ofthe curriculum.
The resulting relatively high levels of proficiency in the two languages fester eertarn
aspecrs of cognitive development, as the threshold hypothesis prediets. Therefore,
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Figure 9.2 Schematic represemation of the rhreshold hypothesis (adapted fram Tcukcmaa and
Skutnabb-Kangas,1977)
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the academie achievements of students from bilingual programmes wil! be higher
than those of minority language students from monolingual schools.

9.3 Effects on personality development

It is said rhat speaking two languages is a negative factor in personality or idenury
development. Bilinguals are often expected to experience a conflict of values,
identities and world views because these are probably strongly relered to the two
different languages. Therefore they wil! become cultural hybrids. Bilingualism, in
this view, can cause emotional lability, and even alienation or anomie (cf. Diebold,
1968). These ideas are often based on anecdoral evidence provided by individual
bilinguais. To illustrate this negative view of bilingualism, Weinreich (1953: 119)
cited the words ofthe Luxembourger Ries: "The temperament ofthe Luxembourger
is rather phlegmatic ... We have none ofthe German sentimentalism (Gemut), and
even less of French vivacity .... Dur bilingual eclecticism prevents us from con
solidaring our conception ofthe world and from becoming strong personalities.. .'.
This position was especially defended in the 1930s in Germany where Nazi ideology
required the 'purity' of the nation, which implied purity of language and astrong
re1ation between a people and a language. For insrance, Mül1er (1934) wrires rhat the
Polish-German population of U pper Si1esia suffered from sorne kind of mental
inferiority as a result of their bilingualism.

Methodologically sounder studies, however, have shown that bilingualism may
have detrimental effects on personality deve1opment, but only when social conditions
are unfavourable. Again, bilingualism is nol a causal, but only an intervening
variable, mediating the inlluence ofsocial factors. Diebold (1968) reviewed the Iirera
ture on bilingual psychopathology, concluding that there is 'basically a crisis in social
and personal identity engendered by antagonistic accumulative pressures on a
bicultural community by a sociologically dominant monoJingual society within
which the bicultural community is stigmatized as socially inferior' (p. 239). This
explanation seems apt for many groups of bilinguals with sociopsychological
problems, such as migrant workers and their families in Western Europe. The adults
frequently suffer from psychosomatic illnesses, but this is evidently not caused by
their bilingualism, but by the social and cultural conflicrs they experience as
members of an often discriminated-against ethnic minority, whose language and
cultural values are not appreciated. The same goes for children with social or
emotional problems in school, often manifested in aparhy, aggressive behaviour or
isolarion. When the minority's language and culture are included in the curriculum,
as in bilinguallbicultural programmes, pupils often show fewer sociat or emotional
problems. In a study of the social and emotiona! development of Turkish and
Morocean ehildren in a transitional bilingual programrne in the Netherlands, it was
found rhar these children had fewer problems than a comparable group ofchildren in
monolingual Dutch schools (Appel, Everts and Teunissen, 1986). Dolson (1985)
studied the effects of Spanish home language use on the scholastic performance of
Hispanic students, comparing children whose families had maintained Spanish as the
main home language ('additive bilingual environment' in Dolson's terms) and
children from homes where a shift towards English had taken place ('subtractive
bilingual environment'). On three OU! of four measures of psycho-social adjustmenr
tbere were na differences between the two groups, whi1eon one measure (having to
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repeat a certain year) the pupils in the subtractive, i.e. more monolingual, group
performed Iess weil than the additive bilingual pupils. In any case, additive
bilmgualism did not seem to have negative effects on the children's adjustmenr to
school.

A shift from bilingualism to monolingualism does not prevent problems. Because
of the assirnilative forces of the majority community many members from ethnic
minority groups adept the cultural valnes of that community, try to learn and speak
its language, while they are in the process oflosing rheir mother tongue. At the same
time, they are not real1y 'admined' to rhe majority community, i.e. to the better jobs,
houses and educational opportunities. They will aften encounter discriminaring and
racist attitudes of the majority population who nevertheless require them to assimi
late. It is not surprising that this may lead ro psychelegtcal or emotional problems. In
stabie bilingual communities this type of problem does not have to occur because a
kind of bilingual or bicultural identity has been established. All over the worJd,
individuals use two or more languages in their daily verbal inreractions, but this does
not cause any psychological strain. Swedish-Finnish bilinguals in Finland do not
experience special emotional problema because ofhaving to cope with two Ianguages.
The same goes for orher additive bilingual groups, such as English-speaking
Canadians who have acquired French as a second language. Both (heir languages and
their culture carry social prestige.

In subtractive bilingual groups different reactions to rhe strain ofbiculturalism are
found. Child (1943) did a now classic study of the ethnic attitudes of second
generation Italians in the USA. His resuits showed three types of reaetions: (a) an
identificanon with American social and cultural values, (b) reieetion of everything
American and streng orienration towards the Italian heritage; and (c)a refusal to think
in ethnic terms. Tosi (1984) investigated bilingualism and biculturalism of Italian
immigrants in Great Britain. He points to the conflict between the first generation,
which shows a highly conservative attitude, and the second generation, which feels
the pressure ofthe wider bilingual, biculrural context. He also found Child 's first two
reactions, which he calls the 'apathie reaction' and the 'in-group reacrlon'. The term
'apathie' is ohosen because this reaction 'develops when rhe individual feels unable to
cape with the conflicting values of two opposing environments, and naturally slides
towards the acceptsnee of one - the ene from which the stronger pressure comes'
(Tosi, 1984:116). In cases ofin-group reaction the individual primarily identifies
himselfor herselfwith the Italian community. The third type of reacticn Tosi dis
tinguished, which is different from that ofChild, is the 'rebel reaction'. Only a few
young people displayed this reacrion, refusing to choose between the old and the new
culture, and trying to become really bilingual/biculmral.

Although the issue does nor relate to personality development per se, but perhaps
more ro psychclogical functioning in general, here we also wam to deal with the
implications of the hypothesis that languages and ways of thinking are closely
related. This hypothesis was tested by Susan Ervin-Tripp in a series ofexperiments
with (a) first- and(b)second-generation japanese women in the USA. They were com
pared with English and japanese monolingual women. In two experimems she found
support for a language-cuiture relation. In the Japanese part of a word-associanon
task, both groups of [epanese-English bilingual women gave more associations
typical of women in Japan, while tbe group of first-generation bilinguale also
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produced more typically American associations in the EngJish part. As Ervin-Trrpp
(1967;84) concluded, '(the) over-all effect was rhat content ahifred wirh language for
both groups', for instanee tea as an English stimulus word elicired words like Iernon
and cookies while in the Japanese part narnes of utensils of the tea ceremony were
frequently given as associations. Ervin-Tripp also asked her subjects tO complete a
story. The bilinguale showed a preferenee for Japanese solutions to the social
problems in the srories presented in japanese. Analysing her data further, Ervin
Tripp found however rhat the women who gave typically American responses in both
languages seemed to identify more with American cultural values, while rhe subjecte
who gave typically [apanese responses irrespective ofthe language being used were
more orienred towards (traditional) [apanese culture.

The relation between language and culture does net seem to be as strong and fixed
as is often assumed. It is not true that speaking a certain language inevitably leads to
holding certain cultural values, as the fameus Sapir-Whorfhypothesis would claim.
According to this hypothesis the language an individual speaks determines his world
view. Sapir and Whorf considered language to be the guide and the programme for
rhe mental activities of the individual, and the interpretation of the surrounding
world te be channelled via linguistic categories. Ifthe world view ofrhe members ofa
linguistic community constitutes their non-material culture, rhen rhis implies a
streng relation between Ianguage and culture. However, the Sapir-Whorf hypo
thesis is much disputed, end ir has never been properly and extensively supported
empirically. In the field ofbilingualism the question is even more vexed. What is the
world view of a bilingual? By which of the two languages is it determined? Or has a
bilingual two world views between which he has to switch depending on rhe language
being used? Many questions can be generated, but it is difficult or even impossible to
provide the answers (cf. Macnamara, 1970). It remains ro be explained why many
bilinguals end monolinguals feel or experience astrong relation between language
and culture. This relation, which we discussed in chapter 2, is probably brought
aoout by the fact rhat each language is associated with a community and its cultural
values and social Iife. For insrance, a Greek-English bilingual in Great Britsin win
associate Greek with the Greek community, Greek friends, ouzo, souvlaki, stufled
tornatces, the Greek orthodox church, Greek newspapers, erc., while English is
conneered with aspects of public life where that language is commonly used. This
does not mean that there are specific Greek and specific English concepts or that rhe
bilingual views or interprets the world according to rhe language hefshe speaks. The
Ianguage-culture relation is rooted in the bilingual's social life, and ir is not
prominently reflected in cognition. Therefore, rhe social and emorional problems of
rertain bilinguals are not caused by their bilingualism as a cognitive phenomenon,
but by the social context.

Further reading

Specialized books (or even readers with colleenons of articles) on the effects of
bilingualism are not available, but much information can be found in rhe following
books. P.A. Hornby (ed.), Bilingualism; Psychologieal, sociat and educarional
imptications (1977), T. Skutnabb-Kangas, Bilingualism or nor (1983), and I.
Cummins, Bilingualism and special education, 1984. Cummina's book also comains
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information on the developmental interdependence and the threshold hypothesis
discussed in this chapter.

L.G. KeUy (ed.), Description and measurement of bilingualism (1969) is a colleetien
of many articles on language assessment in bilinguaIs. Skurnabb-Kangas's book
(mentioned above) also includes an extensive discussion of this Issue.
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10 Code switching and code mixing

In many situations speakers make use ofthe grammar end lexicon ofjust one language
when producing utterances, but rhis is not absolutely necessary. Thus we find
utterances of the fcllowing type:

(1) You cao tt ZONDAG DOEN English-Dutch (Crama and van
You can do it on Sunday. Gelderen, 1984

(2) Les femmes et Ie vin NE PONiMAYU French-Russian (Timm, 1978)
Women and wine I don't know much abour.

(3) La puso UNDER ARREST Spanish-English (Lanee, 1975)
He arresred him.

(4) Salesman SEOVED KASE cao make a lot of money Hebrew-English
A salesman who works hard cao make a lot of money. (Doren, 1983)

This type ofutterance, known as code mixing, bas been studied in considerable detail
since about 1970, from a ioaotinguiuic point of view: why do people switch between
languages; from a psychotinguistic point of view: what aspects of their language
capaciry enable them to switch; end from a linguistic point ofview: how do we know
that they are really switching and have not simply introduced an element from
another language into their linguistic system? Many outsiders see code mixing as a
sign oflinguistic decay, the unsystematic result ofnot knowing at least one of the
languages involved very weil. The opposite turns out to be the case, as we wiJl show in
this chapter.

Switching is net an isolated phenomenon, but a central part ofbilingual discourse,
as a number of studies have shown. An example is the fol1owing narranve, drawn
from Valdës Fallis (1976):

(5) OYE (listen), when I was a freshman 1 had a term paper to do ..

And all of a sudden, I starred acting real CURIOSA (strange), you know. I starred
going like this. YLL'EGO DECfA (and then I said}, look at the smoke coming out of
my fingers, like mat. And then MEDIJO (he said to me), stop acting silly. YLU EGO

DECfA YO, MIRA (and then I said, look) can't you see. Y LUEGO ESTE (and then
this), I starred seeing Iike little stars all over the place. Y VOLTEABA YO ASINA Y LE
DECÎA (and I turned around and said to him) look at rhe ... the ... NO SÉ ERA

COMO BRILLOSITO ASI (I don'r know, it was like shiny like this) like stars.
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On the basis ofmaterial sueh as this narrative it is possible to distinguish three types
of switches textually:

(a) Tag-switches Invotve an exclamation, a tag, or a parenthetical in another
ianguage than the rest of the sentence. An example is 'OYE, when .. .' at the
beginning ofthe text. The tags etc. serve as an emblem ofthe bilingual character
of an otherwise monolingual sentence. That is why Poplaek (1980) has named
this type of switching emblematic switching.

[b] Intra-sentenual switches occur in the midd1e ofa sentence, as in 'I started aeting
real CURIOSA.' This type of intimate switehing is often called code mixing.

(c) Inter-sentenual switches occur between sentences, as their name indicates.

As the above fragment shows, it is not always easy to distinguish between the different
types: the use of'y LUEGO' in tbe text has some characteristics oftag-switching, but it
involves rhe rest of the sentence in a more intimate way than a reel tag. Soeio1ogical
studies of code switching tend to generalize across the three kinds of switches, and in
tbe following secrion, which deals with the sociolinguistic menvation for code
switching, we will refer ro code switching in general. In the next section, 10.2, which
deals with grammatical conscraints on code mixing, we return to the distinction
between different kinds of switches.

10.1 Why do people switch between languages?

Why do peop1e switch between languages in the course ofa single conversation? This
question has been discussed extensively in the sociolinguistic lirerature. We will
organize our survey using the functional frarnework ofjakobsen (1960) and Halliday
et al. (1964) developed in chapter 3: quite obviously the same model that could
potentially account for thc choice of a given Ianguage could be used to explain the
switching between languages. In presenting the reasens exp1ored, we will have
occasion to refer to a number of sources, inc1uding work by Gumperz end associates
(Gumperz, 1976; Gumperz and Hernéndez-Chavez, 1975), Poplack (1980), and
Secnon (l979).

Using the functional model suggested, switching can bc said ro have the foliowing
funcrions:

I Switching can serve the referentlaf tunerion because it often involves lack of
knowledge of one 1anguage or lack of facility in that language on a eertarn subject.
Certain subjecte may be more appropriate1y discussed in one 1anguage, and the intro
duetion ofsueh a subject cän lead to a switch. In addition, a specific word from one of
the languages invo1ved may be semanrically more appropriate for a given concept.
Hence all topic-related switclnng may be thought of as serving [he referentiel func
tion of Ianguage. This type of switehing is the one that bilingual speakers are most
conscious of. When asked why they switch they tend to say that it is because they do
not know the word for it in tbe other 1anguage, or because the language ohosen is
more fit for talking about a given subject.

One example ofthis is radio or relevision news broedcasts for immigrant groups.
Usually the immigrant language is used, but at many points words from the majority
language are introduced into the broadcast te refer 10concepts specific to the society
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ofthe country ofmigration. The same pattern is found in discourse about technica1
subjecte in many languages ofthe Third World. Scotton (1979) gives an example
from a university student in Kenya, who switches between Kikuyu and English:

(6) Atiriri ANGLE niati HAS ina DEGREE EIGHTY; nayo THIS ONE ina mirongo itatu.
Kuguori, IFTHE TOTALSVM OF A TRIANGLE ni ONE·EIGHTY ri IT MEANSTHE
REMAINING ANGLE ina ndigirii ruirong mugwanya.

Even for people who do not know Kikuyu it is easy to guess what the student is talking
about.

2 Switching often serves a directive function in that it involves the hearer directly.
This being directed at the hearer can take many forms. One is to exclude eertuin
persons present from a portion of the conversation. The opposite is to indude a
persen more by using her or his language. A person may have joined tbc partielpants
in an interaction. All participant-related switching can be thought of as serving the
directive function oflanguage use. Recall Giles's accornmodation thecry for language
choice discuseed in chapter 3; it is directly formulated along the lines ofthe directive
function. Again, examples easüy come to rnind. Many parents try 10speak a foreign
language when they do nor want their children to understand what is being said. Ir
they do this too often, they find out that the children have learned the second
Ianguage as well, or make up a Ianguage of their own te exclude their parents.

3 Poplack (1980) in particular has srressed the expressive tunetion of code
switching. Speakers emphasize a mixed identiry through the use of two languages in
the same discourse. An example is Spanish-English code switching in the Puerto
Rican community. For fluent bilingual Puerto Ricans in New York, eenversatien full
of code switching isa mode of speech by itself and individual switches no longer have
a discourse funcrion. Thia function may not be present in all code swirching
communities, however - a point to which we return below.

4 Often switching serves to indicate a change in tone ofrhe conversation, and hence a
phatic function. This type has been called metaphorical swirching by Gumperz and
Hernández-Chavez (1975). Think ofthe stand-up comedian who rells the whole joke
in a standerd vertery, but brings the punch line in a vernacular type ofspeech, e.g. an
urban dialect. This type of switch has been documented extensively in a paper on
swirching between London Jamaiean and London English by Sebba and Wootton
(1984). They give a number of examples in which a stretch of basieally jamaican
discourse is interrupted by an English 'meta-comment'. One ofthem is the following:

(7) m.an ... Leonie 'ave party ... WHEN ... DON' REMEMBER WHEN lT WAS bot
shi did tel aal 0 dem no fi(t)se notin ... kaaz shi no waan tu moch Catford gyal di
de ... an Jackie av wan tu ... neva se notin

Here the fact that the speaker has forgotten the date ofrhe party is mentioned as a side
comment, but in the other language.

When jamaican fragments are inserted into an English context, the main fimction
seems to be that of higblighting the information conveyed, as in conversation (8);

(8) A; I mean it does take time gevvin' te n-..find the right person
B: Let me teil you now, wiv every guy l've been out wiv, n's been a?- ... VOL liP
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A MWONTS before I move wiv the nex' one
A: next ene, yeah!

The crucial point ofthis conversatien is the amount oftime it takes to get over a love
affair; that it takes a whole heap ofmonths, as we all know, is rhe essence here.

5 The metalinguistic function of code switching comes into play when it is used to
comment directly or indirectly on the languages involved. One example of this func
tion is when speakers switch between different codes to impress the other partleipants
with a show oflinguistic skills{Scotton, 1979). Many examples ofthis can be found in
the public domein: performers, circus direcrors, marker salespeople.

6 Bilinguallanguage usage involvlng switched puns, jokes, etc. can be said to serve
the poetie function of'Ianguage. To pay homage to the twentieth-century poet who
hes perhaps been rhe most accomplished code switcher, here is a quote from Ezra
Pound's Canto XIII:

(9) Yu-chan to pay sycamores
of this wood are lutes made

Ringing stones from Seychoui river
and grass that is called Tsing-mo' or p.wÀv

Chun to the spirit Chang Ti, ofheaven
moving the sun and stars

que vos vers expriment vos intenrions
et que la musique conforme

Pound works with complex internel rhymes across languages: Chinese gods, rivers,
empercrs and mountains are matched with elements from Homeric Greek and
French, Italian, or Provençal verse. The result is at onee an erudite evoeation ofall
human civilizations and a panoply of sounds.

One thing to keep in mind is that it is by no means certain that code switching has the
same functions wirhin each community. While ït can be described in linguistics terms
fairly straightforwardly as the use of several Ianguages in rhe same discourse, there
may net be one sociolinguisric definition. Puerto Ricans in New Vork may code
switch for very different reasons than the Flemish in Brussels. A sociolinguistic
rypology of code switching eommunities, focusing not only on who switches but also
on why people switch, is ene ofthe research priorities for the immediate future.

What now are the typical features ofa fluent switcher? Poplack (1980) shows that only
fully bilingual Puerto Ricans are capable of using borh Spanish and English in one
sentence. Only those speakers who have learned both languages at an early age will
reach the level of proflciency necessary to be ahle to use two Ianguages in one single
sentence. This does not hold for all type of switching: often people will include a
single word from another Ienguage because ofhaving torgorten or nor yet learnt that
word in the base language ofthe sentence. In any case, rhe speakers who switch most
are also chose who are capable of switching in the middle of a sentence. MeClure
(1977) argues that children start switching only when rhey are eight years old, which
suggests that considerable linguistic proficiency is called for. For the rest, code
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switching does net appear to be limited to certain age levels, even if in many immi
grant communities it is particu!arly teenagers who mix (Pedrasa et al., 1980).

10.2 Where in the sentence is code mixing possible?

One of the big problems that confronted rhe socio!ogica! !iterature on switching is
that all the reasons given for switching may explain why switching occurs at all, but
not why a partienlar switch-point is chosen. Gumperz and Hernández-Chavez, in a
very important article, recognize this problem: 'It would be futile to predier the
occurrence of either Spanish or English in the ebove utterances (instances of
Spanish-English code switching such as the narrative given above) by attempting to
lsolate rhe social variables which correlate with the linguistic farm. Topic, speaker,
setting are common in each case. Vet the code changes sometimes in the middle of a
sentence' (1975:155). This realization hes eaueed a shift in the research on code
switching, and particularly on intra-sentential code switching, called code mixing.
Recognizing the genera! sociolinguistically determined nature of code mixing, a con
siderable part of recent research has focused on the syntactic properties of code
mixing: where in the sentence do we find it, and when is it impossible? In other
words, what are the constraints on code mixing? This research has undergone three
stages: (1) an early stage in which grammatica! constraints specific to particular con
structions were focused on; (2) a stage which has produced the classica! studies in
which universul constraints on code mixing were explored, around 1980; (3) the
present stage, which may be characterized by the search for new perspectives: what
alternative mixing srraregies are there and are consrraints perhaps relative to a
partienlar strategy?

Before we turn to these three strategies we shou!d mention an important metho
dological prob!em in the empirica! study ofcode mixing wirhin sentences. How do we
distinguish a case of mixing from the simple situation of word borrowing? Many
foreign words are simply integrated into the languagc, such as French maitred'(hotel)
pronounced phonetically as [me:tR di-], used for head waiter in American English.
Therefore we wou!d not call a senrence such as:

(10) The maitre d' put us in a Iittle dark corner of rhe restaurant

an example of code mixing. At rhe same time it is clear that in the example at the
beginning ofthis chapter expressions such as y luego, 'and then', have not become a
part of American English. But where do we draw the line? Using the distincrion
inrroduced by Ferdinand de Saussure, we cou!d say thar in abstract terms borrowing
involves the integration of two languages at the level of langue, and code mixing inte
gration at rhe level of parole (for borrowing, see chapter 14).

A second, in part theorerical, in part methodological, preliminary issue is whether
we accept rhe notion ofbase or host language for a partienlar analysis ofcode mixing.
There are severa! ways to think of the base language: Psycholinguiscical!y it makes
most sense to think of the base language as the dominant language of the bilingual
speaker making the switch, since rhat language is the most important one in deter
mining his verba! behaviour. Sociolinguiscical!y, however, the notion ofbase !anguage
may be defined as the language in terms of which the discourse situation is defined,
the unmarked linguistic code in a particular setting. Grammatically, the base
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language may be the one imposing a partienlar constraint for a particular case of
switching ifthe notion makes any sense at all. We will see below rhat some researchers
adept the notion ofbase language, while otbers do not. In any case, the fact rhat there
are three definitions means that in some slruations, there may be several base
languages possible, depending on the criterion used.

A third methodological problem which makes it difficult to evaluate the evidence
for any partienlar proposed consrrainr, is whether we are looking for absolute con
straints, admitting no counrer-examples, as in generative grammar, or for qnantita
tive consrrainrs, suggesting statistica! trends, as in the theory of variatien developed
by Labov (1972) and SankofT(1978). The state of the research does not permit a
choice at this moment, but it is clear that either choice has weighty methodological
coneequences.

(A) Particular grammatical constraints
Most ofthe early code mixing studies drew on Spanish-English data recorded from
conversarions of Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans. Gumperz and Hernández
Chavez (1975) noted rhat switching was easily possible in some contexrs, but not so
much in others. Contexts allowing a switch include:

(11) Between a head noun and a re1ative cleuse:
... those friends are friends from Mexico QUE TIENEN CHAMAQUITOS (that
have little children)

(12) Between a subject end a predicate in a copular construction:
An' my uncle Sam ES EL MÁS AGABACHADO (is the most Americanized)

Switches as in (13) are nor allowed, however:

(13) *... que HAVE chamaquitos

In a more systematic treatment Timm (1975) proposed the following restrictions:

(14) Subject and object pronouns must be in the same language as the main verb:
* YO (I) went
* mira (look at) HIM

(15) An auxiliary and a rnain verb, or a main verb and an infinitive must be in the
same language:
* they want AVENIR (10 come)
* ha (he has) SEEN

In these studies two methodologies are combined: the analysis of recorded con ver
sations and grammaticality judgements. The stars in the above examples reflect
judgements ofbilingua!s about possible switches, but that these judgements do not
always correspond 10acrual switching behaviour is clear when we compare twc obser
vations by Lipski (1978) wirh findings of PfafT(1979):

(16) Ir is difficult 10 switch inside a prepositicnal phrase (PP):
?? in LA CASA (the house)

(17) Ir is impossible to switch between rhe artiele and the noun:
?? I see the CASA (house)

Both cbservanons contrast, however, with a large number of cases of precisely these
switches found in the corpus analysed by Pfaff (1979). PP internal switching (of
English nouns into Spanish PPs) occurs far more often than switching at PP boun-
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darlee. We also find more cases of a switch between the artiele and the noun than
switches between artiele + noun combinations and the rest ofthe sentence. Clearly it
is difficult ifnot impossible to rely on judgement data.

The studies ofcode switching carried out in the 1970s provide us with a large body
of analysed data, with a number of inductive generalizations, and with insights into
what type of constraints on code switching we may expect. Lacking is an overall
theoretical perspective, and this is what the studies of the early 80s have tried to
contribute.

(B) Universa1 constraints
The univeraal constraints proposed in the lireruture cluster around two fundamental
grammatica! and psycholinguistic concepts: Iinearity and dependency. We will
discuss them in turn. Linearity constraints generally state that swirching from one
language to another in the middle of a sentence is only possible If the linear order of
sentences in borh languages is preserved. Although Lipski (1978) and Pfaff(1979l
had already made a similar observation, we find the first explicit statement of this
principle in Popleek (1980): 'Code-switches wil! tend te occur at points in discourse
where juxtaposition ofL1 and L2 elements does not vielare a syntactic rule of either
language, i.e. at points eround which the surface structures ofthe two languages map
onto each other.'

To see what Popleek meent, consider an example such as the fcllowing involving
possible switches between Spanish and English:

(18) Eng I told him thar sa that he would bring it fast

~ III ~I
Sp (Yojle dije eso pa' que (el) la trajera répido

In (18) rhe vertical Iines indicate places where the word order in both languages is
equivalent, and hence, where a switch is possible. Where there are crossed Iines,
switching is impossib1e. Note in passing that the Idee ofbase language plays no role in
Poplack's theory.

Woolford (1983) gives a reformulation of Popleek's equivalence constraint in
generative terms: when the phrase structure rules (that specity word order) ofboth
languages are identical, switching is possible; otherwise, it is not. An example would
be the reletien between a verb and a full noun phrase in English and Spanish. In both
languages we have a phrase structure rule as in (19):

(19)VP - VNP

This implies that in (20) it is possible to switch:

(20) Eng sees the house

I I I
Sp ve la casa

[oshi (1981) and Doron (1983) come up with the claim, on the basis of considerations
from the mathemencal theory ofsyntactic parsing, that the first word ofa sentence or
a constituent dezermines the host or base language, and properties of the host
language determine whether switching is possible or not. For a case sueh as (20) this
leads to the same predienons as the theory of Poplack and Woolford, but for
adjective-noun order different predictions follow. For a large class of Spanish
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adjecrive-noun combinations, we have a phrase structure ruteas in (21a), and for all
English cases a rule as in (2Ib):

(21) a. Sp NP -> Det N Adj
b. Eng NP -> Det Adj N

Poplack's Equivalence Consrrainr prediets no Spanish/English adjective-noun
switches, while the model ofJoshi and Doron predict that the following are possible:

(22) a. the BLANCA house
b. Ia casa WHITE

In (22a) the English determiner imposes English syntax on the noun phrase, and in
(22b) the Spanish determiner Spanish syntax. Prediered to be impossible, on the
other hand, are the forms in (23), the mirror of(22):

(23) a. <the house BLANCA

b. " la WHITE casa

Sobin (1984), fmally, comes up wirh the following constraint: when there are
semantically relevant word-order contrasrs wirhin a given language, it is impossible to
switch ar tbat point. Again, the example ofadjective-noun combinarion is pertinent,
stnce in Spanish the pre-noun posirion ofthe adjective is semanrically restricting, and
the post-noun position modifying. This implies that (22b) and (23b), where the
adjective is English, would be all right, and (22a) and (23a) out. Clearly the predie
tions of all these theories differ wildly; we will nor go into the question here ofwhich
of these rheories is right. Most probably none ofthem is in its present farm, and the
data, in part recorded, and in part panel iudgement, are contradictory. What rhe
theories share, however, is that rhe linear order of rhe elements determines what is an
allowable switch or not.

A rather different approach is raken within modeIs which stress dependency ral her
than linearity. The basic idea in this approach is that rhere cannot be a switch between
two elements if rhey are lexically dependent on each orher. A first implicit statement
of this restrietion comes from Schaffer (1978), but the most explicit fotmulation is
given in work by DiSciullo, Muysken and Singh (1986). These aurhors develop a
restrietion in terms of government, a traditional grammatical notion which has
received a formulation within the theory of Government and Binding ofChomsky.
The restrietion is thar whenever constituent X governs Y, both constituenrs must be
drawn from the same language. Typical cases of govemment would be case assign
ment, as in the Latin example (24), or subcategorization, as in (25):

(24) ad urbem
'te the city'

(25) to wait for samebody

In (24) rhe Latin preposition ad takes an accusative complement (-m), and in (25) rhe
verb wait subcategorizes for the prepositionfor.

The geverment restrietion on code mixing prediets that ungoverned elements, such
as tags, exclamations, interjections, and most adverbs can easily be switehed. This
prediction is overwhelmingly supported by the available evidence. However,
governed elements also are sometimes switched. How can this be reconciled with the
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government restriction? DiSciullo, Muysken and Singh (1986) daim that this is
accomplished through a neutralizing element, such as a determiner. The theory
prediets the following contrast in acceptability:

(26) a. veo los HORSES
b.e veo THE HüRSES

I see the horses.

The switch in (26a) would be acceptable, since the Spanish determiner los would
make the whole noun phrase Spanish, as far as the government restrietion is con
cerned, and (26b) would be an impossible switch because the whole noun phrase,
even though governed by a Spanish verb, would be English. Again, it is much too
early to see ifthe predictions made by rhe government theory are factually correct, but
the large number of switches between the determiner and the noun found, among
others, by Pfaff(1979) suggest that something like the contrast between (26a) and
(26b) may be relevant.

Proposals similar to the one by DiSciullo, Muysken and Singh (1986) have been put
forward by Klavans (1983) and by Bentahila and Davies (1983). Klavans argues rhat it
is the language of the inflected rnain verb or tbe auxiliary of a clause that determines
the restrictions on code mixing in that particular dause, since those elements
constitute in some sense the syntactic head ofthe clause and govern the rest. Bentshila
and Davies, using Moroccan-French code mixing as an example, argue that the
subcategorization properties of a word determine what elements, induding elements
ofanother language, may appear within the phrase syntactically headed by thar word.
The switches in (27) and (28) are ungrammatical, in their view, because [he French
determiners cette and un in (27) subcategorize for a simple noun without the Arabic
artiele I, and the Arabic determiners in (28) subcategorize for a noun with an artide.
In neither case is there a violatien of the word order of either language:

(27) "CETTE 1 xubza
"UN 1 fqi

(28) "had PAiN
" wahed PROFESSEUR

'rhis the loaf
'one the teacher'
'this loaf
'a teacher'

Again, sernething like the notion ofgovernment is at play: for Bentahila and Davies's
proposal to werk, they have to assume rhat the determiner and the rest ofthe noun
phrase are in a government relation.

Work from an entirely different perspective, which in some sense combines the
linearity and the dependency approaches, has been eerried Out among immigrant
groups in Australia by Michael Clyne (1967; 1972). Clyne distinguished two types of
switching: externally conditioned switching (due to exrernal factors) end imernally
conditioned switching or triggering. Certain words win be used in bilingual discourse
from snother language, and these words wil! often trigger code switching in antici
pat ion ofthe trigger word or fcllcwing it. In the following example the ferm in iralies
is the trigger, and the words in capita Is rhe switched items:

(29) .. haben wir ON Afarm gewohnt.
There we have lived on a farm.
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In (29) the switch is in anticipation of rhe trigger, but often ir fellows the trigger, as
in (30):

(30) Das is' ein/handeit von einem alten secondhand-dealer AND HIS SON
That is a/has ro do with an old secondhand-dealer and his son.

Stretching it a bit, you could say that switching in anticipation of a rrigger recalls the
dependency approach, and switching following a trigger the linearity approach. The
relation is aremate one, however. Note furthermore thar Clyne's theory comains
plausible clemente, but rhar it makes na predictions to speak of. Ir does raise the
question of how grammatical constrainrs on code mixing, if these exist, may have
psycholinguistic corre1ates in the sentence production system of rhe bilingual
speaker. This issue is far toa complex to go into in detail here, and we know linie
about the psycholinguistic aspects ofbilingualism (cf. chapter 7). Ir may just be useful
to stress that rhe linear and the dependency approaches to code switching ccrrespond
to rwo aspects of the sentence planning process: linear planning (howam I going to
put the words in a string) and content word planning (which main content words, and
therefore governors, is my sentence going te contain).

(C) Relativized constraints: the search for neutraJity
The third stage in the study ofcode switching, which starred around the mid 1980s, is
characterized by the search for re1ativized constraints, resuiting from the interaction
ofuniversal principles and aspects particular to each code mixing situation. The need
for re1ativizedconstraints becomes clear when code mixing invulving more languages
is studied and when different types ofmixing are taken into account. On the empirical
level we find the extension of code mixing studies to mixing invo1ving non-Indo
European languages. On the theoreticallevel there is a widening of the scope of rhe
concept of neutrality. So far we have seen two general kinds ofneutrality, claimed to
allow for intra-senrenrial mixing: 1inear neutrality and grammatical independenee.
Linear neutrality involves a parallel word order of the two languages around the
switch point, and grammatical independenee the absence ofstrong syntagmatic links
across a switch point.

Other types ofneurrality exisr and are systematically being explored, however. One
type involves dosely relared languages, where neutraltry may be achieved by a word
being phonetically identical or very similar in both languages. This idea we find
already in Clyne's work, who terms these identical words homophonous diamorphs,
and it is systematically explored in Crama and Van Gelderen (1984). They give
examples such as rhe fol1owing Dutch-English switch:

(31) weet je iohat SHE ISDOING (do you know ...)

Here rhe form in italics could equally well be Dutch Wal pronounced with a some
what English accent or the Eoglish zahat, This type of ambiguity can be seen as an
additional type of neutrality.

Another form ofneutrality cao he achieved by morphological means: the introduc
tion ofa morpheme that serves to nativize a word. A very frequent pattern here is the
introduetion ofa 'belping verb', often a form such as 'make' or 'do'. This is very
common in the Indic languages, and here are some examples of Surinam Hindu
stani-SrananfDutch/English mixed verba (from Kishna, 1979):
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(32) ONTI kare 'to hum' Sranan
BEERI kare 'te bury'

TRAIN kare 'to train' English

BEWIJS kare 'to prove' Dutch
DISCRIMINEER kare 'to discriminate'

You might say that the elemenrs in capitals in (32) are really borrowings (from
Sranan, English and Duteh, respeetively), but ncre that the proeess is eompletely
productrve and does not email phonological or semantic integrarion Into the host
language. In fact there is a lexical strueture ofthe type (Vkare) available to insert alien
elemenrs into, in whieh kare 'do' serves as the helping verb.

It is not clear whether this type of example counts as a counter-example to the Free
Morpheme Construint formulated by Poplack (1980): no switch may take place
between twc morphemes which are morphologically bound to each other. Poplack
illustrares this eenstraint with examples such as:

(33) * eat-IENDO
'eating'

This switch would be ungrammatical because the verbal root is from English, and the
gerund affix attached to it from Spanish. Now -iendo '-ing' is nor a free morpheme,
and henee there is a violatien of rhe eenstraint. Al the same time, she proposes to
subsume lexicalized expresslons under the constraint, and this would presumably
include lexicalized expressions such as the ones in (32). One way out would be te say
that the Free Morpheme Constraint holds for affixation, as in (33), but nor for com
pounding, as in (32). This may not be a possible salution however, for exampïes such
as the following. We also find helping verbs in switches involving Amerindian
languages with a complex morphology. The following exarnple is from Navaho
English mixing (Canfleld, 1980); here rhe Navaho verb anileek 'make-2nd person'
carries the inflection, and is added to the uninflected verb show:

(34) Nancy bich'i SHOwanileek
Nancy 3rd: to show 2nd:make
Show it to Naney.

In examples such as the Surinam Hindustani and the Navaho cases, the helping verb
can be thought of as forming a complex with the verb from the ether language, and
neutralizing it as ir were. With nouns, we often have case suffixes functioning as
morphological neutralizers. An example may be one drawn from the Hindi-English
data in DiSciullo, Muysken and Singh (1986):

(35) BREAD ne nas mar diya
erg. rum aux

The bread ruined it.

Perhaps the ergative partiele ne serves here to neurralize the otTending English
element bread, to which it is attached.

A strategy similar to the use ofhelping verbs as in Surinam Hindustani, (32), is by
incorporating the alien element as a slem into a verbal compound. An example, again
from Navaho (Canfield, 1980):
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(36) na'iish -CRASH la
l st: pass out crash emphatic
I am about to pass out.

We return to this strategy in the following chapter, when discussing strategies of
sociolinguistic 'neurrality". A final pattem of neutralization is found in
]apanese-English switching {Nishimura, 1984). Here rhe verb is inc1uded in both
Ianguages, to avoid the problem of the conflicting VO/OV order of japanese and
English (switches between which wou!d pose a problem for the equivalence
constraint).

We have seen a number ofways in which neutrality may be achieved by auxiliary
strategies rhat interact wirh the general constraints mentioned. These strategies
depend on the characterisrics ofthe particular language-pair involved, and perbeps
also on rhe type of bilingual community.

Further reading

There is no baak entirely devoted to code swirching and code mixing available yet.
The most important general articles have been mentioned in the text: Pfaff
'Grammatica! constrainrs on code swîtching' (1979) and Poplack, 'Sometimes ril
start a sentence in English Y TERMINO EN ESPANOL' (1980). The introduetion to
bîlingualîsm by Grosjean. Life eoiüi two ianguages, bas an interesting chaprer on code
switching (1982).
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When you call train information in Toronto, the automatic answering tape says HERE
VIA RAIL/IC! VIA RAIL, underlining the cernpany's wish to present itself as a truly
narional enterprise in a bilingual nation. In th e same way the national government in
Canada is carefut (0 preserve neutrality, in its policies and publications, with respect
to bath the Engiish-speaking and the French-speaking population. The way in which
neutraliry is achieved is by using bath languages, but this language doubling is but
one ofthe strategies that cao be employed to be neutral. This chaprer is devoted (0 a
more systematic exploration of these strategies.

The term 'strategy of neutrality' was introduced into sociolinguistics by Scotton
(1976), who described intertribal interaction in urban Africa. Be10w we return in
more detail to her research. Here we wiJl use 'neutrality' in a rather loose sense and
perhaps ambiguously, to describe two types of neutrality:

- neurralization in in-group communication, which may be schematically represented
as:

(I) AIB - X ~ AlB.

In this type of neutralization, a 'neutral' communicative mode expresses a group's
mixed ethnolinguistic identity.

- neutralization of the communicative mode in situaticns of intergroup
communication in which two groups ofspeakers with clearly separate ethnolinguistic
identities do nor speak the same language. This type of neutralization may be
schematically represented as:

(2) A-X~B.

Here X refers to the strategy ofneutrality, andA and B to the languages and identities
ofthe speakers involved in the interaction. This second interpreration of neutrality is
the one intended by Scotron (1976).

In this chepter we wil! descrtbe the strategies in terms of these two types:
neutralization of identity in section 11.1, and neutralization of communicative mode
in 11.2, before anempting a more general perspective on neutraliry in sociolin
guistics, in section 11.3. We should say right away that the way 'neutrality' was used
in chapter 10 on code switching was rather different. There we referred to rhe points
of neurrality between the structures ofthe two languages involved in code switching,
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a farm of grammatical neutrality. Here we are talking about the neutrality bet
ween the different languages and identities of speakers involved in bilingual inter
actions.

11.1 Neutralization oflinguistic identity

Dwing to changing oircumstances in life, many people or groups of people do nor
have one linguistic identity, but twc; or a mixture of two identities, which could
perhaps be called a hilingual identity (cf. uur chapter 2 on language and identity).
Given the crucia1 function of Ianguage as a way ofexpressing identity, we may aak
ourselves how speakers will express such a complex double or mixed identity in the
way they speek, even when they are inreracting with speakers with a similar
background. In facr, there turns out to be a number of ways of doing this: code
switching, relexification, mixed reduplication, maintaining an accent. We will deal
with these in turn.

Code swirching as a strategy of neutralîty was dealt with in extenso in rhe last chaprer,
but we want to return to it here in relation to the analysis oflaoguage chcice in chapter
3. In chapter 3 work by Fishman end Ferguson was discuseed which implies that
stabie bilingualism is only possible in a situation ofdiglossia, i.e. when there are two
Ianguages with clearly separared functions (Ferguson, 1959; Fishman, 1965).
Language choice was argued to be functionally determined, given the social meanings
atrached to different languages within a bilingual speech community. The
phenomenon of frequent code switching in conversations, and particularly of
intrasentenrial code mixing casts doubt upon the classica! analysis in terms of
functional differentiation. An artiele by Pedrasa et al. (1980), appropriately tÎtled
'Rethinking Diglossie', explores this shift. Pedrasa et al. explore a much more
concrete approach to bilingualism, taking inro account the phenomenon of age
grading: even ifthe younger generation of Puerto Ricans in New York seems to know
lees Spanish than their elders, rhey go back to Spanish more when they are adults. In
addition, the fact that new Spanish-speaking Puerto Ricans arrive in New York
continuously and rhat older speakers may go back to Puerto Rico (the phenomenon of
'cyclic' migration) causes the role ofEnglish and Spanish ro be much more complex
than the static models of funcnonal separation suggest. Within the fluid division of
Spanish and English exisnng in New York, there is ample space for strategies of
neutrality, and rhis space is taken up in part by code switching end mixing.

Reiexification is a process by which the vocabulary ofa Ianguage is replaced by that
of another language, while its grammatica! structure (morphology, syntax,
phonology) is maintained. It semenmes occurs when a minonty group in a language
contact siruation undergoes a shift in cultural or ethnic identity, for wharever reasous.
The most extensively documented case ofrelexiikation is Media Lengua, as analysed
by Muysken (1981). In this case, groups of Quechua speaking Ïndians living at the
fringe ofthe truly Indian world have developed a kind of mixed language with an
overwhelmingly (87 per cent) Spanish vocabulary, but a Quechua grammar. This
mixed language is called Media Lengua (halfway language) or Utilta ingiru (litrle
Quechua). An example of a Media Lengua sentence, with the corresponding
Quechua and Spanish sentences, is (3):
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- GA

- g'
top

- ndu
- P'

sub

(3) ML miza despwesitu kaza - MD i - NAKD
Q MIZA k'ipa wasi - mu ri - naku

Mass after house to go pi
Sp Yendo a la casa despues de la Misa
ML ahi - BI buda da - NAKU - N
Q chi - bi BDDA ku - naku - n

that loc feasr glVe pi 3
Sp ahi dan una boda.

'When you go home after Mass, they rhen give a feast there.'
In this rather complicated example, Quechua eJements in Media Lengua are in
capirals (in the first Iine], elements ofSpanish origin in Quechua are in capitals (in the
secend line), abbreviations for grammatical fortnatives are printed bold (in the third
line with glosses), and Spanish e1ements in the fourth line that also occur in Media
Lengua are italicized. pi is 'plural', sub is 'adverbial subcrdinator", top is 'topic
marker', loc is 'locative marker', and 3 is 'third person marker'.

Nore that in Media Lengua all the lexical roau are Spanish, and most affixes (-ndu,
derived from Spanish -nda, being the exceprion) Quechua. i- is from the Spanish
infinitive form ir 'to go', and da- from rhe Sparush verb dar 'give'. In addition, the
word order is Quechua, with the verb at the end in both the main clause and the
subordinate dause, with a noun/postposition complex (miza despwesÎtu), and a
morphologically indicated subordinate dause preceding thc main clause. This is the
effect of relexification. It is important to realize thar relexificatioo is something very
different from Iexical bcrrowing (a process focused on in chapter 14). In ordinary
Quechua there is extensive lexical borrowing, as is clear from the example in (3),
where even the Quechua sentence contains two Sparush borrowings: miea 'Mass' and
buda 'feast' . These borrowings are part, however, ofthe extensive cultural Hispanic
influence that Indien society has undergone since rhe Conquesr. Both words are
associated with the cyele of saint's day celebrations, etc. brought in by Catholicism.
In Media Lengua, however, it is alsc the core vocabulary that has been replaced, verbs
such as 'go' and 'gtve'.

Relexification has not been explored very much yet in the study of language
contact, but particularly studies of creole languages suggest the possibility of
extensive relexificauon. We return to this in chapter 15. The only thing that should
be mentioned here is that the type ofrelexification we get in Media Lengua, involving
Spanish roots and Quechua suffixes, may be different from relexification in creoles,
where rhere are hardly any suffixen. The only way there to argue that relexification
bas occurred (replacement of vocabulary while maintaining the grammar), is by
showing that specific syntactic constructions or phrases have been given a new lexical
filling. An example might be the relexification of French s'il oous plait as English ij
you pleaseor Dutch als't u blieft. In languages with litrle morphology, relexiflcation is
much less 'visible'.

Mixed reduplication refers to the result of a process of'hybridization found in Hindi
(Singh, 1982). In Hindi it is possible to partially reduplicate nouns, giving rhe result
an 'etcetera' meaning;

(4) roti
'bread'

roti voti
'bread etc.'

namak
'salt'

namak vamak
'sett etc.'



dhan daulat
money money
money etc.
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A very similar process ofreduplication, however, does not involve the phonological
modificarion of the reduplicated second element, but rather its replacement by a
synonymous form with a Perso-Arabic origin. The examples in (5) all illustrate this
pattern;

(5) tan badan
body body
'body etc.'

vivah sadi
marriage marriage
'marriage etc.'

Here tan, vivah and dhan are of Hindi origin, and badan, sadi, and daulat (printed
bold in (5» of Perso-Arabic origin. Singh claims that the forms in (5) are modelled
upon those in (4), maintaining the semantics of parrial reduplicatîon, but born in the
time when a Persian dynasty ruled Northern India and there was a conrinuous
opposition between Persian and Hindi, calling for some type of neutralization. The
processes involved are lexical rather than syntactic: the forms in (4) and (5) are one
word farms. Singh stresses the fact that this strategy of neutrality depends on the
structural possibilities ofHindi. We do not have "storm-tempest, even though English
and French were in contact for a long period of time, after the invasion ofBritain by
William the Conqueror.

Maintaining an accent is a fourth way in which a bilingual group may maintain or
ereare some kind of douole identity (see also the discussion in chapter 2). We wiJl
discuss examples here from Polish and Italian immigrants in the USA, French
Canadians in Montreal, and Surinamese immigrants in Amsterdam. Carlock (1979)
and Carlock and Wölck (1983) have shown thar particularly prosodie features are very
important in identifying speakers of Polish and Italian extraction in heavily 'ethnic'
industrial cities such as Buffalo. Polish speakers of American English tend to have
rwo- and rhree-beat contours, Italian speakers one- and [wo-beat contours. In (6a) rhe
way a Polish American would say an American sentence (with italics for the stressed
vowels) is represented, and in (6b) the Iralian American pronunciation:

(6) a. Sa I wish I they would find I a cure / for a cold.
b. My I youngest I daughter I always 1seems to J have a I cold.

These features characterize the speech even of third-generation immigrants, but
mostly that ofthose speakers who have remained in the traditional neighbourhoods of
the group involved. (This may go so far that in fact the ethnic speech variety evolves
into a neighbourbood variety.) The creation ofan 'erhnolect' is a successful strategy of
neutrality ofan immigrant group. The immigranrs have access to jobs and education
because they have learned rhe majority language, but find a way to express their
identity in a separate code through rhe accent wirh which they speak the majority
language.

Research by Segalowitz and Gatbonton (1977) points to two orher interesting
aspects of the rnainrenance ofaccents: that it may be related to feelings about ethnic
loyalty, and that it may involve very specific, in fact arbitrary Iinguistic variables.
Segalowitz and Gatbonton did not srudy immigrants, but rather a group of French
Canadians with different degrees of mastery of English. They looked at the
pronunciation of th (8) in three and thick, of th (Ö) in there and bother, and of h. The
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results were thar there was a very regular pattem in the correctness of pronunciation
of all three variables across different linguistic environments (exactly as in the
sociolinguistic studies of Labov and his associates; cf Labov, 1972). The correctness
of pronunciation of all three variables correlated posiuvely with the speakers' overall
mastery ofEnglish. However, only the correctness of pronunciation of(8) (as in threeï
and (Ö) (as in lhere) correlated negatively with the speakers' feelings of being
Quebecois as opposed to Canadian, not the pronunciation of h, nor the overall degree
of mastery of English. So the more Quebecois the speakers felt, the more they were
likely to say tree and dere. From the point of view of ethnic identification, some
features of bilingual speech may matter more than others; 'they may carry the
symbolic load of signalling ethnic group affiliation more heavily rhan do other
features' (1977:82). (Seechapter 2 for a more extensive survey ofthe relation between
language and identity.}

Research by Charry (1983) has focused on variatien within the ethnolect. He
interviewed immigrante from Surinam in Amsterdam, in Dutch, and looked at
several phonological variables. The most striking effects show up in the
pronunciation of Dutch w. In standard Dutch this is a labie-dental glide, but in the
Surinamese ethnolect it is often realized as a bilabial glide (as in English). The
informed lay opinion in the Netherlands is that the Surinamese pronunciation is the
result of transfer from Sranan, the Surinam creole language, which indeed has a
bilabial w, and thar the Surinamese ethnolect is simply a case ofincomplete second
language learning. Charry (1983) gives several arguments why this cannot be the
case: (I) The bilabial pronunciation appears even with speakers who do not know
Sranan. (2) It occurs more often with younger speakers (who rend to be less profleient
in Sranan) than with older speakers. (3) The use of bilabial w is subject to stylistic
variation: as could be expected, it is much more frequent in casual speech.

All these findings concur with the analysis of the Surinamese ethnolect, and in
particular of bilabial w, as a strategy of neutrality along the lines of Buffalo Polish and
Italian English analysed by Carlock and Wölck (1983) and Quebecois English studled
by Segalowitz and Gatbonton (1977).

11.2 Neutralization of communicative mode in
inter-group communication

We do not find neutralization only in in-group communication, however, but equally
between groups with different language backgrounds. Generalizing grossly over
different analyticalIevels, we can mention a number of these strategies here: foreigner
talk, the choice of a third language, the creation of a new language, often a lingua
franca, and doubling.

The termforeigner talk refers to the way in which native speakers adjust their speech
when they are interacting with foreigners perceived as not speaking the language
well. In chapter 3 we briefly sketched the theory of accommodanon, which postularea
that there are intricate processes of adjustment between speaker and hearer in
interaction situations. The first part of chapter 12 is devoted to foreigner talk and its
different characteristics. Now many aspects of foreigner talk should be seen as
instences of simplification rather than of neutralizarion. But we do find the latter
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process al work as well. One finds it in a certain inremationalization ofthe vocabulery
(e.g. in the use of expresaioris derived from French) still within the limits of rhe
language spoken, as weil as in rhe use offoreign expresslons (often picked up while on
vacation in rhe Medirerranean, erc.], even when the foreigner addressed does not
know the language involved. An example (translated from a sort of Dutch) from a
store near the marker:

(7) manana cheese here
'Tornorrow there wil! be cheese again.'

Here the supposedly 'international' word mahana, taken from Spanish, is used with a
Turkish speaker who may not have the slightest idea what ir means. In rhe nexr
chapter we wil! turn to foreigner talk in much more detail.

Particularly in post-colonlal soeteties a very common srrategy ofneutrality is the use
of a third language. This is the straregy that Seotton (1976) systematically explored in
her work in African cities, and that led to the concept of a strategy ofneutrality in the
first place. Scorton srudied the language choices made in the workplace in three
African cities: Kampala (Uganda) and Nairobi (Kenya) in East Africa and Lagos
(Nigeria) in West Africa. Sinee the cities have grown enormously in recent years
because ofthe influx oftribesmen from the countryside, most work environments are
multi-erhnic. Even rhough pai ticular Afriean tribal languages have a wide
disrribution in the cnies (many non-Yoruba tribesmen know Yoruba in Lagos, for
instance], in the workplace a non-tribal, 'neutra!' language is used. In all three cities
rwc neutral languages were available: English as the language accessible mostly to
educated speakers, and a lingua [ranca accessible to everyone. In East Afriea this
lingua trance is Swahili, and in West Africa it is pidgin English. While using a neutral
language was a1ready a way ra avoid the conflict between two different tribal
identities, switehing bet ween the standerd and the lingua franca provided an even
higher degree of'neutralization. Why a neutrallanguage if people share several ether
languages as weil, and if language-specific functions are associated with each (cf.
chapter 3)( Ir is not because there are na mies for language choiee, but rather beeause
often rhe components of a rule give eonflieting results and the speakers do net know
which component should carry the greatest weight in a given situation.

Rather similar ra the chöice of a third language is the creation of a new language as a
strategy of neurrality. This new language may be relered to any of the languages
involved in the interaction situation, but should not be identified with it. A rather
successful example ofsuch a new language is Bahasa Indonesia, the officiallanguage
ofthe Indonesian republic. Bahasa is now widely used, in addition to the many local
languages of the individual islands and ethnic groups, throughout the Indonesian
arehipelago. How did the Indonesian revolutionary governmem manage to impose
Bahasa so successfully? Bahasa was developed from Malay (an Austronesian
language), a lingua franca ofthe coloniel and perhaps even pre-coloniel period, which
functioned as an auxiliary language at lower governmental levels during the Duteh
period. It was promoted during the japanese occupation of World War IJ and
embraced by Sukarno during the struggle for independenee as a symbol of national
identity. The most important factor behind Bahasa as a fully-f1edged lingua franca,
however, Tanner (1967) claims, is the fact rhat it is nor the Ienguage of any one
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prominent ethnic group.lt is therefore a safe first choice in any conversation between
two Indoneslans. Even in Java, the most populated island, where javanese is spoken,
Bahasa has a function because through Bahasa it is possible to avoid the pitfalls of
deciding which variety of javanese: high (could be interprered as overly formal) or
low (may be seen as much too familiar) to use in talking to another [avanese speaker.

In many societies the dominant strategy ofneutrality is the creation or adoption ofa
lingua franca, a partly or completely elaborared system that can be used for
communication between different groups, and is easily learnable by new speakers.
Sometimes the lingua franca is elaborated inro a nationallanguage, as in Indonesia
(see chapter 5 on language planning), and elsewhere it has a kind of unofficial
recognition, as in many East African countries, and plays a complex role in the
patterns of language choice.

Particularly in official discourse, or in other oircumstances where code mixing is
impossible, doubhng is taken recourse to as the strategy of neutrality. An example
from Canada was given at the beginning of this chapter. But we do net only find
doubling in officia! prose (immigration farms, etc.). An interesring example is the
entertainer in a Cuban nightclub in rhe Bautista years, as recorded by Cabrera Infante
in the opening sentences ofhis Jazz navel Tres tristes tigres (1965):

Showtime. Seüoras y seäores. Ladies and gentlemen. Muy buenas noches, damas y
caballeros, tengan todos ustedes. Good-eoening, ladies and gentlemen. Tropicana, el
cabaret MÁS fabuloso del rnundo. Tropicana, the most fabulous nigtuclub in the
WORLD presente ... presents ... su NUEVO especräculo . . its new show . . . (and
so on and so forth)

A type of strategy of neutrality which needs to be studied in much greater detail is a
multi-Ievel generauoe system, a system which consiste of two very different grammars
which produce identical or similar surface outputs. Such a system is Chinook Jargon,
at least as Silverstein (1972) describes it. American traders and Chinook Indians
created a jargon, which is a kind ofcommon denominaror ofthe structures ofChinook
and English. Each language can function as the basis but all the 'marked' or language
particular structures are dropped so rhat speakers (given a small commcn vocabulary
drawn from various sources) can understand each other. It remains to be seen whether
the historica! Chinook jargon is like rhe system described here, and whether other
contact systems function in the same way. An example may be Michif, a French-Cree
language spoken in some places in North Dakota (USA) and Manitoba (Canada)
(Crawford, 1983).

11.3 An integrative perspective

One way of oomparing strategies of neutrality is in terms of notions derived from
information theory and anthropological Iinguistics. What is the densiiy of points at
which rhe neutrality ofthe code is established? How dosely is the neutral code linked
to both non-neutral codes? Density refers to the frequency within the speech signal.
In our case, density is high when the neutrality is marked many times within two
seconds of spoken speech, for instanee. Linkage involves explicit representation of
the outer farm (vocabulary, morphology, sounds, perhaps surface word-order) of a
language. Linkage is high when a code is present in the speech signal very frequently
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and expUcidy. The ideal srrategy of neutralization rates high on both density and
linkage. High density makes it possible for even a very short message to be perceived
as being in a neutral code. High linkage has several advameges: it may make the
neutral code easier to Ieam, it may make switching between [he neutral and the non
neutral code more meaningful, and ie provides a way to relare the bilingual iden
tiry conveyed by the code to the separate identities associated with the non-neutral
codes.

Befere going on te evaluate the different straregies of neutraliry, we should look at
the relation between different components ofthe grammar and the nonons ofdensity
and linkage. A rule ofthumb could be perhaps that the more a component belongs to
the outer form ofthe language, the larger its potential role in linkage. People are more
aware ofthe way a language sounds than ofthe structure ofthe quanrification system.
When someone utters the French word cheval 'horse', anybody who knows French
realizes French is somehow involved in the utterance. When someone says 'a horse
black', however, it wil! not be immediately obvious to the hearer that the French
word-order pattem of un cheval noir is involved here. Phrase structure rules have at
best inrermediate linkage. Intonation patterns have high linkage, in being instantly
recognizable, but not all individual sounds do. Many occur in different languages,
and therefore we may say that segmental phonology as a whole has only intermediate
linkage.

For density, matters aren't so simple. Segmental phonclogy has rhe highest density,
of course, given Saussure's definition ofhuman language as a system with secondary
articulation: sounds make up words, words make up sentences, etc. Inronation has
lower density, since it has clauses, or at least, phonclogical phrases, as its domain.
The vocabulary has intermediace densiry: every utterance consisrs of several words,
but not alllexical items are equally frequent in speech. Phrase structure rules have
varying amounts of density: some apply severel times in most utterances, some are
less frequent. Suppose that It is possible to generalize over several phrase structure
rules through X-bar theory, establishing the basic word-order patterns ofa language,
then we could say rhat phrase structure has intermediate density. Schematically,
these considerations yield the following picture:

Table H.l The evaluation oflhe different grammatical componenls in terms of the nouons dcnsny and
linkage

vocabulary
segmemal phonology
intona!ion
phrase srructure
semennes
discourse

Density

imermediale
very high
high
intermediate
intermedia!"
low

Linkage

high
high
intermediate
intermedial"
lew
low

Given this very rough evaluation of the grarnmatical cornpcnents in terms of the
notions of density and linkage, how do the different strategies of neutrality, tbat make
use of these different components in different ways, rare> Table 11.2 gives a first
analysis:
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Table 11.2 Rating the different srratcgies in terrns of the çonçepts of densiry and linkage

code switching
interseotenlial
ernblematic
iotra-sememial

relexiJication
rich morphology
paar morphology

maintaining accent
foreigner !alk
third language
new language
Chinook system
doubling

DensilY

10w
imermediale
high

high
high
high
10w
high
high
high
lew

Linkage

high
high
high

high
low
101'1

10w
101'1

intermediale
high
high

Straregies which show high density and linkage are intrasentenrial code mixing,
relexilication in languages with rich morphological systems, and new languages
which are relered in some way (perhaps derivationally, as in the case of Chinook
jargon) 10 the non-neutrallanguages involved. What rhey share is outer forms which
are a mixture ofvarious ingredients, and involving the non-neutrallanguages. What
makes relexification a less frequent strategy than intrasentential code mixing? First,
we do not know much about strategies of neutrality involving languages with a
complex morphology. Second, code mixing and relexification both share high density
and high linkage, whereas relexification requires the manipulation by the speaker of
two systems within [he lexicon; in code mixing this is within the syntax. Since the
lexicon is the component which is largely srored in the brain, and the syntax the
component which is largely creative, we can expect mixing processes in speech
produClion to affect predominantly the synrax. Only in highly agglutinative languages
such as Quechua, where speakers are constructing words productively in the same
way that speakers of English construct sentences, cao we expect mixing inside the
word to occur.

It should be clear, however, that this comparison of strategies needs much more
work; we hope that the notions of density and Iinkage give a grip, at least, on the
complexity of the phenomena involved.

Further reading

Beyond the work hy Scotton, 'Code-switching as a "safe choice" in choosing a lingua
franca' (1979), 'Strategies of neutrality' (1976), and later articles by the same authcr,
there is no systematic treatment of srrategies of neutrality.



12 Strategies and problems in bilingual
interaction

In bilingual communities the [act that different people speak different languages
corresponds to a division in different communicative networks. Take for instanee
West Berlin. The (native German) Berliners will tend tospeak to ether Berliners, and
rhe 300,000 Turks living rhere will tend to speek to other Turks. The seciel division
allows the linguistic separation to continue, and is symbolically expressed by it. At
the same time rhe linguistic separation helps to maintain the social division.
Ignorance of German for Turks means being cut off from access to desirable jobs;
ignorance ofTurkish for Germans implies, amcng many orher things, net knowing
what goes on in the Turkish community.

The two language groups are not independent: they live in the same city, and form
part ofthe same economy. This leads to frequent con/acts, even if these centacts are
often limited in range and depth. This chapter is dedicated to the nature of centacts
such as these between Turks and Berliners. In many bilingual communities the two
groups ofspeakers do not have equal status. In Berlin, ofcourse, the Turks have fewer
opportunities for social advancement, worse jobs with lower wages, a higher
unemployment rare, and smaller and older houses than the native Berliners.

This inequahry is reflected in the patterns of interaction. German rather than
Turkish is used in inrererhnic centacts. Only a few Berliners (social werkers,
teachers, lawyers, researchers, an occasional shopkeeper perhaps} know some
Turkish, the majority of Turks speek some German at least. The use of German,
however, poses problems for both participante in the interaction.

a. The native speakers have to adapt their speech to make themselves understood to
foreigners. In sectien 12.1 we wil1 srudy in detail what forms of adaptation we find,
centring the discuesion around what is called 'foreigner talk' (Ferguson, 1975).
b. The non-native speakers face innumerable problems in making themselves
understood 10 native speakers. Therefore we will discuss problems and
misunderstandings in native/non-native interaction in section 12.2.

In sectien 12.3 we wiU attempt 10 integrate the perspective in terms of adaptive
strategies (section 12.1), and the perspective of communicative problems (section
12.2).

Ofcourse foreigner talk and inter-culrural misunderstandings are only two aspecrs
ofbilingual interaction. When the two groups have roughly equal status or when all
intertocutors are to some extent bîlingual, the situation changes drastically. In
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chapter 3 we discussed the factors influencing language choice in such cases, and in
chapters 10 and 11 the complicated switching back and forrh or attempts to find more
neutral modes of speech when ir is not obvious immediarely that one speaker can
impose his code on [he interaction.

12.1 Adaptive strategies: foreigner talk

Speakers adjust their language when they are talking to people who do nor speek it
very wel!. This holds for mothers speaking to their young children and for people
speaking te foretgners. Since the earty1970s the adjustment in the speech directed at
foreigners bas been studied systematically, leading to an increasingly detailed and
complex picture of what actually goes on, much beyond the conglomeration of
holiday anecdotes and memories coloured by fiction rhat characterizes the lay view
of foreigner talk. Foreigner talk, it should be stressed once again, is the type of
language used when to speaking 10 foreigners, not the language ojforeigners (which
we have termed 'interlanguage' in chapter 8). One way in which speakers adjust is by
simplifying their language, perhaps imitating an impression that they have ofhow the
foreigner speaks. A classica! example ofthis we find in Robinson Crusoe (1719; ed.
1977, p. 156):

and said (Friday), 'yes, yes, we always fight the better'; that is, he meant always get rhe
better in fight; and so we began the following discourse.
'You always fight the better'; said I, 'how came you to be taken prisoner then,
Friday?'
Friday. My nation beat much, for all that.
Masrer. How beat? ifyour nation beat them, how came you to be taken?
Friday. They more many than my nation in the place where me was; they take

one, two three, and me; my nation over-beat them in rhe yonder place,
where me na was; there my nation take one, two, great thousand.

Masrer. But why did not your side reeover you from the hands ofyour enemies
then?

Friday. They run ene, two, three and me, and make go in the canoe, my nation
have no canoe that time.

Friday is portrayed as speaking some sart of braken Bnglish. The colonial tradition
has produced a stereotyped foreigner talk throughout the Western world.
Paradoxical1y, its literary reflection is the way in which foreigners (Indians, Africans,
Arabs) are presented talking in dialogue rather than the speech directed at them by
Europeans.

Ferguson (1975) reports on a study in which American srudents were asked how they
would say eertuin things to foreigners with very little English. Typical features of
their self-reported speech inc1uded:

(1) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

absence of erticles
absence of the copula
absence of overt plural marking
absence of auxiliaries or overt tense marking
short sentences

man come
kim no good
build (WO house
me come last year
(se1f explanarory}



f simplified negation
g. not polite secend person form
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him no mine friend
(Spanish) tu trabaiarï
(you work!)

This conglomeration of features, which could still be expanded if we inc1ude relared
studies, leads to sentences such as;

(2) Two man come, buro down family cabin yesterday, two man na good.
(3) you come here, you cut down tree, rhen you make fire, is cold

The Dutch Workgroup on Foreign Workers' Language (1978) repeated the study of
Ferguson's in Amsterdam, asking ene group of students how they would say certain
things to foreigners, and another group how they thought foreigners would say the
same things. Interestingly enough, rhe results were identical. Intuitions about
srereotypical foreigner talk are identical to stereotypes about interlanguage. The
reader might weil object thar stereoryped intuitions are one thing, actuaf behaviour
being quite something e1se.

Some researchers have gene sa far as ro suggest rhat there are in fact two entire1y
separate modes of adaptation: foreigner talk (a separate code with the features
described above) and foreigner register (slight deviations from the normal code of
speech) (e.g. Arthur et al., 1980). In the foreigner register, speakers tend te avoid the
type of blatantly ungrammatical, socially stigmatized forms mentioned above,
however, modifying their speech only in subtIe ways that become obvious under
quantitative enelysis. Modifications in this case go no furrher than slower and clearer
speech, shorter sentences, avoidanee of idioms, avoidanee ofcomplex or exceptional
grammatical patterns, avoidanee of rare vocabulary items, etc.

Do people aetually use blatantly ungrammaticalforeigner talk when speaking to non
native speakers?
It appears that they do, but only when special condinons hold:

(a) The speakers perceive their own status as (much) higher than that of the
foreigners;

(b) The level of proficiency of rhe non-native speaker in the language of the
interaction is low;

(c) The native speakers tend to have had frequent but limited inreractions with
foreignera before;

(d) The interaction is entirely spontaneous: most aften centred around a specific task
or problem in shops or factories.

These four conditions, all of them necessary but none of them sufficient by
themselves, were discovered by Long (1981) on rhe basis ofan exrensive survey ofthe
available lirerature on foreigner talk (by then some 40 articles). Of course, many
native/non-native bilingual inreractions do not conform IQ all four criteria given
ebove, together leading to typical or even stereorypical interaction. Often speakers
tend to see their status as re1ative1y equal (e.g. rwo families oftourists on a camping
site), the non-native speaker is in fact fairly fluent, etc. Still, partielpants in these cases
modify their speech, but only to produce what was called foreigner register ebove,
something quite distiriet from foreigner talk. In this view, foreigner talk creates a
disrance between rhe interlccutors, involving a put-down of the foreigner, and
foreigner register is an instanee of accommodation (already discuseed in chapter 3),
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leeding to easier input for the learner and less difference between the native and non
native ways of speaking.

A number ofstudies has shown that aften native speakers adapt rheir speech in subtle
degreea, depending on the level of proficiency ofthe foreigner. In Amsterdam (Snow
et al., 1981) this was found to be the case with officials who had frequent dealings with
foreigners (in housing and civil registration offices). An example (rather lîterally
rranslated] of an interaction of this type is:

0: And when did she die? Do you know that as well?
F: Ye .. es, nine, six.
0: Nine, six.
F: Six.
0: Nineteen ...
F: Seventy-six
0: Sevenry-six. And where?
F: In Turke.
0: In Turkey? Istanbul? Do you have a paper of thar?
F: Paper of?
0: Of dying. Ofthe passing-away act?
F: Paper, yes.
0: But not here. Not with you.
F: Yes, is home.
0: Home.O.K.

On the basis ofthe immediate context the official manages to make sense of what the
foreigner is saying and at the same time he makes himselfunderstood, repeating what
the foreigner says and slightly elaborating on it.

At the same time the dialogue presenred shows that foreigner 'talk' and 'register'
cannot be separated: the official does both, and in fact many native/non-native
interacttons show bath prccesses occurring, foreigner 'talk' being rhe more extreme
continuanon of foreigner 'register'. This is very clear as weil in market inreractions
between Spanish-speaking 'mestizo' sates people end Quechua-speaking Indian
cuetomers in Ecuador. The market interaction is characterized by long bargaining
sessions, joking, the going away ofthe custorner, and by a number of'specific forms of
address. The most interesring one is caseralcaserolcaserualcaseruo, derived from casa
'house', and used reciprocally by buyer and seller. In the foreigner register addressed
to the Indian cuetemers we find three classes of address forms:

(4) a. polite and usabie with any adult customer

casero ) 'house-keeper'
casera

caseriEO) 'h k '( ~. diminutive]. ouse- eeper arrecuonate mununve
caserlta

b. familiar , endearing, slightly marked
jopencito 'young man'
negrita 'Iittle black one'
madrecna 'linie mother"

c. impolite or endearing, marked for Indians
mamita 'linie mcther" (familiar farm)
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hijiro 'little sen'
cholito 'Indien peasanr'
taytiku 'Iittle father" (Quechua)

Striking is the high number of diminutives in each category. In the address forma we
see rhe curieus mixture of the two dimensions of bilingual interactions:
accommodation(the refer ence ro the customer as a family member, rhe endearing use
ofthe diminutive) and hierarchy (the use ofexpresstens such as 'linie son' and choliro
'peasant'). The same thing shows up with respect to pronominal address. In Spanish
there is both a polite and a famüiar second-person prcnoun. Indians tend te be
addressed with the familiar form, but this is subject to varlation. In several
interactioris rhe use of the polite and farniliar forrns is manipulated as part of rhe
bargairring process. Here a dialogue is represented between a market-seller end an
Indian customer. Usted is the polire form used, end vos rhe familiar form:

(5) Seller: ... usted ... usted .
Buyer: refuses
Seller: ... vos ... vos ... vos.
Buyer: indignant
Seller: ... usted ... usted ...

Sometimes vos and usted alternare within ene single stretch of monologue. In the
market interactions we also find the frequent repetitions, short sentences, avoidanee
ofmarked terrninology and constructions that were mentioned earlier. What makes
the dialogues different is rhat here the interaction patterns are ritualized, embedded
in the weekly routines ofbuying and selling that are part ofthe economie reality ofthe
Andes. The use of accommodative strategies such as typical foreigner-register
features and rhe adeption of Quechua pragmatics are combiried with disrance
creating strategies such as special forms of address and impelite second person
pronouns.

Two questions need ro be asked before we conclude our discussion of foreigner talk:
Is Joreigner talk imitative of the way non-native speakers use the language? Again, the
answer ro this question is both yes and no. On the one hand, foreigner-talk speech,
including the ungrammatical type first described by Ferguson (1975), has many
features ofthe speech ofbeginning leamers. Both will include phrases such as him no
come (for 'he didn 't corrie'), and the list of features in (I) corresponds fairly directly to
a similar list for early interlanguage.

Also Snow et al. (1981) demonsu-are that in rhe interaeticus between officials and
immigrants rhere is a correlation between the type and frequency ofthe foreigner-talk
features in the speech of the officials and of the deviant features in the speech of the
immigrants. The imitative nature offoreigner talk and foreigner register (at this point
there is no difference) sterns from its cooperative accommodative aspects.

Hatch (1983) gives some examples of exchanges between Zoila, a Spanish speaker
learning English, and her friend, Rina, an English native speaker. Rina clearly adopts
Zeila's interlanguage forms in some instances:

Zoila: Do you think is ready?
Rina: I think is ready.
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Zoila: Why she's very upset for me?
Rina: She is upset for you?
Zoila: Yeah, is.

On the other hand, Meisel (1980) bas shown tbat the simpllfication in foreigner talk
and the speech offoreign workers in West Germany is the result of similar sireeegles
of simplification which, however, do not always lead to the same linguistic features.
For example, whereas use of the full, uninflected verb is characteristic of foreigner
talk, some ofthe second-language Iearners Meisel srudied did not show this feature in
their interlanguage, but rather another invariant form. Probably in foreigner talk
speakers often make use ofstereotypes that are not directly imitative ofthe non-native
speaker. Cumpare rhe exarnple given in chapter 11 ofthe Dutch shopkeeper who says
monona (Spanish for 'tomorrow' and interprered by touriets in Spain ro mean 'some
other time') to a Hindustani customer, to indicate that some goods have not yet
arrived. This is obviously nor based on what the Hindusrani has said. Nor is it likely
to clarify much, of course.

If the foreigner register is adapted to the level of proficiency of the foreigner, does it
help the leamer acquiring the second language?This question is hard to answer because
ofthe double nature offoreigner talk. German research by both Meisel (1977) and
Dinmar (pers. comm.) suggests that fbreigners, even those who are net fluent, find
ungrammatical foreigner talk offensive. The implicit insult can negatively inf1uence
the acquisition process, leading to psychological and social disrance (Schumann,
1978). Also it can be negative for the more advsneed learner if the input remains
reduced (and there have been cases of rhis documented).

On the other hand, and this has been stressed in the work of Long and associates,
and much related research, the type offoreigner talk characterized by slow, careful,
simple and unmarked input, full of repetitions, is ideal tor beginning learners, as it is
meant to beo

12.2 Problerns and rnisunderstandings in
native-non-native interaction

Meeting a fcreigner (e.g. an Englishman), a japanese might introduce himself, for
instance, as 'I belong to BankofTokyo', and continue asking questions such as 'What
is your job', 'How old are you?' and 'What is the name ofyour company?' (Loveday,
1982b). Ir is quite clear that the [apanese is following a rule of'convenrion staring that
identity and status of interlocutors bas te be esrablished prior to interaction. The
native English speaker (Iike many rnembers of Western societies) will introduce
himse1f with his name, and might interpret the questions of the Iapanese as
threatening or offensive. Meanwhile, the [apanese could think that the Englîsh
speaker does not dare te give informaticn about his status; also when status is not
established, the [apanese will have problems in continuing the conversatien in a
rnanner which seems appropriate to him, beceuse he can not deflne the (status)
re1ation between him and his inrerlocutor. This is one of the many
misunderstandings that might come up in the interaction between speakers of
different languages. In this case the problem seems to be a consequence ofthe fact that
the Englishrrian and the Japanese employ different rules for introducing themselves
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in opening a conversatien with a strenger. Although both speakers might feel
uncomfortable, often the non-native speaker will be blamed for 'not talking
appropriately'. This asymmetry defines many bilingual interaction situations.

In verbal encounters between a native speaker of a prestige language and a non
native speaker of that language, the native speaker will have a higher status, end he
will expect the non-native speaker, consciously or unconsciously, not only to use that
language but also ro speak the way he does. Otherwise, the non-native speaker will be
eonsidered as strenge, offensive, devious, erc., depending on the type of communi
cative cellision or friction. Compare the foHowing short dialogue between a Dutch
stall-holder and a Moroeean man in an Amsterdam streetmarket:

(6) Moroccan:
Dutch:

Ik moet een kilo uien ('I must have one kilo of onions')
Zoiets vragen we hier beleefd ('Sueh a thing we ask here politely').

These interaction problems are expresstens of inter-etlinie or inter-culturai
differenees, and they might become sourees of inter-ethnic conflicts. People tend to
judge each other often on rhe basis of their communicative behaviour, and in cases
like the example given above, majority-language speakers negative1y stereotype the
non-native speakers, because 'they do not know how to behave', 'they are hardly
civilized', etc.

Interaction problems between native and non-native speakers ean be disunguished
with regard to their origin. A first cause for sueh a problem might be the limired
formal second-languageproficiency of the non-native speaker. The latter does not have
sufficient grammatical, phonetic and or lexical second-language skilIs 10 express
himself adequately when talking to a native speaker, or he does not understand the
native speaker completely, which wil! certainly result in communicative difficulties.
In such cases the native speaker will often make allowance for the relatively 10w
seccnd-language proficiency ofthe non-native speaker, and adjust his language, i.e.
speak some kind of foreigner talk (see sectien 12.1).

The second type of interaction problem originates in aspecific form of limited
seccnd-language proficiency: the non-native speaker laeks the skilIs neeessary [or
distinguishing and adequarely using the different stylisnc oariants and registers of his
secondlanguage. Sociolinguistic research in many speech communities has shown that
speakers select certain stylistic variants or registers appropriate to the speech
situation, or in order to define the speech situation (cf also the discussion on language
choice in chaprer 3). For example, in formal intereenons like a job interview, the
interlocutore will use formal stylistic varianrs - in any case the applicant wil1 try - ,
while at a certain point one ofthe interviewers might switch over to informal varianrs,
which will often be non-srandard forms, to indieate that the 'interview part' is over,
and that it is time or sorne small talk to finish up.

Often the non-native speakers' second-language competence wil! net indude
stylistic varianrs. The speakers are only profleient then in one style or in one variety.
This implies that they might use an informal style when a more formal way oftalking
is required; native speakers may judge this as too personal or too intimate. Not only
the native speaker, but also rhe non-native speaker win be annoyed er fruetrated if
stylistic skills are lacking. People who have learned a second language in the
classroom wil! feel uncomfortable in an informal exchange (Segalowitz and
Gatbonton, 1977).
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Even if the various stylistic variauts of the second language are part of the non
native speaker's verbal repertoire, he may not be proficient in using (hem
appropriate1y. A famous exarnple is the tufvous-distinction, lacking in Eng1ish.
English-French bilinguals, with English as their first language, wil! undoubtedly
know the two forms in French where English only has you, but they might not have
rhe skills to use the appropriate form in a particular situarion. Even when the
bilingual speaks two languages that have both the TIV-distinction (fcr example
Dutch and Germen), rhe bilingual might have problems in se1ecting the appropriate
pronoun, because there might be an incomplete correspondence between the two
languages wirh regard to rhe social distribution ofthe two forms. According to Brown
and Gilman (1960), the factors 'power' and 'solidarity' determine the selection
procedure, and in most Western soetenes the solidarity factor has become the
dominant ene, i.e. when the power relation between two persons is such that one is
more powerful because of social or occupational status or age, but at rhe same time a
positive sclidariry relation can be established (for example, they work for the same
company), rhere is a growing tendency to choose the T-pronoun, or 'informal'
pronoun. This is a1sothe case in the Netherlands. Dutch hasjij{T) and u (V) for you,
and in exchanges between interlocutors with unequal status - for instance, between
university students and junior faculty - often jij is used by both interlocutors,
because of the need to stress rhe solidartry relerion. In Germany, however, more
weight is given to the power relation, and a student who addresses a lecturer or
professor with du [the T-pronoun) is acting very rudely or impolitely. A
Dutch-German bilingual with Dutch as his first language will often have problems in
se1ecting the socially correct pronoun, and will aften be rude, probably, in the view of
a German.

A third souree of problems in native-non-native interaction lies in the fact that [he
cultural presuppositions of the two interlocutors are not the same. The meaning of
utterances is not only determined by their semantic content (and syntactic structure),
but also by presuppositions accompanying the utterance. Consider for example
sentences (7) and (8).

(7) Let [ohn go!
(8) Donaid accused him of always taking the ininanve in the group planning

meetings.

(7) comains the presupposition (connected with 'let go') that the addressee holds
john. Utterance (8) comains rhe presupposition (connecred with 'accused') thar it is
wrong always to take rhe initiative in meetings. This last type is of interest here,
termed cultural presuppositions because they are relered to rhe cultural norms of a
community. Ifin a eertarn speech community people are admired ifthey always take
the initiative, utterance (8) wil! sound strenge to members ofthis community. Con
sider also Lakoff's famous example '[ohn called Mary a virgin, and rben she insulted
him'. It will be very difficult to interpret for rnembers of communities with tradi
tional, restricrive norms for women's sexual behaviour. In bilingual communities net
only are two languages in contact, but also two cultures or two partly different sets of
cultural values, which enter intc language use via cultural presuppositions. The non
native speaker oflanguage A might not share the cultural values ofnative speakers of
language A, and rherefore, attach different cultural presuppositions - and thus,
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different meanings - to utterances in A. For example, in many Western societies for
women to know how to act independently, is often positively evaluated. However, in
many other communities women are expected ro be more or teessubordinated to their
huabands (of course, rhis attitude is also held by many members of Western
communities, but here we are sketching a general image). Now imagine a verba!
encounter between a Dutchman and a Mococcan immigrant worker in the Nether
lands. They talk about a certain woman, and the Dutchman says:

(9) Ik bewonder haar onafhankelijkheid ('I admire her independence')

For the Moroccan this utterance can be strange or ambiguous, because ofhis cultural
values regarding the social position of women: an independent woman is not to be
admired. Cross-cultural misunderstanding might be the result.

Problems in native-non-native interaction might also be due to the fact that
interkxutors employdifferenr setsof interaction rules. The term 'Inreraction rule' is used
here to refer to all kinds of rules in addition to rules of grammer, semanrics and
phonology (the formal linguistic rules) that specify which (sequence of) utrerances
and which type of non-verbal behaviour are considered appropriate in certain
situations. Cernpare Hymes's concept of'communicative competence' that conterne
this type of interaction rules as an extension of Chomsky's 'linguistic competence'
(Hymes,1972).

Philips (1972) gives a clear example ofhow cross-cultural differences in interaction
rules can be a souree of misunderstanding. She studied rhe verbal behaviour of
American Indian children from the Warm Springs Indian Reservarion in class
rooms with a white teacher. She conc1uded that - compared with non-Ïndian
children - Indian children are less interested in the development of a one-to-one
interactionat relation with their teacher; they take more interest in maintaining and
developing relationships with their classmates, no matter whar is going on in the
classrooms. PhiJips observed that the Indian students were reluctant to participate
verbally in educationa! settings where students must speak Outindividually in front of
the other students. Also with rhe teacher in a small group, the Indian children rnuch
more frequently refused to say something than the non-Indian children did. To the
teachers the children might often seem racirurn or withdrawn. On the basis of this
behaviour, teachers can draw the wrong conclusions about the educational
motivation or tbe cognitive level ofthe children.

Differences in the eva!uation of speech and the function of speech are noted by
many authors. Loveday (1982a, 1982b) writes about the differences between rhe
japanese and most Western speech communities. In Japan, the verba! expression of
personal ideas and emotions is not positively valued as in the Wes!. Loveday points to
rhe potenrial misunderstandings in japanese-Engllsh verbal encounters. if someone
expresaes his thoughts or feelings exp!icitly, the Japanese take this often as a sign that
the speaker is neither profound nor sincere, but on the ether hand, native speakers of
English frequently regard the [apanese as 'distant', 'cool' and 'cautious', Com
municative problems can also arise when speakers are accustomed to different rules
with regard te the organization of conversations, e.g. the expected length of verba!
tums and the occurrence of interruptions, Barkowski et al. (1976) report on the
language problems ofTurkish immigrant workers in West Berlin in this perspecrive.
These Turks are used to interactioris with undisturbed long monolognes containing
many narranves. They have difficulties functioning in a German speech communiry
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where shorter exchanges are more common, and people interrupt each other
sometimes frequently, especially in informal, personal interactions.

Until now, we have only given some examples of more general interaction rules
referring to general discourse prmciples. However, there are also many cross- cultural
differences in more specific interaction rules, i.e. rules with regard to the appropriate
farm of utterances or the expression of certain speech acts. Gumperz et al. (1982), for
instance, analyse the characteristics of the English spoken by British citizens from
India or Pakistan, and they contrast Indian English with standard Western English.
One of their examples is utterance (10).

(10) Building eoeietles and the council have gat no objection, doesn't mean that if a
council house, council mortgage, you can still sell ie

They note that the most obvious interpretation (one cannot sell a council house) is net
right. When enalysed in the light ofthe preceding discourse, it becomes clear rhat rhe
eppesite is meant: ene is free to sell a council house. According to Gumperz and his
associares 'doesn 't meen' bears na surface syntactic relation to the succeeding clause,
but it serves to mark the entire utterance as a refutation ofsomething expressed in the
preceding part of the interaction. Indian English diverges from standard Western
English in the use of a device like 'doesn't mean' in this example. Therefore, native
speakers of Western Engtish often judge Indian English as disconnected and hard to
follow.

In his publications on inter-ethnic or cross-cultural communication, Gumperz
often stresses rhe importance of paralinguistic aspects of language, like pitch and
intonation. In Gumperz (1977) an example is given of newly hired Indian and
Pakistani women in a staff cafeteria at London airport. The women exchanged only
relatively few words with their superiors and the cargo handlers whom they served.
But rhe intonation and manner in which the women pronounced these words were
interpreted negatively, and the wamen were perceived as surly and uncooperative.
For instance, a customer who had chosen meat at rhe counter needed to be aeked
whether he wanted gravy. The Indian and Pakistani women pronounced this word
with a falling intonation (Gravy), while a British attendant would have asked Gravy?
with rising Intonation.

Many uurhors have noted that native-non-native interaction is often more or less
disturbed because the non-native speaker does nor follow the same tules for
expressing certain speech acts as the native speaker does. Scarcella and Brunak (1981)
give an example in which an Arabic non-native speaker of English says as a greeting
'Heila, welcome', which is rather odd for native speakers. Non-native speakers often
have problems in applying the regular (i.e. native) strategies for politeness in rheir
utterances. For instanee. for formulating a request alll:mguages have many options.
Utterances (Ila-e) are five of'rhe petenrial ways of asking someone in English to give a
book (and there are more utterances possible).

(11) a. Give me that baak
b. Please, give me thar baak
c. Could you give that book?
d. Would you be so kind as to give me that baak?
e. I need that book.
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The appropriareness ofeach of these utterances depends mainly on the social relation
between the speaker and addressee, and non-native speakers often have difflculties in
selecting the appropriate utterance in a given situaticn. Scarcella and Brunak (1981),
for example, found that Arabic non-native speakers of English used many more
requests in rhe imperative mood than native speakers did, and not only to the
'subordinares' in a role-playing experiment, but also to rhe 'superiors'. The
utterances of'rhe non-native speakers mighr not only seem odd to the native speaker,
but also impelite.

In fact, rhis discuesion ofthe expression ofspeech acts must be relered to the earfier
discussion of stylistic differences. With regard to both issues, cross-cultural
interaction problems might occur, because (a) the non-native speaker's competence
does not contam all the formal options of rhe target Ianguage; or (b) the non-native
speaker does not use the same mies as the native speaker for selecting the appropriate
option. In rhe last case, a Iinguistic minority group might have developed a set ofmies
that differs from the 'majority interaction mies' and marks a social or ethnic variety of
the Ianguage considered (see also, sectien 2.1 on ethnic varieties}, This seems to be the
case in Gumperz's description of Indian English.

Conventions for non-verbal behaviour we will consider to be a separate type of
interaction rules. Speech communities can, for instance, differ substantially with
regard to the amount of gesturing that is judged 'normal': in Northem Europe,
Irahans are fameus for their 'exeggerated gesturing'. According ro Lovedey (1982a),
in contrast with many other communities, the [epanese try to avoid eye contact with
intertocutors in face-to-face interaction: 'Unlike the Latin or Middle Eastern or
certain North European patterns, the [apanese consider being repeatedly looked at or
intensively focused on wirh the eyes as unpleasant or even rude. Intent gazing at the
persen ene is talking to does not signa! respect' (p. 95).

Body disrance between interlocutors is an important variable in interaction. It is
often observed that people from Arabic countries are used to much smaller distances
in personaf face-to-face interaction than people from Western speech communities. It
is easy to imagine rhe frustration or irritation both partielpants may experience in
Arab-Western language contact: in an extreme case, the one does a step forward, and
the ether a step backward, etc. These cross-cultural misunderstandings can be a
souree of further conflicts, since the non-verbal behaviour (like the verbal behaviour)
is always social1y interprered. In rhe example above, the Arab might think that the
WeSlerner is reluctant to talk to him or does not want to talk informal1y, while the
Westerner might suppose that the Arab wants to talk too intimately.

Non-native speakers in bilingual communities often are second-language learners in
intermediate acquisiticn stages. An interesting question is whether there is a retation
between formal and [unaional competence. Or to pur it otherwise: do non-native
speakers with a re1atively low formal second-Ianguage proficiency differ more from
native speakers with regard ro the use ofinteraction mies than non-native speakers
with a higher second-language proficency? This question was included in a study by
Fonck (1984) on pragmatic differ ences between English teamers of Dutch and the
Durch of native speakers. She found that the non-natives had a preferenee for more
polite, or more indirect utterances expressing the speech act 'to complain' than the
Dutch natives. Within rhe group of non-natives there was a tendency for those with
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less grammancal second-Ianguage skills to diverge most from the Dutch native
speakers.

The data ofScarceila end Brunak (1981) also point re a relation between formal and
functienat proflciency. In their comparison between American native speakers of
English and Arabic non-native speakers of'English, they found that in a role-playlng
situanon both groups used small-talk in opening a conversation with a 'friend'.
Hcwever, when the native speakers talked with a 'superior', they only used short
openings such as attention-geners. The non-native speakers, and among these
especial1y the students with limited English proficiency, also used extended
openings, i.e. srnall talk, towards a 'superior'.

A further issue wirh regard to interactiorial differences between native and non-native
speakers is, wherher tne interaction rules employed by the non.nauoes are transferred
from their[irst or soureelanguage (for the concept of 'transfer' , see chaprer 8). Loveday
(1982b) stresses the occurrence of what he calls 'cross-cultural cornrnunicative
interference'. He gives many exarnples to show the influence of'japanese interaction
rules on the communicative behaviour of]apanese speakers ofEnglish. For instanee.
Loveday argues that in the ]apanese speech community the collectiva is given more
importance than the individual, so tbe japanese rarely express disagreement in
conversatien. This behaviour is transferred to language contact situations; therefore,
the verbal participation of ]apanese in English conversations seems duU and
unsatisfactory for native speakers of English: they tend to judge the [apanese as
polite, but withdrawn or insincere, as was already remarked above.

Gumperz et al. (1982) discuss the thematic structure in discourse, and contrasts
belween British and Indian English in signalling the conneenons the speaker intends
to convey bet ween the utterances. One oftheir examples is the use ofconjunctions. In
Indian Ianguages, conjunctions never reeerve stress and thëy are more often optional
than in English. This implies rhat the occurrence of an optional conjunction cames
signalling value. Gumperz et al. give the following part of a dialogue in which rhe
Indian speaker A marks a shift of focus by rhe unstressed use of and without any
further prosodie cues.

B: So so what was the outcome Mr. A?
A: Outcorrie was end thar they had recommended that he has ctass discipline

problem/language problem/so much problem/and bul his lesson was weil
preparedl and he had told us he needs more help .

Gumperz eral. note that A uses a lisring prosodie partem. but that 'he does nothing to
signal the distinction between the list of criticisms in the first three dauses and the
contrasring commendation in the last. This last clause is marked off only by being
conjoined with "and" , (p. 46). It is clear thar inreractional transfer from the native
language into rhe secend language occurs. But research data are still rather scarce and
anecdctal. Furthermore, in many cases non-native speakers do nor transfer interaction
mies from their first language: the Arab speakers of English in the above-cited
example from rhe srudy ofScarcella and Brunak (1981) do not use more requests in
the imperative moed because they apply an Arab interaction rule, but because oftheir
limired skilIs in English. Therefore, ir is difficult to judge the extenr and rhe
importance of this type of transfer, and the way ir influences native-non-native
interaction.
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Language is embedded in society, and interaction rules as wel!. They relare to the
social structure and cultural values ofthat society. In the beginning ofthis sectien an
example was given of rhe differences between ]apanese and people from Western
socieues in introducing themselves when starring a conversatien with a stranger. The
]apanese apply an interaction rule specifying that in such an introduetion
interlocutors have to establish their status. According to Levedey (1982a) this rule
must be connected with the vertical structure of]apanese society whose members are
bound in tightly organized groups.

When interaction rules express eertsin cultural values, these values clash where
interaction mies clash. This means that the social consequences of native-non-native
interaction problems must not be neglected: the result rnay be further social and
cultural stigmatizing of linguistic minorities.

12.3 An integrative perspective

If we want to relare the foreigner-talk strategy discuseed in section 12.1 to rhe
communication problems dealt with in the preceding section, it is necesaary to look at
the concept of'conversation' in more detail. In general a conversatien can be seen as a
'joint venture' of rhe people participating in it. The content end form of the
conversation is not given beferehand (except in certain institutionalized interactions),
but the interlocutore make Ir, construct it while they are talking, Therefore,
interlocutors have te cooperate, otherwise interaction can net be successful, i.e.
meanings and intentions wil! net be understood. Ir must be stressed that 'cooperation'
does not imply that participante in an interaction help each other or agree with each
other continually. 'Cooperauon' refers to the fact that Interlocurors are generally
applying the same rules for expressing and interprering speech acts.

Interlocutors may not have equal power, and this win be expressed in the
interaction. The most powerful participant bas the chance to direct the conversation,
to reduce the turn-taking possibilities ofother participanta, etc.

In native-non-native interaction problems often occur because the interlocutors do
not have rhe same set of mies at their disposal for expressing and interpreting speech
acts. In many cases, the interlocutor with the most power can determine what
language is used, imposing his native language on the other speaker. The latter will
have considerable difficulty, however. Therefore, the interaction can only be
successful when the native speaker gives much credit to the cooperation principle: he
must make extra efforts to understand the non-native speaker, and to make himse1f
understood. He must often adjust his speech, and use a kind of foreigner talk which
gives the non-native speaker extra chances to grasp the meaning. This is exemplified
in the following dialogue, taken from a study by ]osine Lalleman (1986). She made
recordings ofthe verbal interactioris between Turkish and Dutch children at play. In
general, the Turkish children had a lower Dutch proficiency than the Dutch children
(a difference which was even more atriking in their test resulrs). But most ofthe time
that did nor lead to interactional problems. However, now and then sueh a problem
occurred, for instanee in the following dialogue.

Soraya (Dutch)
Özlem (Turkish)
Soraya:

Moet je ook pleister? ('Do you need band-aids?)
Wat? ('What?')
Moet je ook pleistertjes? ('Do you need little band-aids?')



Öz1em:
Soraya:
Özlem:
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Wane? ('Wot?')
Moet ie ook beetje van dees? (Do you need any of these?')
Nee ('No').

Özlem clearly does not know the word 'pleister', and Soraya probably n-iesto help her
by using the diminutive ('pleistertjes'), which is very cornmon in Duteh, especial1y
among and towards ycung children. IfÖzlem still fails to understand, Soraya solves
the interaction problem by using a demonstrative pronoun and pointing to the band
aids, i.e. she is very cooperative in her behaviour.

But interlocutors mayalso fail to cooperate, or they may (implicitly) refer to the
power-reletien. In native-non-native interaction, the native speaker will generally be
more powerful. He can express this power by not cooperating, not trying to resotve
interaction prohlems, or indeed by increasing rhe interactioaal gap between him and
the non-native speaker. There are two means for increasing this gap: (a) by not
adapting his speech; (b) by adapting it toa much or wrongly, and using the particular
type ofoffensive, ungrarnmaucal foreigner talk that will further frustrare inrer-ethnic
communication in the biiingual community.

Further reading

The starring point for anybody interested in foreigner talk is the work of Ferguson
(1971; 1975; Ferguson and DeBose, 1977), who has related it to simplified registers in
general, pidgins, and the prccess oflinguistic simplification. Michael Long (1981;
1982) hes srressed the relation between foreigner talk and second-language learning,
and has written several 'state of the art' reports. For German the most interesting
artiele is Meisel (1975; 1977), and for French we have Valdman (1977a). Volume 28
of the International Journalof the Socio!ogy of Language, edited by Michael Clyne
(1981), is dedicated to foreigner talk, presenting both sociological and psychological
perspectives.

Lovedey (1982a) deals with interaction problems between native and non-native
speakers from the perspective of second-Ianguage acquisition. Sanches and Blount
(1975) is a reader with articles on culture-specific interaction rules. Discourse
processes and problems in inter-ethnic interaction are dicussed in Gumperz (1982a
and I982b). Extra and Mittner (1984) comains a section with papers on
(mis)understandings in conversarions between native speakers and second-Ianguage
leamers. Articles on this issue are colleered in two special issues of journals:
International Journa! of {he Soclo!ogy of Language, Vol. 27 (1981) end Applied
Linguistics, Vol. 5, No. 3 (1984).





IV Linguistic consequences

13 Language contact and language change

Cao one language influence anorher ene structurally? Or, put differently, can
languages borrow from each ether? This issue has been hotly debated, both in histo
rical linguistics and in language contact studies, and na consensus bas been reached.
Doe ofthe reasons for this is that there are widely divergent views on what language is
really like. At opposite ends we find the 'system' view end the 'bag of tricks' view.
The system view holds that languages, or more specifically grammars, are tightly
organized wholes, of which all elements are related by complex syntagmatic and
paradigmatic re1ationships. A prominent advocate ofthe system view was Ferdinand
de Saussure, the founder of structuralism, who claimed that language was a system
'ou tout se tient' (where everything hangs rogerher). The bag of tricks view holds rhat
languages are primarilv complex tools for referring to the world and for communica
tion, and that these tools easily adapt to new communicative and referential needs. A
prominent proponent of the bag of tricks view was Hugo Schuchardt, the creolist
referred ro in chapter I. Schuchardr (1914) went as far as proposing Ianguage
chemietry for handling creole data: the 'formula' for two creole languages spoken in
Surinem was CEP ,D for Sranan end CEP,D for Saramaccan (C = CreoIe,
E = English, P = Portuguese, D = Durch), and rhe different numerical subscript for P
indicares the different amount of Portuguese present in both creoles.

On purpose we have cited two scholars from the early twentieth century as holding
these rather opposite points of view. In modern linguistics the distinction is not as
clear, as we will see be1ow. One would tend to associate Chomsky and the generative
tradition with the system view, and Hymes and other functionalists with the bag of
tricks view. The notion of system itse1f, however, has undergone important changes.
The holistic systems of early structuralism have been replaced by modularized
systems in modern grammatical theory. These systems contam a number ofindepen
dent components: rhe lexicon, the phonological component, etc. The impheation of
this conception of the grammar for borrowing is thar borrowing a word does not
imply necessarüy thar the sounds of which the word are composed are bcrrowed in
the same way. Of course words are phonologically adapted in the process ofborrow
ing. What this means is that words are borrowed in a fairly abstract shape, which is
then mapped onto the sound patterris of rhe language.

One of the reasons why sa little agreement has been reached with respect to the
question of whar can be borrowed in language is that the focus hes been on the
elements borrowed, and not as much on rhe processes ofborrowing, i.e. the type of
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contact sircanon. We claim that this makes all the difference in the world, and
therefore we discuss different scenarios for linguistic borrowing in sectien 13.1.
Section 13.2 focuses on the type ofevidence needed to argue for borrowing with the
example ofone grammatical structure, relative c1auses, which has been the subject of
language-contact studies in four continenrs, and continues to cause controversy. In
section 13.3 we take the perspective of historicallinguistics: how does grammatical
change due to language contact compare with other kinds of grammatical change?

One thing should be mentioned before going on: lexica! borrowing is something
that all researchers acknowledge. How could they otherwise, since lexical borrowing
is as old as the oldest cuneiform tablets and rock inscriptions, and older yet. It will be
discussed in rhe next chapter, by itself. Here we limit ourselves to grammatical
borrowing - the incorporation offoreign rules into a language. The alternative term,
linguistic influence, has a disadvantage: it suggests thar it is the donor language that
determines what is borrowed or net, and neglects rhe creative and adaptive aspects of
tbe process that we wil! return to below. It would be easy to make up a new scientific
term, but we will refrain from doing this given that the field is already riddled with
confusing terminology.

13.1 Five scenarios

There are at least five ways in which grammancal borrowing could pctentially take
place:

(I) through convergence
through cultural influence and lexical borrowing
through second-language learning
through relexification
through imitation of prestige patterns

We wil! discuss these one by one, presenting them in terms ofa hyporhetical scenario:

(a) Gradual convergence due to prolonged coexistence
In a situation in which several languages have been spoken in the same area and
mostly by the same people for a long time they may start converging. This conver
gence is most apparent on the phonetic level: the sound systems ofthe languages may
grow to be more and more similar, without clear influence in one direction. One
example from Ecuador may illustrate this. Here tbe dialect variatien in the pronun
ciation of palatal/ is parallel in bath Spanish and Quechua:

(2) Spanish Quechua
North Eduador [kafe] [afi]
South Ecuador [kale] [ali]

'srreet' 'good'

Both in Quechua and in Spanish the 'Northern' pronunciation is an innovation;
hence ie is not easy to argue for influence is one direction. Note also that the con
sequences for the linguistic systems involved are rather limired; the fricativization of
palatal ris a late phonological rule, without consequences for the rest ofthe sound
systems.



due te shkue
iskam da otida
veau sa plee
thelo na pao

'I want that I leave',
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Roman Jakobson has described a number of cases of phonological convergence, in
terms of the notion 'phonological Sprachbund' (1931), a notion derived from work of
Trubetzkoj. In several cases, for instance, unrelated languages spoken in the same
area have developed a tone system. Chinese and Tibetan are ene example, and
another example is formed by rhe languages of the Baltic sea: Swedish, Norwegian
(excluding the Northwestern dialects), most dialects of Danish, some dialects of
North German, North Cashubic, Estonian, Lettlsh, Lithuanian.

The sinration is a Iittle different in the Balkans and in Northern India, regions for
which extensive convergence ofcomplete grammatical systems has been claimed. We
will discuss these in turn. The Balkan peninsula is the home of a number of
Ianguages, from four Indo-European and one non-Indo-Europeen language families:

(3) Indo-Buropeen
Slavic: Bulgarian, Macedonian, South East Serbian elialeers
Romance: Romanian
Greek
Albanian
Non-Indo-Buropeen
Turkish

Disregarding Turkish, which may weil have contributed to the linguistic levelling
(homogenization, cf Birnbaum, 1966) ofthe Balkan area but cannot be seen as part of
the Sprachbund itself the other languages share several remarkable features. One is
that several (but with the exception of Greek) have developed pest-nomina! articles:

(4) Albanian qielli lulja
Bulgarian nebeto cwetjat
Romanian cerul floarea
(Greek 0 ouranos to louloudhi)

'the sky' 'the flower'

This grammancal feature does not exist in earlier stages of these languages nor in
related languages. There is na explanarion, of course, for why Greek does not share
this feature, under the convergence hypothesis.

Another example is the replacemenr ofthe infinitive by a subjunctive construction.
Instead of something like 'je veux partu-' (I want to leave) speakers of Balkan
languages will say something like 'je veux que je parte (subjunctive)' (I want that I
leave):

(5) Albanian
Bulgarian
Romaruan
Greek

The verb after the complementizer is in the present tense and eorresponds in person
and number to the main verb. Henee it is eompletely redundant informarion and this
eorresponds with the idea thar this construction emerged in a language contact
sirnation (Civian, 1965). It is less plausible that all these languages had developed
posr-nominal articles for thar same reason.

It is also difficult to discover why this type of convergence takes place. In the
Ecuadorian case of phonetic eonvergenee, cired above, you might think of the
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convergence as being due to the mere proximity of the twa languages, but for syn
tacric convergence ir can not be sa simple. It could be that a large pcpulation speaking
two languages will rend to start using rhe same structures in bath languages. Another
possibility is that two converging languages are influenced, independently af each
orher, by yet a third language spaken in rhe region (see below under (d». Finally, one
might think that people living in one region may start developing common linguistic
norms, norms which are rhen imposed on rhe languages afthe region.

In studies of Iinguistic convergence 00 the Indian subcontinent the term 'area!
feature' has been coined (as opposed to 'genenc feature', for features due ro linguistic
ancestors). Languages spoken in a Sprachbund area rhen have both genetic and area!
features. Below, we return to one such feature when discussing Konkant.

Care should be taken, ofcourse, when determining what the area! features are not to
inc1ude features that are sa common that their area! distribution could be due to
chance. To give but one example, in many Ecuadorian dialects of Quechua initial
conscnants of suffixes are voiced after a nasal and avowel, giving the following
distribunon:

(6) nan - da raad (acc.)
papa - da potare (acc.)
krus - la cross {acc.}

It wou!d be silly to argue rhat this voicing is due to the facr rhat tbere are voiced as wel!
as voiceless consonants in Spanlsh. The process is rnuch too natural and expected ta
need an explanation in terms of borrawing.

(b) Cultural iniluence and lexical borrowing
A very important scenario for barrowing is thraugh cultural influence. The most
important effect ofthis type ofinl1uence is lexica! borrowing, to which we turn in the
next chapter, devored to the borrowing of words. Therefore we wilt not pursue this
here.

(c) Drastic relexification
In chapter 11 we explored the notion of relexification: the repieeement of rhe voca
bulary ofone language with that of anorher language, while maintaining the original
grammar. We should briefly mention here that sometimes it is not quite possible to
maintain the original grammar in the process ofre1exification, particularly iffunction
words from the new language are introduced as well. In Media Lengua, the language
resulting from the relexification af Quechua with Spanish vocabulary, some changes
have occurred due to this. An example is flrst-person reflexive. In Quechua reflexive
is generally marked with a suffix -ku on the verb, as in (7):

(7) riku - ku-. ni
see reil 1
'I see myself.'

Since Media Lengua bas formed a non-subject flrst-person pronoun ami 'me' (from
Spanish a mi '(to) me'), it is possible to form first person reflexives in Media Lengua
without the suffix -ku-, by simply adding -Ila-di 'self to rhe object pronoun:

(8) ami - Ila -(da)- di bi - ni
me self ace see 1
'I see myse1f.'
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(Here aec » accusarive case, 1 = first-person agreement).
We wiU return to the syntactic consequences of relexification in chapter 15.

(d) Language acquisition and substrate
In order to explain how daughter Ianguages came to diverge widely from the mother
language some scholars have appealed to substrate influenee. When a language is
broughr into another region than that of its original use, and when speakers of other
languages in that region adept it as their second language, because of its culrural and
pclitical prestige, rhen the originallanguage of these speakers may influence the new
language in various ways. Schematically:

A

A'

"'.
Figure 13.1

Thus Romance scholars have sometimes argued that Freneh is derived from Vulgar
Latin not only through a series oflinguistic changes internal to the systern, but also
because of Celtic infiuence on Vulgar Latin in the late Roman era. This type of
influence would explein a number of the differences between French, Spanish
(Basque substrate), Pcrtuguese (Celtic substrateê), Romanian (Thracian substrate),
etc.

Presumably this type of substrate influence would occur because the Celts learned
Vulgat Latin as a secend Ianguage, but only irnperfectly, and introdueed many
elements from their own Ianguage into it. The process requires three steps:

(a) One or more features oflanguage R (cf. the schema above)are transferred into the
RIA interlanguage, i.e. the result ofthe attempts by speakers ofB to learn A (cf.
chapter 8 on seccnd-Ianguage learning);

(b) These features remain in the interlanguage, even when speakers of B learn A
rather well.

(c) The features, originally charaeteristic of B, are adopted by native speakers of A
in successive generations, sometimes as a stylistic variant of the originai
corresponding feature of A, sometimes as the only variant.

For this reason, arguing for a substrate feature in a particular system invoives three
steps as weU:

(a) first showing that there is varianon (diachronie, stylistic, sociolinguistic);
(b) then showing that one ofthe variauts is charaeteristie of the acquisition process;
(c) and finally showing that it eould have resulted from borrounng: it is present in [act

in the ether language system as well.
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(e) Imitation of prestige language patterns
In addition to the four scenenes discussed so far, we find cases in which sentence
patterns or complex expressiena ofa prestige language are imitated. This scenario is
by necessity limited to fairly superficial phenomena. Ooly aspects of the grammar
that are easily perceived can he imitated, of course. The case ofTurkish discussed in
13.2 below may be illusrrative of this type of development. We can also think of all
kinds of Latin tums of phrase that eppeared in the Europeen vernaculars when the
latter developed as literary languages in the Renaissance.

13.2 Is there syntactic borrowing? The case of
relative c1auses

We will now turn to a number of specific cases, to see how relevant the scenarios
presenred above may be. For the sake ofclarity and ease ofcomparison, all cases will
involve relative clauses.

(a) India: influence from Kannada on Konkani?
An apparently very clear case of syntactic influence involves some dialects of
Konkani, an Indo-Buropeen language related to Marathi spoken in central India.
Some centuries ago a group ofKonkani speakers moved into an area where Kannada,
a Dravidian language, is spoken, end they were forced by circumstances to become
bîlingual: Konkani inside the home, Kannada outside. Thar rheir bilingualism was
maintained and shows no sign of disappearing is perhaps due to the rigid ethnic,
religieus end caste divisions that cut through Indian society: the Konkani speakers
were Brahmins and kept themselves separate socially. Nadkarni (1975) claims,
however, that the structure of the Konkani dialects involved was directly affected,
becoming very much like the structure of Kannada. The original Konkaai relative
clause, formed with a relative partiele as in (9a), was gradually replaced by a Kannada
type relative clause, formed with a question word and a yes/rio imerrogation element
as in (9b):

(9) a. jo mbênräro pepar väccar àssa, to dàktaru êssa
REL cid-man paper reading is thar doctor is

b. khanco mhántiiro pepar vàccat êssa-ki, to dàktaru ésea
which YIN
'The old man that is reading the ncwspaper is the doctor.'

This replacement can only be explained through the postulation of Kannada
influence; it is not motivated structurally. In fact, the change implied a decrease in the
expresaive potentialof Konkani, Nadkarni claims, because in the Kanriada-type
structure extraposition becomes impossible. At the same time extraposition is a very
useful device for structuring the information, particularly in languages with
prenominal relative clauses like Kannada and Konkani. (10) gives the relevant
contrast:

(10) to dêktaru ässa jof*khanco mhàntáro pepar vàccat àssa- *ki
that doctor is REL! which old-man paper reading is YIN

On rhe whole the case presented by Nadkarni is verystrong and hard to explain ether-
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wise. People who daim that syntactic borrowing is impossible can try te argue two
rhings: (a) What we have in (9) is not the replacemem afone type of relative dause by
another one, but rather the loss ofthe possibility to relativize, and its replacement by a
queanon-like structure, which functions somewhat like a re1ativedause. (b) What we
have is not Konkani grammar undergoing some change, but the replacement of a
Konkani grammar rule by a rule of Kannada grammar, while mainraining Konkani
vocabulary. This may be called resyntactization (as opposed to relexification), and is a
strategy of anti-neutrality (see chapter 11). Centuries of coexistence and massive
bilingualism have led to the convergence ofthe grammars ofthe Indian languages,
but the existing social divisions called for pluriformity. Therefore the languages
remained as separate as possible on the lexicallevel. An extreme case ofthis is the dis
tinction of Hindi and Urdu, which holds for none ofthe grammar and only a small
part of the lexicon, but is very real for Hindus and Muslims in India and Pakistan.

(b) Turkish: influence from Persian
An intriguing case of syntactic borrowing involves the introduetion of Persian
relative clauses into Turkish. Turkish has undergone extensive lexical influence,
from Arabic and Persten successively, and at the Ottoman court a very complex and
flexible ferm of Turkish was spoken, full of Arabic and Persian expressions and
phrases. One e1ement introduced was the Persian partiele ki, somewhat like English
'thet', which created the possibility of having Indo-European-like re1ative ctauses
such as (Ilb) in addition to original Turkish patterns such as (11a):

(11) a. kapiyr kaparmyen bir çocuk
door net-shutring a child

b. bir çocuk ki kapryr kapamaz
a child REL door nor-shuts
'A child who does not shut the door'

In (I la) the relative clause is formed with a participia! ferm of the verb, and in(llb)
with the partiele ki end a fully inflected verb. Furthermore, the original type of rela
tive clause precedes the head noun, and the 'Persian' type follows the head noun.

Again, this seems to be a clear example of syntactic borrowing, in this case through
cultural influence and lexical borrowing: the introduetion into Turkish of the
element ki opened the way, not only for new types of relative clauses, but also of
complement clauses, just as with English 'that'. Again, however, there are two ways
to argue that rhere is na borrowing: firsr, Lewis (1972)(who gives the twoexamples in
(11) as weil) notes that there is an old Turkish interrogative element kim, which
through its phonetic similarity may have paved the way for the extension in syntactic
use of ki. Second, there is some doubt that constructions of type (11b) ever really
became part ofTurkish. Lewis suggests that foreigners should not use this eenstruc
tion since it 'is regarded as alien and is increasingly rare in modern Turkish'. The use
ofki may be a peculiar type ofcode-mixing (see chapter 10), triggering a non-Turkish
syntactic pattem in speech production, without this pattem really entering the
grammar.

(c) Spanish influence on Nahuatl in Mexico
The two cases described show how complex the study of syntactic borrowing is.
Another complication is imroduced in work by Karttunen (1976) on relarive dauses
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in the Amerindian language Nahuatl, spoken in Mexico by the Aztecs before the
Spanish Conquest and since then by verious Indian peasant groups. In one variety of
modern Nahuatl we find several ways offorming relative clauses. (12) corresponds to
the original Nahuatl construction, in which the relative dause is embedded without a
partiele or pronoun:

(12) inon tlacatl ica oni-hua Cuauhnahuac cual1i tlahrohua
that persen him-with I-went Cuernavaca well-able speaks

Mexica-tlahtolli
Mexican speech
'That persnn I went to Cuernavaca with speaks Nahuatl weil.'

In (13), a construction ofmore recent date, a question word (here tien 'which') is put at
the beginning of the relative dause:

(13) onicnexri in ronin tIen otimopclhui ye yalhua
f-it-found the money which you-lost yesterday
'I found the money which you lost yesterday.'

It cannot be exc1uded rhat the innovation in (13) is due to Spanish influence. In
Spanish many relative clauses are formed with a question word. That the Influence
must be indirect is also clear, however: in the specific case of(13) Spanish would have
the conjunction que rather than a question word:

(14) Yo enconrré la plata que tu perdiste ayer.
'I found the money that you lost yesterday.'

Furthermore, sometimes Nahuatl speakers introduce a deictic element rather than a
question word into the initial positron of the relative clause, and this innovation
cannot be due to Spanish. Karttunen (1976) concludes, with respect to (12) and (13),
that under the influence of Spanish something has been added to Nahuatl, but that
nothing in Nahuatl has changed. (12) remains a perfectly productive construction.

(d) EngIish influence on Quebec French?
To turn now te a language more familiar perhaps to many readers, it is often said that
Quebec French is gradually changing under the influence of English. A wiking
example according to rnany newspaper editorraliets is a type ofpreposition stranding:
(15a) is used in popular Quebec French instead of( 15b), and the souree for the inncva
don would appear to be rhe English equivalent paraphrase in (16);

(15) a. la fille que je sors avec
b. Ia fille avec qui je sors

(16) the giri that I go out with

Bouchard (1982) has argued persuesively against English influence, however. Fitst of
all, we find similar constructions already in rhe French of the fourteenth century.
Second, several modern popular elialeers in France, far away from English influence,
also show rhe phenomenon of stranding. Third, relared phenomena appear in other
Romance languages, which suggests that it is a possibility inherent in the Romance
language family itself In addition, stranding in English is possible with alrnost all
prepositions, and in Preneb it is limited to phonologically strong prepositions. Hence
the contrast between English (17) end impossible Quebec French (18):
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(17) tbe guy I talked to
(I8) * Ie gers que j'ai parlé à

Bouchard goes on to show that the construction in (15a) should not be treated by
itself, but is part of a complex set of phenomena which can be analysed in a unified
way as a simpte distinction between Standard French and popular Quebec French.

(e) Spanish influence on Bolivian Quechua
Many scholars have assumed without question that Bolivian Quechua relative clauses
such as the one in (19), replacing the original structure as in (20), are the resulr of
borrowing from Spanish (Schwartz, 1971):

(19) riqsi - ni warmi - ta (pi - chus chay - pi hamu - sa - n)
know 1 woman ace who dub that loc come prog3)
'I know the woman who is coming rhere.'

(20) (Chay - pi hamu -sa - q) warmi - te riqsi - ni
that loc come prog ag woman ace know 1

'I know the woman coming there.'

(In these examples 1 = first person, ace = accusative case, dub = dubitative
marker, loc = locative, prog = progressive,3 = third persen)

In (19) the relative clause is inrroduced by a question word, pi 'who', follows the
antecedent noun warmi 'woman', and has a tensed verb. In (20) the relative dause
precedes the antecedent noun, is marked with the agentive suffix -q, and hes no tense
and persen marking. In both ways (19) is more Iike Spanish than (20), and the dialect
of(20) has borrowed a great many words from Spanish. The case for borrowing would
seem very streng then.

Lefebvre (1984) argues, however, that there is no reason to assume borrowing here.
Already in the oldest Quechua texts available to us, dating from the middle of the
sixteenth century and almest certain not to show Spanish influence (the Spanish
Conquest took place in 1532), we find a correlative structure as in (21):

(21) itna - hina kawsa - nki, chay - hina wanu -nki
what like live 2 that like die 2
'The way you live, that way you will die.'

The first c1ause modifies an element in rhe second clause, and the two clauses are
coordinated. Like (19), the modifying dause is introduced by a question word and has
persen marking. What makes (19) different from (21) is that in (19) rhe modifying
clause can be embedded.This possibility is due, according to Lefebvre, to the fact that
in (19) there is a partiele -duu attached to the question word, and that partiele has
come to function as the marker ofa conjunction in Cochabamba Quechua, as a result
of developments entirely independent of Spanish. The only thing not explained
through developments interaal to Quechua is the fact that in (19) the relative dause
follows the antecedent. Perhaps here the general shift to SVO word order (which is
perhaps related to Spanish influence at the same time as being motivated internally)
may have stimulated the shift to antecedent noun-relative clause order, or direct
Spanish influence may be involved.
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(t) Summary
From cases such as the ones presented, and they are representative ofthe lirerature on
the subject, it is hard to reach an unambiguous conclusion. Perhaps the fairest thing
to say is that they do not support the 'bag oftricks' view, but rhat syntactic borrowing
may take place as an internally mctivated evolution (perhaps only superficially) going
in the direction of the farms of another language. All rhe cases involving relative
clauses where something iike syntactic borrowing, huwever superficial, seems to have
occurred (Turkish, Nahuatl end Quechua) would be cases ofthe fifth scenario, imi
ration ofa prestige language pattern. A task for further research would be ro develop a
more general perspective on what kinds ofgrammancal elements or scructures can be
borrowed through what scenario.

13.3 Grammatical borrowing and linguistic change

The phenomenon ofgrammatical borrowing is first of all a special kind oflinguistic
change: there is one phase in which a particular feature does not occur, and a later
phase in which it does occur. The only thing that makes grammatical borrowing
different from other types ofchange is that the cause stipulated for it is the presence of
the borrowed feature in snorher grammancal system in the linguistic environment.
Not just the présence of another grammatica! system, for there could be types of
linguistic change due to language contact (in the wider sense) which are not cases of
grammatical borrowing: one such case would be language loss and ianguage death
where there is reduction er simplification of a linguistic system without necessarily
rhe adeption of features of the dominant Ianguage. This process was sketched in
chapter 4.

When we place grammatical borrowing in the general context ofa theory oflinguis
tic change, a good way of erganizing this is Weinreich, Herzog and Labov's
discussion of the five problems that a theory of language change faces (1968):

(22) - the constraints problem
- the transition problem
- the embedding problem
- the actnation problem
- the evaluation problem

Different aspects of these problems have in fact been dealt wirh in various chapters
throughout this baak.

The constraints problem concerns the way in which linguistic structure restnets the
type of change that is possible within a given Ianguage. This issue was addressed in
the introduetion to this chapter in terms ofthe 'systerns' view and [he 'bag of tricks'
view. From our discussion of relative clauses it transpired that most changes are
motivared internally, but that they may be in the direction of another language.

The transition problem concerns the intermediate steps in the process of change.
With respect to grammatica! borrowing, [he most immediate problem related to
transition has te do with the degree of integration of a foreign item or structure mro a
language. From the Turkish example with ki it is clear that there may be a 'borrowed
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syntax' present in the grammar, with a c1early separate status, and subject to reieetion
by purist gramrnarians. This 'borrowed separate syntax' is perhaps related to the
phenomenon of code mixing, discussed in chapter 10.

The embedding problem concerns the way in which changes are embedded both
within the overaillinguistic structure, and within the speech community. What are
the repercussions of a partienlar change? The linguistic aspects of the embedding
problem, for grammatical borrowing, can best be considered rogether with the
constraints problem: the overalllinguistic system in fact imposes the constraints. The
social aspects ofthe embedding problem have to do with the way a particular gramma
tical influence winds its way through the speech ofthe different social groups rhat
constitute a speech community. Clearly a more articulated set of scenarios would be
necessary to deal wirh this aspect of the embedding problern.

The actumion problem re1ates to the issue of how a particular linguistic change,
which starts out with individual speakers, is generalized within the speech commu
nity. As such the actnation problem reflects a general issue in the social sciences: the
agglomeracion problem, to which we referred in chapter I. How can we translate
descriptions of individual behaviour into the language needed to describe group
behaviour?

Finally, there is the eoaluation problem, which involves the way that speakers react 10
the different languages or linguistic varieties in their community. We have dealt with
this problem at considerable length in chapter 2 on language and identity. An
interesting example for us here is the case of relativization in Quebec: it is the
perception ofpreposition stranding ('Ia fil1eque je sors avec') as due to English which
makes it a stigmatized construction, while the construction has an independent
motivation within vertenes of French grammar.

One thing that becomes clear from this more sociolinguistic way of looking at
language change is that the questicn posed at the beginning of this chapter: can
languages borrow rules of grammar?, may not receive a straightforward answer.
Perhaps a cruelal determining factor is the type and degree oflanguage contact. Even
ifwe conclude that in standard situations oflinguistic change such as most ofthe cases
surveyed in sectien 13.2, grammarical borrowing remeins a rather superficial
phenomenon, we will see in chapter 15 on pidgins and creoles thar in cases ofdrastic
restructuring oflinguistic systems, as with crecles, grammatical borrowing may be by
no means exceptional.

Further reading
Two good books on linguistic change are Lightfoot's Principles of diachronie symax
(1979, advanced) and Aitchison's Language change: progress or decay (1981, introduc
tory). For tbose who can reed French there is a special issue 'Grammaires en contact'
of the Revue Québécoise de Linguistique (1983).
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It is hard ro imagine a language rhat has not borrowed words from some ether
language, JUS! as there is no culture rhat has developed entire1y from scratch. At the
same time it is amazing how this simple [act oflinguistic life is hard 10accept for the
speakers ofthe language involved. English-speaking people tend 10scoffat the purist
polides of some sectors of the French gcvernment, aimed at blocking the wave of
foreign, mostly English, words entering inro French usage. Nonetheless, linguistic
purism is extremely widespread and enjoys popuJar support in most counrries. Since
vocabulary, as we noted in chapter 11, is per haps the most visible part ofa language,
lexical borrowing is perceived as affecting the language in its very being.

This cbapter is devoted to the complex phenomenon of lexical borrowing. We
begin by presenting a typology of borrowing phenomena. Then, in sectien 14.2, we
look at social and cultural determinants of borrowing: why does one language take
words from another one? A third issue is the grammancal conditions under which
borrowing een take place. We condude with some further issues about the relerion
between borrowing and other phenomena, in sectien 14.4.

14.1 Typology
In the simplest case, a word is borrowed as a whoie: borh sound and rneaning. Ifthis
was the only possibility, not much would need to be said. Many other possibilities of
lexical borrowing occur, however, forcing us to develop a more systematic approach.
The most complex typology ofborrowing is due to Haugen (1950), who has managed
to systematize a bitbene rather confusing terminology. The primary distinction
introduced is rhe one between importaticn and substiuuion, Importation Involves
bringing a pattern into the language, subatituticn involves replacing sernething from
another language with a native pattem. When a Spanish speaker says:

(1) Dame un wheesky 'Give me a whisky'

He bas imponed the English morpheme 'whisky' into Spanish, but inaide that
morpheme substitutedthe Sparush sound -eefor English -i, Using this distinction and
applying it to rhe various levels of enelysis of structuralist linguistics, Haugen comes
up with rhe following types ofborrowings:

(i) Loanwords: morphemic importation without substitution. This is the most
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eommon kind, such as rhe use of the word chic in English. Wilhin the category of
loanwords, we may rhen distinguish cases where there has been substitution at rhe
phonemic level (phonologieally adapted loans) from those where this hes not been the
case.

(ii) Laan blends. morphemie substitution as weil as importation. This class indudes
'hybride' such as Dutch sofr-ware huis from soft-ware house.

(iii) Laan shifts: morphemic irnportation without substitution. Here only a meaning,
simple or cornposite, is imported, but rhe forms reptesenring that meaning are native.
A we11-known example of a loan shift is German Wolkenkrarzer, French grane-ciel,
and Spanish rasca-ciclos, all based on English sky-scraper. But when the meaning is
simple we can also find cases of a loan shift. This is also sometirnes called a loan
translation. In Durch the verb controleren means mostly 'to check', but in recent years
it aïso acquired rhe Eng1ish meaning of camrol. 'to have power over'.

From an anthropological perspecrive, a different basic distinction in lexical borrow
ing is made by Albó (1970), who distinguished between subsuuaion and addision of
vocabulary. There is substitution if the borrowed item is used for a concept which
already exists in the culture, and addition ifit is a new concept. If we rephrase Albó's
distinction in Haugen's terms, we can say that Albó's substitution is morphemic
importation with semantic substitution, and Albó's addition morphemic irnportation
with semantic importation. One distinction very relevant at rhis point is that between
borrowing of careand of non-core vocabulary. Core vocabulary refers to items basic ro
a human society such as 'flre", 'hands', 'rwo', 'daughter'. Non-eere items are elements
of the very specific material and non-material culture and organization of a group:
'Iawnmower", 'dictionary', 'psycbiatry'.

A fundamental problem of course for any typology oflexical borrowings is how we
distinguish between words that are taken from another language in discourse only
accidentally, in which case we speek of lexical interference or nonce borrowings, and
words that become fully integrared inro the receptor language. This distinction we
take up again in sectien 14.4.

14.2 Socia! and cultura! determinant.

Even though words can be borrowed quite freely in many contact situations, it is clear
they don't tra vel like specks of cosmie dust, by themselves, pushed by unknown
forces. Rather, we can generally determine why partienlar groups of words are
borrowed, in other words, what the sectal and cultural determinanrs ofborrowing are.

We will illustrate the social and cultural determinants ofborrowing by lcoking at a
number of different situations in which extensive borrowing has taken place, in
different parts ofthe world. Weinreich (1953) gives a number of reasons why words
may be borrowed (cf also Taber, 1979):

(I) Through cuhural influence;
(2) Rare native words are lost and replaced by foreign words;
(3) Two native words sound so much alike that replacing one by a foreign word

resolves potenrial ambiguities;
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(4) There is a constant need for synonyms of affective words that have lost their
expressive force;

(5) Through borrowing, new sementic distinctions may become possible;
(6) A word may be taken from a lew-starus language and used pejoratively;
(7) A word may be introduced almest unconscîously, through intensive

bilingualism.

Note that reasons (I), (2), (3) and (5) have to do with the referential function of
language, and reasous (4) and (6) with the expressive and directive functions. We
leave it to the reader to think of yet other reasous for bonowing.

(a) Loanwords in English
After [he Anglo Saxen groups had settled here in the fifth century, England under
went two major invasions: by the Norse Vikings and Danes in the eighth, ninth and
eleventh centuries, and by French-speaking Viking settlers from Normandy in the
eleventh century. These invasions, and rhe migrenons and cultural changes in their
wake, rransformed and enriched tbe English vocabulary, if not the language as a
whole (Serjeanrson, 1968). A parallel influence, from Latin, arrived through the
conversion of the country to Christianity, starting in the sixth century. Some Latin
was probably assimilated eerher by the raiders and traders along the 'Saxen Shore' of
soutb-eest England. Many 10anW01ds are still reccgnizable as such for people who
know French and/or Latin, but what to think ofOld English words such as:

(2) ceap 'goeds, price, marker" CHEAP, from Latin caupo 'innkeeper, wineseller,
tradesman'
pund 'pound, pint' POUND, from Latin pondo 'measure ofweight'
ëese, ëtêse 'cheese', CHEESE, from Larin caseus 'cheese'

Most non-specialists would not reeognize these words as 'foreign' in any way, as
Serjeantson notes in the preface to her detailed study.

The coexistence of Norse settlers with the Anglo Saxon inhabitants, and the
relatedness of Norse and Old English have led to considerable lexical influence, over a
period much beyond rhe original invasions, and affecting different regtons in
different degrees. Early loans inc1ude husbonda 'householder, husband' and wrang
'wrong'; later we find skirt from Norse, which came in addirion te 'shirt'.

The greatest number of loans came from French, however. Curiously enough,
borrowing from French was limited during the early period of intense contacts
between the Normans end rhe Anglo Saxons. There are a few bcrrowings, such as
pricd,prut 'proud', via French from Vulgar Latin prod-is, In the eleventh and twelfth
centuries French itself was used as the language ofgovernment and the courts. Only
later, when Middle English replaced French as the language ofthe higher spheres of
life, did English have to beer the full burden of referring to a culture that had arisen
partly outside of its domain. Ar that time, words such as capun 'capon', cuntesse
'countess", and bëSl 'beest' were introduced. This time is the beginning ofthe period
of the massive introduetion of 'learned' vocabulary, a vocabulary that hes its own
affixation rules and often also morphophonological mies associated with it. In certain
respects the English lexicon consisrs oftwo parts: 'native' and 'Iearned'. Some people
have claimed that an affix such as -hood attachés only to native words:

(3) brother-hood
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father-houd
-chief-houd
*prince-hood

That this is certainly not the case etymologically is shown by formations with -hoodon
the basis of 'non-native' words, as in nation-nood and priest-hood,

On the other hand, the affix -ity attachés only to non-native words (exceptions
being nice.ity and odd-ity);

(4) absurd-Ity
pur-try
*good-ity
*red-ity

Again, that it is net a purely etymological criterion that counts is demonstrated by
examples such as *proud~ity, which should be grammatica! since it is an early Norman
Ioan (as we said above), but is not. In many languages we have this phenomenon ofa
lexicon with several compartments, that correspond roughly but nor completely to
differently etymologicalorigins.

There is considerab1e disagreement between scholars to what extern lexical
borrowing was responsible for syntactic borrowing. English underwenr enormous
changes between Dld English and Middle English, for instanee in its word order, end
came to resembie French more, but whether this change is due to syntactic borrowing
remains to be seen.

(b) Comanche in the South Western United States
The way in which the Comanches modified their language when confronred with
the white man's colonial expansion is illustrarive of many sirnilar Amerindian
experiences. Comanche linguistic acculturation has been described in detail by
Casagrande (1954/5). After fighting and trading with the French and Sparush in the
Spanish Southwest (now part of the Unired Srates) throughout the eighteenrh
century, they were confronted with American settlers soon after the Louisiana
Purehese in 1803. The American expansion westward proved too strong for them,
and by the middle of rhe nineteenth century they had lost their tribal autonomy and
had become farmers. In analysing the way the Comanches have adapred rheir
language to rhe changing oircumstances Casagrande distinguishes between pri
mary accommadatian, the use of resources within the language irself from secondary
accommodation, the use of resources from other languages. Accommodation is a
continuous process, and it takes many forms. Examples ofprimary accommodation
include:

(i) Shifts in meaning ofexisting words, e.g. the word tihi.ya, which originally meant
'deer', came (0 mean 'horse', and a new word for 'deer' was coined: varika?

(ii) Newly coined words, e.g.:

(5) na - ta? - vai - kj - ?

reflexive with the feet go causative nominalizer
Thing to make oneself go with the feet.
natavaikl? 'bicyc1e'

(iii) Descriptive circumlocutory expressions, which function as fixed phrases, to
designare less familiar foreign items and which may be made up on the spot.
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(6) vohapltiva >

orange's
'!ernon'

In Casagrande's view, secondary accommodation, borrowing in our terms, takes over
when language contact becomes more intense or when the native language is under
pressure, purist tendencies being overridden. There are a number ofioans both from
Spanish and from English in Comanche, many of which are quite old and are not
recognized as foreign words by speakers of Comauche. These indude:

(7) povrov 'pig, bacon' Sp. puereo
pihû.ra 'beans, peas' Sp. [rijoles
rehnsé.? 'ten cents'
vi.cin vecin '(Indien} agent'

In addition to these loans, there are cases of loan translation, only from English,
which suggests rhat this process occurred later in the history ofComanche accultura
tion. Note rhat it requires more extensive bilingual know!edge. Examples are:

(8) pïhïkavïri. vsari.? 'sheep dog'
sheep dog
tavahpi 'Our Father
our father

Borrowed here are the meanings of'the components ofthe English compound, and the
meaning ofthe whole.

Casagrande stresses the fact that borrowing in Comanche is a sign of the dec1ine of
Comanche itself this conclusion may be due in part to the Whorfian perspective
taken by Casagrande: language is seen as a direct reflection ofculture. His pessimism
with respect to borrowing may be jusufied in part for Comanche. A big difference
between Comanche and the case ofEnglish cited earlier lies ofcourse in the different
social position ofthe two languages; another big difference may be that borrowing is a
much easier and less disturbing process when the Ianguages in contact are typclo
gically similar, as was the case with 01d English, Norse and French.

(c) Portuguese elements in Japanese
The Portuguese gained entry into Japan in 1542 or 1543, and traded intensively til!
the complete isolation of Japan started in 1639. Portuguese became in fact a lingua
franca, also used by the japanese when dealing with Dutch, Spanish and English
merchants, and has had an infiuence far beyond the trade with the Portuguese them
selves. Since the sixteenth century, there have been over 1000 Portuguese words in
use in Japan, half ofwhich refer to Christian religieus vocabulary (Kim, 1976):

(9) Portuguese gloss
zenchiyo gentio a heathen
terouja teolcgfa theology
resureisan ressureiçäo resurrection
karujinaresu eerdinales cardinal

Ir is clear from these examples that the Portuguese words have been adapted phono
logically: consonant clusters have been broken up, both land rare pronounced as r,
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vowels have been adapted, etc. Most borrowings referring to religieus terminology
have disappeared or have been replaced by [apanese equivalents. What bas survived
in rhe modern language is mostly words referring LU material culture:

(10) birodo velludo velvet
pan pao breed
jiban/juban gibäo doublet (garment}
furasuko frasco flask

Most or all borrowings into Japanese refer to matenals or concepts added to japanese
culture. Hence we find almast exdusîvely nouns borrowed. When the Portuguese
had left, the meanîng of some of the terms evolved. The wordjuban/jiban referred
originally to a Western type ofwear, and now to a japanese garment. The European
style garmenr is cal1ed shatsu (derived from English 'shirt'), which is an example of
the enormous influence from Englîsh since World War Il.

(d) English in Costa Rica
Ir is remarkable how many English eiements have entered into Costa Rican Spanish.
English influence starts with the influx of jamaicans in 1871, when the
Atlantic-Pacific railway was consrructed (Zuûiga Tristen, 1976). [amaicans kept
coming in when the United Fruit Company started explciting the banana plante
rions. In a Spanish book with grammatica! exercises from 1888 we find the following
English expresslons.

(11) clown, high Iife, meeting
God save the King, God save the Queen
Happy New Year
reporter, self-government
that is the question
time is money

English influence intensified as the Costa Rican economy was integrated more and
more intc the American sphere ofinfluence; most busmesses operated bilingually. An
additional souree of English influence came from American retired people, gold
diggers and adventurers who moved to Costa Rica. The net result is the use of
hundreds of English words that are weil integrated phonologically. Some examples:

(12) chinchibî 'ginger beer'
espich 'speech'
ensuicharse 'to switch onese1f on, to get organized'
odishit 'audit sheet'

At the same time, there is no morphological and syntactic influence to speak of, a
minor exception being the use ofEnglish genitive -s in names ofbars, e.g. Fito's bar. It
is rernarkable also to see rhe degree ofmorphological adaptation of English loans: in
ensuicharse an English noun has been turned inro a verb and has received a prefix.

(e) French loanwords in Sango
A final example concerns French loanwords in Sango, the lingua franca ofthe Central
African Repoblie. The language is based on a tribal language, also called Sango,
belonging to the Niger-Congo language family. The tribal language underwent
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NOUNS'beer'
'letter'
'place'

geographical expansion, was pidginized as a result (Iosing mos, of irs morphology and
a large part ofits lexicon), and later came to serve as a contact language for rhe French
colonizers. Now it is used widely as a second Ianguage by speakers ofmany tribes.
Sango has a lot of borrowings from French, particularly in non-core vocabulary
{Taber, 1979). These borrowings are monvated in part by the fact tbat the original
vocabularyofthe lingua franca Sango was impoverished and that rhe language lacked
morphological resources for 'primary accommodation' (unlike Comanche): French
was needed as a souree oflexical expansion. The interesting thing, however, is thar
there are a number ofpairs of French-Sango synonyms that function as doublets in
the language, including:

(13) samba biëre
mbétî Ieme
ndo place

buba foutu, ruiner 'ruin' VERBSh, passer 'pass'

nzonf bien 'weil' ADJUNCTIVES
köé tout 'all'

Many ofthese synonyms belong to the core vocabulary. When then did Sango borrow
French words in these cases? Through a careful quantitative analysis of dilTerent
kinds of rexts Taber discovered that the French equivalents have an expressive func
tion: they serve as a marker ofsecurity, in Taber's interpretation, for young people
without very fixed tribal identities.

(t) Summary
We see that borrowing takes place in many different sodal and culrural conrexts:
invasions (as in England), conquest and demination by a majoriry culture (as in
Comanche), limited culture contact (japan), limited immigration and economie
dependenee (Costa Rica), coexistence in a coloniel setting (Sango). In each case the
extent, the type and the sodolinguistic elTect ofborrowing have been different.

14.3 Grammatical constraints

The words ofa language are separate elements, of course, but at the same time they
are part ofa system: the lexicon is itselfpartly structured and also the context in which
the words occur in the sentence iraposes structural constraints on borrowing. These
constraints manifest themselves in the Iact that some categones can be borrowed more
easily than others, or at least are borrowed more frequently than ethers. This was
observed as early as the nineteenth century by the Sanskritist William Dwight
Whitney (1881), who arrived at the following hierarchy:

(14) Nouns - other parts of speech - suffixes - inflection - sounds

This hierachy was elaborared on by Hangen (1950), using data from Norwegian
immigrants in the United States, to include:

(IS) Nouns - verba - adjectives - adverbs - prepositions - interjections - ...

Nouns are borrowed more easily than verba, verbs more easily than adiecrives, etc.
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Independently ofHaugen, Singh (1981) came to a comparabie hierarchy on rhe basis
of English borrowings in Hindi:

(16) Nouns - adjectives - verbs - prepositions

On the basis of data from Spanish borrowings in Quechua, Muysken (1981)
conduded tenratively that rhere may be something like rhe following hierarchy:

(17) nouns - adjectives ~ verbs - prepositions - coordinating conjunctions -
quantifiers - determiners - free pronouns - elitic pronouns - subordinating
conjunctions

The data included, among other things, the following numbers ofSpanish words in a
given corpus of recorded speech (types, net tekens]:

(18) nouns 221 prepositions 5
verbs 70 interjeenone 5
adjectives 33 negation 2
sentence adverbs IS marmer adverbs I
quantifiers 7 greetings I
conjunctions 6

Now whar do we do with data ofthis kind? Obviously they cannot be directly used to
establish a hierarchy ofthe type in (14) to (17), since there may be differing amounrs
ofelements ofeach category available for borrowing. Sparush has many more nouris
than verbs, and the fact that three times as many nouns as verbs were borrowed could
be interprered, if we take the percentage ofelernents of a category borrowed, as: verbs
are easier to borrow than nouns. This condusion is not very attractive either, since
there is a consensus that nouns can be borrowed more easily. Ifwe look at quantifiers,
ofwhich seven are borrowed, we could condude that these elements can be borrowed
eesiest of all smce almost all Sparush quantiflers were borrowed, and sa on.

The data in (18) give a disterred picture for yet another reason: types are counted,
not toëens. This makes a big difference, since one word may be used many times. In
the Sango corpus studied by Taber 508 French loans accounted for 51 per cent ofthe
types, but for only 7 per cent ofthe tokens: rhey are used retarively infrequently. A
token analysis of the elements in (18) shows that Spanish nouns are much more
frequent than (I8) suggests, and elemenrs such as preposirions, adverbs, and
quantifiers, much less frequent.

For all these reasons it is net possible te establish hierarchies ofborrowing simply
by counting elements in a corpus or, worse yet, a dictionary (as we suspect many
researchers have done). It is better to think of them as hypotheses that can help us
undersrand the process of lexical borrowing rather than as clear empitical results.
What could be the basis for these hypotheses, or, alternatively: how can we explain
hierarcnies ofborrowing, like the ones given above? The most important explanation
of course lies in the reasens for borrowing, of which the most important one is to
estend [he referential function of a language, as was noted in [he previous section.
Since raferenee is esrablished primarily rhrough nouns, these are the elemenrs
borrowed most easily. More generally, content words (adiectives, nouns, verbs} will
be borrowed more easily than function words(artides, pronouns, conjunctions} since
the former have a clear link to cultural content and the latter do nor.

In some cases, borrowing extends beyond cultural content words, however, and
there may wel! be other constraints on borrowing. Ir is clear from a number of cases
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rhat words which play a peripheral role in sentence grammar: interjections, some
types of adverbs, discourse markers, and even sentence coordination markers, are
borrowed relatively easily. Note that this is the same ctess ofelements that partici
pates in 'emblematic switching' (see chapter la), rhe type of phenomenon halfway
between inter-sentenrial and intra-sentenrial code switching. What this suggesrs is
rhat switching and borrowing may te some exrent be subject ro rhe sarne type ofcon
straints: both are difficult when the coherence of rhe language is distutbed. This
coherence may take twc forms: paradigmatic coherence and syntagmatic conerenee.

Paradigmatic coherence is due to the tightnesa of organization of a given subcare
gory: the pronoun system is tightly organized, and it is difficult to imagine English
borrowing a new pronoun to create a second person dual in addition to second person
singular and plural. For this reason determiners, pronouns, demonatratives, and
other paradigmatically organized words are rarely borrowed. Syntagmatic coherence
has ro do with the organization ofthe sentence: a verb is more crucial to that organiza
tion than a noun, and perhaps therefore it is harder coborrow verba than nouns. This
line of thinking needs to be explored in more detail, however.

14.4 Borrowing and integration: ean we distinguish
borrowing from code mixing?

In chapter 10 we discuseed code mixing as the use oftwo languages in one sentence.
This is something else, conceptually, than the introduetion of foreign vocabulary
items into a lexicon. In practice, however, it may not be 50 simpte to distinguish
between them. The classica! view is that code mixing and borrowing can easüy be
kept apart: with code mixing the non-native items are nor adapted morphologically
and phonologically, with borrowing they are. This view is problematic for at least two
reasons: first, there may be different degrees ofphonological adaptation for borrowed
items, second it is not evident that all non-adapted items are clearly cases of code
mixing.

A case of phonological adaptation was cited already when we discussed Comanche.
This language has regular correspondence mies for the tremment of foreign items:
English b is realized as p, English las r, Hence we get barely pronoeneed as pa. re?On
the other hand, we have cases of non-adaptation such as English computer being
realized as [kompyuteR] in Dutch, [he sequence [pyul being non-native co Dutch.

Spanish verbs in Quechua can be used to iüustrate complete morphclogical adap
tation. The old Spanish verb par/ar 'to speak' shows up with complete Quechua
verbal morphology in expresslons such as :

(19) parla-na-ku-n-ku
speak ree re 3 plur
They speek with each other.
(here ree ~ reciprocal, re ~ reflexive,3 = third person, and plur = plural)

All Spanish verbs borrowed into Quechua pattern this way, but with nouns we see
that sometimes morphological integration is not complete in that affixes, particularly
plural and diminutive, are borrowed as weil, and may even appear on Quechua nouns
in Bolivian Quechua:
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(20) a. polisiya - s - kuna
police plur plur
Policemen.

a runa - s - kuna
man plur plur
Men.

b. kaball - itu
horse dim
Lmle horse.

b.' rumi - tu
stcne dim
Little stone.
(Here plur = plural, dim = diminutive)

In (20a) and (20b) Spanish nouns are borrowed with a Spanish plural (.s) end
diminutive (vitu} suffix respectively, and in (20a') and (20b '}we see thatthese suffixes
have been incorporuted inro Quechua morphology to such an extent that they show
up on Quechua nouns as weil. The incorporation involves adapterion as weil: the
Spanish plural affix is used conjoinedly with the Quechua plural affix -kuna, and the
diminutive affix bas undergone a complex morphological adaptanon to fit tnro the
Quechua pattem.

Casegrande (1954/5) cites a number oflinguists working on Amerindian languages
in support of the idee that the integration of borrowed elements is a very gradual
process, which may take generations, and that the degree of integration is generally
indicative ofthe time ofborrowing. A similar result was obtained in work by Poplack
and Sankoff among Puerto Ricans in N ew York City (1984). Using very sophisticated
sratisncal techniques to analyse elicited lexica! reponses ofboth adult end child infor
mants, they found that the integration of English items into Puerto Rican Spanish
takes place only gradually, along four parameters: frequency of use, dis placement of
native language synonyms, grammatical integration and acceptability by the speaker.

All the relevant evidence points to the fact, rhen, that it is nor possible to

distinguish individual cases of code-mixing from not-yet-inregrated borrowings on
[he basis of simple diagnoetic criteria. The distinction has a theoretica! basis in the
difference between use of [WO systems (mixing) and adoption into a system
(borrowing): further work on the implicarions ofthis difference wil I need to yield new
operational criteria.

14.5 Lexical borrowing and language death

We saw above that semenmes massive borrowing has taken place without serrous
implications for the language involved (e.g. English) and that in other cases borrow
ing was a sign oflanguage attrition end death (Comanche). In chapter 4 we saw rhat
language death involves heavy lexical borrowing. We can easily explain, of course,
the different fate of the two languages with reference to the difference in secter
cirumsrances in medieval England end in the American South West, but the question
is whether it is visible in the languages involved as well. For this we need to look at the
structure of the language which bas borrowed heavily. An example of a stretch of
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Quechua text with several Spanish borrowings, at the same time indicative of
language artrition phenomena, is the following fragment from the life story of a cons
tructien werker in Ecuador:

(21) chi - bi - ga na
that LO TO already

na dos sucres gana 
alr. twc sucres earn

once aöos ri - rka - ni kim - mun
eleven yearsgo PA I Quito to

sha ashta chi - bi - ga - ri
SUB more that LO TO EMPH

casi
almest

casi dos sucres - ka gana - sha cada p'uncha dos sucres
almost twc sucres TO earn SUB each day two sucres

gana - sha na kitu 
earn SUB alr. Quito

bi na - mi. na seis hapi 
LO air. AF air. six grab

sha ashta
SUB more

contente - ri na
happy EMPH air.

Then there already eleven years old I went to Quito, earning already two sucres,
more, there earning almest almosr twc sucres earning every day two sucres, in
Quito already, already taking in six even happier.

What makes this fragment show signs of attrition is not the amount of Spanish
borrowing; much more fluent speakers also use many Spenish words. Rather ie is the
lack of variation in the Quechua syntax: one main ctause followed by a number of
adverbia! clauses marked with -sha, and in the Quechua morphology: only a few
suffixes are used, and the frequent use na almost as a hesitation marker, which betray
that the story is told by somebody who does not know a great deal of Quechua any
more. Heavy lexical borrowing often goes rogether with low esteem for the receptive
language involved, and low esteem, as we have shown in chapter 4, is often related to
processes of language loss and death.

Further reading

The literature on lexical borrowing combines an immense number ofvery interesting
case studies (of which only a few could be summarized here) with the absence of
general works. Haugen's work (1950, 1953, 1956, 1973) is perhaps rhe most general
starring point. A convenient volume ofcollected articles ofHaugen's is The Ecology of
Language (1972). In addition, jeumals such as the International Journalof American
Linguistics and Anthropological Linguistics have published a large number of articles
on borrowing.
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Not only cao ooe language take over elements from another ene, but en entire1y new
language cao emerge in situations of ianguage contact. In the field of pidgin and
creole studies the rnain question is how, exactly, a new language cao come into
existence, and how the particular grammatica! properties of the newly formed
languages, pidgins and creoles, are related to the way in which they have emerged. A
pidgin language is generally defined as a strongly reduced linguistic system that is
used for incidental centacts between speakers of different languages, and that is the
native language ofnobody (DeCamp, 1971). A creole language is a language that
emerged when the pidgin had acquired native speakers.

The following parable, drawn from Bickerton (1975), can perhaps c1arify the
subject matter of creole studies: A natural disaster destroys a family's home. They
have to give it up, but theycan re-use a part ofthe debris to build up a new house. The
resulting structure is something quite different from their original dwelling, and, due
to rhe lack ofmaterial, also something rather different perhaps from what rhey had in
mind. The children ofthe family grow up in ir and for rhem ir is the only house that
they know. Years later some bigwig eernes along, who remarks that the house is not at
all rhe way it should be and produces rhe construction plans that should have been
used for the rebuilding of the house. A possible remodelling, however, has to take
place while the family remains in the house. When the important visiror is gone again
a quan-el breaks out concerning rhe question of whether, and ifso, how the remedel
ling must be eerried out. Finally everybody does something different. Whole rooms
remain in their original state, ethers undergo drastic divisions.

This is the end ofthe parable. When you put 'Ianguage' for 'house', sernething like
rhe following picture emerges (partially based on work by Mühlhäusler, 1974):

(a) The disaster that can lead to the emergence ofa jargon (a very primitive contact
system) and subsequently ofa more stabie pidgin generally involves the migration ofa
socially dominared group. This can be in rhe context of slavery or of contract labeur
in a colonial setting. Often rrade carried out on an unequal footing is involved. A
group of people is foteed by circumstances to develop a new communication system,
te he used with foreigners who speak a different language.

Even though various languages are involved at the moment in which a jargon er
pidgin emerges, {he vocabulary of a pidgin generally derives from one language: the
language that is socially or politically dominant in [he original contact situaticn.
Because most pidgins have resulred from rhe European (and later more generally
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Figure 15.1 Schematic representarion of lhe developmenl of pidgins and creoles

Western) colcnial expansion, starring in the fifieenth century, rhe vocabulary ofmost
pidgins and creoles is derived from a European language {Portuguese, English,
Spanish, French, Dutch). Later we will return in more detail to the question ofhow
pidgins have emerged.

(b) When, after rhe onginal social disraption that led to the pidgin, a new society
comes inro existence, for instanee on the Caribbean plantations in the colonial era or
in the islands in the Pacific in this century, then children from newly formed
marriages may grow up with only the pidgin as their Iinguistic model, and the pidgin
may expand into a full naturallanguage that becomes their native language. In rhis
way a number ofcreole languages have emerged, which are distinguishable from non
creole languages by having emerged out ofa pidgin. The figure above 1eaves open the
possibllity that the creole derives from a rudimentary pidgin, from a stabie pidgin, or
even from a structurally expanded pidgin. Below we return to these three options. In
some cases, the pidgin never becomes a creole, but simply continnes to evolve in the
direction of rhe original target, end the result may be a slightly deviant version ofthe
target, rhe upper end of a post-pidgin continuurn.

Three things can happen to acreale language once ir has come into existence. In rhe
first p1ace the language can remain as it is, without undergoing further major
changes. In the second place the creo1e can lose its status as a native language and only
continue as a lingua franca, used as a means of communication between different
language groups [repidginization) (d). The latter has happened in some African com
muniries, in Senegal and Guinee-Bissau, where rhe original colonial situaticn leading
ra the emergence ofthe creole has disappeared. Final1y, a creole can develop Iurther
in the direction of the sccially dominant language, sa that a post-creole continuurn
emerges (e).

In this chapter we will first give a brief survey of some of the most important pidgin
and creole languages and rheir geographica1distribution, then, in section 15.2, sketch
the devclopment ofcreole studies and ourline the theories that have been proposed to
account for the genesis of pidgin and creole languages. Secnon 15.3 is devoted to the
social position of creole languages and their speakers.

15.1 A survey of pidgin and creole languages
Most pidgins still in exisrence are spoken in Africa and in the Pacific Ocean. A few are
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Map 15.1 The geogmphical diSlribution of sorne pidgin and ereere languages

indicered on Map 15.1. In Africa pidgins primarily serve for communications
between members ofdifferent tribes. Fanakalo, for instanee. is used by workers in the
mines in Sourh Africa when they speak with a co-werker from another tri bal back
ground and sometanes with white or Indian South Africans.

Creole Ianguages we find predominantly in the Caribbean, in West Africa, in the
Indian Ocean, and in the Far East. The most well-known ofthe creoles are spoken, of
course, by the descendants ofthe black staves who were brought te the Caribbean te
work in the sugar plantauons. We wil1 only mention a few pidgins and creoles here,
organized by rhe origin of their vocabulary, and numbered corresponding to their
location 00 the map. Furthermore, we wil1 give examples for some pidgins and
creoles to illustrate rheir grammatical properties.

Pidgins:
1. Lingua Franca (a pidgin with predominantly Romance vocabulary once spoken in
the Mediterranean, but extinct since about 1900). An example of a Lingua Franca
sentence would be:

(I) mi star conrente mirar per ti
me be happy see for you
'I am glad te see you.'

This pidgin has several remarkable features: (a) the perscnal pronouns mi and ti are
derived from the object pronouns of rhe Romance Ianguages, (b) there is no person or
tense marking, and the verb star is derived from the infinitive; (c) the object is
indicered with per.

2 Lingala (spoken in Zaire)
3 Fanakalo (spoken in South Africa, but generally looked down upon). An example
of this pidgin, relered to Zulu, is:
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(2) nika mina 10 manzi
Give me water.

Creoles with a vccabulaey derived mainly from French:
4 Heition Creole (spoken by five million Haitians living borh on the island and in
exile in France, the Unired States, and Canada.]

Haitian has a syntax rather different from that of French, as can be seen when
oomparing (3) and (4):

(3) mwe pa te gegne yu gros fö sifi pu m te reponsable
I not ant have a big fund suffice for I ant responsible
'I don't have money enough to be responsible.'

(aot = antenor tense)

(4) Je n'ai pas assez d'argent pour être responsable.
(same as (3»

Example (3) illustrates two important properties of many creoles: the verb is not
inflected, like in pidgins such as Lingua Franea, but there is a tense marker: antenor
tense te. In addition, there is a seccndary verb, called 'serial verb', sifi, in the main
clause, marking rhe degree of the action of the main verb.

5 Louisiana French Creole
6 Cayenne or French Guyana Creole
7 SeychellesCreole. On the Seychelles lslands, as well as on Mauritius, and Réunion a
numberofFreneh ereoles are spoken that in some way resembie the Freneh creoles of
rhe Caribbean, but in ether ways are different.

Creoles with a vocabulary derived mainly from English:
8 Krio (spoken in Sierra Leone)
9 Jamaican
10 Sranan (the most important ereole language spoken in Surinam). The following
Sranan sentence, taken from Sebba (1984) illustrates the exteusive use made of serial
verbs in that language:

(5) a fringi a tiki trowe naki Kofi
he fling thestiek throw away hit Kofi
He threw the stick at Kofi and it hit him.

II TC'k Pisin (a language spoken in New Guinee which is at the same time a pidgin
with many speakers in the rural interior and a ereole with mostly young native
speakers in the urban areas]. Again, its basic voeabulary is from English, but it has
developed strucrures whieh are not like those ofEnglish, end only resembie those of
the Caribbean creoles in some respecrs:

(6) mipela ol we i save kaîkai saksak em i putim long mipela rasol
we plur that pm know eat sago he prn put to us only
'We who are used to eating sago, they gave it to us only.'

This exarnple illustrates several important features: the use ofwe 'where' as a re1ative
clause marker is found in rhe Caribbean as well. Plural is marked somewhat variably,
with a separate partiele ol 'all'; several Caribbean creoles also have plural particles.
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Notice the verb ofPortuguese origin save 'know', a remnant perhaps ofa Portuguese
nautical and trading language, used in Asia and the Pacific. Finally, there is
reduplicadon in kaikai 'eat' and saksak 'sago', characteristic ofmany pidgins. (The
particIe i in (6) marks the predlcate phrase, srarting with the verb.)

Creoles with a voeabulary derived mainly frcm Portuguese:
12 Cape Verdean Portuguese Creote
13 Sao Tomense Creole. On rhe islands in the GulfofGuinea we find creole languages
whîch resemble those ofthe Caribbean. These îslands played an important role in the
stave trade. The following example illustrates rhe serial verb da 'give', used for bene
factives and datives:

(7) komplá sapé da mu
buy har give me
'Buy a hat for me.'

14 Macao Portuguese Creole(now the most important centre ofPortuguese ereole in
the Far East, ofwhat was once a long ehain of trading centres)

Creoles with a vocabulary derived mainly from Spanish:
15 Papiamentu (a ereole with a mixed Portuguese and Spanish origin spoken on
Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao). A final feature of'many ereole languages that we would
like to illustrate is the 'doubling' of the verb at the beginning of the sentenee to
emphasize the action:

(8) ta traha e homber-nan ra traha
{oe work the man plur asp work
"Tbe men are really werking.'

The ûrst partiele la is a focus marker, the second a tense/aspect marker. Note also the
use ofa plural perticle, nan, which is identieal to the third person plural proncun, a
feature of many ereole languages.

16 PhilippineSpanish Creole

Creoles with a voeabulary derived mainly Is-om Duteh:
17 Negerhollands (now praetieally extinct, but once flourishing on the US Virgin
Islands)
18 Afrikaans (it is a controversial question whether the language spoken by the
deseendante of rhe Boers is a ereole; for many local whites rhe not ion that Afrikaans
bas a 'mixed' origin is repugnant).

The examples rhar we have given of different creoles give a general idea of what the
grammar of these languages is like. The following features are either shared by all of
them or quire general:

(a) fairly rigid subjecr-cerb-objecr word order;
(b) invariable pronouns;
(c) no infleetional morphology and little derivarional morphology;
(d) preverbal particles marking negation, tense, mood and aspect;
(e) the use of serial verba to modify the meaning ofthe main verb or to mark extra

argumenrs;
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(I) fronting and doubling ofthe verb to mark emphasis;
(g) [he use ofa conjunction meaning 'for' to mark purposive and infinitive clauses,
(h) the use of rhe third-person plural pronoun to mark plural of thenoun phrase;
(i) the use of focus particles at the beginning of the senrence ra mark a constituent

focused on.

15.2 Creole studies
Creole studies originated as a systematic domain of studies over a cemury ago, with
Schuchardt's (1842-1927) important series of artic1es, that starred as an attempt to
account for a more complex set of developments in the history of the Romance
languages than was possible in the Neogrammarian preoccupation with the regularity
ofsound change. Hesseling's (l880-1941) work originally starred out explaining the
developments in Greek, from the early dialects through koine Greek in the Roman
Empire to Byzantine and modern Greek. Both scholars found it necessary to allow for
more complex types oflinguistic change: mixture, simplification, reanalysis, and the
complexity oftheir analyses characterizes modern creole studies as well.

Until1965 the field remained rather marginal. Creole languages were studied by a
few enthusiastic historica! linguists, fieldworkers with an adventurous bent, and
folkloriste ahead oftheir time. Now the study of creole languages has moved to the
centre of linguistic research, a research programme wirh universalist theoretica!
ambitions, half-way between theoreticalIinguistics and socio!inguistics. Reasons for
this development are manifold, but include politica! and culrural emancipation of
certain parts of the Caribbean (most notably Jamaica), the interest in Afro-American
culture, particularly in the US, and a partial reorientarion oflinguistic research.

An important group of creole researchers wants ra focus on the dynamic and
variabie aspects oflanguage (Sankoff, 1980; Bickerron, 1975, 1981). While linguists
working inside the paradigm ofgenerative gram mar tend to abstract away from varia
tion and change, focusing on the universa! and invariable aspects oflinguistic com
petence, creolists have tended to put variation and change at the centre of attention.
only by studying the changes that languages undergo and the ways in which these
changes are manifested in the speech community can we find out about the pheno
menon oflanguage. Pidgin and creole languages form a natural field ofstudy for these
researchers, exactly because they present sa much internal variatien and because they
tend tO change se rapidly.

The main research effort in creole studies has been to find a princip!ed explanation
for the genesis of [he languages involved. There is an implicit assumption that the
creole languages share some property that calls for an explanatory theory. What
property this is depends on the theory concerned. Any of three properties are
assumed to play a role:

(I) Creole languages are assumed to be more alike than other languages. As we saw,
creoles share many structural features, and many researchers believe that these resem
biances can neither be simply due to the similarity between the languages of Western
Europe nor accidenral.
(2) Crecle languages are assumed to be more simpte than other languages. There is a
wide-spread belief that creole languages are not just morphological1y, but also
symactically and phonologically simpler than other languages.
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(3) Creole languages are assumed 10 have more mixed grammars than ether
Ianguages. Many people have drawn parallels between language and biology, when
thinking of creoles. Ir is assumed that creole languages, in the same way as many of
their speakers, have 'mixed' African, European, and in some cases Amerindian
ancestry. The Ianguages are thought to be simply Europeen vocabulary coupled with
African syntax and semantics.

These assumptions, even though none of thern has been conclusively shown to be
correct until this day, play a role in the varrous rheories ofcreole genesis around in the
field. In fact, these theories have been developed in part to explain the assumed simi
larity, simplicity and mixedness of rhe creole ianguages. Table 15.1 presente these
theories in relation to the three underlying assumptions:

Table 15.1 Theories accounting for special properties ofthe ereere languages

Alike Simp]e Mixed

Semamic transparency , x
(Seuren, 1983; Secren and
Wekker, 1986)
Imperfect second language
Learning (Valdman, 1981; (,) ,
Andersen, ed., 1983)
Baby talk (,) x
(Nare, 1978)
Afro·Genesis x ,
(Alleyne, 1980)
Portuguese monogenesis , (,)

(Whinnom,1971)
Bio-programme x x
(Bickerton,1981)
Atlantic mono·somce x
(Hancoek, 1986)
Common seciel context , (,)

(Sankolf, 1980)

We will briefly sketch the eight theories lisred in Table 15.1.
The semantic transparency theory is not a full-blown genesis tbeory, but simply

claims thar the structure of creole languages directly reflects universa! semantic
structures. That they are alike, in this view, is due to the fact that the semantic struc
tures are urnversal. They are simple because the semantic structures involved are
fairly direcrly mapped 0010 surface structures, without a very complex trans
formational derivation. An example ofthis may be the fact rhat creole languages have
separate tense/mood/aspect particles, which reflect separate logica! operators, rather
than incorporating tense, etc. inro the inflection of the verb.

In the imperfect second-/anguage learning theory creoles are the crysrallization ofsome
stage in rhe developmental sequence (cf. chapter 8). The speakers ofthe proto-creole
simply did not have sufficient access to the model, and had to make up an approxima
tive system. In this view the fact that creoles are simple is due to the simpliflcaticn
inherent in the second-language learning process. Thus we find in the intermediate
stages of rhe acquisition ofseveral European languages (e.g. English and German) a
phase in which there is an invariant negative element in preverbal position:
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(9) a. he DO eat 'He doesn't/won't eat'
b. ich nix arbeite 'I don't/didn't work'

(compare standerd German: ich arbeite nicht)

This same feature was mentioned before as characreristic of many creoles.
For some adherente of the imperfect second-Ianguage learning theory the creole

languages are also similar, and this similariry is due to universal properties ofthe
learning process.

The baby-talk theory is similar to the imperfect-second-language learning theory in
postulating that creoles are frozen {i.e. fosailized} stages in the second-language
learning sequence. The difference lies in the fact tbat in the baby-talk theory the
responsibility for the simplificatîon is shifred from rhe learners to the speakers of
European languages, who provide a simplified model (cf. our discussion offoreigner
talk in chapter 12). The similarity between creoles would be due, in this view, to
universa! properties of the simplified input. The type ofevidence adherents ofthe
baby-talk hypothesis are looking for thus includes simplifications made by native
speakers, not by learners, in pidgins. An example may be, as noted by Schuchardr
(l909), the use ofinfinitives in Lingua Franca. Many people have pointed 10 the use
of reduplicated forms in the creoles as evidence for the baby-talk hypothesis, but
reduplication mms out to be a very general process in the creoles, while in baby-talk it
has only very specific functions.

The Afro-genesis model reaUy deals only with the creole languages spoken in [he
Atlantk region: West Africa and the Caribbean, and postulates that these Ianguages
have emerged through the gradual transformation of the West African languages
spoken by rhe slavee under influence ofthe European coloniallanguages. The simi
larity of the languages involved is due, in this model, ro the fact that they share the
same African language features, mixed together with features of'European languages.
One thing shared by the Caribbean creoles and the languages of West Africa is rhe
serral verb construction that we encountered in examples (3), (5) and (7) above. The
Afro-genesis model would claim, in this particular case, that the Afrkan serial verbs
have been relexified with European vocabulary, keeping rheir original meaning.
Thus an African serial verb 'surpess' was relexifled with the English adverb more, to
yield Sranan moro, in examples such as (10a):

(10) a. Harold bigi moro mi
Harold big surpass me
'Harold is bigger than me.'

b. angr] moro rm
hunger overpower me
'I am hungry.'

The form moro can also occur as a verb by itself as in (lOb). The main problem with
the Afro-genesis model in its strict version is the large number of structural differ
ences between West African languages and creoles. What must be claimed to save the
hypothesis is that in the process ofrelexification syntactic and sementic properties of
European lexical items were introduced as weil, for instanee rhat more is an adverb in
English. Thus we also have a construction more like English in Sranan, equivalent 10

(10')'
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(10) c. Harold bigi moro lild mi
Harold big more than me
'Harold is bigger than me.'

The Portuguese mono-genesis model has undergone several modifications. Crueiel to
all of these is the exisrence of a trade Ianguage with a predominantly Portuguese
lexicon, used in the fifteenrh through seventeenrh centuries by traders, slave raiders
and merchants from different countries throughout the then emerging Third World.
The mono-genesis theory holds that the slaves learned this language in the slave
camps, trading forts and slave ships of their early captivity, and then took this
language, really no more than a jargon, with them to the plantauons. The different
creole languages as we know them are based on this jargon, but have replaced the
Portuguese words by words from other Europeen Ianguages. The supposed similarity
ofthe creole languages is due ofcourse to the underlying Porruguese jargon, and their
simplicity to the simplicity ofthis jargon.

The bie-programme theory claims that creoles are inventions ofthe children growing
up on the newly formed plantations. Around them they only heard pidgins spoken,
without enough structure co function as narurallanguages, and they used their own
innate linguistic capacities to transform the pidgin input from their pareuts into a
fully-fledged language. Creole languages are similar because the innate linguistic
capecity applied is universal, and they are simple because they reflect the most basic
language structures. One feature ahared by all creoles that would derive from the
innate capacity is rhe system of pre-verbal tense/moed/aspect particles. Nor only do
they seem limited in the creole languages to a particular set of meanings, but they also
seem tö occur in a particular order, illustrated in (11) and (12), taken from the now
almest extinct language Negerhollands.

(11) yu sa ka: dra: di a yu han Moon ASPECT
you md asp carry rhis in your hand
'You shall have carried this in your hand'

(12) aster am ha ka: sit ne:r TENSE ASPECT
after he tns asp sit down
'After he had set down. '

The system oftense/mood/aspect particles, its interpretation, and its ordering would
directly reflect universal aspects of the human language capacity.

The Aclantic mono-source hypothesis limits itself to the English-based creole
languages ofthe Atlantic, and is based on the idea that there was an English jargon or
pidgin spoken along the coast ofWest Africa rhat later formed the primary souree for
a wide range of English-based creoles. Clearly, common features of these creoles are
then assumed to be due to this early pidgin.

The common social context theory, finally, adopts a strictly functional perspective: the
slave plantations imposed similar communicative requirements on rhe slaves, newly
arrived and without a common language, in many cases. The common communica
tive requiremenrs led co rhe formation of a series of fairly similar makeshift com
municative systems, which rhen stabilized and became creoles. To give an example of
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whar this may imply, consider the following Tok Pisin relative clause, from an artiele
by Sankoff and Brown (Sankoff 1980):

(13) boi ia (i gat fiftin yias ia) em I tokim ologeta
boy pro have fifteen years he pro teil all

liklik bei ol 1 kam
linie boy plur pro come
'This boy, who was fifteen years old, he told all the linie boys to come.'
(pm = predieare marker, plur = plural)

Sankoff and Brown show rhat [he marker ia 'here' has developed out of a con
versational focus marker into a grammancal element setting a relative clause apart
from the matrix cleuse.

15.3 The social position of the creole languages

The previous section may give one the impreesion that creole studies is only a very
academie discipline, preoccupied with the abstract properties ofthe human mind or
with who spoke what to whom where in the seventeenrh century. There is a whole
ether side to the field as well, however, involved wirh the creole speaking com
mumties in the post-colonial world. This is not the place to go into the literary
developments in the creole Ianguages, which have been remarkable, but in several
ways the issues raised in earlier chapters of rhis bock are of relevanee to creoles as
weil. We wil! discuss a few here.

(a) The eelation creole-standard in the Caribbean
We mentioned in the introduetion to this chapter that semenmes the creole Ianguage
continues te evolve in the direction ofthe Europeen colcnial Ianguage to which it is
related, so thar decreolization occurs and a posr-crecle continuurn arises. This last
development can occur when (a) in a given area the original dominant European
language rhat has supplied the vocabulary for the creole continues to be spoken,
(b) there is a certain amount of social hierarchy and mobility within the creole
speaking community itself. Under these two conditions some speakers of the creole
adept different features from the colonial language, so that a series of linguistic
varieries emerges intermediate between the creole and the colonial language. These
varieties can not be dearly kept apart, and speakers often are capable of producing and
understanding a sizeable portion ofvarîeties from the continuurn. As Figure 15.1
indicates, the post-creole continuum may he formed in various stages in the deve
lepment ofthe creole: both right at the beginning, e.g. when the slave planration had
creole-speaking overseers and other intermediare ranks, or much later, after the aboli
rion of slavery. For individual cases, it remeins a centroversial matter when exactly
decreolization set in, and why there seems to be a post-creole continuurn in somecom
muniries but not in others. Thus, rhe jamaican sociolinguistic situation has often
been described in terms ofa continuum (DeCamp, 1971)and this seems to be the case
in many English-speaking areas. For French creoles, several scholars have argued that
rhere is no continuum, but rather a sharp divisicn between the creole patois and
regiorial standard French (cf. Lefebvre, 1975, who argues this for Martinique). The
same division exists in those societies where the creole spoken and the standard or
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coloniallanguage are in no way related: the Duteh Antilles (Papiamentu and Durch),
Surinam (Sranan and Duteh), and St Lueia (French Creole and English).

(b) Creoles in education
When there is a conrinuum there is a great deal ofvariation in ereale speech, and this
causes considerable problems for the school. First, when the decision is made that
creole Ianguages wil! serve as a medium of instruction (see chapter 6 on bilingual
education), difficult decisions will have te made about the type of ereale used. Will
one choose a very 'deep' creole, whieh links rhe ehildren te rheir heritage, or a more
'adapted' creote, that may be closer to what the ehildren actually hear spoken around
them? Second, when the decision is made not to use the ereole in school, perhaps
because it is close enough te the standerd, there is often the problem of finding out
how mueh the children know ofthe standard. The fact that they speak a creole which
may resemble the srandard only superfidally in some cases makes this a very com
plicated issue. Third, in almost all cases the creole has very low prestige, and is not
even reeognized as a separate language with a positive identity associated with ie
Creole speakers use 'bush talk', a 'dialect', a 'patois'. Pejorative names for ereale
languages, sueh as Taki-Taki for Sranan, abound. The implieation ofthis is that it is
very difficuIt to involve ereale languages in language planning and in edueational
programmes. It is not impossible, however, as rhe example of Aruba, Bonaire and
Curaçao shows, where Papiamentu is rapidly aequiring a more important position in
the edueational system and is being standardized.

(c) Pidgins and creoles in tbe industrial West
So far the discussion has had a Third World flavour: plantations, tropical islands,
trade routes, and Map 15.1 did nothing to correct this impreesion. Still, there are
pidgins and creoles spokes in the industrial West as weU. First, speakers of creoles
have participated in the migration from the Third World to the industrial centres:
New York, T oronto, Londen, Amsterdam, and Paris are full of creole speakers, and
are confronted with the same educational problems as the Caribbean itself. Second,
pidgins may be emerging in the urban eentres ofthe West itse1f, according to some
scholars. Schumann (1978) has labelled the incomplete learning of English by
Centra! American migrants in the Unired Stares (see chapter 8) 'pidginizarion' and
various German scholars have analysed the varieties of German spoken by socially
isolated migrant workers in German cities such as Berlin as pidgins (Klein and
Dittmar, 1979). An example ofthe 'pidginized' German discovered is:
(14) oyta fil koleega kusdsawaita, nich arwaita, pasia.

Heute viel Kolega kurzarbeit nicht arbeiten pasieren.
Now many colleagues short-terrus jobs, net work, walk around.

(Cited from Heidelberger Forschungsprojekt 'Pidgin Deursch' 1975; spelling
slightlyadapted.)

Is this a pidgin? The urterance is put rogether as a string rather than as a true
structural whole, there is linie or nu inflection, the vocabulary used is quire limited.

Not enough is known about the sociolinguistic aspects of these varieties, and the
word pidgin is not weil enough defined, to make this a meaningful issue. It is clear in
any case that many ofthe features of the speech of migrant workers recallthose ofthe
'tropical' pidgins, and that the fact that they cao be studied now makes them ofpar
tienlar importance to pidgin and creole studies. Most importanrly, of course, the fact
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rhat something like pidgins emerge at all is indicative of the deep sociaJ divisions
within the indusrrial West.

In some sense this chapter on pidgins and creoles provides a fitting conc1usion to this
book, which has tried [0 explore how different groups of speakers react, in different
settings, re the confrontation with orher languages. Creo1esemerged out ofone ofthe
most inhumane and in many cases cruellest Insritutions in history: planration slavery.
It is a sign ofhuman energy and ofthe human capacity for 1anguageand communica
tion that in these circumsrances languages emerged and flöurished.

Further reading

The primary souree for documentation about the different pidgins and creoles is still
Reineeke's monumental bib1iography (1975). There are a number ofintroductions to
pidgins and creoles on the marker, inc1uding Hall (1966), Todd (1974), Mühlhäus1er
(1986), and in French Va1dman Le creote: structure, StatUl, origine (1979), in addition
ro a large number ofcollections ofarticles ofwhich Hymes (1971) Pidginieation and
creolization of ianguages, Va1dman's Pidgin and Creoie Linguistics (1977b), and
Valdman and Highfield (1981) Theoretical issues in pidgin and creoleiinguistics are [he
most general in scope. There are a few important books by single aurhors: Bickerton's
Roots of Language (1981) comains a high1y readable exposirion oftbe bioprogramme
hypothesis, Alleyne's Comparative Afro-Amencan (1981) documents (he Afro-genesis
hypothesis with a wealth ofdetail, and Senkoff's The Sociai Life of Language (1980)
has documented the view that [he structure of creole languages is fine1y artuned re
their functional requirements with a number of insightful articles.
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Aboriginallanguages S, 55, 82
Africa 2,57,60,69,101,129,134,139,176

Eest 52, 56, 134, 135
West 5,134,177,182,183

African (North) immigrants (Ftance) 91
African languages 1,69, 181, 182, 183
Afrikaans 18, 110, 179
Afro·American 180
Albanian 155
America 5, 20, 48

Centra) 6,48, 185
Central, immigrants (USA) 185
Ncrth 6
Somh 48,51,54,130,131

Arnerindian laIiguages 1,14,35,37,43,53,61,
68,127,130,131, 135, 139, 141, 146, 160,
167,168,173,181

Amharic 51
Amuesha 61
AngloSaxon 166,168
Arabic 34,74,87,101,132,139,147,148,149,

159
(Egypn 26
(!sTad) 18
(Sudan) 57
Classical (Morocco) t9, 24, 27, 63
Mcroccan 19,20,24,27,42,63,86,125 {see

also Moroccan}
Quranic 25

Aruba (Durch Antilles) 179, 185
Asia 101,179

Central 53, 57
Auannc Crooles 181,183
AUSlraJia 5,35,37,38,42,55,125
Austna 1,39,40,41
Ausrro-Asiatic 46
AUSlronesian languages 134
AZlee 1,36,42,160

Bahasa lndonesia 48,56, 134
Balkan I, 6, 155

Baltic 155
Bantu 56
Basque 6,62,64, ror, 157
Belgium 4,5, 11, 34, 57

Brussols 120
Flanders 28

Bengali 56
Berber 25, 27, 86
Bhojpuri (Mauritius) 22
Bokmal 52, 53
Bolivia 34, 161, 173
Bonaire (Dmch Antilles) 179, 185
Brazil, Amazon basin 5
Brewn 32,44, lOl
Buang 28
Bulgaria 57
BuJgarian 155
Byzantlne ISO

Canada 4, IS, 16-1S, 19-20,29,32,34,36,66,
67,71,92,102,105,109,110,129,133,135,
160,161, 17S, 185,

Quebec 3,29,32,36,66,67, 109, 132, 133,
160,161,163

Cape Verdean Ponuguese Creole 179
Caribbean 5,6,24,176,177,178,179,182,184
Cashubic, North 155
Castilian see Spanish
Calalan 47
Cayenne 178
Collie 157
Central Afriean Republic 169, 170
Cherokee 35
Chicono 12, J8, J9, 37, 132 {see also Spanish}
Chinese 80, SS, 86, 87, 89, J55

(Hawaii) 104
(USA) 33,36,92

Chinook 135
CbinookJargon 135,137
Colombia 54
Comanche 167,168,170,172,173
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Cornish 32
Costa Riea 92,169,170
Cree 135
Cuba 135
Curaçao (Duteh Antilles) 179, 185
Czech 84

Danish 35,52,98,155,166
(Greenland) 2

Denmark 52
Dravidian 5,46, 158
Dutch 3,11,34,42,68,86,87,91,99,101,126,

127,133,134,143,144,145,148,150,151,
165,172,176

(Australia) 35, 36
(Belgium) 5, I 1,34,101, 120
(Duteh Antilles) 185
(lapan) 168
(Surinam) 59,126, 127
(USA) 37

Duteh Antilles (Aruba, Bonaire, Curaçao) 179,
185

Duteh Creoles 179

Ecuador 34,51,52,85,130,131,141,142,154,
155, 156

Egypt 26
English pas.im

(Afriea) 69
(AuSlralia) 35, 36, 42, 82
(Costa Rica) 169
(Canada) 17, 19, 29, 32, 36, 66, 67,69,92, 102,

109,110,129,133,160,161
(France) 48
(Hawaii) 104
(India) 46,56,61,65, 147, 148
(Italian Amerieans) 15
Oapan) 168
(jews USA) 15
(Kenya) 41,51,56,119,134
(London) 3
(Mauritius) 22
(Nigeria) 69
(Philippines) 67,68
(Quebec) 3
(Sudan) 57
(Scuth Ameriea) 54
(South Afriea) 18, 110
(Tanzania) 28
(West Afriea) 134
Jargon (West Afriea) 183, Set Pidgin EngJisb
Middle 167
01d 166, J67, 168

English Creoles 5, 178, 179, 183
Estonian 155
Ethiopia 51
Europe 6, 26, 33, 41, 60, 113

North 148
European languages 4,158,176,181,182,184

Fanakalc 177
FarEast 177
Perring 34
Finland 114
Finnish 98

(Sweden) 59, 65, 70
Flemish 5,11,34, 101, 120
France 6,26,30,34,48,91,101,164,178

Brittany 32, 44
North Afriean lmmigrants 91

French 1,2,5,30,34,44,48,74,76,77,78,80,
81,82,89,91,117,120,121,125,131,134,
136,151,157,166,176,178

(Belgium) 5, 28
(Canada) 3,17,19,20,29,32,36,45,66,67,

69,92,102,109,110,129,132,133,135,163
(Cenrral Afriea) 169, 170
(Haiti) 26
(Mauritius) 22
(Mcrocco) 19
(Swilzer1and) 5
(USA) 14,121,135,167
Creoles 5, l78

Preneb Guyana Creole i78
Fris;an 6,34,51

North 34

Gaelic 6, 43, 57
Gare 96,97
German 3,42,49,74,78,88,89,90,96,97,98,

101,109,138,145,151,165,182, i85
(Austria) 39,40,41
(Australia) 35, 36
(Belgium) 5
(Silesia) 113
(USA) 37
North 155

Germanic languages 5
Germany 34, 82, 89, 102, 113, 138, 143, 145,

146, 185
Great Britain 5,13,23,24,51,57,70,102,114,

ns, 132, 147, 166, 167, 174
Cornwall 32
London 3,14,119,185

Greek 155, 180
(Australia) 35, 36
(Grear Britain) 51, 115
(Homeric) 120
immigrams (Germany) 90
immigrants (Europe) 33, 90

Greenland 2
Guaranl 25,26,51
Guinea, Gu1f of 179
Guinea-Bissau 176
Guierari I I, 32

(Kenya) 41
(Great Britain) 13, 32

Haiti 26, 178



Haldan Creole 26, 34, 178
Hausa 69
Hawaii 104
Hebrew 18,54, IlO, 1I7
Hindi 3,46,56,61,65,131,132,159

(Mauritius) 22
(Surinam) 59, 126, 127

Hungarian 55, 97
(Austria) 39,40,41

Hungary 39

Igbo 69
India 1,3,4,5,11,32,46,56,60,65,71,96,97,

132,147,149,155,158,159
Maharashrra 14
Tamil Nadu 14

Indian Ocean 177
Ïndians (South Africa) 177
Indc-Aryan 46
Indo·European {India} 5, 155, 159
lndonesia 48, 56, 134
Inuit 2
Irish 57
brael 18
Italian 33,41,59,74, 106, 120, 148

(Australia) 35, 36, 42
(Grear Britain) 41,42,70,102,114
(Swirzerland) 85
{USA} 15, 114, 132

Italy; Sardinia 33,41,59

Jamaica 178, 180, 185
[amaican Creole 178

(Londen) 14,119
Jamaican immigrall1s (Costa Rica) 169
Japan 168,169,170
Japanese 87,89, 128, 143, 146, 149, 150, 168,

169
(USA) 114, 115

Javanese 56, 135
(Surinam) 56, 135

Karmade 158, 159
Kenya 51,52,56,134

Nairobi 41, 134
Kikuyu 119
Kiungaja 52
Konkani 156,158,159
Krio 178
Kwega 51

Landsm~1 47,52
Langue a-on 26
Langue d'Oc 26, see also Occiran
utin 124,148,157,158,166
Latvian 97
Lettish 155 (set! alm Latvian)
Lingala 177
Lingua Franca 177,182
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Lithuanian 155
Loruho 82
Louisiana French Creole 178
Luxembourg 113

Macao Pcrtuguese Creole 179
Macedonian 155
Malay 56, 134
Malaysia 56
Maltese (Australia) 35
Maratbl 14,158
Mauririan Creole 22, 178
Mauritius 22, 178
Media Lengua 130,131,156
Mexican immigrants (USA) 23,64,67,122
Mexicano 36, 42
Mexico 1,12,19,36,70,159,160
Michif 135
Middle East 148
Mongol 6
Moroccan (Netherlands) 11,42,68,86, 87, 91,

113
Moroccan immigrams (France) 23

(Belgium) 23
(Netberlands) 11,23,24,42,68,86, 113, 144,

146
Morocco 19, 20, 25, 26, 68
Mozambique 48, 70

Nahuatl 36,37,42,70,159,160,162
Navaho 127, 128
Negerhollands 179,183
Netherlands 3,6, 11, 23, 24, 27, 34, 42, 51, 68,

70,86,87,113,132,140,141,143,144,145,
146,150,185

New Guinea 28, 58, 178
Niger Congo languages 169
Nigeria 60,69,70,134
Nilo·Saharan 51
Norway 52, 53
Norweglan 47,52,53,55,155,156
Bokm~l 52, 53
undsm~l 47,52
Nynorsk 52,53
Riksm~1 52, 53

Nyaumada 55
Nynorsk 52,53

Occkan 26, 120

Pacific 5, 176, 179
Pakistan 147,159
Palestine 47
Papiamemu 179,185
Papua New Guinea 28, 58, 178
Paraguay 25,26,51
Pennsylvanla Durch (German) 37
Persian 87, 159
Perso·Arabic 132
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Peru 20,34,44,61,68,69,70
Philippine Spanish Creole 179
Philippines 52, 54, 60, 68, 69, 70
Philippine languages 52, 54
Pidgin Deutsch 185
Pidgin English (West Afriea) 134

(Haweii] 104
PiJipino 54,67,68
Poland: Silesia 113
Polish (USA) 132
Ponuguese 5,57,74,153,157,176,179

Jargon 183
Creotes 5,179,183
(Japan) 168, 169
(Mozambique) 48

Provençal 26, 120
Pueno Riço 130
Pueno Rican Spanish (USA) 119, 120, 122, 130

Quebec, ree Canada
Quechua 137,171,172,173,174

(Bolivia) 161,162,173
(Ecuador) 51,52,53,85,130,131,141,142,

154,156,174
(Peru) 20, 44, 45

Reunion 178
Riksmal 52, 53
Roman Empire 6, 157
Romance languages 5
Romanian 155, 157
Remarisch 5
Russian 53, 60, 75, 97, 117

Sango 169, 170
Sao Ternenee Creole 179
Saramaccan 153
Sardinian 33,41,59
Sarnami 59,126,127
Semiliç languages 51
Senegal 176
Serbian, South East 155

(Germany) 42, 108
Serbo·CrOalian 33, 108
Seychelles Creoje 178
Shona 70
Siena Leone 178
Slavic languages 155
SouthAfrica 18,110,177,179
South Asian immigrams (Mauritius) 22
Soviet Union, Udmurt ASSR 13
Spain 6,47,48,54,62,143
Sparush 5, 74, 84, 85, 86, 87, 96, 117, 121, 134,

140,142,157,165,171,176,179
{America) 20,34,44,45, 159, 160
(Bolivia) 161,173
(COSla Rica) 169
(Ecuador) 53,85, 130, 131, 141, 142, 154, 156,

171, 174

(Japan) 168
(Paraguay) 25, 26
(Puerto Riean) (New York) 23, 173
(Peru) 20,44,45,61,68,69
(Tex-Mex) 19
(USA) 2,12, 14, 18, 20, 23, 33, 34, 60, 62, 64,

66,67,102,104, JlI, 113, 119, 120, 121,
122,12~1~,127,128,1~16~17~185

Spanish Crecles 5, 179
Sranan 126,127,132,133,153,178,183,185
Sudan 57
Surinam 59,126,127,153,178,185
Surinamese immigrants (Netherlands) 132, 133
Swahili 28, 52, 55, 134
Sweden 59, 66, 70
Swedish 97

(Finland) 114
(USA) 37

Swiss German 85
Switzerland 5, 62, 85

Tagalog 67
Taki·Taki see Sranan
Tamil 14,56
Tanganyika 52
Tanzania 28,52,55,56,58
Third World 6,46,60,62,67,71,101,185

languages 4, 119
Thracian 157
Tibetan 155
Tibeto-Burman 46
Tok Pisin 28,178,184
Tsonga 59
Turkey 11,57,68,101,141
Turkish 76,86,87,155,158,159,162

(Bulgaria) 57
(Germany) 82,89,90, 102, 138
(Great Brilain) 51
(Netherlands} 11,68,86,87,91, JI3, 141, 150
immigrants (Europe) 33, 102, 103

Udmurr 13, 14
Uganda 134
Ukrainian 34
Urdu 3,159
USA 4, 11, 14, 18,33,35,36,60,62,64,66,67,

90,92,102,105,114,119,130,135,167,
l68, 174, 178, 180

California 64,66,67,70
Florida 60
Hawaii 104
New York 2,15,119,130,173,185
Pennsylvania 37
Texas 104
Virgin lslands 179

USSR 53,55,56,60

Vietnamese 34
Virgin hlands 179



Wales 16,36,43
Welsh 6,17,36,43,98,108
Wesl lndian immigrants (Londen) 23
Wesl lndians (Greal Britain) 13

Yabem 28
Yiddish (USA} 14,85
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Yoruba 69, 134
Yugoslavian immigrants (Europe) 33

(Germany} 42, 108

Zaire 177
Zulu 177, 178
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accent, erhnic 132-3,137
accommodation 22f,28, 167, 168, 170
accuhuration 167-8
acquisincn 157

simultaneous 94f, 103-4, 109-10
3ctuation problem 162-3
adaptation 138
addition vs. substitution in the lexicon 165
additive bilinguahsm 102
affeclive meaning 71
Afro-genesie hYPolhesis 181-3
agglomeration problem 163
antetier tense 178
anti-neutrality 159
apathie reeenen (ofbilinguals) 114
approximative system 182
areal feature 155-6
3ssimilation 62, 63, 65, 93, 113-14

cultural 62-3,93
linguistic 62-3

assimilationisl model ofbilingual educatlon 65
associative response 76-7
Ananuc mono-soufee hYPOlhesis 183
3voidance of structures 87

baby talk 139-40, 181-2
balanee hypothesis 104
baserhosr language in code-switching 121-3
Basic interpersonal Communicative SkilIs

(BICS) 105-7
behaviourist learning rheory 84
behaviourist view oflanguage atliludes 16f
billngual brain 73f
bilingual education, models of 65
BiJingual Education Act 59
bilinguaJism, additive 102

compound 75-7,79
coordinate 75-7,79
individual 2f
psychological 3
psychopatholcgy of 113-15
societal If

sociological 3
subordinate 75, 77
sublractive 102,108,111-12

bio-programme hypothesis 181, 183
borrowing i53, 154, 156, 151, i58-63

calque, seeloan shift
categorial hierarchy 110-1
circumlocutoryexpressions 167-8
code-mixing 116-28,159,112-3
ccde-swi\ching 80,108, 116-28, 130
codification 51-3
cognates 98, 103
Cognhive Acedemic Language Proflciency

{CALP} 105-1
cognitive effects/ebihry lOB
cognitive flexibility (ofbilinguals) 108, lil
common social context 184
Common Underlying Profieiency {CUP) 106-7
communication, contexr-embedded 105-6
communicative ccmperence 146, 148 (ree a/sc

functional competence)
competence 146
component 153
compound bilingualism 15-1,79
compUIation time 80-1
conceptualorganization 75-9
constraints problem 162-3
content wcrds 172
context-reduced communicaticn 105-6
continuum 184-5
Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis 84-8
convergence 154-6, 159

{in speech accommodation} 28
coordinate billngualism 75-7, 19
copula 139
core vocabulary 165
creative construction 85-6
crcolc 175-86
critical pcriod 94-5
cross-cultural cornmunicarion 138-S1



fluent switcher 120-1
foreignerta!k 133-4,131,138-43
Iermal compelence 146, 148
fossilization 92, 181-2
Free Morpheme Coostraiot 121
fricatrvization 154
Iunction words 112

early immersion programmes 66
elaboralion 53-5
embedding prcblem 162-3
emblematicswilching 118,131,112
equivalence eenstraint 123,124
equivalents, imerlingual 98
errors 85, 88
ethnic accent 132-3, 131

group 12
idemuy 12,85,86, 130, 143-4
loyalty 132-3

ethnicilY, definilion of 12
ethnclecr 132-3
etbnolingulstic group 12

vitallty B
evaluation oflanguage planning 55
evaluation problem in linguistic change 162-3
expanded pidgin 116
expressive fuoction 30, 119, 166, 110
extended system hypothesis 15

deelsion tree 22f
decreolizanon 184
definition of'bilingualism, scciological 3

psychological 3
deneradon 71
density 135f
depeodency 123, 126
developmental errors 88
developmental interdependence hypothesis 61,

105,112-13
dlfferenrial 14
diglossia 22, 24-6, 82, 102
direcnve function 29-30,119,166
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